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O i

Introduction

Responsibility for oversight of the ENDF/B Evaluated Nuclear Data File lies
with the Cross Section Evaluation Working Group (CSEWG), which is comprised of
representatives from various governmental and industrial laboratories in tlm United

States. Individual evaluations are provided by scientists at several U.S. laboratories,
including significant contributions by scientists from all over the world. In addition,
ENDF/B-VI includes for the first time complete evaluations for three materials that
were provided from laboratories outside the U.S. Ali data are checked and reviewed
by CSEWG, and the data file is maintained and issued by the National Nuclear Data

Center at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The previous version of the library,
ENDF/B-V, was issued in 1979, and two revisions to the data file were provided in
subsequent years, the latest occurring in 1981.

Preparation for Version VI of ENDF/B has been underway since the early 1980's.
Since the issue of ENDF/B-V, a large quantity of new experimental data, ham become
available for a variety of nuclear reactions. Additionally, improved nuclear models

O and theoretical codes have been developed to permit more reliable interpolation and
extrapolations of nuclear data, into unmeasured regions. Significant extensions and

revisions have been made to the data formats available for ENDF/B-VI evaluations,
including provisions for incident charged particles and photo-nuclear data by parti-
tioning the ENDF library into sublibraries, new multilevel resonance formulae, and
several options for representing energy-angle correlated emission data.. The latter de-

velopment is essential for extending the evaluated data files to higher incident energies,
and several evaluations with maximum energies greater than 20 MeV are included
in Version VI. Considerable effort has been directed at developing the computatioIial
tools required to utilize the new formatting capabilities.

The most comprehensive and thorough analysis ever attempted by CSEWG was
performed for the cross sections of standard reactions. This study incorporated cross
sections and covariances for the most irnporta,nt heavy element standards (including
thermal standards) into a simultaneous analysis, which was then combined with re-

sults from detailed coupled-channel R-matrix analyse_ of the light element standards.
Not only were the cross sections for the standard reactions included in the analysis,
but also absolute data, for other important reactions that are linked to the standards
through ratio measurements were also incorporated. Examples of such related data

that were included in the simultane,)us a.nalysis are the 2:_'_U(n,7), 2aSU(n,ti, and

O 2a!_Pu(n,f) cross sections. Largely because of the standards analysis, we feel that
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ENDF/B-VI should be tile most internally self-consistent evaluation to date.

A total of 75 new or extensively modified neutron sublibrary ewluations are in.. D
eluded in ENDF/B-VI, and Ere summarized in this document. One incident proton

sublibrary is described for Fe n_. The remaining evaluations iii ENDF/B-VI have been

carried over from earlier versions of ENDF, and have been updated to reflect the new

formats. The release of ENDF/B-V] was carried out between January and June of

1990, with groups of materials being released ()n "tapes". Table 1 is a,n index to tile

evaluation summaries, and includes the materia.l identification or MAT number, the

responsible laboratory, and the "tape" number. These evaluations have been released
without restrictions on their distribution or use.

Table 1. Summary of Evaluations
i

Material MAT Laboratory Tape Page

H-1 125 LANL 100 7

H-2 128 LANL 116 13
He-3 225 LANL 1.16 1.5

, Li-6 325 LANL 100 1.8
Li-7 328 LANL 100 33

Be-9 425 LLNL 100 40

B-10 525 LANL 100 48

B-11 528 LANL 100 69

C 600 ORNL 100 '78

N-14 725 LANL 116 82

N-15 728 LANL 116 91

O-16 825 LANL 116 101

F-19 925 ORNL 115 120

V 2300 ANL 103 124

Cr-50 2425 ORNL 111 1.31

Cr-52 2431 ORNl, 111 131

Cr-53 243,1 ()RNL 111 131

Cr-54 2437 ORNL 1ii 131

Mn-55 2525 ()RNI_ 114 144

Fe-54 2625 ()RNL 112 149

Fe-56 2631 ORNl, 112 149

....................................................................................................... O
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Table 1. (Continued)

Q
Material MAT Laboratory Tape Page

Fe-56 (n*) 2631 BN L 800 168
Fe-56 (p*) 2631 BNL 801 168

Fe-57 2634 ORNL 112 149
Fe-58 2637 ORNL 112 149
Co-59 2725 ANL 103 174
Ni-58 2825 ORNL 113 181

, Ni-59 2828 WHC 113 197
Ni-60 2831 ORNL 113 181
Ni-61 2834 ORNL 1.1.3 1.81

Ni-62 2837 ORNL 113 181
Ni-64 2843 ORNL 1.13 181
Cu-63 2925 ORNL 1.14 198
Cu-65 2931 ORNL 114 198

Y-89 3925 ANL 103 211
Nb 4125 ANL 116 216

Pd-105 4634 ORNL 103 222

O Pd-107 4640 ORNL 103 225In 4900 ANL 116 228
In-ll5 4931 ANL 116 234
Cs-.134 5528 ORNL 103 238
Ba-134 5637 ORNL 103 241.
Ba-135 5640 ORNL 103 245
Ba-136 5ei43 ORNL 103 249
Ba-137 5646 ORNL 103 253
Nd-147 6040 ORNL 103 256
Pm-147 6149 ORNL 103 260
Sm-147 6234 ORNl., 103 263
SM-151 6246 ORNL 103 268
Eu-151 6325 LANL 103 271
Eu.-152 6328 ORNL 103 278
Eu-153 6331 LANL 1.03 285
Eu-154 6334 ORNL 103 291.
Eu-155 6337 ORNL 103 298
Ho-165 6725 LANL 103 302

* Data up to 1 GeV incident energy.

O
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Table 1. (Co,mluded)

Q
Material MAT Laboratory Tape Page

Er-166 6837 ORNL 103 309
Er-167 6840 ORNL 103 313
Re-185 7525 ORNL 115 317
Re-187 7531 ORNL 115 321
Au-197 7925 LANL 108 325
PL-206 8231 ORNL 115 336
Pb-207 8234 ORNL 115 336
Pb-208 8237 ORNL 115 336
Bi-209 8325 ANL 108 351
U-235 9228 ORNL 117 356
U-236 9231 WHC 108 376
U-238 9237 ORNL 117 386

Np-237 9346 LANL 117 397
Np-239 9352 ORNL 108 411
Pu-239 9437 LANL 117 415

Pu-240 9440 ORNL 108 434
Pu-241 9443 ORNL 108 446
Am-241 9543 CNDC 108 453
Am-243 9549 ORNl, 108 457
Bk-249 9752 CNI)C 108 465
Cf-249 9852 CNDC 108 468

ANL Argonne National Laboratory
BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory

CNDC Chinese Nuclear Data, Center

LANL I_()sAlamos National Laboratory

LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
WHC Westinghouse Hanford Company

O
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lH1

Reference: No l rlmary Reference

Evaluators: G, M, Hale, I). C, I)od(lcr, E. R., Siciliano, and W. 13.Wil-
son

Evaluated: October 1.989
Material: 125

')Content: Standard, Neutron tra.nsport, Gamma product1( n

File Comments

The ENI)F/B-VI cross sections for hydrogen represent the first new evaluation
work on n-p scattering since those based on tlle Ilopkins-Breit phase shifts were
placed in tile file. The new cross sections result from a charge-lndependent R-matrix
analysis of n-p and p-p scattering at energies below 30 MeV that was done by Dodder
and Hale. I A summa.ry of the channel configuration and data fitting characteristics-

of the analysis is given in Table 1,

= Table 1. 0-30 MeV N-N R-Matrix Analysis

-0
Channel I_ttltt, r (/Jt, (fill)

n -- p 3 3.26-

p - p 3 3.26

Reaction _ Observable Types # Data Points X2

_. n-p scattering 3 448 407
p-p scattering 4 388 399

Totals: 7 836 806

- _ of parameters = 33 :_ X_ per degree of freedom = 1.004"

2: * Including recent corrections '_ to the 16.9 Mev n-p analyzing power
data of Tornow ct al.6 reduces the overall chi-square per degree of

_: freedom of the fit, to 0.9988.

- The R-matrix analysis includes ma.ny n-l) measurements that were not available

O at the time of the t]ot)kins.-Breit I)ha,se-shift analysis, and gives a representation of

7
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the n-p and p-p data in the 0-30 MeV range that is comparable to or better than that

of other recent work. '_':_The new analysis also gives predictions for newly measured

observables, such as the polarization-tra, nsfer data from Karlsruhe 'I, that looks quite II} ,I
reasonable.

The charge independent model used takes the isospin I reduced-width amplitudes

in the R matrix describing n-p scattering to be identically the same a,s those describing

p-p scattering, The energy eigenvalues in the two systems are taken to differ only by

an overall constant Coulomb energy shift. 'l'his simple model a,llows the p-p scattering
data to influence the u-p lit. Wt' see in Fig. 1 where measurements of the cross

section and a,nM.yzing powers fl)r the two reactions are compared, that the data are

quite different ai t,he same energy. These differences, coming primarily from Coulomb

terms and symmetrization properties of the tw() systems, are well reproduced by the

charge-independent calculation, The calculations also account well for the shape of

the n-p angular measurement r shown at 14 MeV,

Two quantities often used to characterize the center of mass n-p angular distribu-

tion near 14 MeV are the back-angle cross section, ct(180°), and the asymmetry ratio

R = cr(180°)/ct(90°), The ENDF/B-VI evaluation gives for these quantities at E. =
14.1 MeV:

cr(180 °) .... 58.89 -3:0.60 mb, R =_ 1..093 _.4-_0.010.

The value of R. is in agreement with most 1)revious measureme||ts, but disagrees with

a recent measurement of R.yves and KolkowskiU (l{ :.... 10053:k 0.015) tha.t is con- =

sistent with the ENDF/B-V value. The ENI)F/B-VI values of the back-angle cross

section and asymmetry ratio, on the other ha.hd, are in excellent agreement with an

evaluation of the 14.1 MeV (ta4,a that was done in 1982 by Vincour, B_m, and Pre.s-
perin. !_

-

_

Elastic cross sections and angular disi, rlbutions below 30 MeV were determined

with the new R-matrix calculation by fin,le and l)oddcr, This calculation gives the

ENDF/B-VI elastic scattering cross sections for hydrogen below 26 MeV.

Elastic cross sections and angular distril)ut, ions above 2{) MeV were calculated

with the NPSCAT co(tc using phase shifts of Arn(lt _ by Siciliano a,nd Wilson, The

angular distributions at 26 MeV agreed weil. Below this energy l{.-mn.trix angular

distributions were used, a.nd at 26 MeV and at)()ve phase shift angnln.r distril)utions

were used, Cross sections above 3(} MeV were taken from t,he l)ha.se shift work, Be-
tween these energies t.he elastic cross sect, i_)n wa.s ta.ken as follmvs:

@
8



E (eV) R-Inatrix I'llas_,, shift rr

2.6E t ()7 ,:_,(13,15 .:1(i()'29 .:_,(i:¢,15

2.717, t ()7 .?,,185!) ,3,1Rfi
f r ',_ 9 _)( r.2.8E t 07 .37,,1_8 .:l,, 1(),1 ,,, 3...J,)

2,9E I()7 ,32227 ,318!)1
¢ • r r _ ,

2,.()!!',I1}7 ,,}1()_(I .31)567 .,1(),)()7

.....

The calculated Cal)tllr(, reslllt, s were _ll('l'f4,.,(Iwith availal,l(' ii,7 (lata 1)y W. II, 'vvii

son, ENI)F/B-V (n,7)(lata were' lls(,(I 1)_'l(,w2() M(,V; al)_,ve t,tlis ('[l('r_5', ali al_pr,,×i.

marion to tile (ta tt_ t,r M, l l,,snlall (,t al. i,, was iis(,(l, '1'11(,(wl,7) was a_lillsl,('(It,,, ._re,,
exactly wit}_ Mughal)gt_al)'s (1.083) x,_l_(, al tl_t,r_al(().:l:12(i I,), t_(I I,,w,.r (,_(,rgies

were modified accordi.g 1.()t]_(, I/v law (1'. Y"_i-',, I()/17/ai)). 'l'l_,, l(.tal rr,,ss s,,('li(._

was the.n sulnnled again 1.()r(;fl(.('t iii(, r(,vis_'(t (_l,T).

lh_:, scattering ra(li_ls r(,r li'ii( , 2 a_l(I t1_.' f;,l_(,_,,I_ I_I',,,l_,ci,i,,_ fil,_,; 5.r ('al)l,l_re

( MF=::]2 an(l MF 1,1) w(.r(, t,ak(,i_ rr(,l_l ENI)I:/I', \:.

O R.eferez_(_es

1. i). ('. l),,(t(l('r a_t(t (1. _1. Ilal_', t,, I),, i_l_l, i_:ll_'_l(1!)!11 , %,'_' (;. M. llal{' 8.'

l'. (i. 5'()l_l_g, I,ANI, l/_'l),,rI I,.,\ I!I'_ !1(t I(I'F,_(1!)!)()).

2, l_. A. mrll(]l, _{N N I'll;is_,._lli['l ,.\]lal\'!.;i_;,," [llt{'l;l('tiv_ ('l,!lll)_ll_"l l'r(,_._ralli

,SAIl), l'ri\'af(' (!l)illllllllli(;l_i()li (I!i_)

:}.. M, M. NafU'I,'-;, '1', ,,\. I/i.i[,;_"II, nll,I ,I. l. (]_,_w;larl, ;¢l,,',v,' [",ii{'rhv Niit'lc,,',ll

Nil('l(,,,ll l'_,l{'lllial ['1'_,_1 I/{'L',t'.,(' I'(,l_" '11,',,ly," t'1_\'_.;,l¢_,v. I)I'F, 7ii,_'_(1!)7_).

,;l.II.KlaI'_'s_'Ihl, ';l<_'l,_rlill,'l',,InriT;lli,,;l'Ir_ii,_l'('r_]l.;l!qllll'[lll'Ill.Sr()l'II.

I} S('all_'vi_i_,,"l'rival_'(',,i_llllIli(;lli(,IIl'I_,lll\'\','l_,r_l(,w,I)_I,,(.L!_iv_,vniIy

(I!_ ).

5 \V. I_,,r_,,w ,.t ni., 1'1_\'_. li,,,,'. (':_T,. ':'"'.)(i (I!lSX,.,, ).

_'; \\;, l{,rIl,,w,I'.l,i_.,,w'_ki,I¢.(' l{\'I',l,i_I_(l1¢.l,.\\'all,'r,i'll\':_,l_{.vl,_'lI_'v!;

:_!}, )l.:i ( !}}"i' i_l_(I N_I(i. I'}_v_;..\:'. III, ?.1 (l!lY()),

=0
(t; ,

......... '"_ '1'_1_' ,, r, ....... _l, III I_1 "' lll"'l,'""r_'irll....



_. "1".II. I ly',,_t,._+_ll_lI', I'¢_,ll,,,,',v_hi,"_'l'll_' I ill'_'f'_'llt.i+_l(!l'<,_.; _'('li,,ll I',,r I",d,'lJlrl'_tl

I'r',,t.<,ll ,_(,+tl.tt'rivll¢+_1.II., r, M<,\"," l'l'_,liJl_itli(v'_,' I)r+_l't, N_lli,,ll+_l I'll),:;i;'+_l I,+11,

<,w'+_l_,v'y,hli<Icll_,+_'x, tll_ (P_I+_'<'I_lll+lll). Q

+), ,1, \"+llt't,lll'+ 1', ['_t:lll,, +tllt[ \', }'l'+'+;l_t'l'+ll , ;<++\ II+' I1111i+ l)i+;li'+l,_+li+,Vl _,l' N<'t_l,r'r,v_

I'I',,I<,_I ?Gt+++_ll_'r+_ll',+_i l.l. i _I_'\'," irl N+'t,'I++,+t1_+1++<'_'+1l_'++++'l++,+t,,+,l'r<.<:_'<'tlivlK,'++;
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2H1

O Reference: LA-3271 (1968)
Evaluators: L. Stewart, R. E. M_cFarlane, (LASL) A. Horsley

(AWaE)
: Evaluated: December 1989

Material: 128
Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production

File Comments

LASL Eval-Dec89 R. E. MacFarlane

LASL, AWRE Eval-Nov67 L. Stewart and A. Horsley

=

*****************************************************************

Summary of Changes

. The ENDF/B-V file for deuterium MAT=1302 was converted for ENDF/B-VI

by R. E. MacFarlane (LASL) in December 1989. The reaction cross sections, ela,s-
tic angula,r distributions, and photon prodaction data. were left unchanged. MF=4

O and MF=5 for the (n,2n) reaction were removed and replaced by an MF=6 using an
_ analytic phase-space representation. This is consistant with the original evaluation,

but provides a more accurate representation of the energy-angle correlation of (n,2n)
neutrons.

- ******************************************************************

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

MF=2 No resonance parameters given.

: MF=3 MT=I Total cross sections. Ali data was plotted and compared
up to 1967 in LA-3271. Changes were incorporated be-

- low 1.5 MeV. The evaluation does not agree with low-

energy experiments at, the NBS (which are preliminary)
-- but agrees at higher energies. The Davis data show a=

3.0 t,o MeV but
=_:_ peculiar drop of a low l)cr('enI from ' r. 9
Z agree, above and bt,l_,w ill_.sc e11e,r_ics.

O
13
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Summary of ENDF/B-V, Continued

cross sections. Data were obtained from inte- /MF=3 MT=2 Elastic

grating n-d a.nd p-d angular distributions, Since the ra-

diative capture is in microbarns, the elastic is essentially
equal to the total cross section below tile n,2n thresh-

old and the tota.1 minus the n,2n above the threshold.

Checks and balances were Mways made. See LA-3271

for the graphical comparisons,

MT=16 The n,2n cross section. Data were taken from Holm-

berg and from Catron. See LA-3271. Nothing is known
about the cross section above 14 MeV.

MT=102 Radiative capture cross section. The thermal cross sec-

tion is 506 microbarns which was extrapolated as 1/v

up to 1 keV. A curve was drawn above this energy to

include measurements on the inverse reaction by Bosch.
The 14 MeV value is a factor of 3 lower than Cerineo.

See LA-3271 for graphical results.

,, MF=4 MT=2 Elastic angular distributions taken from n-d and p-d
mE

scattering data. The agreement is consistent with the

Va,n Oers analysis. See LA-3271.

Y

MF=6 MT=16 Energy-angle energy-angle distributions represented a.s qp
a 3-body phase space distribution,

MF=8 MT=102 Radioactive decay information added for tritium pro-
duction. =

MF=9 MT=102 Multiplicity for production of radioactive tritium.

MF=12 MT=102 Multiplicity for photon production. A single gamma 7

was assumed to be emitted at ali energies. The LP = --

2 flag was used to conserve energy. For references, see
LA-3271.

MF=14 MT=102 Angular distributions of the secondary photon.

-

7

-_---_
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O Reference: No Prima, ry Reference

Evaluators: G. Hale, D, Dodder, and P, Young

Evaluated: Ma,y 1990

Materiah 225

Content: Standa,rd, Neutron tra,nsport

HE-3 FREE ATOM EVALUATION

*********************************

This file transfered from L. Stewart's ENDF/B-III evaluation with

modifica'tions only in the 3He(n,p) and the elastic cross sections

below S MeV, and the total cross section below 0.i MeV.

• , , , , • ,

• _ , , • , • • , • , • • , , , , , • • _ • , , , , _ • , • , • •

• Cross section standard He-3 (n,p) *

• The H,_-3 (n,p) cross section for this material is recommended

• as a standard for neutron energies from thermal to 50 keV.

MF=I

MT=451, Atomic mass = 3.0160.

MF=2

MT=IS1, Scattering length = 0.2821E-12 cm.

MF=3

MT= I, Total cross sections --- from .00001 eV to 200 keV.

MT1 taken as sum MT2+MTIO2+MTI03. From 200 keV to 20

MeV, MT1 evaluated using experimental data from Ref.6.

MT= 2, Elastic scattering cross sections --- from .00001 eV

to 200 keV, MT2 taken approximately from R-matrix

@ analysis described below. Above 200 keV, obtained

15



from MT2 = MTI-MTIO2-MTIO3-MTI04. Note two reactions

missing from this evaluation, namely n,n-prime,p and

n,2n,2p. Exp. data at 15 MeV indicates non-zero

cross sections for these. Included in MT2 this eval.

MT=lO2, Radiative capture cross sections --- thermal value

taken from Ref. I7, with assumption of i/v energy

energy variation at all other energies.

MT=lO3, n-p cross sections --- below 5 MeV taken from an

R'matrix calculation of the four-body reactions

by Hale and Dodder. 3He(n,p) data included were

from Refs. 5,13,14, and 15. For energies in the

5--20 MeV range, data were used as follows -

Ref.4 - 5.8 MeV to II. MeV

Ref.lO- 5.0 MeV to ii. MeV

Ref.12- 5.0 MeV to 12. MeV

Ref.16- 14. MeV

Data extrapolated to 20. MeV.

MT=lO4, n-d cross sections --- threshold = 4.36147 MeV.

0 = -3.2684 MeV. Evaluation from a detailed balance

calculation (Ref.13) and experimental data (Ref.ll).

MT=251, Average value of cosine of elastic scattering angle,

laboratory system. Obtained from data MF=4, MT=2. W
MT=252, Values of Xi, obtained from data MF=4, MT=2.

MT=253, Values of Gamma, obtained from data MF=4, MT=2.

MF=4

MT= 2, Angular distribution of secondary neutrons from

elastic scatter. Evaluated from experimental data

from Refs.2,7,9,11,16,17 covering incident energies
as follows -

Incident energy References

l.E-5eV (isotropic)

0.5 MeV (isotropic)

I 0 MeV 9

2 0 MeV 9

2 6 MeV ii

3 5 MeV 9

5 0 MeV II

6 0 MeV 9,7(from p+t elastic scatt)

8 0 MeV ll,7(from p+t elastic scarf)

14 5 MeV 16,17(from p+t elastic scarf) Iv



17.5 MeV II

20.0 MeV 2(from p+t elastic scarf)

Q References
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Reference: No Primary Reference 1 g

Evaluators: G. M, Hale and P, G, Young

Evaluated: April 1989
Material: 325

Content: Standard, Neutron transport, Gamma, production

ENDF/Vi EVALUATION

G. M. Hale and P. G. Young

MAJOR CHANGES FROM VERSION V OF ENDF/B ARE:

I. 'Inclnsion of the ENDF/B-VI standard (n,t) cross section

from the simultaneous standards analysis (Ca85) over the

energy range thermal to i MeV.

2. Replacement of all major cross sections and elastic angular

distributions at energies between IOE-5 eV and 3 MeV with

results from the R-matrix analysis performed in conjunction

with the simultaneous standards analysis.

3. Revision of the elastic cross sections and angular distri-

butions at energies between 3 and 20 MeV to match recent i

experimental data, resulting in a general decrease of the

elastic cross section in this energy range.

4. Revision of the (n,n')d cross sections to account for

recent measurements, resulting in a general increase in

the total (n,n')d cross section that tends to offset the

decrease in the elastic cross section and maintain about

the same total cross section as before.

MF=2 Resonance parameters ................ 7...........

MT=IS1 Effective scattering radius = 2.31175E-13 cm.

MF=3 Smooth cross sections

The 2200 m/s cross sections are as follo_s:

MT=I sigma = 941.6928 barns

MT=2 sigma = 0.67167 barns

MT=lO2 sigma = 0.03850 barns

MT=lO5 sigma = 940.9827 barns

MT=I Total cross section

below 3 MeV, the values are taken from an R-matrix i

18



analysis by Hale, Dodder, and Witte (Ha84) which takes

into account data from all reactions possible in Li-7

up to 4 MeV neutron energy. Total cross section data

considered in this analysis were those of HA75 and SM77.

Between 3 and 20 MeV, the total was taken to be the

sum of MT=2,4,24,102,103, and 105, which generally

follows the measurements of Sm82, Ke79, KnZ7, Go72,

and FoTl.

MT=2 Elastic cross section

below 3 MeV, the values are taken from the R-matrix

analysis cited for MT=I, which includes the elastic

measurements of Sm82 and La61. Above S MeV, the curve

is a smooth representation of the data of Kn79 and Ba83

up to 7.5 MeV, and of that of Ho79 between 7.5 and 13

MeV. The curve passes through the average of several

measurements at 14 MeV, and is extrapolated to 20 MeV

uslng the shape of an optical model calculation.

MT=4 Total inelastic cross section

Sum of MT=51 through MT=81.

MT=24 (n,2n)alpha cross section

passes through the point of Mather and Paine (Ma69) at

14 MeV, taking into account the measurements of As63.

, MT=51,52,5_-56,58-81 (n,n')d continuum

represented by continuum-level contributions in Li-8,

binned in .5-MEV intervals. The energy-angle spectraare determined by a 3-body phase-space calculation,

assuming isotropic center-of mass distributions. At

each energy, the sum of the continuum-level

contributions is normalized to an assumed energy-angle

integrated continuum cross section which approximates

the difference of the nonelastic sigma and the

contribution from the first and second levels in Li-6.

The steep rise of the pseudo-level cross sections from

their thresholds and the use of fixed bin widths over

finite angles produces anomolous structure in the

individual cross sections which is especially apparent

near the thresholds. Some effort has been made to

smooth out these effects, but they remain to some

extent.

MT=53 (n,nl)d discrete level cross section

has p-wave penetrability energy dependence from threshold

to 3.2 MeV. Matched at higher energies to a curve

through fitted legendre coefficients from experimental

data of Sa82, Ho79, Sm80, Ho68, Ba63.

MT=57 (n,n2)gamma cross section

is based on the available experimental data, especially

that of Ho79, Li80, Sm82, Ho68.

Gradually to 20 MeV, a smooth curve was drawn through data

]9



of Pr69 and Be75.

MT=lO2 (n,gamma) cross section

unchanged from version V, which was based on the thermal

measurement of Jurney (Ju73) and the Pendlebury

evaluation (Pe84) at higher energies,

MT=lO3 (n,p) cross section

threshold to 9 MeV, based on the data of Ba65, Extended to

20 MeV through the 14 MeV data of Fr54 and Ba53,

MT=lOg (n,t) cross section

below 3 MeV, values are taken from the R-matrix analysis,

which includes (n,t) measurements from Re78, La78, Br77,

0v74, and Ba75. Between 3 and 5 MeV, the values are

based on Ba75, and at higher energies are taken from the

evaluation of Pe64, extended to 20 MeV considering the

data of Ks58.

MF = 4 Angular Distributions

MT=2 Elastic cross section

legendre coefficients determined as follows:

below 4 MeV, coefficients up to 1=6 were taken from

the R-matrix analysis , which included the measurements

La61 and Sm82. Above 4 MeV, the coefficients represent

fits to the measurements of Ho68, Ho79, Kn79, Sm82,

De73, Ba63, AbTO, and Hy68. Most emphasis was placed I

on the data of Ho79, Kn79, Sm82, Extrapolation of the

coefficients to 20 MeV was aided by optical model

calcult_tions.

MT=24 (n,2n) cross section

lab distributions obtained by integrating over energy the

4-body phase-space spectra that result from transforming

isotropic center-of-mass distributions to the laboratory

system.

MT=51-81 (n,n')d cross sections

excitation energy binned data is assumed isotropic in the

center of mass reference system. MT = 53 and 57

are real levels. MT = 57 is assumed to be isotropic

in the two-body reference system. MT = 53 is given as

anisotropic, based on fits of legendre expansions to

the experimental data of AbTO, Ba63, Ho68, Ho79, Me85,

HyB8, Wo62, Sa82,

MT=lO5 (n,t) cross section (to be added)

legendre coefficients obtained from the R-matrix analysis

are supplied at energies below 4 MeV. The analysis

takes into account (n,t) angular distribution

measurements from Kn83, Co82, Dr82, Br77, Ba75, and

0v74. @
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MF = 8 --Secondary energy distributions

MT=24 (n,2n)

lab dist:ibutions obtained by integrating over angle the 4-

body phase-space spectra that result from transforming

isotropic center-of-mass distributions to the laboratory

system.

MF = 12 Gamma-ray multiplicities

MT=S7 (n,n2)gamma

energy taken from AJ74. Multiplicity assumed to be one.

MT=lO2 (n,gamma)

energies and transition arrays for radiative capture taken

from JUT3, as reported in Ai74, The LP flag was used to

describe the MT=lO2 photons,

MF = 14 Gamma-ray angular distributions ............

MT=87 (n,n2)gamma

the gamma is assumed isotropic.

MT=lO2 (n,gamma)

the two high-energy gammas are assumed isotropic, Data on

the 477 kev gamma indicates isotropy.

MF=33 Cross section covariances

(to be added later)

The relative covariances for MT=I,2, and 105 below 4 MeV are

given in File 33. They are based on calculations using the co-

variances of the R-matrix parameters in first-order error

propagation.

MT=I Total

relative covariances entered as NC-type sub-subsection,

i_plying that they are to be constructed from those for

MT=2 and 105. They are not intended for use at energies
above 4 mev.

MT=2,105 Elastic and (n,t)

relative covariances among these two cross sections are

entered explicitly as NI-type sub-subsections in the

LB=5 (direct) representation at energies below 4 MeV.

Although values for the 3.95 - 4,05 MeV bin are repeated

in a 4 - 20 MeV bin, the covariances are not intended for

use at energies above 4 MeV.
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SUMMARY DOCUMENTATION FOR 7Li
ENDF/B-VI, MAT = 328

O P, G. Young

Theoretical Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

I, ABSTRACT

A new covariance analysis of n+7Li cross section data has been completed for
Version VI of ENDF/B. The analysis updates our 1981 work for ENDF/B-V.2 to include
new data that has become available since that time and to incorporate cross correlations
between different experiments. The bulk of the new measured data consists of some 10
new (or newly revised) tritium-production measurements involving about 70 new data
points. The new analysis results in only small changes in the previous evaluation of the
tritium-production cross section but significantly reduces the magnitudes of uncertainties
due to the more extensive and accurate data base that was used.

II. INTRODUCTION

The major interest in 7Li fbr fusion energy applications results from its potential use
as a breeding material for tritium. 1 In 1981 a major re-analysis of 7Li data was completed
for' Revision 2 of ENDF/B-V, 2 That analysis resulted in a major change in the 7Li(n,n't)

cross section near 14 MeV, namely, the cross section was decreased -9% relative to the

O previous ENDF/B-V evaluation. Since that time, a number of new measurements, mainlyof tritium-production cross sections, elastic scattering angular distributions, and neutron-
emission spectra, have been completed. Consequently, a new evaluation of n+7Li cross
section and covariance data was performed for Version VI of ENDF/B to reflect the new
information in the experhnental data base.

III. NUCLEAR DATA EVALUATION

Analysis Description
As was the case with the ENDF_-V.2 evaluation, covariance analyses have been

performed of each of the major n + 7Li cross-section types for which experimental data
exist. The GLUCS code system 4 was utilized to determine evaluated energy-dependent
cross sections and covariances for each reaction type from inputted experimental cross
sections with their associated uncertainties and correlations. In addition to energy-
dependent correlations within individual experiments, cross correlations between different
measurements from common flux standards and half life in tritium-counting e_'periments
were included, The results of the GLUCS analysis were combined using the ALVIN
code, 5 under the constraint that all partial reactions sum to the total cross section, with full
account being taken of all covariances from the GLUCS analysis.

Using a constant 49-point energy grid, independent covariance analyses were carried
out with GLUCS for the following four reactions or combinations of reactions:

1. total cross section;

2. elastic plus (n,nl') cross section to the first excited state of 7Li;
3. (n,n't) tritium-production cross section;

O
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4. (n,2n) plus (n,2nd) plus (n,3np) plus (n,d) cross sections,
Reactions (1)-(4) include ali the partial reaction and scattering cross sections that must

sum to reaction (1), the total cross section, The data adjustment code, ALVIN, was then
used to combine the cross sections and covariances from the independent GLUCS

analyses, under the constraint that o"1 = cr2 + c 3 + _4. The results on the 49-point energy
grid were smoothed, where necessary, and fit with spline curves for the final ewtluated
results,

In addition to the above cotnbined analysis, the individual 7Li(n,n') cross sections to
the first and second excited states of 7Li were obtained from separate GLUCS analyses of
the individual reactions. Because the 0,478-MEV first excited state of 7Li is bound, the

experimental data base for the 7Li(n,nl) reaction consists mainly of (n,n'y) measurements.
The second excited state at Ex = 4.63 MeV is unbound by 2,16 MeV, and direct
measurements of inelastic neutrons are available for the (n,n2) reaction.

To perform the above analyses, tt was necessary to obtain covariance matrices for
each experimental data measurement, In many cases, sufficient information was available
to infer the correlations in the experimental data, and occasionally the correlation matrices

were even provided directly by the experimenters. For several measurements, however, itwas necessary to make simple generic assumptions regarding the correlations present in
different types of experirnents. For example, modern total cross-section measurements
were generally assumed to have a normalization uncertainty of the order of 0,3-0.5% due to
sample thickness and composition uncertainty, Greater normalization uncertainty was
assumed for older measurements. The final GLUCS/ALVIN cross sections were not
found to be highly sensitive to the exact assumptions made, although it was observed that
significant overestimates of correlations can distort results, especially in energy regions
where measured data were scarce.

A simple error-doubling procedure was followed for measurements that differed by
more than two standard deviations from trial results from GLUCS. That is, if the results
from a particular experiment differed from the GLUCS combination of ali other /
experiments such that ?(,2/point was greater than 4, then the uncertainties on ali the data
from that experiment were doubled. Such a procedure was necessary for sotne 10
experiments out of the 50 used in the analysis, lt should be noted that some 7 of the 10
experiments with doubled errors were reported prior to 1965. The uncertainties on more
recent measurements were generally found to be more self consistent.

Ali available experimental data for which reasonable error estimates were feasible
were included in the GLUCS analyses. A total of some 3400 experimental data points
were considerS, although the initial 3200 total crov,_section points were averaged down to
about 500 points in order to simplify the analysis. Fhe new experimental data on tritium ,

production6-14,,. completed, or revised since the previous ENDF/B-V.2 analysis, are
summarized tn Table I. Other new experimental data included in the analysis were the
elastic cross section results of Chiba et al., 12Shen et al., 15 Alfimenkov et al., 16and Drosg
et al,, 17a new 14-MeV (n,2n) data point from the work of Chiba et al., and new results on
the (n,n2) cross section from Chiba et al., Drosg et al., Schmidt et al.,18 and Dekempeneer
and Liskien. 19

The only experimental data available in the energy range 16-20 MeV are the total and

(n,n'y) cross sections. Therefore, in order to permit an accurate separation of the partial
cross sections at these energies, an optical-model analysis was performed covering the
energy range 10-20 MeV. The elastic angular distribution measurements of Hogue et al.20
and Shen et al., 15together with an average of the total cross section measurements 21 from

O
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10-20 MeV were fit using the SCATOPT spherical optical model code, 22 The results were
used to compute elastic cross sections from 15-20 MeV for inclusion in the

O GLUCS/ALVIN analysis,
KTa!uafion Resul_
The total cross section that resulted from the analysis is compared in Fig, 1 with

white neutron source measurements 21 between 2 and 18 MeV, The evaluated curve was
obtained by passing a spline curve directly through the ALVIN results on the 49-point
energy grid, The resulting curve is virtually indistinguishable from our earlier ENDF/B-
V,2 evaluation, which is not surprising as the same total cross section data base was used
in both analyses,

The (n,n't) cross sections that resulted from the ALVIN analysis were not as smooth
as the total cross section, primarily because of the smaller and less consistent experimental
data base that went into the (n,n't) analysis, so some smoothing of those results was
necessary, The smoothed results are compared in the left half of Fig, 2 to the experimental

- (n,n't) data 6"14that have been obtained since the ENDF/B-V,2 analysis, as well as to the
older measurements 23 (right half of the figure) and to the earlier ENDF/B-V,2 analysis 2
(dashed curves), Clearly the tritium-production cross section from the present analysis
differs only slightly from the 1981 evaluation, The new results lie higher than the earlier

analysis between 6 and 10 MeV, fall somewhat lower above 15 MeV, and are within -1%
near 14 MeV, It should be noted, however, that the covariance matrix for the (n,n't)
reaction is changed substantially, In particular, the standard deviations are significantly

reduced because of the additional data in the analysis, A total uncertainty of about -t-2.1%

- is obtained for the 14-15 MeV region as compared to -4% for ENDF/B-V,2,
The results for the elastic cross section are compared in Fig. 3 to the available

-_ experimental data base 23,and to the ENDF/B-V.2 evaluation. The new analysis represents
- _ the experimental data quite well and differs only slightly from the earlier evaluation.

7 'Finally, the Ll(n,nl) and 7Li(n,n2) cross sections that result from the independent
= GLUCS analyses are compared to experimental data and to ENDF/B-V.2 in Figs. 4 and 5,
-: respectively. The new (n,nl) results are identical with the earlier evaluation because the
_ same experimental data base was used. The new (n,n2) evaluation lies higher than

2 ENDF/B-V.2 at neutron energies below 10 MeV and falls lower at higher neutron energies,
_- primarily reflecting the influence of the new Dekempeneer and Liskien 19data and the fact

that a covariance analysis was not used for the (n,n2) reaction in ENDF/B-V,2.
__ Additional details are included in the ENDF/B-VI File 1 comment section.
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Table 1, Summary of new "/Li(n,n't) cross section measurements since completion of the
1981 ENDF/B-V,2 evaluation.

Energy Range First Author and Covariance
B__C._f___c_R___o, Points (MEV) L_boratory Information .....

6 26 4,99-16,03 Liskien, Geel Correlations inferred

7 1 14,9 Maekawa, JAERI

8 1 14.74 D,L, Srrdth, ANL Correlations with 1981
measurements supplied

9a 6 13,31-14.88 Maekawa, FNS(JAERI) Correlations estimated

9b 6 13,40-14,79 Maekawa, Tokyo Univ, Correlations estimated

10 12 13.35-14,83 Takahashi, Osaka Univ, Correlations estimated

11 1 14,94 Goldberg, LLNL

12 3 5,40-14.2 Chiba, Tohoku Univ. Correlations inferred

13 8 4,57-14,1 Swinhoe, Harwell Revision of '79 meas-

urements & covariances

14 6 7.945-10.48 Qaim, Jttlich Correlations inferred
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o_ o GOUI..DING,1071 _j_ a LAMAZE, 19711
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Figure 1. Neutron total cross section of 7Li. The solid curves are from the present
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O Reference: No Reference
Primary

Evaluators: S.T. Perkins, E. F. Plechaty, and R. J. Howerton

Evaluated: ,January 1986

Material: 425

Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production

File Comments

The 'qBe neutron cross sections for ENDF/B-VI were evaluated by S. T. Perkins,

E.F. Plechaty, and R. J. Howerton. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Liv-
ermore, Ca., Jan. 1986.

General Comments

The neutron energy range covered extends from .00001 eV to 20 MeV. In addition

to elastic scattering which of course is everywhere energetically possible, the following

reactions have thresholds at energies less than 20 Mev (UCRL 50400, Vol. 9, (1970)):

O Reaction Threshold (MEV)

n,2n 1.85

n,p 14.26

n,np 1.8.76

n,. 16.29

n,nd 1.8.55

n,t 11.60

n,nt 1.9.65

n,a 0.67

n,nc_ 2.74

n ,7 exoer'gic

For the (n,np), (n,nd), _nd (n,nt)reactions, there are no me_surement,_ and since

the thresholds are sufficiently high, these cross sections are assumed to be negligible.

the (n,na) reaction is a decay mode for the (n,2n) reaction since nile is unstable,

decaying immediately to a neutron and an alpha particle. The inelastic scattering

reaction is also a decay mode for the (n,2n) reaction since the !_Be* recoil nucleus

always decays to the final end products of a neutron and two alpha, particles, the

, selection of the cross sections for elastic scattering, (n,2n), (n,p), (n,d), (n,t), (,l, a),

(n, 7), and the (n,xT)reaction is discussed 1,elow.

0
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Elastic Scattering Cross Section

Tile free atom cross section is used for ali energies below the upper limit of the /

molecular binding energy (about 10 eV). This is effectively only the nuclear part of

the cross section of a stationary target at zero degrees Kelvin. It is strongly empha-

sized that the numbers are meaningless in the absence of a proper thermal treatment

by either the processing code or the neutronics code which uses these numbers. They

are likewise meaningless if the materials for which they are to be used are bound in

molecules unless molecular binding is taken into account.

The scattering cross set:tion was taken equal to 6.15 ba.rns (Neutron Cross Sec-

tions, Vol. 1, Pt. A, Academic Press (1981), S. F. Mughabghab, M. Diva.deenam, and

N. E. Holden) from 0.00001 eV to 0.01 MeV. From .01 MeV to the (n,a) threshold at

0.67 MeV, the elastic scattering cross section is equal to the total cross section since

the (n,',/) cross section is negligible. The cross section was based on data of Refs. 63,

92, 720, 772, and 1002.

Above the (n,cr) threshold, the scattering cross section was taken as the difference

between the total and the nonelastic, with the nonelastic being equal to tim sum of

its parts. Up to 2 MeV, the total cross section was based on the previously men-

tioned data, and those from Refs. 72,336 and 1642. From 3.2-4.4 MeV, the Argonne

total cross section data was used (A. B. Smith, private communication, 1988). From

4.5-10. MeV the Argonne elastic cross section data was used (A. B. Smith, private
communication, 1988). Also above 2. Mev, we relied on the results of Ref. 3088 over

the 2.7 Mev resonance, and Ref. 750 and the elastic scattering data. from Ref. 4113

and 4473 up to 15 MeV. For incident neutron energies from 15 to 20 MeV, the data

from Refs. 107, 673, and 682 were used.

Elastic Scattering Angular Distributions
(Normalized Probabilities)

Up to 7 MeV, there are experimental differential scattering data. in Refs. 121, 151,

231, 296, 500, 571, 945, 1643, 1645, 1646 and 1647. These results were used to de- =

termine the normalized probabilities. In Be below the (n,2n) threshold, the total r

scattering data are equivalent to those for elastic scattering. The change in shape

of the angular distribution going through the scattering resonances was taken into

account. From 4.5-1.0.0 MeV the Argonne differential elastic scattering cross sections

were used (A. B. Smith, private communication, 1988). From 6 to 15 MeV, the results

of Refs. 4113, 4473, 402, 2o80, and 3106 were also used. h smooth extrapolation was
made to 20 MeV.

O
2=
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The (n,2n) Evaluation

O The evaluation for the ")Be (n,2n) reaction is described in detail in Nucl. Sci. &
Eng. 90, 85 (1985), S. T. Perkins, E. F. Plecha,ty, and R. J.Ilowerton. lt involved using

a Monte Carlo technique and comparing the calculated spectra a,ga.inst recent double

differential cross section measurements. At each incident neutron energy, 5,000,000

events were sampled, resulting in 10,000,000 secondary neutrons. The (n,2n) reaction

was described by the following four events:

:_Be(n,n')'qBe * _ nt + SBe*; SBe* ---_ al + a_

'_Be(n,n'):_Be * ---+ a_ + '_tte* ; _He*---_ n l + _

: :_Be(n,a)_He * ---+ ni + '_He_ ; '_He_ -.-_ n_ q--o_

• 'qBe(n,_He*)'qHe * .... + He -{-ni -J-_l; '_He* ......._ n2 + a2

where "," denotes _n excited state, and wide level transitions are considered as re-

- quired.

: Total (n,2n) Cross Section
2

- The total (n,2n) cross section was based on the da,t a from Ref. 683, 763, 3320,

4473, 4871, and 5660. At 14 MeV, the weighted mean of the eight values measured

O between 1.958-1963 was also considered. The resulting curve is similar to that usedin ENDF/B-V.

(n,2n) Double Differential Spectra_

The calculated double differential spectra were compa,red to 51 measurements be-

tween 3.25 and 15.4 MeV: Ref. 4871 (3.25-15.4 MEV), R.ef. 4473 (5.9-1.4.2 MEV),

_ and Proc. Int. Conf. Nucl. Data. for Sci. and q'ech., Antwerp, CONI_,'-82{)906,' p.

-_ 360 (1982), A. Takaha.shi ct. al.; see also Okta,vian Report A-83-01, Osaka Univ.,

,Japan (1983), (14 MEV). Comparisons were made after weighing the cMcula,ted re-
_ suits with the experimental resolution function. The final calculated spectra were

---

then smoothed and thinned. This yieMed double differential spectra for both the
secondary neutrons and the secondary alpha, particles.

(n,p) Cross Section '

This cross section is entirely for the (n,p,,) reaction and was based on the data, from

Refs. 913 and 3492, lt was smoothly extra, polated from 15.5 to 20 MeV. The proton

was a,ssumed isotropic in its center of mass system.
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(n,d) Cross Section

This cross section is entirely for the (n,dlj) reaction and was based oil the data be- /
tween 15.5 and 19 MeV reported in Ref. 4841. The deuteron was assumed isotropic

in its center of mass system.

(n,t) Cross Section

The cross section for the (n,t)reaction is based on a (n,t,,) and a (n,tt) component,

which proceed through the 0.0 and the 0.477 MeV levels in rLi respectively. The total

(n,t) cross section near 14 MeV waB determined from Ref. 496, 3996 and 5722.

The (n,tt) cross section was based on tile work in Ref. 5529 and smoothly extrap-
olated from 15 to 20 MeV. The resonance near threshold is consistent with structure =

in the compound system t_JBe. Both tritons were assumed isotropic in their center of

mass systeIIlS. _-

(n,c_) Cross Section
_r

The cross section was based on the measurements reported in I{ef. 160,494 and 733

up to neutron energies of 8.6 MeV. It was then tied into the four values given at 14 O
MeV by l:t,efs. 86, 650, 2367, and Nucl. Phys. A_2'2__7_,330 (.1978), J. P. Perroud and

C. It. Sellem. lt was then extrapolated to 20 MeV. Note that the measured eros0

section is to _He (0.0 MeV) which /5 decays to "l,i; higher states in "l:le decay to a

+ 2n. 'the alpha particle angular distribution was taken as isotropic in the center of

mass system at threshold. At 1.4.1 MeV the data from the measurement of Ref. 4351

was used; this distribution was also used at 20 MeV.

7_

(n,7) Cross Section

The cross section was assumed to be 1/v below 100 eV with a 2200 m/see cross _

section of 8.6 mb. This is in agreement with the CSEWG I)_simetry and Activation

flies. It was then extrapolated linearly on a, log-log basis to 0,1 mb a.t I keV and then 7_

held constant at, this value up to 20 MeV.

(n,xT) Cross Section

7-.rays in _)i3e are produced t,y tt_e (n,7) and the (n,t) rea.ct.i,,ns. Ai, thermal e_ter- _-

gies, Ref. 24.15 quotes 7-ray energie.s of 0.8535, 2.59, 3,368, 3.444, 5.958 and 6.811 MeV O -
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and the corresponding (n,xT) cross sections. The photon spectrum from this work
was used at ali neutron energies, the multiplicity varied with neutron energy as M(E)

O = M(0) × (E_,,, + Q) / Q, where M(0)is the multiplicity at _thermal and Q is the
(n,7) Q value. This combination of spectra and multiplicity conserves energy. There
are no doubt other levels in lq_Bewith energies greater than 6.81 MeV excited as the
incident neutron energy is increased. The energies of the higher states have not yet
been determined so we use this artifact to conserve energy. The component resulting

from the (n,t) reaction is equal to the (n,t_) cross section since its multiplicity is unity.
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Reference: No Prlm_ry Reference Q

Evaluators: G.M. Hale and P: G. Young

Evaluated: November 1989

Material: 525
Content: Standard, Neutron transport, G_mm,, production

******************************************************************

ENDF/VI EVALUATION

G, M, Hale and P. G. Young

MAJOR CHANGES FROM VERSION V OF ENDF/B ARE:

I. Inclusion of the ENDF/B-VI standard (n,alpht_) and (n,alphal)

results from the simultaneous standards analysis (Ca85) over

the standard energy range thermal to I00 keV.

2. Replacement of ali major cross sections and elastic angular

distributions from fOE-5 eV to I MeV with results from the

R-matrix analysis performed in conjunction with the

simultaneous standards analysis,

3. Replaced the total cross section 1-20 MeV with results i

from a covariance analysis of available data.

4. Revised elastic and inelastic cross sections for low-lying

levels incorporating new elastic, inelastic, and (n,xgamma)

experimental data. We attempted to better reconcile the

inelastic and gamma ray data.

5. Refit all elastic angular distributions from 1-20 MeV with

Legendre expansions and incorporated results from new
measurements.

6, Fit inelastic neutron angular distributions for first 5

excited states of B-IO with Legendre expansions.

7. Incorporated new (n,t2alpha) cross section data into MT113

and adjusted (n,alpha) cross sections above standard region

for better consistency with data as well as other cross

sections (esp, total and elastic) determined by data,

*****Note that covariance data will be added at a later date,

******************************************************************

MY=2 Resonance parameters

MT=IS1 Effective scattering radius = 4.129038E-13 cm 0
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MF_3 Smooth cross sections ---

The 2200 m/s cross sections are as follows,

MT=I sigma = 3842.146 barns

MT=2 sigma = 2,142435 barns

MT=lO2 sigma = 0,5 barns

MT=lO3 sigma = 0,000566 barns

MT=lO7 sigma = 3839,496 barns

MT=II3 sigma = 0,0069993 barns

MT=600 sigma = 0,000566 barns

MT=800 sigma = 241,2677 barns

MT=801 sigma = 3598,228 barns

MT=I Total cross section

0 to 1 mev, calculated from K-matrix parameters obtained

from simultaneous standards analysis (Ca85) used to

obtain the ENDF/B-VI standard cross sections,

I to 20 mev, covariance analysis of measurements of Di67,

Ts62,Fo61,CoS2,Au79, and Co54, constrained to match

R-matrix fit at I.mev, GLUCS covarlance analysis code

(HeaO) was used in the calculations,

MT=2 Elastic scattering cross section
0 to I mev, calculated from the R-matrix parameters

described for MT=I. Experimental elastic scattering data

included in the fit are those of As70 and La71.

i to 6 mev, smooth curve through measurements of La71, Po70,

Sa88, and Ho69, constrained to be consistent with total

and reaction cross section measurements.

6 to 14 mev, smooth curve through measurements of Ho69,Co69,

Te62,VaTO, Va65, Sa88, and G182. Note that the data of

Sa88 above 9 MeV were discounted.

14 to 20 mev, optical model extrapolation from 14 MeV data.

MT=4 Inelastic cross section

thres.to 20 mev, sum of MT=51-85

MT=51-61 Inelastic cross sections to discrete states

MT=51 Q=-0.717 MeV MT=S5 Q=-4.774 MeV MT=S9 Q=-5.923 MeV

52 -1.740 56 -5.114 60 -6.029

53 -2.154 57 -5.166 61 -6.133

54 -3.585 58 -5.183

three.to 20 MeV, based on (n,nprime) measurements of PoTO,

Co69,Ho69,VaTO,Sa88, and G182, and the (n,xgamma) measure-

ments of Da56,Da60,NeTO, and Di88, using a gamma-ray

decay scheme from analysis of Ai88, Hauser-Feshbach
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calculations were used to estimate shapes and relative

magnitudes where experimental data were lacking,

MT=62-85 Inelastic cross sections to groups of levels in

O,6-HeV vide bands centered about the Q-values given

below (used in lieu of MT=91 and File 5)

MT=e2 Q=-8 5 MeV HT=70 Q=-IO 5 MeV MT=78 Q=-I4 5 MeV

63 -7 0 71 -ii 0 78 -15 0

64 -7 5 72 -ii 5 80 -15 5

65 --8 0 73 -12 0 81 -16 0

66 -8 5 74 -12 8 82 -16 5

67 -9 0 75 -13 0 83 -17 0

68 -9 5 76 -13 5 84 -17 5

69 -10 0 77 -14 0 85 -18 0

thres, to 20 mev, integrated cross section obtained by sub-

tracting the sum of MT=2,51-61,103,104,107,and 113 from

MT=I, CroBs section distributed among the bands with

an evaporation model using a nuclear temperature given

by T=O,9728*sqrt(EN) in MeV,taken from Ir67,

MT=lO2 (n,gamma) cross section

0 to I mev, assumed 1/v dependence with thermal value of
0.5 barn.

I to 20 MeV, assumed negligible, set equal to zero.

MT=lOS (n,p) cross section i
thres,to 20 MeV, sum of MT=600-605.

MT=lO4 (n,d) cross section

thres, to 20 MeV, based on Be9(d,n)B11 measurements cf Si68

and Ba60, and the (n,d) measurement of Va65.

MT=lO7 (n,alpha) cross section

0 to 20 MeV, sum of MT=800,801.

MT=113 (n,t2alpha) cross section

0 to 2.3 MeV, based on a single-level fit to the resonance

measured at 2 MeV by Da61, assuming I=0 incoming neu-

trons and 1=2 outgoing tritons. The thermal measure-

ment (7+-2 mb) of Ks87 was included in the analysis.

2.3 to 20 MeV, smooth curve through measurements of Fr56,

Wy58, Ga88, following general shape of Da61 measurement

from 4 to 9 MeV. We assumed that the experimental data

of Ga88 supercedes reference Ga85.

MT=600-605 (n,p) cross section to discrete levels from

0 to 20 MeV, crudely estimated from the calculations

of Pot0 and the (n,xganmla) measurements of Ne70, Cross i
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section for MT=600 assumed similar to MT=113 below

i MeV, Gamma-ray decay scheme for Be-lO from Ai88,

MT=800 (n,alphaO) cross section

0 to i MeV, calculated from the R-matrix parameters

described for MT=I, Experimental (n,alphaO) data input

to the fit were those of Ma68 and Da61. In addition, the

angular distributions of Va72 for the inverse reaction

were included in the analysis,

i to 20 MeV, based on Da61 measurements, with smooth extra-

polation from 8 to 20 MeV using 14-MEV data of An69. The

Daal data above approximately 2 MeV were renormalized

by a factor of approximately 1,4. Note that some of the

structure seen in Da61 was expanded to give consistent

nonelastic, elastic, and total cross sections when

compared with experimental data.

MT=801 (n,alphal) cross section

0 to i MeV, calculated from the R-matrix parameters

described for MT=I. Experimental (n,alphal) data in-.

cluded in the fit are those of SC76. In addition, the

absolute differential cross-section measurements of

SeT6 were included in the analysis.

I to 20 MeV, smooth curve through measurements of Da61 and

NeTO, with smooth extrapolation from 15 to 20 MeV. TheDa61 data above approximately 2 MeV were renormalized

by a factor of approximately 1.4. Note that some of the

structure seen in Da61 was expanded to give consistent

nonelastic, elastic, and total cross sections when

compared with experimental data.

MF=4 Neutron angular distributions

MT=2 Elastic angular distributions

0 to I MeV, calculated from the R-matrix parameters

described for MF=I,MT=I. Experimental angular distri-

butions input to the fit for both the elastic scatter-

ing cross section and polarization were obtained from
available measurements.

I to 14 MeV, smoothed representation of legendre coeffi-

cients derived from the measurements of La71, Ha73,

PoTO, Ho69, Co69, Va69, Va65, Sd88, G182, constrained

to match the R-matrix calculations at En=1 MeV.

14 to 20 MeV, optical model extrapolation of 14-MEV data.

MT=51 Inelastic angular distribution to first level

three, to 12 mev, fit Legendre expansions to exp. data of
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PoTO, G182, and Sa88,

12 - 20 MeV, assumed similar distribution as 12 MeV,

MT=52,-55 Inelastic angular distribution to first level

thres, to 12 mevp fit Legendre expansions to exp, data of

5a88,

12 - 20 MeV, assumed simiZar distribution as 12 MeV,

MT_58-85 Inelastic angular distributions

thres, to 20 mev, assumed isotropic in center of mass,

MF=12 Gamma ray multiplicities

MT=lO2 Capture g_nma rays

0 to 20 MeV, capture spectra and transition probabilities

derived from the thermal data of Th67, after slight

changes in the probabilities and renormalization to the

energy levels of AJ75. The LP flag is used to conserve

energy and to reduce significantly the amount of data

required in the file. Except for the modification due

to the LP flag, the thermal spectrum is used over the

entire energy range,

MT=801 0.4776 MeV photon from the (n0alphal) reaction

0 to 20 MeV, multiplicity of 1.0 at ali energies,

MF=13 Gamma-ray production cross sections

MT=4 (n,ngamma) cross section

thres, to 20 MeV, obtained from MT=51-60 using B-IO decay

scheme obtained from Ai88.

MT=lO3 (n,pgamma) cross sections

thres, to 20 MeV, obtained from MT=601-605 using Be-lO

decay scheme deduced from AJ88.

MF=I4 Gamna ray angular distributions .......

MT=4 (n,ngamma) angular distributions

thres, to 20 MeV, assumed isotropic,

MT=lO2 (n,gamma) angular distributions

0 to 20 MeV, assumed isotropic.

MT=lO3 (n,pgamma) angular distributions I
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thres, to 20 MeV, assumed isotropic,

MT=801 (n,alphaJ,/gamma) angular distribution0 to 20 Mev, assumed isotropic,
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SUMMARY DOCUMENTATION FOR 11B
ENDF/B-VI, MAT = 528

P.G. Young

Theoretical Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

I. SUMMARY

The fusion energy interest in l lB data results from its potential presence in boron
carbide shield walls. 1 The existing ENDF/B-V data file2 is actually a pre-1970 United
Kingdom evaluation that was converted to ENDF/B format in 1971, A great deal of
improved experimental data has become available since that time, notably neutron total
cross sectior, elastic and inelastic scattering angular distributions, and gamma-ray
production cross sections and energy distributions. The thrust of the ENDF/B-VI
evaluation is to incorporate the new total cross section and elastic/inelastic angular
distributions data into the evaluation. Because measurements are lacking at higher energies,
optical model and Haus_._r=Feshbachstatistic_ theory calculations are used to supplement
the experimental data base above En = 10 MeV.

The new evaluation covers the neutron energy range from 10-5 eV to 20 MeV. The
main new source of neutron total cross-section data for 11B is the ].979 measurements of

Auchampaugh et al., 3 which were used in the evaluation from En = 1 to 14 MeV. At
lower energies, the evaluated total cross section is based on the 1970 Lane4 measurement

O and, to a lesser extent, on the 1966 Mooring 5 results. At higher energies, the 1954
measurements of Cook 6 are the only data available and were used with optical model
calculations to extend the evaluation to 20 MeV.

Figure 1 compares the evaluated total cross section to ENDF/B-V 2 (dashed curve)
and to the available experimental data. As is evident, large discrepancies exist between
experimental data represented by the present evaluation and ENDF/B-V, with differences of
40% occurring near 1 and 2.3 MeV and a systematic 8-10% in the range 8-17 MeV. These
differences are also evident in the integrated elastic cross section for these neutron energy
ranges, with ENDF/B-V lying approximately 30% lower than Version VI near 14 MeV.

The evaluation of the elastic and discrete inelastic cross sections to the first few
excited states was done in concert, under the constraint that all cross sections sum to the
relatively wellndetermined total cross section. Integrated cross sections as well as angular
distributions were determined for elastic and inelr,stic scattering by fitting the measured
angular distributions with Legendre expansions. The recent measurements of White et al.,7
Koehler et 'al.,8, and Glendinning et al.9 form the main basis for the evaluation in the MeV
region. The evaluated inelastic cross section to the 2.14--MEV state irt 11B is shown in
Fig. 2, together with ENDF/B-V and representative experimental data. Clearly, there is
little resemblance between ENDF/B-V and the experimental data used for the ENDF/B-VI
evaluation. There is generally reasonable agreement among the recent scattering
measurements.



Additional details are included in the ENDF/B File 1 comment section, which is
attached following the figures.
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Figure 1. Comparison of evaluated and experimental values of the neutron total cross
section of 1lB. The solid curve represents the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, the
dashed curve is ENDF/B-V, 17and the points are experimental data as
indicated.
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Reference: No Primary Reference @

Evaluators: P.G. Young

Evaluated: May 1.989

Material: 528
Content: Neutron transport, O_Lmma production

*********** GENERAL DESCRIPTION *********************************

This evaluation :is a synthesis of experimental results and

theoretical calculations using the Hauser'Feshbach, statistical

%heory code GNASH (Ar88, Yo77). lt replaces a pre-1970 U.K.

evaluation that was adapted for ENDF/B in 1971 (Co79). Major

emphasis was placed on experimental data where possible, usually

using the calculations to estimate shapes and exp. data to

normalize the calculations. Spherical optical model calculations

were used to obtain particle transmission coefficients, using

global potentials for protons and alphas, and the work of Dave

et al.(Da83) for the neutron potential. Gilbert-Cameron level

density parameters were used and preequilibrium corrections

from an exciton model were included. In general, the calculations

were required for the gamma and particle emission spectra from W
charged-particle reactions, as well as for inelastic neutron

and gamma emission above the third excited state of B-II, and

for all states above an incident neutron energy of about 8 MeV.

*********** MF=2 Resonance parameters ***************************

MT=IS1 Scattering radius only.

*********** MF=3 Thermal cross sections**************************

The 1981 evaluation by Mughabghab (Mu81) was used for

the 2200 m/s cross sections, as follows:

MT = 1 sigma = 4.8455 b

MT = 2 sigma = 4.8400 b

MT =102 sigma = 0.0055 b

*********** MF=3 Smooth neutron cross sections ******************

MT= 1 Total cross section. At low energies, evaluation by Mu81a

of thermal data used. At higher energies exp. data of

Mo66, LaT0, Ca73, Au79, Co52 a Co54 wore used. The high

resolution data of Au79 were emphasized. Optical model @
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calculations with the DaB3 potential used to define shape

above 14 MeV.

MT= 2 Elastic cross section, Based on exp. data of LaTO,Wi55, Po700 Ns73, Wh80_ Ko82, Ho69, G182, Co70 _ A169.

Optical model calculations with potential of Da83

used with renormalization above 14 MeV. Thermal eval.

of Mu81a used at low energies,

MT= 4 (n,nprime)gamma+(n,nprime)continuum. sum of MT=81-60,91,

MT= 16 (n,2n) cross section. Based entirely on GNASH analysis.

MT= 22 (n,na) cross section. Ba_ed entirely on GNASH analysis.

MT= 28 (n,np) cross section. Based entirely on GNASH analysis.

MT=51-84 (n,n'gamma) cross sections. Based on exp. data of

Au86, G182, Ho69, Po70, Co70, Ko82, Ba85. The Au86 data

shapes were used to establish low energy behavior.

MT=88-60 (n,n'gamma) cross sections. Shapes of excitation

curves calculated with GNASH. Absolute magnitudes obtain-

ed by renormalizing such that sum of all partials gave

reaction, _lastic, total x/s consistent with avail, data.

MT= 91 (n,n'continu_n) cross section, Based on GNASH calculation

entirely.

MT=lO2 (n,gamma) cross section. Adopted from ENDF/B-V.i except

thermal cross section of Mu81a used.

MT=lO3 (n,p) cross section. Based olt GNASH calculation and exp.

data of ScTOa,F167, St65, etc.

MT=lO5 (n,t) cross section. Similar to ENDF/B-V data, with a

curve passing thru exp. data of WY58 at 14,1 MeV.
_ mO 0 _ h

MT=lO7 (n,alpha) cross section. Based on GNASH calculation and

exp. data (An79, ScTOb,Ar56).

********_, MF=4 Neutron angular distributions ****_**_**********

MT= 2 Legendre coefficients obtained by drawing smooth curve

through fitted coefficients from measurements listed

under MF3/MT2. Data of La60,GI79,Wh80,Ne73,Ho69,Hy74

emphasized. Optical model calculations used above 14 MeV.

MT=51-84 Legendre coefficients obtained by fitting exp.data,

especially A169, Hy74, PoTO, Ho69, G179 _ Co69. Smooth

curves then pass'd through fitted coefficients.

MT=55-60 Isotropy assumed.

****_*_**** MF=6 Energy-angle correlated distributions ******_***

MT= 16 Neutron and photon distributions are given based on

GNASH calculations described above to obtain spectra

and multiplicities. Kalbach-Mann (Ka81) systematics (KMS)

used for neutron angular distributions. Photon distri-

butions taken as isotropic.

I MT= 22 Neutron and alpha distributions are based on KMS.
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Photon distributions assumed isotropic, Multiplicities

and spectra based on GNASH calculations,

MT_ 28 Neutron and proton distributions are based on KMS,

Photon distributions assumed isotropic, Multiplicities

and spectra based on GNASH calculations,

MT= 91 Neutron distributions based on KMS and isotropic photon

distributions given. Multiplicities and spectra obtained

from GNASH analysis,

HT=lO3 Proton distributions based on KMS and isotropic photon

distributions given, Hul_iplicities and spectra obtained

from GNASH analysis,

MT=lO7 Alpha distributions based on KHS and isotropic photon

distributions given, Hultiplicities and spectra obtained

from GNASH analysis.

*_***_*_*_ MF=I2 Photon multiplicities **_***_****_**_*********

MT=lO2 Radiative capture photon yields obtained from theoretical

calculations (Mu81) based on Lane-Lynn theory of direct

capture.

_***_**_*_* MF=I3 Photon cross sections _,_*_***__,_****_

MT= 4 G_nma ray production cross sections from inelastic scat.

Obtained using discrete data (MF=3, MT=51-80) and photon

branching
ratios (AJ8S). Q

****_****** MF=14 Photon angular distributions _*_,_*_**__

MT= 51 Isotropy assumed at all energies.

MT=lO2 Isotropy assumed for all gammas at all energies.

*__ MF=33 Neutron cross section covariances ___

To be provided in the future.
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A

DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATION FOR NATURAL CARBON
PERFORMED FOR ENDF/B-VIi'

C, Y, Fu

Oak Ridge National La.b(.;r_ttory
Oak Ridge, .Tennessee 37831-6356, U, S, A,

ABSTRACT

An evaluation of data for neutron induced reactions o:1 natural ca,rbon was i)erformed
for ENDF/B-VI and is briefly described, The evalua,tion is based on R-.Matrix fits to

measured cross sections for E,, <5 MeV, on least-square_ adjustment of the ENDF/B-V
data to new (_xpc'rimental information, including KERMA factors, for E,, between 5 and
2(1 MeV, aJl(:t on experimental data, and theory from 20 to 32 MeV, Evaluated dat_ are

given for neutron induced reaction cross sections, angular and energy dlst_ributions of t,he
scc(mdary neutrons, and gamma,-ray production cross sec$,ions and sp,:ctra, Uncertainty
fil(_s are included for the file 3 cross sections, Resonances in 1aC below 2 MeV" were added,

S * ,hllport.ant improvements to ENDF/B-V were made for the (n,n'3c_) cross ,!'e('tmns The
upper incider_t energy was extended to 32 MeV, resulting in the addition of cross sections
for many more reactions.

qP
I, INTRODUCTION

Major improvemerrts made fl)r ENDF/B-VI carl)on are for the energy ranges below 2
MeV (FU90) and above 5 MeV (AX88), For the energy range below 2 MeV, tlle carbon
cross se(:t.ion is a.n elastic scattering standard, For lligll-resolution applications, the two
small 1aC,resonances in this energy region may have some effect. Therefore, for ENDF/B-
VI, t.lles(' rc'sorlanc(_ cross sections and the associated elastic angular distributions were
carefully evaluated and combined with the previous R-Matrix results for 12C used for

ENDP/B-V. The evaluation (FU78) for the energy range from 2 to 5 MeV was not chang(_d.
Th,._ evaluation between 5 and 32 MeV was mostly based on the work of Axton (AX88).
For t.l:(:,e:lergy range between 5 and 20 MeV, Axton used a least-squares te('lH_iqu(.' to
in('c)rl)orate n(:w data using ENDF/B-V (FU82) as the prior, The evaluation of Axton
from 20 to 32 MeV is completely new, Since the evaluations for these three _.'nergy ranges
hav_:,_ already l:)(_endocumellted in detail, the present s,.mHnary describer,s only the most
ilnportallt parts of the improvelnCnts,

]'12t_search Sl)Onsored 1)y the OIfic.e of E11ergy Research, Nuclear Physics, U,S,D(_partment
of En(_rgy, _mder contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 wittl Martin Mari('tta E11ergy Systems,
Ili_:,
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In Section 2 the effects of the added resonances of 1aC m'e discussed; Section 3 conta, ins
a, brief description of the evaluation obtained ft'ore R-Ma,trlx fits to experimental (t_t_r in

O the ellergy range 1)elow _ MeV; Sectioa 4 is devoted to the energy range between 5 t:md 203,.,MeV; Section 6 summa.rlzes the ar_.gulm'MeV; Section 5 the energy ra,nge between 20 _.md' 9 ' '
mid energy clistributions of t;he secondt_ry he.at,tons; Section 7 describes t,he uncertainty
files; Section 8 is on needs of inll_ortant, data, and possible ways to {Inprove the ,.;w:,,lua.tion,

Much of this informatioll is abstra, cted ft'ore FU78, FU82, FUg0, a,nd AX88,

2, INCLUSION OF 1aC RESONANCES
i

The ENDF/B-V" differential cross sections for neutron scattering from na,rural carbon
below 2 MeV (FU78), recommended as standards tbr me,_surements and based on an 12,-
i_./[_ttrixanalysis for 12C using natural carbon data, are revised to include 1aC resonances for
lfigh-resolution applications, The recommended 13C cross sections are also based on ml R-
M_trix analysis (FUg0) of t,he m,ailable dat:._, The 0.1529- and 1,736-MEV resonances rise

above the na,tara,1 carbon ba.cl_ground by 7% and 1%, respectively, The angular distribution
of the elastic_.dly scattered rlctltroIls froin 13C are generM, ed by the R-Matrix theory and
con.lbined wit,tr the previous results for 12C to obta,in the final recommended data fl_r
nat ro'al carbon,

Uncertainty informat, lon obtained previously (FU78) still aplmars reasonaMe and was
not ctlanged.

O ,3, CROSS SECTIONS BETWEEN 2 AND 5 MEV

Eor ENDF/B-IV (and ENDF/B-V), an R...Matrix analysis (FU78) was done for _C
using naturM carbon d a,ta ft'ore 0 tc>,5 MeV, including polarization data, The results for
the energy range between 2 and 5 MeV still appear valid for natural carbon and have.
been retained for ENDF/B-VI. In this energy range, the capture cross section is nearly
negligible, therefore the total cross section and the elastic scattering cross section may be
considered t,he same,

4. CROSS SECTIONS BETWEEN 5 AND 20 MEV

A simult:aneous least-squm'es adjustment of the ENDF/B-V _..... '.,toss section,s betwe.en

_5and 20 MeV to incorporate new data and I(ERMA factors was attempted by Axton
(AX88), D:_rsimplicity, the relative excitation function shape was maintained. This was
found t;o be inadequate for accomodating the newly available (n,n'3a,) da,t,a (AN86, BR84),
f 3' _ _ 1 BIhese and the ol,.,er data (reported in MC88) were re-ewduat, ed first and inserted int,o

the ENDF/B-V file fl:_r_:_new til;. The results appear satisfactory and were a(lopte(l for
ENDF'/B-VI,

The (n,ll'3a,) cross sections between 15 and 20 MeV h_a,e bee,lreduced by up t,o 25%,

O
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5, CROSS SECTIONS BETWEEN 20 AND 32 MEV

The results obtained a,bove for the energy rmlge betwe(:.in 5 and 20 MeV were ex- mint
tended to 3._ MeV by Axton (AX88), graded by kinematics mid normahzatum to a few
data (MC88), Many new retmtion chmmels become open above 20 MeV, Several oi' tlle.se
re_wtions have no MT assignments in the ENDF/B-VI for,ntLts a.nd were merged with those
ha:ring MT mmlbers, see File 1 for details,

6, ANGULAR AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS

Angular distributions for all reactions between 5 m?d 20 MeV were not changed,
Ailgular distributions for elastic scattering fi'om 20 to 32 MeV were evaluated by Axton
(AX88) and are based on experimental data (ME84, MC86), Legend,'e coefficients ft:n' the
angular distributions for the discrete levels of the (n,n') and (n,n'3c_) above 20 MeV were
based on linear extrapolation of the ENDF/B-V values below 20 MeV.

Energy dlstributiorls for the o_ltgoing neutrons in the continuum part of tlle (n,n'3c_)
re.action below 20 MeV were ba,sed on t_ TNG (FU88,SH86) ca.lculation (FU82) and given
as evaporation spectra having energy-dependent temI_eratures, Axton (AX88) did not
eval,l_O.e tlm energy distributions in his extension to 32 MeV. For ENDF/B-VI, the energy
distributions from 20 to 32 MeV were based on a linear extra,poltLti(nl of the energy-
(lcpendent temperatures from those below 20 MeV.

A
Y.

UNCERTAINTY INFORMATION I_

Uncertainties flies are given only for the cross sections in File 3, and not for energy
distributions or angult_r distributions, Fractional and absolute components, correlated
only within _ given energy i11terw:d, are base on least-squares estimates (FU78) of the
individual experimental data for E_ < 2 MeV and on scatter in experimental data for
lligher energies. Minor changes were made to the uncertainty estimates in ENDF/B-V to
reflect the improvements made and the extension of the upper energy to 32 MeV.

8, DATA NEEDS AND EVALUATION IMPI-t.OVEMENTS

ENDF/B-VI for carl)oll llas been extvnded to 32 ]X4eV.In tlw ext_nsion, most rea(,ticnl
crr_ss section,_ were based (m estilna.tes. Since (n,n'3a.) al)l>ears to be the lm'ge,:d,r}fali crr_ss
sect.ir_lls from 9.20t{_32 MeV, some meamlremeilts :('(_rtliis cross sect,iraqiweb,tld lwlp ccmst,raill
the esl,ima.tes for or,lwr c,rc_ss sections. Soll_e data are available near 2(1MeV, l_lt,
tl_eir sl>re_d is a f'act_,:' of two.

t.(_S0 MeV fr_:'detect(_r r,,:q:,_,_:as('c_dcl_lat.io:_s. Tl,is work sl:cmld 1_, co_i_pare:l witli Axt,:_:'s
ev_l:_t,i():_ (AX88) ;trl,,l_t,erl t'<)rENDF/B-VI l;(_deter:::i:_e ii' Dicke:_s' w_,rl<<'_:1(l l_e ::s_,(1,
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SUMMARY DOCUMENTATION FOR, 14N
ENDF/B.VI, MAT = 725

A

P. G. Young, G. M. Hale, and M.B. Chadwick

Theoretical Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

I. SUMMARY

An evaluation of n + 14Nnuclear data was completed for the first issue of ENDF/B-
VI in 1990. The evaluation is divided into two parts: (I) a coupled-channel, R-matrix
analysis incorporating all available data (including polarization and p + 14Cdata) up to the
threshold for inelastic scattering (En = 2.5 MEV), and (2) an assessment and evaluation of
ali experimental data for the incident neutron energy range En = 2 - 20 MeV.

The previous ENDF/B evaluation of neutron-induced reactions with 14N was
completed in the early 1970'sl and was part of an intemive effo.x to improve calculational
capabilities for transporting neutrons and y-rays through the atmosphere. The results of
that analysis have been carried over basically unchanged in ENDF/B libraries since that
rime.2 The availability of new and improved experimental data and theoretical techniques,
together with the identification of discrepancies between measurements and calculations
involving the transport of neutrons through large distances in air, motivated the present
effort. The importance of adequately describing properties of the low-energy resonances,
particularly as regards the transport of lower energy neutrons, is clear from the pronounced A
structure in the total cross section. While our R-matrix analysis represents the resonances qP
to 2 MeV, it is important to note that pronounced structure continues to neutron energies of
9 MeV or higher, with a major feature of the data (from the point of view of neutron
transport) being the neutron total cross section minimum near 5 MeV.

Major new experiments completed since 1973 include measurements by Chardine et
al.3 of neutron elastic and inelastic scattering angular distributions to the lowest five excited
states of 14N for incident neutron energies between 7.7 and 13.5 MeV, and elastic
scattering measurements by Templon et al.4 at three energies between 11 and 17 MeV, by
Pere_ and Dickens 5 between 4.3 and 8.6 MeV, by Baba et al.6 at 14.2 MeV, and by Petler
et al._ at 20 and 25 MeV. Important new inforrnation on neutron _aelastic scattering is
provided by the measurements of Nelson et al., 8 Auchampaugh and Wender, 9 and Rogers
et al. l0 up to En = 20 MeV, as well as the extensive double-differential neutron emission
measurements by Baba et al.6 and Takahashi et al.li for En ----14 MeV. A comprehensive
new measurement of ]4N(n,p) and 14N(n,a) cross sections to discrete states by Morgan et
al.12 up to En = 14 MeV is useful for the experimental data evaluation as well as the R-
matrix studies.

Unfortunately, the only major new total cross section measurement, 13covering the
energy range En - 0.97 to 5.3 MeV, is in substantial disagreement (-14%) with older,
precision measurements and was not included in the ENDF/B-VI evaluation.
Consequently, major changes were not made in the evaluated total cross section.
However, the new experimental measurements listed above resulted in considerable
modification of some of the evaluated data. A comparison of the ENDF/B-VI and
ENDF/B-V evaluated elastic scattering cross section between 0 and 6 MeV is given in Fig.

O
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1 and between 6 and 20 MeV in Fig. 2. Note that the cross section has increased by some
9% near En = 14 MeV.Comparisons of the ENDF/B-VI 14N(n,n') cross sections to the
first 2 excited states with the previous ENDF/B-V evaluation are given in the upper halves

O of Figs. 3 and 4, also including the available experimental data. Gamma-ray productioncross sections for emission of prominent 7-rays from these same states are shown in the
lower halves of Figs. 3 and 4. To further illustrate the extent of some of the changes,
elastic scattering angular distributions from ENDF/B-VI and ENDF/B-V are compared with
experimental data at En = 4.92, 11.1, and 13.5 MeV in Fig. 5. Similarly, new and old
inelastic (Ex = 2.31 MeV) angular distributions are compared at selected energies in Fig. 6.

Additional details of the evaluation are included in the ENDF File I comments.
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14N(n,n) Elastic Scattering
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Figure 1. Neutron elastic scattering cross section tbr 14N between 0.01 and 6 MeV. The

O solid curve is the ENDF/B-VI evaluation and the dashed curve is ENDF/B-V.
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14N(n,n) Elastic Scattering
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Figure 2. Neutron elastic scattering cross section for 14N between 6 and 20 MeV. The

solid curve is the ENDF/B-VI evaluation and the dashed curve is ENDF/B-V.
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14N(n,n') E_- 2.313 MeV
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Figure 3. Inelastic neutron and y-ray cross sections from 14N(n,n') reactions to the first
excited state (Ex = 2.313 MeV) of 14N. The ENDF/B-VI evaluation (solid

O curve) is compared to the ENDF/B-V evaluation (dashed curve) and to theavailable experimental data.
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14N(n,n') E_- 3.948 MeV
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Figure 4. Inelastic neutron and y-ray cross sections from 14N(n,n') reactions to the
second excited state (Ex = 3.948 MeV) of 14N. The ENDF/B-VI evaluation
(solid curve) is compared to the ENDF/B-V evaluation (dashed curve) and to
the available experimental data. W
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Figure 5. Measured and evaluated n + 14N elastic scattering angular distributions at En =
4.92, 11.1, and 13.5 MeV. The solid curves are from the ENDF/B-VI
evaluation and the dashed curves are ENDF/B-V.
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Figure 6. Measured and evaluated inelastic scattering angulardistributions for the f'u'st
excited state of 14N (Ex = 2.313 MeV) at En = 10.65, 12.4, and 13.5 MeV.
The solid curves are from the ENDF/B-VI evaluation and the dashed curves are
ENDF/B-V.
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SUMMARY DOCUMENTATION FOR 1SN
ENDF/B-VI, MAT = 728

O E.D. Arthur, P. G. Young, and G. M. Hale
Theoretical Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

I. SUMMARY

At energies beltw En = 5.4 MeV, the ENDF/B-V evaluation is based on an R-matrix
analysis of total and elastic scattering angular distribution measurements and is thought to
be reasonably reliable. At higher energies experimental data are more sparse, however, and
the ENDF/B-V evallaation .elies almost entirely on Hauser-Feshbach statistical theory
calculations tq)comp,!_ementthe available total cross section measurements. Because new
nuclear structare information and improved calculational methods have become available
since the Ver_,ion V evaluation, an updated evaluation for En > 5.4 MeV was performed for
ENDF/B-VI tsing the GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical theory code. 1

Fig. 1 :gmpares the ENDF/B-V and ENDF/B-VI neutron total cross section evalua-
tions with the expe_:nental data of Zeitnitz 2 from 6 to 20 MeV. The evaluated elastic cross
sections are aompartd over the same energy range in Fig. 2. The new elastic results are =
20 %higher than ENDF/B-V above 11 MeV and are more consistent with measured data
for 14N.

The (nin') and (n,2n) cross sections from the Version V and VI evaluations are
compared in Fig. 3. Similarly, the (n,p)and (n,d) evaluated cross sections are compared in
Fig. 4 with the very _imited experimental data "zthat are available. The increase in the elastic
cross section noted above for ENDF/B-VI was accompanied by significant decreases in the

O (n,2n), (n,p), (n,o0, and (n,np) cross sections. Ch_ges were less dramatic in the (n,n')
and (n,d) cross sections, although significant modifications did occur for (n,n') reactions to
individual levels.

The ENDF File 1 comments are reproduced following the illustraf_'_ns.

1p. G. YoungandE. D. Arthur,"Evaluationof Neutron-InducedReactionson 15N,"in AppliedNuclear
DataResearchand DevelopmentSeminannualProgressReport,Oct. 1, 1982- Mar.31, 1983(compiledby
E. D. Arthur, 1983)LA-9841-PR,p.9.
2 See referencesgivenin ENDFFile 1 comments,whichare attached.
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Figure 1, Neutron total cross section of 15N from En = 0 to 20 MeV. The solid curve is

the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, the dashed curve is ENDF/B-V, and the points
represent experimental data.
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n + 1SN Elastic Cross Section
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Figure 2. Evaluated elastic scattering cross sections for 15N from 0 to 20 MeV. The solid
curve is the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, and the dashed curve is ENDF/B-V.
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15N(rl,3n)14N Cross Section
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Figure 3. Evaluated 15N(n,n')15N*and 15N(n,2n)14Ncross sections from threshold to
20 MeV. The solid curve ic the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, and the dashed curve is
ENDF/B-V.
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l_N(n,d)14C Cross Section
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Figure 4. The ISN(n,p)lSc and 15N(n,d)14C cross sections from threshold to 20 MeV.
The solid curve is the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, the dashed curve is ENDF/B-V,
and the points represent experimental data.
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Reference: No Primary Reference @

Evaluators: E. Arthur, P. Young, G. Hale

Evaluated: September 1983

Material 728
Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production

Revised spring, summer of 1983 by Young and Arthur to include

improved optical model parameters, updated level schemes, im-

proved version of GNASH, and more careful treatment of

level density parameters. See Arthur and Young articles in the

0ct.1982 - Mar.1983 T-2 progress repor_ (LA-9841-PR, 1983)

for details, sections updated are,

MF= 3/ MT=2,4,16,22,28,51-57,91,103,104,105,107

MF=I3/ MT=4,16,22,28,103,104,105,107

MF=I4/ MT=22,28 @MF=IS/ MT=4,16,22,28,103,i0_,I05,107

****************************************************************

ENDF/B-V Description

The lack of experimental data, with the exception of total

cross section measurements,led us to obtain cross sections with

a variety of nuclear model codes. We used an energy dependent

R matrix analysis to fit the total cross section data of

ZeT1 for neutron energies from 0.8 to 5.4 mev. As a starting

point we used the level scheme reported in ZeTl. Also used

in the R matrix analysis were the elastic angular distribu-

tions of Si62 and ZeTl in the energy range from 1.9 to 3.64

MeV. The parameters of the R-matrix analysis were then used

to generate cross sections and to determine legendre coeffi-

cients in the range from I.OE-05 eV to 5.4 MeV. In the energy

region from 6 to 20 MeV we used two statistical model codes to

generate cross sections. With the first,COMNUC, we computed

the angular distributions of elastically scattered neutrons.

The legendre coefficients obtained were then joined smoothly i
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with those from the R-matrix analysis. We also obtained

angular distributions of neutrons leading to the first seven

excited states of N-IS. To generate neutron transmissioncoefficients for this part of the analysis we used the global

optical model parameters of Wilmore and Hodgson as reported by

Pe74, and adjusted them to give good agreement with the

measured total cross section. The generation of capture,

inelastic, and non elastic cross sections as well as

neutron,gamma-ray, and charged-particle spectra was done with

the statistical model code,GNASH. This newly developed code is

based largely on the statistical model formalism of UhTl.

Again neutron transmission coefficients were based on the

optical model parameters of Wilmore and Hodgson. Transmission

coefficients were generated for protons,deuterons, and

He4, with the appropriate global forms reported in Pe74t For

tritons we used th_ global parameters for He-3 reported in Pe74

since these were consistent with triton optical model

parameters for individual light nuclei as compiled by Pe74.

The Gilbert-Cameron level density model was used with standard

values for level density parameters (Gi64). To account for

direct and semi-direct processes we used the preequilibrium

model of Blann and Cline (C171) and assumed a ten percent

preequilibrium fraction.

MF=2 --- Resonance parameters ---MT=IS1 Effective scattering radius = 0.592916E-12 cm

MF=3 --- Smooth cross sections ---

The 2200 m/s cross sections are

MT = 1 sigma = 4.4188 barns

MT= 2 sigma = 4.418 barns

MT=lO2 sigma = 24.0E-06 barns

MT=I Total cross section

from I.OE-O5 eV to 6.4 MeV total cross section values are

based on the R-matrix analysis described above. From S.5

to 20 MeV the evaluated cross section is based on the

smoothed results of Ze71.

NT=2 Elastic scattering cross section

zero to 20 MeV, subtracted evaluated non-e_astic from total

to give elastic cross section.

MT=3 Sum of ali cross sections except elastic.

MT=4 Sum of MT=51-57, 91 cross sections.

MT=t6 (n,2n) cross section

based on smooth curve drawn through results of the

statistical model calculations described before.

MT=22 (n,n alpha) cross section

based on smoothed results of statistical model calculation.

MT=28 (n,np) cross section

based on smoothed results of statistical model calculation.
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MT=51-57 Inelastic cross section to discrete states

MT=51 Q=-5.27 MeV MT=55 q:-7.301 MeV

MT=52 Q=-5.299 MeV MT=56 Q=-7.566 MeV

MT=S3 Q=-6.324 MeV MT=57 Q=-8.313 MeV

MT=54 Q=-7.155 MeV

MT=91 (n,n) to continuum

continuum defined to begin at 0.I MeV above last N-15

discrete level included in calculation, i.e. continuum

begins at 8.413 MeV.

MT=lO2 (n,gamma) cross section

zero to 0.010 MeV, i/v from 24.0E-06 barns at thermal

6 to 20 MeV calculated from statistical model with Axel

(Ax62) giant dipole resonance approximation for gamma-

ray transmission coefficients.

.010 to 6 MeV, cross section based on smoothed curve from

region where I/v dependence ends to region where

calculated values begin.

MT=lO3 Sum of MT= 700,701, and 718 cross sections.

MT=lO4 Sum of MT= 720,721,722,and 738 cross sections.

MT=lO5 Sum of MT=740,741, and 758 cross sections.

MT=lO7 Sum of MT= 780-785 and 798 cross sections.

MT=700,701 (n,p) cross section to c15 gxound and first excited

states.

MT=700 Q=-8.990 MeV Ex=O. MeV

701 Q=-9.7_7 Ex=.747

MT=738 (n,d) to continuum states of C-14

continuum defined to begin at 0.85 MeV, just above first

excited state.

MT=720-722 (n,d) cross section to C-14 ground,first,and second

excited states.

MT=720 Q=-7.984 MeV Ex=O. MeV

MT=721 Q=-14.079 Ex=6.095

MT=722 Q=-14.567 Ex=6.583

MT=740-742 (n,t) cross section to C-13 ground,first,and second

excited states.

MT=738 (n,d) to continuum states of C-15

continuum defined to begin at 6.681 MeV, just _b_ve second

excited level in C-14.

MT=740 Q=-9.902 MeV Ex=O. MeV

741 Q=-12.992 Ex=3.09

742 Q=-13.586 Ex=3.684

MT=780-785 (n,alpha) cross section to B-12 ground and first

five excited states.

MT=780 Q=-7.623 MeV Ex=O. MeV

781 -8.576 .953

782 -9.297 1.674

783 -I0.244 2.621

784 -10.343 2.72 @
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785 -11.013 3.39

MT=758 (n,t) to continuum states of C-13

continuum begins at 3.784 MeV, above second excited levelin C-13.

MT=798 (n,alpha) to continuum state_ of B-12

continuum begins at 3.49 MeV, just above fifth excited

state in B-12.

MP=4 --- Secondary neutron and charged particle angular

distributions.

MT=2 Elastic angular distributions

zero to 5.4 MeV based on results obtained from R matrix

theory analysis.

6 to 20 MeV based on optical model calculation.

MT=la Angular distribution for (n,2n) reaction

in the absence of data isotropy in the lab system is assumed.

MT=22 Angular distribution of neutrons from (n,nalpha)

reaction assued isotropic in the lab system.

MT=28 Angular distribution of neutrons from (n,np) reaction

assumed isotropic in the lab system.

MT=51-57 Angular distribution calculated using Hauser-

Feshbach theory.

MT=718 Angular distribution of protons from (n,p) reaction

assumed isotropic in the lab system.

MT=719 Angular distribution of protons from (n,np) assumed

isotropic in the lab system.

MT=738 distribution of deutrons from assumed
Angular (n,d)

isotropic in the lab system.

MT=758 Angular distribution of tritons from (n,t) reaction

assumed isotropic in the lab system.

MT=798 Angular distribution of alphas from (n,alpha) reaction

assumed isotropic in the lab system.

MT=799 Angular distribution of alphas from (n,n alpha) reaction

assumed isotropic in the lab system.

MF=8---Energy distribution of secondary neutrons and charged

particles---

MT=16,22,28,91,718,758,and 798 calculated with statistical

model code.

MT=719 used for proton spectra from (n,np) reaction.

MT=799 used for alpha spectra from (n,n alpha) reaction.

MF=I3 --- Photon production cross sections---

MT=4,16,103,104,105,and 107 include both discrete and

continuum contributions and were generated with the

statistical model calculation.

MF=I4 --- Photon angular distributions---

MT= 4 (n,n) to n-15, all isotropic.

MT=lO3 (n,p) to C-15, all isotropic.

MT=lO4 (n,d) to C-14, all isotropic.

MT=lO5 (n,t) to C-13, ali isotropic.
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MT=lO7 (n,alpha) to B-12, all isotropic.

MT=I6 (n,2n gamma) to N-14, ali iso_ropic.

MF=I8 --- Energy distribution of second photon ....
MT=4,16,103,104,105,I07 generated using statistical model.
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Reference: No ReferencePrimary

Evaluators: G. Hale, Z. Chen, P. Young
Material: 825

Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production

L

0-16 Free Atom Evaluation

General information:

The ENDF/B-VI evaluation is a complete revision of the earlier

ENDF/B-V evaluation, which dates to the mid 1970's. The new

evaluation includes extensive new experimental data, a

complete new R-matrix analysis below 6.2 MeV, a covariance

analysis of the total cross section above 6.2 MeV, and new

Hauser-Feshbach statistical and DWBA calculations for the

higher energy regions. Especially important new exp. data

include the total cross sections of La80,Oh84,Ci80, the differ-

ential elastic and inelastic da_a c.f G182, Bo89, Pe88 and Ba88,

the neutron emiss, measurements of Ta83 and Ba85, and the

gamma-ray production data of No78, Mo79, and Ne90.

******************************** MF=2 *************************

MT=2 Effective scattering radius = 6.86286E-13 cm

********************************* MF=3 *************************

Thermal (2200 m/s) cross sections

Total 3.88849 b Radiative capture 0.1900 mb

Elastic 3.88830 b

MT=I Total cross section

0.0 to 6.2 mev, essentially calculated from R-matrix

parameters obtained by fitting simultaneously almost

all available data for reactions )O-16(n,n)O-16,

O-16(n,alphaO)C-13, C-13(alphaO,alphaO)C-13 at energies

below En = 6.2 MeV. Exp. total cross section data for the

analysis were the LaaO results below En= 3 MeV, and the

ciao measurements at higher energies, with inserts of the

high-resolution data of Jo79.

6.2 to 20.0 MeV, based on a covariance analysis with the GLUCS
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Bayes code (HeSO) of all the major total cross section mea-

surements (FoTl,Pe72,Sc72a,La80,Ci68,Ci80), with structure

inserted from the high-resolution C180 measurement, i

MT=2 Elastic scattering cross section

0.0 to 6.2 MeV, R-matrix analysis that includes all avail-

able exp. data, as described above. Elastic angular dist.

data used in the analysis includes La60, 0k55, Fo58, Ma62,

FoTO, Hu62, Ph81, Jo67, Ki72, Ch61, Dr76 and Fo64.

6.2 to 20 MeV, obtained by subtracting the sum of MT=4,102,

I03,104,107 from MT=I, However, adjustments were made to

the (n,n') and (n,alpha) reaction cross sects, to enhance

agreement with the elastic measurements of PhSl,ChSl,Bu73,

Ba63,Mc66,Be67,Ne72,Ki72,Bo89,GI82,Pe8D and Ba85. The mag-

nitude of these adjustments was generally sm_ll and was

greatest near structure and near 18 mev ('15 _).

MT=4 Inelastic cross section

thres, to 20 MeV, sum of MT=51-88. note that MT=4 is actually

the sum of the (n,n'), (n,np), (n,nalpha), and (n,2n)

cross sections because of the use of the excitation

energy binning technique to represent MT=51-88.

MT=51-69 Inelastic cross section to discrete states

thres, to 20 MeV, MT=52-5_,59,60 are based mainly on (n,ng)

data of NegO,No78,DrTO,DiTO,Ny69,C169,0rTO,Bu71,Ha59, and I

the (n,_L') data of Bo89, Ki72, NET2, Ba63, Mc68, Ba85 and

Me69. The cross sections for the remaining MT numbers

are based on compd, nuc. calculations with the COMNUC and

GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical codes (DuTO,Yo77), & DWBA

direct components calculated with DWUCK (Ku76) using the

•. data and parameters from references C190 and Is87. Because

only very limited gamma ray ang. dist. data is

available, inelastic cross sections were obtained from

gamma data by multiplying 55 or 125 deg. data by 4*Pi. This

leads to increased uncertainty, particularly for the MT=52,

J,Pi=3 - state. Accordingly, small adjustments were made in

the integrated cross sections to enhance agreement with the

elastic and total cross section data listed above.

Note that MT= 51 decays by pair production.

MT=70-88 Inelastic cross section to 0.3-MEV bands centered

about the given excitation energies, used in lieu of

MT=91 and MF=5.

Thres. to 20 mev, integrated cross section adjusted to give

a nonelastic x/s in agreement with the evaluated total.

and elastic. The x/s was divided among bands according

to a nuclear temperature calculation using T=2 MeV. I
v
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_Please note that much of the cross section to levels above

_9 MeV subsequently results in charged particle emission._MT=56-58,61-66,68-TO,T2--73,75,77-78,80,82-83,85,87_89, are

*_*flagged as decaying by alpha emission. This choice leads to

_**a total alpha emission x/s similar to data of Li52,Da68,Bo66

_***below 17 MeV. The remaining HT numbers above HT=66 are

****flagged as being proton emitters.

MT=lO2 (n,gamma) cross section

I/v variation from 190 microbarns at 2200 m/s, taken from the

compilation of MuSl.

MT=lO3 (n,p) cross section

thres, to 20 mev, based on a revision of the evaluation of

S165, using the experimental data of Bo66, Se62, De62,

Sc72b, and Ma84.

MT=lO4 (n,d) cross section _

three, to 20 MeV, compd, nuc. react, theory calc. norm. to

single datum point of Li52 at 14 MeV. Taken over intact

from ENDF/B-V.

MT=lOT (n,a!pha) cross section

thres, to 20 mev, sum of MT=780-783.
MT=800 (n,alpha) integrated cross section to C-13 ground state

0.0 to 6.2 MeV, based on R-matrix analysis described above

under MT=I. Energy scale of BaT2 adjusted to

match total cross sect and resolution corrections appli-

ed to give width and height of peaks consistent with

total, normalization of 0.808 for BaT2 determined from

R-matrix fit and applied, level scheme determined from

R-matrix analysis and Se86.

8.2 to 20 MeV, based on data of Da63, Da68, Si68, BAT3, and

composite of Mc66a, Ma68, and Le68 at 14 MeV. Note that

the Da63 data were renormalized by factor of 1.7 to

bring them into rough agreement with the R-matrix analysis

of the BaT3 (n,aO) data, together with the total and

elastic data in the analysis. Because the Da68 exp. data

were normalized to Da63, the former were also re-

normalized by the factor of 1.7.

MT=801-803 (n,a) cross section to excited levels of C-13.

thres, to 15 mev, used (n,a) data of Da63 and Si68, and the

(n,ag) data of NegO, No78, DiTO, Or70, C169, Ny69, En640

and BUT1.
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MT=2 Elastic angular distributions

0.0 to 6.2 MeV, calculated from R-matrix fit (see MF=S,MT=I),
i

Measured angular distributions input to the fit were

those of Ch61, Fo_8, Fo70, Hi58, Hu62, Jo67, Ki72,

La60, Li66, Ma62, Ph61, and Jo79. Fits were attempted

using new data of Sc77 but those measurements were found

to have significant uncertainties and some discrepancies

with other data were noted.

6.2 to 20 MeV, smooth curve through coefficients derived

from fits to elastic data of Ph61, Ns72, Ch61, Ba6S,

Be67, Mc66, Ki72, BUT3, Ns72, G182, Ba85, Bo89, & PeS8.

MT=51-55 Inelastic angular distributions anisotropic

above 10 MeV, based on fits of the l_-MeV data of Ki72, Ns72,

Ba63, Mc66, Ba85, Me69, and especially Bo89.

MT=56-88 Inelastic angular distributions

threshold to 20 mev. assumed isotropic in CM system.

MT=lO2 Capture gammas, private communication from Ju64.

Anisotropic secondary gamma ray angular distributions were Q

added for the 6.131 and 8.917 MeV gammas.

These results taken directly from ENDF/B-V.

MT=4 (n,ng) cross sections

thres, to 15 MeV, based mainly on data of Ns90, No78, Ha59,

DiTO, Or70, Dr70, C169, Lu70, Bu71, Ny69, obtained from

MF=3,MT=51-60 using an 0-18 decay scheme from Aj86a.
****Noto that the first excited level of o16 at 6.052 mev is

****assumed to decay with emission of two 0.61 MeV gamma rays.

MT=22 (n,nag) cross sections

thres, to 20 MeV, smooth curve based crudely on (n,na) cross

section and known levels in C-12, adjusted to agree with

composite of 14 MeV data of C169, 0r70, and data of NegO.

MT=lO3 (n,pg) cross sections

thres, to 20 MeV, based on crude division of MF=3, MT=lO3 x/s

among available levels according to (2,3+I).

These results were taken from ENDF/B-V.
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MT=lO7 (n,ag) cross sections

thres, to 20 MeV, based mainly on (n,ag) data of Ne90, No78,

II DiTO, OFT0, C169, Ny89, En64, BuTi, and (n,a) data of Da63and Si88,

************_*****_************ MF=14 *********_***********_*_**

Assumed isotropic except for the 6.131-MEV gamma, which is

based on the angular dist, measurement of DrTO, LuTO,

BuTi, and DiTO, and the 6,917-MEV gamma, which is based

on the two-angle measurements of DiTO. These results

were carried over from ENDF/B-V.

MT=22 (n,nag) angular distributions

assumed isotropic.

MT=lO3 (n,pg) angular distributions

assumed isotropic.

MT=lO7 (n,ag) angular distributions

assumed isotropic,

**********************_******* MF=33 ***********************_*

_ to be provided at a later date.
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Reference: No Primary Reference @

Evaluators: Z. X, Zhao, C, Y, Fu, abd I), C. Larson

Evaluated: June 1990

Material: 925

Content: Neutron transport, Gamma productio:rl, Covariances

Summary ef ENDF/B-VI Evaluation

This is a new evaluation based upon measured data, available oll a CSISRS data

tape obtained from the National Nuclear Data Center (Csg0), and theoretical calcu-

lations using the statistical and pre-compound theory code TNG (Sh86, Fu88),

File Information:

MF=2 MT=151 Resonance parameters. Only the scattering length is

Riven (Ko79).

MF-==3 Smooth neutron cross sections.
MT= 1 Total interaction cross sections,

l0 -_ to 10 eV. Sum of the free atom scattering cross

section and the capture cross section.

10 eV to 2.0 MeV. Calculated from a set of resonance

parameters which were adjusted to fit the high resolu-

, tion measured total cross sections (La76) by usin R the

i SAMMY multilevel R-matrix analysis code (La87).

2.0 MeV to 20 MeV. ENDF/B-V cross sections were

used in this energy range.

MT-2 The elastic scattering was obtained by subtracting the
non-elastic cross section from total cross section.

MT=3 The non-elastic scatterin R was obtained from MT3 =
MT4 + MT]6 t MT22 t MT28 q MTI02 + MT103

+ MT104 -t- MTI05 t MT107.

MT=4 The total inelastic scattering was obtained by summin R
MT= 51 to 71 and MT- ....91.

MT=16 The (n,2n) reaction was calculated using the TNG code.

MT=22 The (n,nr_)--t-(n,c_n) reaction was calculated usin R the
TN (J code.

O
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MT:28 The (n,np)+ (n,pn) reaction was calculated using the
TNG code,

O MT=51, 52 The inelastic scattering for the first and second
levels was obtained from the ratio cs(ex) / mg(TN(_),
Cs(ex) denotes the measured 110 kev and 197 keV 7-
ray production cross sections (Mo74), and mg(TNO)
are multiplicities for the 110 kev and 11.97kev 7-rays

calculated using TNG.

MT=53, 54... 71 The inelastic scattering for other levels was
calculated with TNG and the DWUCK code (Ku72),

MT=91 Continuum inelastic scattering cross sections were cal..
culated using TNG,

MT=102 The (n,7) reaction from 10-'_ eV to 2.0 MeV was cal-
culated using SAMMY. A set of resonance parameters
were used in the calculation for' total cross sections but

the 7 widths were adjusted to tlt measured data (Mar3,
Ga59), Above 2.0 MeV the capture cross sections are
very small so a 1/E dependence was used to extrapolate
to 20 MeV.

MT=103 The (n,p) reaction below S MeV used ENDF/B-V.
Above 8.0 MeV TNG calculated cross sections were
Hsed.

O MT=104 The reaction (:alculated from(,,,dr systernaticswas

(Zh88). The excitation function was norJnalized to 22
mb given by integrating early angular distril)ution data

(Fa68, Re68) a.t E,, =: 14 MeV,

MT=I05 The (n,t) rea.ction was calculated from systematics
(Zh88). The excitation function was normalized to
,pectrum averaged measured data (Qa,78).

MT=I07 The (n,c_) reaction below 9 MeV remains unchanged
from ENDF/B-V. Above 9.0 MeV 'FN(,_ code results
were used.

MF=4 Angular distributions of secondary neutrons.

MT=2 The legendre coefficients for elastic scattering were cal-
culated with the GENOA opticaJ model code (Pe67).
The compound cross sections and legendre coefficients
were calculated using 'I'NC as input, Before doing the
calcula, tion, opticaJ model pa,raineters were adjusted to
fit the measured angular distributions (Ba85 and (]170).
The same optica,1 model parameters were used irl the
_' ' [)WIJCK and (;ENOA calcula,tions,

O 1 NG,
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MF=4 MT=51, 52... 71 The inelastic scattering cross sections cs(d),

and legendre coefficients fl(d) contributed from direct

interaction were calculated using DWUCK and c_(s)

and fl(s)were obtained from the statistical TNG cal-

culation using fl = ,'.,__(¢0×]t(,t)+,:.,(,q×__/Lq_,.,(,0+,.,(._)

MF=6 Double differential cross sections (DDCS). The DDCS
for all sections were obtained based on TNG calcula-

tions for the first outgoing neutron only. For the second

outgoing neutron and both the first and second outgo-

ing charged particles, the angular distributions were as-

sumed isotropic. Recoil spectra were generated when

the calculated particle spectra were converted to the

laboratory system,

MF=8 Radioactive decay data,.

MF=9 Multiplicities for production of radioactive nuclides.

MF=12 Transition probability arrays [or sections 51-71 are

based on (Aj87).

MF=14 Photon angular distributions for sections 51-71. The Q

inelastic scattering is isotropic.

MF=33 MT=l, 51, 52, 102, 103, ]07 Uncertantie,s for File 3 cross

sections. These are the same as in ENDF/B-V but sup-

plemented with a sub-subsection flag LB=8 for every
section.

MT=2, 3 Obtained using "NC-type" sub-subsections for these
two derived cross sections.

MT=4, 16, 22 and 28 Calculated from a covariance matrix of

theoretical parameters (several most sensitive parame-

ters were chosei_ as follows: energy level density param-

eters for t"*F, I_O and I"N; optical model parameters

for I:_F: V(_ and W for real and imaginary well depths,

r,, and r,,, for the radii of the real and imaginary poten-

tials). The covariance matrix for the theoretical param-
eters were estimated based on the scatter of available

measured data about the theoretical values and the sys-
tematic errors of the measured data. A sut)-subsection

of LB==8 are also given for every section. Q
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MF=33 MT=104 105 Calcula.ted from (,he covariance matrix of the sys-

tematic parameters (Zh88). A sub-subsection of lh=8

O are also given for every section.
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Reference: ANL/NDM-105 O

Evaluators: A. Smith, D. Smith, P. Guenther, J. Meadows, R. Lawson

(ANL), W. Djemil (U of l)and R. ttowerton (LLNL).

Evaluated: June 1988

Material: 2300

Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production, Covariances

1. Introduction

This is a comprehensive evaluated file for neutronic applications, particularly those

associated with the development of fission and fusion energy systems. Elemental vana-

dium consists of two isotopes n_V and '_lV. This file is nominally an elemental file,

but gives little consider_:tion to the very minor isotope '_V (0.25% abundant).

2. Evaluated Resolved Resonance Range

The resonance parameter representation is employed for incident energies from

2.0 to 100 keV using s- and p-wave parameters of _l_"_tV.The resonance parameters
were taken directly from Mughabghab et al. J Negative energy resonances were not

used, and a background was introduced to assure consistency with the thermal values

of Ref. 1 and other experimental data. The present resonance evaluation cannot be

directly compared with ENDF/B-V as the latter uses a point-wise representation of

the resonance region.

3. Evaluated Total Cross Sections

A comprehensive experimental data base was constructed from tile literature, as

referenced in CINDA 2 and augmented with values from measurements undertaken

by the authors. This evaluation was constructed from the above energy averaged data

base using the statistical processing code GMA. :_ Below 5 MeV resonance fluctua-

tions were introduced into the evaluation. Ref. 4 was used tlp to 220 keV, Ref. 5

from 220 to 360 keV, and Ref. 6 from 0.36 to 6.0 MeV.

4. Evaluated Elastic Scattering Cross Sections

The evaluated energy averaged elastic scattering cross se(:tions were derived from

tile studies of Ref. 7. Below :: 4.0 MeV the cross sections were determined from the O
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difference between the sum of other partial cross sections and the total cross section.

Above 4.0 MeV the present evaluation is significantly lower than ENDF/B-V, and by

O as much as 15 to 20% from 10 to 14 MeV.

Evaluated Inelastic Scattering Cross Sections

5.1 Discrete Inelastic Processes

The discrete inelastic scattering cross sections are the result of the excitation
of 25 levels. The excitations and J_ values are taken from Ref. 8. More than half

of the data were obtained using direct neutron detection techniques and half were

deduced from measurements of 7 rays emitted in the (n,nT) process using a number

of reference standards. The (n,n7) measurements were systematically larger than

those resulting from direct neutron measurements. Most of the experimental results

were obtained at incident energies < 5 MeV. Only 2 sets extend to higher energies. 7' !_
The cross sections were calculated with the model and methods of Ref. 7. The calcu-

lated results were compared with the experimental data base, combining calculated

excitations as necessary to make comparisions with the experimental values. The

calculated results were then subjectively adjusted to improve the description of the
measured cross sections. The normalizations were confined to the first few levels and

were always less than 10%.

O 5.2 Continuum Inelastic Scattering Processes

The integrated continuum inelastic scattering cross sections were determined from

the difference between the non-elastic cross section and the other partial cross sec-

tions. Above 10 MeV the (n,np) reaction becomes significant and is not well known.

Above 15 MeV there are large uncertainties in the (n,2n) cross sections. Both con-

tribute to large uncertainties in the continuum inelastic cross section.

6. Evaluated Radiative Capture Cross Sections

The data base for capture cross sections is sparce. The information is essentially
_ll derived from activation measurements. The data are best described in the 200

keV to 1.5 MeV energy range, and that region wa.s used for normalizing calculated

values using the code ABAREX I_J, the optical model potential of Ref. 7, and an

adjustment of the t --=0 strength function to give a description of the experimental

values over the range 200 kev to 1.5 MeV. The calculation describes only the com-

pound nucleus process, so a small direct capture component is added at high energies.

O
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7. Evaluated (n,2n) and (n,3n) Reactions

The (n,2n) Q-value is -11.051 MeV and the (n,3n) Q-value is -20.385 MeV. Thus /
only the former process need be considered.

Experimental information _ obtained only using prompt detection and it is sparce.

The data of Frehaut et al. 11 and the preliminary data of Ref. 12 were used. Tile

Ref. 12 results are _ 10% lower than Ref. II in the region of overlap near 15 MeV.

These data sets give the only experimental indication of the energy dependence above

15 MeV. The data were extrapolated above 15 MeV using the code CADE. 1:1 The

CADE results are reasonably conslstent with the unconfirmed higher energy values
of Ref. 12.

8. Evaluated Charged Particle Emitting Reactions

8.1 (n,a)and (n,na) + (n,_n) Reactions

The Q-value of-2.055 MeV for the (n,c_) reaction 1, is relatively low, and the

process is readily accessible to activation measurements. The evaluation using the

assembled data base and the evaluation program GMAa systematically follows the

smooth curve proposed by Kanno et al. I._ The (n,c_) cross sections were also calcu-

lated, assuming statistical processes, using the code (JADE. I:_ The calculated results

had a. shape similar to the present evaluation but 30% larger in magnitude. In par- /

ticular, the calculation indicated that the (n,an) reaction was very small below

14 MeV, and that there was no gross structure in the cross section. The present

evaluation is _ 25% smaller in magnitude at the maximum than that of ENDF/B-V,

and it does not show the gross structure of ENDF/B-V at _ 10 MeV. Furthermore,

the present evaluation gives a much better definition of the threshold region due to

recent experimental information in that energy range. It;

The threshold for the (n,na)and (n,c_n)processes are relatively high (Q = -10.294

MeV) I i The sum of the cross sections was set equal to the difference between the

total a production cross section and the above (n,c_,7) cross section. The total c_

production cross section was determined by calculations made with CADE, and then

normalized to the above evaluation below 12 MeV. The ca.lculated (n,an) cross sec-

tions are much larger than the (n,an) va.lues up to 20 MeV. The calculations indicate

that above 16 MeV the cross section rises rapidly, supported by the experimental

results of Ref. 17 and the higher energy (above 20 MeV) measured value of Ref. 18.

8.2 (n,p) and (n,np)+ (n,pn) Reactions

The Q-value for the (n,p) cross section is -1.684 MeV. Ii; The data can be grouped

into 3 categories: (1) extensive ANL measurements '_, (2) a single set of measurements /
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extending to 20 MeV 2() and (3) a number of experimental results a.t. _ 14.5 MeV. A

weighted average of the accepted experimental values near 14.5 MeV was constructed,

O yielding a, cross section 28.6 :t: 5% mb at 14.5 MeV. Below _ 13 MeV there is onlyone set of experimental data (Ref. 19), and it is in agreement with statistical model

calculations using CADE. Thus this set of data, complemented by model calculations

to interpolate the shape from 10 to 14 MeV, was used to determine the evaluation

below the 14.5 MeV region. There is only one set of data above 1.4.5 MeV 2_),and

it extends from 13 to 20 MeV. However, its magnitude is 10 to 15% larger than the

above evaluated 14.5 MeV result. Moreover, the same authors, in a companion study

of the (n,_) reaction, obtained results higher than the present evaluation. Therefore

the normalization of this data, set is suspect. Tile evaluation simply uses the measured

values of Ref. 20 above _ 14.5 MeV, normalized to the evaluated 14.5 MeV result

outlined above. Above 10 MeV the present evalua.tion is systematically smaller than

ENDF/B-V by ,-_ 25%, and below 10 Mev, (,here are considerable differences in both

shape and magnitude. These differences are due to the new a.nd much better data

available for the presen(, evaluation. Cross section guidelines are set forth in Ref. 19.

They are 20 - 30% larger than the present evaluation, again reflecting new and im-

proved experimental data not available ai, the time. Ref. 19 does make some valuable

comparisons between differential and fission spectrum averaged cross sections.

There is no experimental information for the (n,np) and (n,pn) reactions. Calcu-.

lations were made using the Weisskopf-Ewing statistical model, I:_ with the addition

of pre-compound contributions. 21 The two calculated results agree very well at _ 20

O MeV (i.e.,ct = 143 mb). The evaluation makes a compromise between the two typesof calculated results, a,djusted to give a reasonat)le neutron emission spectrum. The

evaluation is characterized by relatively large values near threshold, falling to much

smaller values with the onset of the (n,2n) cross section. Near threshold the (n,np)

process is the larger contribution to the (,otal process.

s.a (n,d)and (n,nd) + (nAn) Reactions

The (n,d) reaction product is stable '_'()Ti. Experimental results suggest a cross

section in the range of 5 to 10 mb in the 14 to 15 MeV region. The most careful mea-

surement appears to be that of Ref. 22 (_ 7 mt.)). The eva,lua,ti,_)n uses the results of
CADE statistical calculations normalized to Ref. 22 at 15 MeV. The threshold of the

(n,nd + dn) reaction is very high (Q =-16.776 MeV) )) and _'oa,tistical calculations

suggest cross sections of far less than 1 mb even at 20 MeV. The results are very

uncertain, perhaps by 190% or more, but, due to the high threshold and the small

magnitudes, that unceri, ainty is of little concern in most a,pplications.

8.4 (n,t) and (n,nt) -4- (n,tn) Reactions

The cross sections for the (n,t) react, ion were calculated using CADE. At 20

MeV the calculations indicate a, cross section (,f 0.48 mb consistent with the exper-

O
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imental 30 MeV value of 0.55 mb given in Ref, 23. Ref. 24 suggests a value 1 mb

at _ 14 MeV, somewhat larger than our calculated result. The present evaluation

uses the calculated results and is approximately an order of magnitude smaller than

the comparable evaluat, ion of ENDF/B-V. The (n,nt + tn) cross section is less than

1 microbarn at 20 MeV and wa.s ignored. Other minor reactions were included based

upon the statistical model calculations.

8.5 Continuum Neutron Emission Spectra

Individual reaction spectra were calculated using the computer codes ALICE _'_

and CADE. 2¢_ ALICE calculates reaction cross sections and the spectra, of the emit-

ted particles. As used it employs a hybrid model for pre-compound processes, and

the Weisskopf-Ewing evaporation model for compound decay, lt does not include a

"),-ray channel. CADE performs compound nucleus calculations by the Weisskopf-

Ewing formalism. The level density formalism and parameters are those of Brancazio

and Cameron.2_ ,),_ray emission is described by the giant dipole resonance formal-

ism. ALICE seems to give reasonable spectra, for the emitted particles and CADE

was used to determine how the spectra were to be apportioned among the several re..

actions. The above spectra are considerably different from those given in ENDF/B-V.

9. Evaluated Photon Production Reactions

The spectrum of photons from the neutron capture reaction was taken from Or- D

phan et al. 2R at thermal energy. The same spectrum was used at 20 MeV with the

multiplic!ty adjusted to conserve energy. For the photons associated with inelastic

scattering to specific levels CASCADE ''_ was used. For other reactions the cross sec-

t.ions and spectra were calculated using the R-parameter formalism of Perkins et al. :_'
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DESCIlIPTION OF EVALUATIONS FOR r_°'r"e'r"a'r":lC.r

PERFORMED FO,I:I. ENDF/B-VI*

O D. M, H,,t, rick, D, C,, La,rson, N, M, Lm'son, a,_ld C, Y, Fu
Oak Ridge Na,l;ion_d La.bora,t,c_ry

()a,k Ilidge, Temu'ssee 37831-6356

ABSTRACT

Isoi(_pic eva,lua.tions ftu' _o "", _.' " , _,'°''a'°aE',r performed tor ENDIa/B-V'I na'c' ]Jriet-ly revimv(_d,
TII_:' ('va,lua.l,iolls are based (:._11ana.lysis of experiment;a,1 dn.t,a, a.n(l result, s (d' m(_del c._dc_l-
l_t.t.i(ms wMcll rel_)r()dttcc, t,lle cxperiment, a,l (la.ta., Eva.lua.t, ed da,t,aare provi(led for lleUt,r(nL
illduccd rea.ct, io_l ct'()._s s(,cl.i(_lls, a.ngula.r and energy dist.rilmt,iolls, _11(1t'(_r gl-111111lll.-l'lTly1)r(>
(l_lct.io.u ('r(_ss s('ct, icms _ssoci_.t,(,d wit, h t,h(' rca.ct;i(ms. File 6 t'(_rlnn.t,=__lr(_ us(,rl t,o .r(_presmlt,
_'ll¢,rgy-._t._lgh'c(,rrda.l.ed (:'_issi(m and recoil spool;ra.. Unccrt,a,int,y fih:s arc' i_clu(led f(_r _,.ll

1. INTR()DUCTION

Sc'l_al'a.te cvalua.t,io_s hay,, 1)ecn done fin' ea.ch of the st;a,ble is(_l,OlmS of cl_ronfiun_. In
this r_,port wc brictty rcvi(,w t,l_e str,_ct_u'e ()f the eva]ua.t:ions, (lescribc' hov,, t.l_e c\mhta.t,i_ls

il_(,_t,_tl (l;_tl,a.l'ct'cr(.,l_('(,s WCl't-,ol:)t;_i_('d i)rinm.rily from CINDA; t,hc (1;rf,a, tlwn_selves were
,_o:_tly ¢,1.,_,_i_,,(It'rt)ln t.l,c Na l.i(m_tl N,,cle_,r Daf, a. Cent;or a.t, Brookl_a,vc_ National L_d)o-
r;tt¢,ry _(1, (,,'c;_,_i,_tlly, fr()_,_ t,1_¢,lil, c.r_dllrc a.nd rcl)()rt, s. The 12.-Mat,rix c()(lc SAMMY

O (LAS4) w_s ::s:,(l t'(_r tl_(, :'_'s(}::_:ic(, region _::alysis, T lie :mch:a.r m()(l(,1 co(h, TNG (FUSS,SH8(;), _. :::::llisl,(,1) l t_:s('r-l?_,sl:l_a.ch ('(_de which i::cl::des ln,,w.ol::p(mn(l nn¢l co:_l)O:Uld
co::t,:'il_:_t.i(n,s 1,(_('r(_ss s:,('tiol:S, an(1 a.::guli_r and cn('rgy (.list,rilmtio1:s i1: a. s(.'lf-c()::sist(,nt
n_a::ncr, ('a]c::lnt, cs g_,_u:na-:'ay 1)roducl,ion, and c.onSCl'VCSa::gula.r lllOll-lt'llt.lllll ill all st,q)s,
was ust'd for t,l_(,se cv;duat,iorlS above tilt l'CSrma_mc region, Ext.c_.siv(.' 1_(_(1_,1c_lc_d_l.t,i(n_s
wet(, i.,(,rf'or_e(l for (:,_tc}_isot;(q:)e with tl_e goa,l of si,m_ll, a._¢,(_,_sly r(.'l_r()(.l,_ci_g (:'xl_(,ri_nr.'_tal
(la.ta t'()r nll r(_(:l,i()_ cl_a_(,ls with one s(.'t of l)a.ralll(;t,(,rs. Tl_is (,nsur(:_s inten_;d ('()_lSiSt,(,_cy
'd_(1 cno,fgd' c()_s(!'rvat, i(n_ wil,hin rh(-' cva]ua,tion, In t;1_('case (_t' rh(.' isol.()pic cln'(m_imn ('v_d-
u_l.irms, I_(_r('act,i(m was deemed to have e_o_gh a.l:)l:_rol_ria.tc d_d:a, for a. Ba.yesia._ a_lysis
(HES0), s(_ lh(, (,valua.ti(ms deI)end upon TNG res_tlt,s a._(1 !_and-dra,wn c,_rvcs. Tha.t, is, i_
('ases wlwr(, t,l_e a\'ailable (la.ta were deemed to l_e a,('cura.t,e, but, in disa.greem(:,_t, with t,lw
TNG result, s, a s]n(_(_thcd curve rei_resent, a.t,ion thro_gll the cl_osen da.t,a, set, s ,_v,ts used for
t]_(, _'val_.l,io_. A si_,,il_,r .mc-'thod was a.lso used t}_r cr_ss s,,,ct,i(_s wl_cre r('s_m_,nt; st;ru('t,_r(,
was ft'lt, to l_(, in q)(,rt._t, but resonance 1)arameters were _(_t i_Muded. The fi_a,1 evatuv.,-
t io_ is l.l_s a c(_l_dnati(_l_ (_f'SAMMY results, TN(; results (_sed where cxtrapola.t, ion and
i_terl_()lation was r(,quir('d a._d wl_(,re da.l.a sets were l_dly discrepa.nt,), and l_l._d-draw_
('1 ll'V('S.

In Secl.io_ 2 t,lm _'(,s(,_,_(,e l)aramet.el'S ;_r,,._cliscuss(,d; S(,ction 3 CO_lt,_d_s_ (-l(,scrild,i()_l
(,f t.h_, maj(n' cr_,_ss sc,ct.i(ms includ(_d in tl-_, ('val_d.i(n_; S(,ct, io_ 4: is d('\'()t.c(l t,o _t._g_l_ta'
dist.ril_di()_s; ;_(l Sect, i()_, 5 t,o c_mrgy-a.nglc correla.t, ed (list, ril)_t,i(_s, S(,cti(n_ G _h'scril.ms
t,l_r_m_cr'rt._,i_it,y filt's.

* l{es(,ardi Sl)Onsorr,(l l_y tile Offlcc of E_orgy ]-_(_scardi, Divisi(_.t (_t' N,tclcar Pl_ysics,
U.S. D(,l:_m't_n(-,nt, of En_'rgy, m_dcr toni, tact, DE-AC05-84()I{21400 wit.l_ M_.rt, i_ IVI_.ri(,{.t,_
En(q'gy Systa.u_s, I_c.
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Mucll (_f tllls i,d(,rl,mt.i(,,l is td)st,(act,cd ft'ore l((,f, HE87, a r(:,l)()rt (.l(:_v()t,(_(lt,c, _L(les('rit-
r q f'-q

ti(.,x:(d' ill(' (',d('ulat, i(,,:s ii,l .... t_,r, ttI:(l I_[,f, SIt87, tr si:liilar ((,pe)ft fl,r :'aC(,

2, I(ES()NANCE PARAMETEI_S I_

F:'()1111 k(:V t.(_about 900 kt_'\:, the I)aram(:ters arc d(:,riv(.,dfroth 1'eco,ht()RNL (AGS4)
_l:ld G(','I (BRS6, ITO89) t.r,lnsmissioll data, Ulff(.Jrt.llr:at,(.'ly,t.ll(.',r¢.'l_ort,(,dr(.,s(.)na.nc(-,l:),,-
ranwt.('rs w(_,r(,(_bt,_inc,d by analyzing individual energy rr,giolls of th_ ('Xl_erillwllt,_rl data
ilid¢'l)end¢'ntly; wit lt tl:¢_sanle nucl¢.'ar radius and set of dmnnS' r_s()rlanCes n¢)t _l¢:,c.(,ss,_rily
us(:,d for ea(,l_ r(,gi(:)::, Thus, si_nply adopting the res(:)ntmce l)m'a_n(_t.(:rsand g(_,(_rat.i_,g
l)oi:_twis¢' ('r¢)ss s(,ctio_s f'r(m_ t,h(;_nyi(dd vcsult.s wl_i('l_ are oft('n i:_ p(_r _._gr¢,(!,m(::nt,witl_
rh(' origin_d ¢'Xl)(:,rim_'_t,_,l(l_,ta, Som(_,(('analysis was (.l(_w wit,l_ SAMMY (LAB0) wl,i('.l_,

I'l_(.,s(:suits i_d('l)('_:(.l(':,t (,f wl_(,tl_(:,rt,l:e data m'(:' amdyzc, d in re_i(:,ns or ali at ¢,:,(:'Ii,n(,, '
_(.lj_stm(_,lts r(,.sult.(,(li:_ r¢:,son,,n('c 1)arrant:tc,rs wllich give t,l_ecorrect ttwr_al ('.r(,ss s(:;(:l,io_l
valu(:,s as w(fll _s t):t'(.,vidi_g a b¢.,tt(,r r(!l)r(,(lu('.t,i(.,_¢.)I'tlw (:Xl)eri_(:,ntal data. H(,w(:v(,r, tl_(,
r(:,.s_,ltsstill r(xluir('(l a 1.,:,,'kgr()_,_l(ltil(, i_ Nil(' 3 S(.'cti(m 1 t.(_1)((,vide t,l,(:_d¢'sir('d r(:pr_,
d:_(:ti(,n (,I' tl_(._(:Xl)('ri_:_(:'_taldata. Y'::rtl_(:r work nc(.(ls to b(:, (:l<_c t,(, I)r,,vidc a co:_sist,t,_,t,
_('c_r_t(, st,t, ()t' r(:.s()l_,_'(:' para_n_,t('rs ('()nl:_Wnsurate witl_ tl:(:, quality (_f'th()s(:' it: tl:(' ir(m
_t::(.1::i('k(:'l ¢,valu_,ti(ms, Cal_t_ir(' widtl:s are also t,al:(':: t'r(_::_ t,t:(:'ahoy(' :'(,f(,r(_::c(;s, with
_,v,,r',:g(, i)_ran:_,tcrs ,:s(,(_lwli(,r(: i::dividu_tl i_ara:n(.,t(:rs are :i()t ava.ilabl_;. Tlw ((:so:ta:tc.(,
]:)ltl'alll(_'t,(:l'S shr)uld 1)(,1)r()cess(.d wit,li tl:e It(rich-Moore formalist:i, a::d ::r)t _i::gl(!- or n:_ilt,i-
l(,v,d Br(,it-\'Vi,u;::(:,rfo:'::l_,lis:ns. D(,tails for tl:_;reso:m::('(, regions f(_r (!at'li is(.)toI)(' are giv(._n
i_ tl_(: File' 1 (,(,Inlll(:'llts for (,achevaluatio:l.

, "( ,,( :
3 C_,R)SS SEC'II.)NS

h_ tl_is st.cti(_):_tl_(:,('\'al,:ati():_ of r('action cross se(:ti(_lS is I.)resent.c'd; (l(:t.ails for (_a(:l,
isot.ol)e are giv(,n i,_ Fil(' 1 of (.'_,(:t:evaluation. For 5°'sa"_'_Cr rh(.' total ('.ross s(,cti():_ fl'(>_,_tl_¢,
r(_so::a_w(.,r_'gi(m t.o 4 hl_!'\r is tal,:_-'nfl'o:n the isotopic data. Frown 4 t,(.)20 hI_-.'V,t,l,(, t()t_,l

sa_i4(', tl:is :l_,lur_,l ¢l_ita is _,lso ,:s_.,d for '_zC,r, the :_,j_)r is()t(.)i)r,, fl'(_,_, t.l_(._,l_i,,,r _rl
_,f tlw r_,._(,_,_('(_r(,gi(.,_ to 20 h'I(:'V, The _o,mlast, i(: cross s¢'ction is rl_.rix'_.,(ll,y ._,ll,_,l,_i_,_;
t.l_¢_!r(:;:,cti(_,_,:r()ss s(,r'ti(,_s, wl_ile tlw ¢_,la._ticcr()ss s(:.'(:tio_is (ht,rtr(xi 1)y s,:l_tr_:,(:li,,g ll_(.
n(,l_(.'l_sti(' f':'_),_,tl_(' t(,t ;,1.

E.-':l-,_.'ri:_w_t_,ld;:t;, t'(.)r ('ross ,','('tic)ns dr,s(:ribi_g i_:(:last,i(' scatt, eri,_g t,(, (lis(',',,,l_,l_,v(,l,_;
in ':'"Ct _,r(_ avail;t]_l(, t'(_r r,:ll 5' t]_' fir,'-;t two h'vels at i_(,id(:nt :t(,utro:_ _.':_.,rgi(:.,; >4 Mt-,'\'.
Thus, r_'s::lt s _,f'rh(" TN G :,_1(_1 calc_:lations, including direct rea(:t.io_ (:_,:_trib_lt io_s, wt:re
usr;d f'or tl,. _,valuati(,_,. T 1,(,("alculations we,re in good _,gr(.'(mwnt with a_'ailal._l(:,data, a:_d
wit,it _, r_,('_;::tr,(:asl_r(,:_(.:_t (_t'th(; t()tal inelastic scattering cross sect,i_, fl'():_ 1 t.o 40 Mc_V"
(LASS). Fig,,r_- 1 sl:()ws a ¢,¢,_nl;,_ri,_.r)_:of t.ti(' ENDF/B-V a:_d ENDF/B-V/ t,()tal i,_¢'l_,stic
('r(,ss se',,ti_,:, witll tl,(:' ,'::l),Ti_,:,,,:t;,1 data. C',ross s¢:'ctio:_s I'()r i,,(dasti(' s('att.,ri,_g i,_ tl_('
_i_(_r is(_)loi)_,sw_:r(.,als(_tak,:,_ f'r(_ the TNG ('..alculatio:_s. I_ ali casesa ('.()_tinuu:n was
us(,d to dc_s(:ri])(_i:_,la_tic ,_(:_tl,_'ri_._gfor (!;xcita.tlon en_;rgiesabove, tl:_, dis_'ret.eh:,v(,ls.

Th_, cal(:ulat(,,1 (7_,p) ('r(_sss('ct.io_s w(u'e:n(.)dificd t.o ])(.,in acc_:'pta,ble agr(.,(u_(,ntwit.l_
tlw r'Xl)_ri:n(,,_t;,1 (_l;:,l;.,f'(.u'b(,tl_ ':':_'5:_Crfrr,,_ 5 to 9 MeV, and aro:rod 14 Mt:V. Calc,_lat(_..d
\'_tlll(:s t'(.,r '5(-_Cr i-,1'(' i:t gr,orl ;,gr(.'('_(,:_t. \\,iii.: tlm (:_,_(::,:(_as,u'(:,d l_()i,_t,,_(_ar ]4 M("V. For
""_Ct, tl_r:(,\';,l_:at(,(1 (r_, 1_) (:ross s_-(:ti_ i_clud(,s t.l_' (_.. l),_) c(.)nl.rib,:t,i()_ as tl_(, ('_, _I))_,,_(:1
(_,l,t) ('r(.,ss s_'('ti_,,_sw_,w not i_clu_l('d i,_ tlw _'\'al,:;,li,,_,. TI_(, ('_,l,":,l_,l(,(lx'_tl:_(.s(_f' t,l_(;
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total proton cmlsmon c'rc_sssections for _'C,r m'c 11,good a,greement, witll the da,t,a,oi Sn nt,h
and Met_dows (SM80), Grimes (,t, a.1, (GI1,79), Colli ct a.1, (C, O02), a,11dB_u's(.'lta]l (BA82),

O Since tlm ('r_,,a') real.ct,ion oll bot,h :':_'_aCr leads t,o a. stable nucleus, 11on.c.tiva.t,io:ld_:.l,a.are availa.bhe, 0nly alplla, l.>:roclucl,ion data. from int,egrating lneas,u'ed alph_l, spect, ra., t'or
_::(h' the TNG results ngrce wlt,hi:l m_certa.ini, ies wit,h tlle (la.ta of Pa.ulsc:l et n.1. (PA81)
Ul.) to 10 MeV, but nrc ate tl:e h_wer limit of the eXl:_erin:enta.1u1:cert, a.ilfl,ies a.t 14 MeV
for the lata,of G,'ilneset al, (GI 79),Doljact, (DOTa),a: dBa,,'sc.ha,ll(BA82),Si J.ce
nmch of the energy range to 20 MeV l:as no dat;n., tile ca.lcula.t,ed res,llts were t_du'n for
the eva,lt:a.t.ion, For 5°'na'54Cr, the calculated results m'e used, due t,o t,lle imucit,y of data.,
Except for 'a°Ci', tlic cross sections are ali less than 80 nil),

d

Available da.ta, for the _2Cr(r_,,2**) reaction arc iii disagreeillent nea,r 14 MEV', Tt_,,
calculat.cd results from TNG l:_rovide a reasonable coml:_r(miise riea.r 14 MeV, ml(l are al)_mt
1:5% larger than tlie :neasurelnent of Bormann et a.1, (BO68) t'ro_l la t._ '20 MeV, Sluice
no cia,ta are _vailable for the _:_(',i'(n,2_.) cross section, the calc,:lat, ed results wet(' used
_n the evalutl.t:on. Coml.mnng t,he TNG results for _2'°aCr g:ve results whM_ are in good
ngreement witll the (n,2r_.) na.tural sample da, ta. oi' Aucha,mpaugh ct a.1. (AU77), Fr&ant
et al, (FIR80), and Freha::t and _,4OSlllsl,:l(_RIO), F_le 1 COlnments :n tl_(_(,v;tl_:a.t_o,_sg_ve
ilff(:)r_nnt,i(m for :,o,:,4Ct,

4. ANGULAR, DISTRIBUTIONS

Elast.ic scgl.te:(i_,g n_gular distributiorts in File 4 Section '2 from ENDF/B-V wer_ com-
_ )par(_.,dwit,lt '.t_nila,fl,, d_t,a, fl.mnd to be _dcquat.c, and adopted for ENDF/B-VI. Coral. nr-

is_n_s wit!_ experi_cntal data are given in reference (Pt-/76). A::gular distributi(nl data.
for im,la._lic scatt, eri_g to discrete levels are given in File 6. Theyare symmetric, taken

O fro_,t _1_,,'rNG ten,pound nucleus calculutions, except for levels wl_ich include a. directint,,_acti_,_ t,,_::_ wll(,re the m_gula.r distributions are a weighted sum of direct intera.ction

_5, ENERGY-ANGLE COR.RELATED DISTRIBUTIONS

Pa.rticlc, mnissio:_ spectra a.rc often measured _:_sa function of out,going particle angle,
and this correlation: of outgoing angle with measured energy spectra can now be represc_ted
i_, Fih:: 6. ttowever, oft,en tl:ese distributions are measured only a.t one incident e:lergy,
an(l we tru:st r¢,ly up(m :nodel calculations to reproduce the availa.blc energy altd _:_gular
distrib_t.io_ infol'matirn_ so ii, can be calculated for the evaluat;io:t a.t other incident energies,
F il_' 6 is ext<nsivdy used in t,l_is evalua.tion to represe:lt energy.-angle correl_:_t(;d data.,
E_ergy spectra for a,ll outgoing particles, includi_g photons, are given i_1t,l_isfile, Angular
dist ril):ttions are give:: t'_I'the :lout.ten emission spectra, for ,52C.lronly; al.tgular distributions
t'_r all oth_,r is_tOlmS al_d particles are assumed to be isotropic, Figure 2 (HE87) sl;ows a
c_lll)arison of tl:_, ca.lc::lated and measured angula,r distributions for three ot_tg(_i_:gneutron
energy bil_s, Figure 3 illustrates the conq)onents of the _teutro_ en fission calc:_la.tcd witl_
TNG ",vlficl_stun to give tt,e tot,al emission spectr_._ for '_aCr. Figure 4 (HE87) shows
a conq_arison _f the measured and calculated neutron emission spectra, a.round 14 MeV
incident neut, ro:: c:.:ergy. Figures ,5 and O (HE87) show a. comparis:m of t,l:e n:easure, d and
calculat<'d el,:issio:: sI_ectra for the '_2C:'('_.,:rp) and s:_C:'('r_,a:ct') rea.ct,ions _:'o::nd ]4 M_'V.
Tl:(_s_:,ca.lculat_,d r_:_sult,s, at several incid_u_t, (,liel'gie.s be.twee_ 1 and 20 MeV, have l_ecn
adot_ted for t.he evalua.tio_ a_d p_:t in File 6.

O
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Prior W incorporatiorl in File 6, the neuta'on and charged 1)m't,icle energy (11,.t,I ll.mt,mns
froln TNG are iuput, t,o t,lle REC, OIL code (FUS5), wlaicll c_,11verts t,he mu,,rgy <liut,rilnll;i(ms
[:mn the ('olit,(,r of ill_LSSt,o tlm labora.t, ory ft'an:e, mM cn.lc._dn.t;es t,lw elim'gy sp(;ct,l.'llllI ()f

l,l:(, heavy n,c(,il nucl(,_ls, These t,M)tll_l.t,ed (,It(!rgy di,st,til)tit, ions i_1 t,lw 1,d, t'rnll_e nr(_ glx,('_l
ill Fih, 6, wit,li t,ll(, 1lout,tons usllnlly lln.villg a.nisot.r(_l_ic n11g_ll_u'(list,ril)_li;imls, nll(l ist_l,ropic

" tuigul_u' (list, ril,_tt, i()ils t'()r t,lle cll_lrgcd i_art, icles (incl_ldi_.lg t,llc roc(_il _nlch_ts),

Figure 7 (ITE87) sliows _ ¢Umll)arison of the ('_dc_llai,ed gm_u_a.-r_ty e_lissim._ SI)tWt;I'lllll

n(, 9,5 M('V with t,tl(' _neas:u'e_u('nt, of M()rg_m and N¢,wman (MO7G) fl,r the bill c(n,(,ring
inci(h,_t, n('ut,r(,u (,_wrgies fl'(nn 9 t,(_ a0 MeV, C',alc_dn.I,o(l r(,sult, s t'r(,_ TNG at; s(,v(,ral
i_ci(lm_t, neut, r(m (_qwrgies l_(,t,v,,(,(,n] and 20 MeV werd us(:,d fin' tlw. (,va.lua.t,ion, wit, h File 6
bci_g used fl)r ease in calculat.in E e_wz'gy balance,

As a,u eXaml_le of the usage of File 6, consider the :'2CI'(__, na) roa,ct, ion, In S(,('.t,ion 'i

6/22, co_lst, lult, yields nrc given for tlm m_tgoing nc,ut,r(m, a.ll)ha., and 4sTi resi(lual, and an
e_:(,rgy-d(,l)m:dont, yi('hl is used for t,l_e gn_mnl:_ rays associa.l, od wil,l_ t,h(, ('t_.,'t_._r)r(m,ci,i(m,
N(n'.mMized cm'rgy distributions a.t m:,voral incident energies are giwn_ for each (mt, going
product,, l)ut, only t,lw ()ui,g(fil_g netll, ron has a non-isot, ropic, angulnr disl, rib_fl, ion, The c.r()ss
s(,cti()_l t.()1)e _lsod fin' _lorn:ldizat, imi is t,al<ell from Sect, i(>_l3/22,

• -_' ' 12 m:d 15C'.lll)t, llr(-! gllllllllll-l'(-ly ('FOBS S('('t,i()1lS and Sl.)ec.{,rlt Ill'()ol_t, ai,_ed t'r(m: _ _h:s 3,
nnd at(, Ii_as(,(l (n_ a ('.o_l_ill_:I,im: of eXl)Orlnw1_t,al dh.tri, nnd cn,lcula, t,ed result, s.

E_orgy ))_1_(:.(, ((E,, + ()) _m:st (.'.q:lal stun of all outgoi:_g lmrtlclc and g_m_n,-ray
_,_i(:,rgi(,_) l_as l_(,(,n cl_(,('l<(,d fin' ali relwt, ions, e_l(,rgies nl_d isot,_)p('s, and is acllieved wit, lli_l
1%.

6. UNCERTAINTY INFORMATION

U:_cert, ai:lt_, files I_:'_-,give:: only fl,r tlm cross sect, imps i:l File 3, and not: for t,lw_ n,so- /
nnn('<-' I:)_tra.n:('t.cr,_, _':_(:':'p:,),dist.rib::ti(>::s (_:' a::gul:.u' dist, rib::l,ions, Fra.cl, io:ml and a.1)sol::l,e
cOnll)OllOllt.s, c(>ri'('l;_t,ed (n:ly wil.lli:l n. giv(-':: onergy int,(.'rval, are 1)a.sc(1 o:: sca.t,fler it: OXl)Ori-
::w:_tal (lata and (,st.i:nat.(,s _)t'unc(,rt.ai:lti<:,s a.ssocia.t,(,d wit,h t,1:(:::::o(h'l ('a.lculi_.t:io_ls. F_:rtl:er
d(,tails are give_l iu (HE91),

7, DATA NEEDS AND EVALUATI()N IMPRC)VEhlIBNTS

2() h'I,"\,' w(,ul(1 ;,ll(,w i_l):'()\'(,rl r(.,s_,_:c(, l_I_r_l,_t,¢'r ;:_l:_lys('s, wl_i('l_ is ;t. 1):'()l)l(':_ \vii, li

iii(' I"lll'I'('ll[. (.'v:tl::a,ti(':lS. ltig;l: I'('S()IuI.iOII r(,s(,::Itll('._' s(,_t,t(.(-,ring (,r()ss s(:(,t,i():ls for "':"_:_Cr
w(.,:ld ;tllow (.l_'t,or_:i:_at,i(n_ of sl_i::s a,::l l.,aritics. Cal)t:,:lr(' (:ross-s(-'(_'Li()ll(l:d,a :ls(,(.I iii l,ll('s("

()l),_('.v\'('<l1.,yt,l:c h:l,o:'1:a(.irnial Ta.sl,: F(n'ce for t,l:(.!1.15--kev iro:: reso:m_:ce, a.:ld existing data
sl:(n:ld l)(:_r<'a::;:l),z(,<l <)r _:,.'xx,dI_t,a a(:q::i:'_:(l, Ttac :'°Cr('n,p) a:ld (_,, hp) cross sc(:ti(.):ls are
l_rg(:, wit li :nll_' _,_w d;_t.',:_1)(_i:_t,nvI:il;_l_l(,, mid (,xist, i_lg ovaluatio:ls of t,l._cse cross s(,ct.ions
<lis_gr_,:,, .N,,w data for l.]:eso r(m('t,i_nls w(,lld be us('ful, 52C',r(n,p) w:)uld ])(,:lefit, fl'(.,m
_l(.,w (lI_t.;:.al_(,\,(, 1(.1 I_](:'\?', wl_(,r_, tl_(-, cl;_l,_ are n(mexiste_t ()r in sig_lific_:_t, (.lisagr(,onl(ent,.

,,f (1_(_("t_,(r) cr(),_,_ _('('ti_nl is _ot, w('ll i)r,,(li(,t, od 1)3, _n(.)(l(.,ls, It:_(;lfl:rtl_or (.,:<l)(u'i_a,,_:t,_ddt..d.a.
<n'(,r n wi(h:' (':l(:rg,v ra_,g_' w(,_ld 1_, _:s_,t'l_]fin" _ld('rst, a_di_g ()f tllis 1)r()M(,_. N(.'::tron e_is-
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models l:)reserit.ly used for exh'al)olat, io11, Uncert, aini, i(_ssllould be 1)r(_vi(hxl for ilnl)()rtmd,
resonance 1)aralnctt_rs, and al.tgular and energy dis t,ribut, ion_._,
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Fig. 2. Comparison of calculated and experimental neutron production cross sections
as a function of angle for several outgoing neutron energy bins.
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Fig,. 3. Neutron emission spectra from the TNG calculation for 5aCr at 14.5 MeV, used
for ENDF/B-VI. C',ontrilmt.ior_s fror,_ tlm various neutron-producing componmlts are sllowll (they sum to
t l,_. l¢,t al). 'Phe curve labeled (n, hp) includes tlm (n, ph) COml)Ollelll,. The (n, ,,ct.) and (,t, ct,n) co_nponenl,s
xx'_.re also, calculal,ed, I:ml, fall below l.he botl.om of tlm plot.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of ENDF/B-VI and experimental alpha production spectra for S_Cr.
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inan (MO76).



Reference: No Primary Reference /

Evaluator: K. Shlbata, JAERI, OR.NI,

Evaluated: March 1988
Material: 2525

Content: Neutron tran,_port, Gamma, production, Covariances

File Comments

MF= 1 General information.

MT=451 Descriptive data and dictionary.

M F= 2 Reson an ce parameters,

MT=151 The resolved resonance parameters are in tile MLBW

formalism. The parameters of tile lowest, four reso-

nances were taken from the work of Ma,cklin /1/. Oth-

ers were ta.ken from the compilation of Mughat)ghab

(,t al. /2/ except that tile parameters of two negative

reson_mces were adjusted so as to fit to experimental
ther,na] cross sections.

R.e!;onance region : 1()-'_ eV to 10() keV. /

Scattering radium: 5.15 fm.

Calculated 2200-m/s cross sections and res, integrals,

2200-m/s Res. Integ,
Elastic 2.1.67 b --

Capture 13.413 b 11.73 b

Total 1.5.579 b -

MF=3 Neutron (:ross sections.

M T= 1 Total.

Below 100 keV: No bac:kground.

Above 100 keV: Based on the experimental data/3,4,5/,

MT=2 Elastic scattering. Defined a,s the total rr minus the
nonelastic c:ross section,

MT::3 Non-elastic cr,)ss secti()n. I)efined as the sum of MT=4,

16, 22, 28, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106 and 107.

MT=4, 51-79 and 91. Inelastic scattering cross section.

Sta.tistical-mod(d calcu/atiorls were perforrned using

TN(._ /6/. The prc(:Oml_ound process was considered

above 5 MeV. ii
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MF=3 Continued, The calculated cross section for MT--51

was multiplied by a factor of 1,2, Iibr the levels of

O MT=51, 52, 57, 61, 64, 65, 67, and 70, direct
pro-

cess components were taken into account through the

DWBA calculations, The optical potential parameters

used were as follows- (in units of MeV and fm) /7/ :

V = 49,747 - 0,4295×E - 0,0003×E _ RO = 1,287 AO = 0,56

WS = 11.2- 0.09×E RS = 1.;345 AS = 0.47

VS0= 6.2 RS0 = 1.120 AS() = 0.47

The level scheme was taken from Ref. /8/.

No. Energy(MeV) Spin-parity

g.s. 0,0 5/2 -

1, 0,126 7/2 -

2. 0,984 9/2 -

3, 1,290 1/2-
4, 1,292 11/2 -

5. 1..293 1/2 -

6, 1528 3/2-
7 1 88,4 7/2-
8 2015 7/2 -

9 2 198 7/2-

10 2215 5/2 --

11 2252 3/2-
12 2 267 5/2 -

113 2 312 13/2 -

14 2,',366 5/2 -

15 2.398 9/2 -j-

16 2,427 1/2 -t

17 2,563 3/2 -

18 2.727 7/2 -

19 2.753 5/2 .....

20. 2,822 0/2
21. 2,824 5/2

22. 2,873 1/2 -

23. 2.954 3/2

24. 2.976 3/2 L

25. 2.992 7/2

26. 3.006 3/2 -

27. 3,036 1.1/2

28. 3.0as 1/2.....
29. 3.040 3/2 t

Levels above 3,046 mev were _ssumed to be (_verlapl)ing.

0
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MF=3 MT=16, 22, 28, 103 and 107. (n,2n), (n,,,'a), (n,n'p), (,,,p)and

(n,a) cross sections were calculated using TNG. Global

optical-potentlal parameters were employed for protons

and alpha-pa, rticles /9,10/.

MT-102 Radiative capture cross ,aecl,ion.

Below 100 keV: resonance paralne],ers given (no ])ack-

ground).

Above 10(} keV', based on exI, eriment, a.I da.ta/1 1/-/1,5/,

('rake,,from JENDL-2 /20/)

Mq.;'=104 (n,d) cross section.

The excitation function of the (n,p) (:ross section calcu-

lated with TNG was used for the (n,d) reactioll by shift-

ing the threshold energy, The (:ross sect, ions were nor-

malized t,o the experimental datum a,t 14.1 MeV /16/,

MT=105 (n,t) cross section,

The excitation function of the (n,p) cross section calcu-

luted with TNG wa.tt used h,r the (n,t) reaction by shift-

ing the threshold energy, the cross sections were nor-

• realized to the experimental datum a,t 114.7 MeV /17/,

MT=I06 (n,aIte) cross section,

This cross section is based on experimental data
/18,19/.

MF=4 MT=2 Elastic angular distril,utlons of secondary neutrons were

(,btained from opti(:al and st,atistical-model calcula-
(,ions,

MF=6 Energy-angle distributions.

MT=-16 (n,2n) energy distributions oi" neutrons, recoils and

lNG Angular dis-gamma-rays were calculated using _' '.

tributions are given for neutrons only.

M'1'=22 (n,n'c_) energy distributions of neutrons, alphas, recoils

and ga.mma-ra_,s, were calculated using 'I'N(_. :. Angular

distributions aregiven for neutr¢,ns (,nly.

MT=28 (n,n_p) energy distributiolls of neutrons, protons, recoils
and gamma-rays were calculated using TNG. Angular

distributiolls are gi'vetl for neutrons only,

MT=51 52... 79. Inelastic s('.aitering to discrete levels. Op-
tical and statistical.-model ca.lculati(,ns were used. The

(:_,1nl)On(-:ntsof l,tle dire(:t-int, era(:tion process were added

t(, tile levels of N¥1'-51,52,57,61,64,65,67 and 70 using

I.)W I__A (:al(:u la t,i,)ns. Q
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MF-=6 MT-91 Inelastic sca,tl, ering to the continuum levels. Energy dis-

tributions of neutrons, recoils and gamma,-ra,ys were cn,l-

O culated using TNG. Angular distril, utions a,re given forlleutrolls,

MT=I03 (n,p i distributions. 'l?heenergy distributions of protons,

recoils _nd ga, reina-rays were calculn, t,ed using TNG.

M'.P=I(}7 (n,cv) distributions. The energy dis'tribul, lons of a.lphas,

' recoils a,nd ga.mma-rttys were ca,lc.ula.ted using TNCI.

MF=12 Photon production multiplicities.

MT=:51 52.,, 79. Branching ra,l,ios for the levels are given.

MT=-1(12 Ca,pture. C_lcula.ted witl, TNG.

MF= 14 Photon angula.r distributions.

M'I'=51 52,,. 79. Assumed to beisotropic,

MT=102 CaI_ture, Assumed to be isotropic,

MF=15 Photon energy distributions.

MT-:I02 Calgture. Calculated with TNG,

M F= 33 Covariance data.

O MT=I, 2, 3, 4, 16, 22, 28, 51-79, 91, 1(12, 1(13, 1(14,105,106, and
107 estimated from experimental data, and caJculation.
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O DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATIONS FOR, _4'r'(_,57,:'S]D'e

PERFORMED FOR ENDF/B-VII'

C,, Y, Fu, D, M. H(:,t,ri(!.l:, C, M, P(:,r(_y,
F, G, Perey, N, M, L_lrs(,.u, and D, C, La rs()ll

Oak Itidge National La,b(_ra.tory
Oak Midge, T(_,1:m_ss(.'e37831-6356, U, S, A,

ABSTItACq.?

Isotopic cva.luat,ions for 54'_¢:,57'_F(:,1)(!,rfor_n(,(1f(_r ENDF/B-VI at(' I_,'i(_flyr(wi(,w('(:[,
The evaluations are based on a.lla.lysis of CXl)erim(:,:lt,al data. an(1 r(_sults (.)fn:odel cal('u-
la.tions which re.produce the experhnental data, inclu(lillg da.t,a, i'(_r the is()t(.)p(_sm:d 1,11(,
::atural element, Evalua.ted data are given for n(-.'utr(m-induccd rea.('ti(m ('.ro:_ss('ct,i(:_::s,
ang:tlar and energy distributions of secondary l)artich:,s, and ga mllm.-ray produ('ti(_l: (:.r()ss
se('t,i():lS associated with the reactions, File 0 format:J I:u'(,us(:d t,(_:_-I)I(:,('' ' ',_,:lt, (?ll(,rgy-angl(:,
(:():'r(.'laCeddata a::d recoil spectra, Un('(::rtaint,y files at(, in('lud(_d for ali Fih, 3 ('.ross s¢,(:-
tions, A detailed des(:ril)ti(._l_(_ftlle eva.h.mti()il is giv(:_:lf(_r '_(_F(?and r(_s_lt,s ()f cah,:_la.I,i(.)ns
for t,l:e major react, io:lS ar(? used for (_vahmtio:ls of the mim)r is()i,(.)l)_.,s,with 1)ar_;i(:ul:u'

O aI,t,(:_nt,i(:)npaid to in(flast, ic scatt.eri:_g to t,l_c low-lying l(:,v(js in _TF(:,
_',

1, INTFt()DUCTI()N

,S(q)a:.m,(.,evalua, t,io:_s l_t,ve b(-,e_ do_e for each of t;h.e st,a,ble i,_,;ot,oiJ(?s of iron. h_ t,his
r,.l)(.)rt.,w(.'bri(:'fly review the st,ructm'(_, of the (_va.lua.tions, d(_s('ril)e how t,h(-_ev_dua.t,i(ms _v_:_:'('

(lo_(.,, and not,(: t:,h(.',major l)ie('es of data CO_lsidered in the evalua, tion proc(:_ss, Experin:(::_ltal
dat, a r_t)rcn.ces w_rc obt,ai.:_(:_dprin:arily fron: CINDA; the (ta,ta thems(_lves were.' mostly
obt:::i:l(._dti'():n tl_(_Nal;io::al Nu¢:l(_m'Data. C(_'nter at Brool:ha, ve,_ National La.borat()ry _:._d,
o('c_si()naJly, ft'ore tl_(!'lit,era.t,ur¢_a:_d reports, The R-Ma, trix ('od(_,SAMMY (LA89) was
:::_(_dfor t,l_(:_resonm_ce regio:l analysis, Tl:e TNG nuclear _n(_(M (:o(h:.'(FU88, SH86), _:
:_::_lt,ist,(:l) t-Iauser-Feshba.ch cod(:, wl_ich h_(:h:des 1)recoml)ound a_(1 c.o_q.)()und c.()nl;ril:)_:I;i()_;
_,ocr(),_s s_,(:ti(_)_lS,m_gular, _.:_t(:lenergy dist,ributi(n:s in a s(:_li'-('()_sist,¢-_tn_a_Jn(:r, cal(::.:l;_t,(_s
ga:nn_a-ray pr()d_:,::t,i(.)_,a_._dco::s(:,rves angular _lO_nent,u:n i:_ a.ll si;(:,l)s, was t,l_e primary
c()d¢: u:_:d t'()r (,l_(,s(.(:valua(,i()_:s, Ext,(.'nsive n_od(_l c_dc::la.tio_s w(:'r(:'.1)(:,rt'or_n(,dwil,h _:l_(.,
gc_l ()t' .'.d_m_lt:a_(_(_:_slyr(:,l_)r(:)(l:.:('il_g(:'xl)_.'.ri_n(:'nt.al(t_:.t;_.for all :'(.,ac(,i(.)_clm_:_(_ls wii,h o1_(,

tl_t¢.'.:_('_w('l:Sl)O::s()r(,d by t,h(:,()ii:i('(, of E_:(.'rgy R.<>'s(:'.a.rcl.i,N::('I(,_:' Plo'sics, LI,S, D_.:l)art;:::(,::(,
:_t' E::,.':'gy, u::d('r (:.(:_n_,ra(.'.t,DE-AC,05-84OI-121400 wit:l: h/lm't,i:_ M',_ri(,t.t,aE:_(.'rg;ySS'si,¢':_:s,
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evaluation. In the case of rea,ctions for which sufficient data were available, a Bayesian
analysis using the GLUCS :.ode (HES0) was frequently done, using ENDF/B-V _,)rthe
TNG results as the prior. Irl cases where insufficient data were a,vailable for a GLUCS
analysis, and the available da.ta were deemed to be accurate, but in disagreement with the
TNG results, a smoothed-curve representation of the data was used fl_r the evaluation.
A similar method was also used for cross sections where resonant structure was ihlt to

be important, but resonance parameters were not used. The final evaluation is thus a
combination of TNG results, GLUCS results, and smoothed curves. Since iron is a very
important material in fission and fusion reactors, much effort has gone into its evaluation
(and analysis of the evaluations) over the past years, and results of this effort are reflected
in the fine tuning done for ENDF/B-VI.

In Section 2 the resonance parameters are discussed; Section 3 contains a description
of the major cross sections included in the evaluation; Section 4 is devoted to angulm'
distributions; Section 5 to energy-angle correlated distributions; Section 6 to gamin ,-ray
production cross sections; Section 7 describes the uncertainty files; and Section 8 is on
needs of important data and possible ways to improve the evaluation.

Much of this information is abstracted from Refs. FUS0, FU82, FU86, and FU88.

2. RESONANCE PARAMETERS

Resonance parameters for 56Fe were taken from an evaluation up to 850 kev by Perey
et al. (PEg0). Recent high resolution trans,nission data (PE90)for S6Fe were analyzed with
the 1-_-Matrix code SAMMY (LA89), Capture data of (CO84)were used to determine the
radiative widths. Elastic scattering data of (PE90) were analyzed with the code RFUNC
(PES9) to aid ix)the spin arid parity assignments. An example ia shown in Fig. 1 where
tim measured transmission data and elastic angular distributions jointly determine the spin
and parity assignments of several resonances,,

Resc_)nance parameters for the other isotopes were mostly based on those compiled by
Mughabghab (MU81) but were re-analyzed by the SAMMY code to achieve a better fit, to
the available data than shown by Mughabghab.

For all isotopes, total cross-section data were fitted well enough that background cross
s_ctions were not needed in File 3. However, be(,aus''" (_Jmany capture resonances could not
be seen in the transmission data, background cross sections were used in File 3 so that
the sum of the resonance capture cro:ss sections and File 3 data, agreed with the availal)le
data (MUS1). For example, capture resonances in S_Fe included in the SAMMY analysis
appeared, complete up to 400 keV, but not so l):,tw(:,e_e.:n400 and $50 keV, in which a File 3
cross _,,_cl:_onwas used based on the data of Allen at al. (AL76)

: 3. CItOSS SECTIONS

In this section we briefly describe contents of the files containing cross sections for
: the more importan.t reactions. The t,otal cross section for the .minor isotoi)_:,s above the

resonance region was taken from an ORELA measurement for natllral iron. N_r '_D_, i_
=
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results of an ORELA high-resolution transmission measurement for this isotope (which
covered the energy range ft'mn 5 keV to 40 MeV and was used for the resonance parameter

O analysis) were used to 2 MeV, below which the isotopic and natural-i:'_m data were irlexcellent agreement. From 2 to 20 MeV, the natural-iron transmission data were still used
ibr 5_Fe because these data were judged to be more reliable. There are many data, sets
available for inelastic scattering to the first excited level in _6Pe at 847 keV, including high
resolution data showing resonant structure. Below 2.2 MeV the ew.duation is based on
the high-resolution data of Kinney and Perey (I¢I77) and Voss (VO72). Above 2.2 MeV
several data sets were used, and the evaluated curve was adjusted within experimental
uncertainties based on integral results and a consistent nuclear model analysis with TNG.
The inelastic scattering cross sections for higher-lying levels in '_Fe are based on a TNG
analysis of experimental data and include a direct-reaction contribution to many of tlm
levels. The total inelastic scattering cross section for natural iron, summed from the
isotopic evaluations, is compared in Fig. 2 with the data of Lars_m (LA85) and with
ENDF/B-V.

Inelastic scattering to the discrete levels of 54'5"e'SSFeis also included irl evaluations
of these isotopes. In particular, inelastic scattering to the first three levels in SrFe occurs
at neutron energies below the first level in 56_ and is known to be an important energy
loss mechanism when neutrons of energies less than 1 MeV impinge upon natural iron.
Above the discrete levels, inelastic scattering is represented by a continumn given in File
3 Section 91, Precompound effects are included both in the cross section and the anguhu"
and energy distributions.

The s6Fe(n,p) reaction has several data. sets ax_ilable, and a G LUCS analysis was done
for 14 correlated reactions which included this reaction. Results of that analysis were used

O in the evahm,tion of this section. This section, also well the
cross cross reproducedwas by

TNG results. Evaluation of the (n,p) reaction for the minor isotopes was taken from TNC
results. There are no measurements of the _6Fe(n,c_) cross section via activation, since the
product 5aCr is stable. Thus, this cross section is taken from results of the TNG analysis,
which is in good agreement with measured alpha p_oduction spectra at 14 MeV, and agrees
well with measured fission-spectrum averages. Cross sections for the (n,ct) reaction on tlm
minor isotopes were also taken from the TNG calculations.

Experimental data, for the (n,2n) reaction are available for both 56Pe a,nd natural iron.
Figure 3 shows results of the TNG calculations for S6Fe compared with the available data
and with earlier evaluations. The TNG calculated result is used for the present evaluation.

Cross sections for ilnportant tertiary reactions are given for ali four isotopes, based
on results of tile TNG calculations.

4. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

High--resolutioll differential elastic scattering data is a.vailable up to 1.23 MeV (KI77)
and is _tsed fl,r th.e evaluation. A Legendre polynomial representation in the center-of-m_tss
syst.enl is used. From 1.23 to 20 MeV the ewduation is based on a,number of data set,_ aIld

res_llts ()I'optica,1 model calculations (FUS0). Angular distributions are given for inelastic
scattering to each level in r'_;1;'e,are taken from tlm TNG calculations, and most include a

@
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direct interaction component, Inelastic scattering to discrete levels irl the minor isotopes
were done in the same manner. Angular distributions for inelastic scattering ft'(ml t.h(:_
continuum and for other neutron-producing reactions are correlated with outgoing energy dh,
and given in File 6. W

,5. ENERGY-ANGLE CORRELATED DISTRIBUTIONS (FILE 6)

PerhaI._S t,he major improvement in the iron ewluation fox' ENDF/B-VI is the use
of correlated energy-angle distributions for the outgoing neutrons, obtained from TNG
calculations. A revision to ENDF/B-V, incorporating these correlations for inelastic scat-
tering from the coi'ltinuum (crudely, however, due to format limitr_t.ions), was an important
factor in improving agreement of calculated results with measured va.lues for several reac-
tor problems. ENDF/B-VI uses these results, translated into File 6 formats which a.llow

' for more precise rel)resentat.io.u of the eva.lusted distributions. Energy-angle correlations
in the secondary neutron spectra from the (n,2n), (n,np), and (n,na') reactions are also
incorporated, using File 6. Variable bin widths (SH86) have been used for the neutron
emission spectra to faithfully represent the peak area of the spectra. These correlations
are particul_'ly important since it is known that _he angular distributions vary strongly
with outgoing neutron energy (FU86). Energy-angle correlations were also used for the
secondary neutrons from the (n,cm) and (n,pn) reactions. All File 6 evaluated data are
taken from t.he TNG calculations, which have been compared with availa,ble dat,_. Figure 4
shows a comparison of the TNG results with available neutron emission data as a flxnction
of a,ngle for four outgoing neutron energy bins. Figure 5 shows a comparison of several

measured neutron ernission spectra with the ENDF/B-VI ,'esults, obtained from summing /
the isotopic contributions.

Charged-particle and recoil spectra are also given in File 6, with isotropic angular
distributions assumed. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the measured proton production
spectrum for S6Fe of Grimes et al. (GR79) with the evaluation for ENDF/B-VI. Figure
7 shows a similar comparison for the alpha production spectrum. In both cases, the
calcula, ted spectra are in good agreement with measured spectra.

As an example of the usage of File 6, consider the S6Fe(n,na)S2Cr reaction. In File
(;/22, constant yields are given for the outgoing neutron, alpha and 52Cr residual, and an
energy dependent, yield is used for the garnma rays associated with the (n,na,) reaction.
Normalized energy dist, ributions are given for each outgoing product, but only the outgoing
neutron has a non-isotropic angular distribution..The sum of the average energies for the
outgoing neutrons, alplm-particles, heavy recoils, and gamma rays was checked t,o agree
within 1% of the incident neutron energy..The cross section to be used for normalization
is taken from File 3/22.

6. GAMMA-RAY-P1RODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS

One of the major problems with earlier ENDF/B evaluations was a lack of energy
balance between gamma rays and particle production which, between a few MeV and 1,5

O
1 I,,"r_
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MeV, have comparable average energies. For ENDF/B-VI a,n effort has been ma.de to
a.llevia.te this difficulty. Often the problem has arisen beca,use exl)erimenta, lly measured

O gamma-ray-production spectra ha,ve been used directly in eva.hm,tions, without clmckingfor energy balance with other outgoing pa,rticles. A typical case, exist,cd for iron, where
three major sets of ga,reina-ray production data existed as a function of neut,'on energy:
tha,t of Orphan et al, (O12,75), Dickens et al. (DI72), and Cl_apman et al. (CH76). How-
ever, the measured data. sets disagreed by a,s much as a. factor of two at, some energies.
A ca.reful evaluation of the data, based on a TNG analysis which a,ttempted to simulta-
neously fit data for all neutron-induced reactions as a flmction of incident energy, showed
little room for changing neutron production cross sections, seconda.ry neutron energy dis-
tributions, or secondary gamnm-ray energy distributions. I_,esults of these ca.lculations
produced gamma-ras,-production cross sections tlm,t, while not in good agreenmnt with
any single measurement over the entire energy range, were in reasonal)le avera,ge agree-
ment and removed the energy balance problem. Results from TNG calcula, tions were used
for the evaluation of all four isotopes. Some calculated gamma,-ray production spectra, tbr
56F'e are compared witl-, the experimental data (DI72, CH76, DR78) in Figs. 8-11. Note
these spectra a.re the sum from a,ll rea,ctions, while in the evaluation, the spectra, are broken
down into individual ones for each reaction. ThereRn'e the energy ha,lance is ma,intained
for ca,cb reaction and the cross section for any reaction can be a.ltered from the calculated
values, without upsetting the energy balance, e. g. the SBFe(n,p) (:ross section was taken
from t,he GLUCS analysis.

Gamma rays originating from discrete inelastic scatterin.g are given by bra,nching
ra,tios for ca,eh inelastic level cross section for exact energy balance. The part of the

O discrete arising from deexcitat, ions from the continuum inela,stic 1 .vel,_,,
g_M12nla, rays, e _ _.. a,re

sepa.ra,rely given in sect, ion 91.. This allows cheddng of energy balanc.e for section 91.
With this separa,tion of gamma,-.rays produced in sections 51-90 (the discrete inelastic
levels) from those produced in section 91 actfieved, all rea.ctions have their r,wn gamma-
ray production spectra which could not be done with past eva.luations since gamma-ray-
production spectra were given only for the nonelastic rea,cti_ .t. File 6 was also chosen to
represent the continuum gamma.-ra,y production energy distributions to ensure consistency
with the neutron and charged-particle distributions. Isotropic angula,r distributions were
assllmed for the gamma rays.

Capture ga mma,-ray yields and distributions are given in Piles 12 and 15, respectively,
and are based on an old evaluation for na.tural iron (WH73). This is a.n area tha,t requires
improvement; see Section 8 fbr details.

7. UNCERTAINTY INFORMATION

Uncerta,inty flies are given only for the cross sections in File 3. Tt,ey are not given
for energy distril)utions or angular distributions, l_h'actiona,1 and al)solute components,
correla.ted only within a given energy interval, a,re based on sca,tter in experimenta,1 da,ta
and estima,tes of uncertainties a.ssociated with the model calculations.
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8. DATA NEEDS AND EVALUATION IMPI]OVEMENTS

Th.(,:'¢_Fc(11,I:')('ross S(:'cti(711excitingtl:e0,847-MeV h_vel Ul)to n.nincidc,::tll(:lltl'Oll

en(,.rgy()1'5MeV isknowr: to al)out5-10%, but a.na.c:cura,cy of 2% ism,c.,dc::dfor,'ea.ctor

])rcssu.revesselsurveilla,nc.edosimetry.The capturecrosssec.tio::da.{,_,:m(:ertai::t,i(:!smn,),

l)c::,a.smuch a,so0% in the kev regionas shown forthe 1,15-keV :'esona.nc(:in :'(_I:'('l)y_:.n

hm_'r::a.t,ionalTa.sl,:Force (P89A)b,Hence, new high resolution('.:q:)t,uru (l_d,a,axe ::eed(:(lin

the:'esc_::_mceregion,at leastfox'sa"_SFc.SSFe(::,7)isstillbeing used forrc_'as:t,or (losi:::etry,

but the (,xistingdata.base used forENDF/B-VI isveryIx)or.High-quMity (la,ta.arc:needed

fortl:(,h)w(:'st1(}s-wave resona,:.:ces,pa,rticuhu'lythe ra,dia,tivewidths.S(:Fe(::,<.v)rC,(luirc,s

::::::::::::::::::::::::::otlmr tha,::14 MeV beta,use ca.lculat,io::sused for ENDF/B-VI, ,]ENDL-3,

and EFF-2 eva.h:a.tionsdo not agreebelow and above 14 MeV, Doul.)lc,differentia.lneuh'cm

en:i:_sioncros,_sectionsfor.ua.turalironare needed a,tincidentenergiesothert,ha.n14 MeV
t:,,l_cncl:marktl:emodel ('.alcul_tio::s.

A known deficiencyexist,s i:.l.tl:ecapture ganm:a,-ra,ysp('ctrtuThese slTectra,were

taken frc:m:nn old (:,valuadcTn(WH73). In tiffs eva.h.:a.tio1_,eXl:)eri:nc-'nta.lcapture ga.mnm-

ra.ybra,::chi::grnt.h._sft-):'s-waveand ]7.-waver(_sOlla.ll('.(:si1i54,S(_Fewc:'esc:.',p:_ra.telyfittedand

extra.pola.tcdby model calcula,ti(ms.The fittedbranchingra,dos,as _._fl:nctio11of h:cident

::eut,ron c_mrgy,w(::'ec(mj)incdfor:_a.turalironusing .l'{,-Ma,h'ixann,lysisforthe rc,sona,nc:e

cai:)t::r(_crosssections.The evMuated data were then grouped in such a,w:_y tha.tthe

clm:'acteristicsofthe (:_q_t,u:'espectrum ofe;:tchdominant resonanceh:5'I'5(_F(:'up tc)I MeV

were:SC:l:)aratelyrepresented.This isa,good appro:_cl:boca,usethe Cal)ture.Q-wflues(71'the.

t.w()isotopesdiffer173,1,7MeV. These resultsfor n:-_tura.liron were used in ENDF/B-VI

i'(_r ea,ch isotope of iron by adjusting the multiplicities to conserve energy. Tl:is is a.n area. _b,
tlmt :'('quires improvement. Newer experimental capture spec.tr_:t should be a,nMyzed trod i
Sul)h.':nented by :PNG calcula.tions and given sep:u'a.tely for each. isotope.

Uncertainties sll()::ld 1)c. given for important resona.nce p:trametcrs, a.nd a.ngula:' a.nd
(u:crgy distributions.
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Fig. I. In the upper graph the theoretical total cross sections, calculated with the parameters

of ENDF/B-VI S6Fe, are compared with the data (PE90). Parentheses are used to

indicate uncertain spin and parity assignments. The assignments were made using the

differential elastic scattering data (PE90) shown in the three lower graphs.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the Fe inelastic cross sections of ENDF/B-VI, summed from those

in the isotopic evaluations, with ENDF/B-V arid with experimentM data of Laison

(L._.85).
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the neutron production spectrum of ENDF/B-VI natural iron, obtained
from summing the isotopic components, with measurements.
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Fig, 6. Comparison of tb,e proton production spectrum of ENDF/B..VI '_6Fe with mea.sure-
ments.
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Fig, 7. Comparison of the Mpha-particle productior_ spectrum of ENDF/B-VI 56Fe with mea-
surements.
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Reference" The Astrophysical Joumal, 34_66,1049-1060 (1989)

Authors: s. Pearlstein (BNL)

Evaluation: August 1989

Material: 2631

Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production

Library: High Energy Library (NLIB=4)

Sublibrary: Incident-Neutron Data (NSUB=I0), Incident Proton Data (NSUB=I00!0)

Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production for NSUB=10
Proton transport, Gamma production for NSUB=10010

1. Introduction

The primary objective of this evaluation is a practical file for radiation transport g
applications which reasonably sununarizes the contemporary physical knowledge. Th,s
documentation covers both the neutron-incident and proton-incident data for _6Fe in tee
ENDF/B-VI High Energy library.

2. General Method

The nuclear model code ALICE-P, a modification by S. Pearlstein (Ref. 6) of ALICE8 5
(Ref. 5), is extensively used. ALICE-P uses parameters in a woods-saxon potential to tit
neutron total and particle reaction cross-sections from data and systematics (Refs. 1,14).
Tritiurn and 3He emission are added.

3. Energy Range

The energy range for the neutron induced data is 10%V to 1000 MeV. Below 20 mev
the ENDF/B-VI evaluation (Ref. 15) is used. The energy range for the proton-induced da_a
is 1 to 1000 MeV.

4. Total Cross Sections (MT=I, neutron induced data only)

The total cross-section is calculated by ALICE-P.

O
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5. Elastic Scallering Cross Seclion (MT=2)

O The elastic scattering cross-section is calculated by ALICE..P.
Rutherford-nuclear interference is ignored. For protons the elastic scattering cross-section is
equal to the total minus the nonelastic cross-section, The elastic scattering angular
distributions are based on a diffraction model (Ref, 3) amended for relativistic effects and

empirical fits to high energy data. /': , , j

6. Nonelaslic Cross Scc'i!on/MT','.,-'.3)

The nonelastic cross section is calculated by ALICE-P. Neutron and proton nonelastic
cross-sections are shnilar at high energies.

7. Spallation Produc! Yields

The spallation product yields are calculated by ALICE-P. They compare fairly well
with experimental data (Refs. 10-13).

8. Neutron Production (MT=201)

The neutron production is calculated by ALICE-P. Double-differential data above 250
MeV are based on systematics (Ref. 4) and are consistent with data (Refs. 7,8). For neutrons
below 20 MeV the sum of NYF's = 4,2x16,22,28 (Ref. 15) is calculated.

O 9,, Ga_ma Produclion (MT=202
The gamma production is calculated by ALICE-P containing recent modifications (Ref.

9).

10. Proton Production (MT=203)

The proton production is calculated by ALICE-P. For neutrons below 20 MeV the sum
of MT's = 28,103 (Ref. 15) is calculated.

11. Deuteron Production (MT=204)

The deuteron production is calculated by ALICE-P. For neutrons below 20 MeV,
MT=104 (Ref. 15) is used.

12. Tritium Production (MT=205)

The tritium production is calculated by ALICE-P. For neutrons below 20 Mev, MT
= 105 (Ref. 15) is used.

13. "_HeProduction (MT=206)

The _He production is calculated by ALICE-P. For neutrons below 20 MeV, MT =
106 (Ref. 15) is used.
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14. Alpha Production (MT=207)

The alpha production is calculated by ALICE-P, For neutrons below 20 MeV the sum /
of MT's = 22,107 (Ref. 15) ,is calculated. lP'
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Graphic Displays

The total and nonelastic cross-sections play an important role in intermediate energy

nuclear d,"d,_. Above 20 MeV for light targets and above a few MeV for heavy targets these
cross-sections are smooth and their magnitude systematically well known. The sum of partial
reaction cross-sections, even if not individually well known, cannot exceed the nonelastic cross

section. The total cross-section for in=ident charged pm'ticles is infinite when Rutherford
scattering is integrated over all angles.
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As examples of the smooth systematic behavior of neutron induced total and nonelastic
cross-sections, comparisons between calculation for "_Fe and experhnent for elementtd Fe of

O the total cross-section are shown in Fig, l(a) and the nonelastic cross-section in Fig. l(b). Asexamples of the proton induced data a comparison of calculation _md experiment for selecled
spallation products is given in Fig, 2 mad the calculated double-diftbrential neutron emission
from 300 meV incident protons is given in Fig, 3, References for experhnents given in the
figures may be found in the reference publication for these evaluations,
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:Evaluators: A. Smith, D, S,nith, l'. Cluentller, J. Meadows, R, Lawso,i

(ANL), R. Itowerton (LLNl,) and M. Sugimoto (JAEI_I).

Evaluated: July 1989

Material: 2725

Content: Neutron tra.nsport, (lamlna production, C¢)vn,riances

1. Introduction

The objective of this tile is a,qua, ntitative neutronic data base for fission and fusion

energy applications. Particular a,ttention is given to dosimetry rela,ted cross sections.

Elemental cobalt is readily availa, ble, and provides good dosimetry energy coverage

with a single sample through (n,7)(low-energy), (n,p)an(t (n,(.,)(moderate-energy),

and (n,2n)(high-energy)re.a.ctlons.

2. Evaluated Resolved Resonance Range

The present evalua,tion uses the resonance pa, rameters of Mughabgha, b i to des(:ribe /
the neutron, elastic sca.ttering and ca,pture cross sections up to inci(lent neutron en-

ergies of 100 keV. A small background was introduced to assure continuii, y at the

matching energy.

3. Evaluated Total Cross Sections

A comprehensive total cross section data base was assem, bled from the litera,ture
as referenced in C,INI)A, _ This data was assemMed with values obtained from mea-

surements by the authors :_ and from the results of comprehensive measurements by

Harvey, ,I The eva,luatlon a,bove 100 keV was c.onstru(:ted from the a,bove energy a,ver-

aged data base using the, statistical processing code G',MA, _' Below 5 MeV resona, nce
tluctuatioIIS were introduced into the eva,lua'l, ion with the a,id of l{ef, 4. 'l'he fine

_: resolution results of Ha,rvey had to be a,veraged over na,rrow e.nergy ranges to reduce

the number of energy points in the evalua,tion to meet ENI)Ir requirements. The ex-

perirrlental da, ta base is now relatively good up to :._ Iii Me,V. Additional experimenta,l

data. would be desirable above that energy.
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4, Evaluated Elastic Scattering Cross Sections

O The experlment_l data base relies heavily on the extensive new work of A, 13, Smith
et al, :* undertaken in support of this evaluation, 'l'his da, ta b_se adequal, ely describes

the cross sections in the 20(1 keV to 10 MeV e_lergy rallge, I_ef. 3 gives detailed at-

tention to the fundament(d a,nd applied aspects of the ol)tlca,l-sta, tisttcal model used

to describe the observed elastic scattering, '.l'he calcula, ted va,lues were very slightly

(_-"1!%) adjusted so tht_t the concurrently calculated total cross sections agreed with

the evalua, tlon. The present evaluation is significantly different from LNDF/13-V

5. Evaluated Inelastic Scattering Cross Sections

5.1 Discrete Inelastic Processes

The present evaluation uses level information taken from Ref. 6., and the cal-

culated inelastic excitation cross sections of Ref, 3, ']'lte nuclear model described in

Ref. :: includes direct excitation of 5 of the first 7 levels assuming a weak coupli_tg

model, The calculated inelastic cross ncctiov, s were renormatized slightly to agree

with experimental observations. Generally the present evaluation results in 10- 20%

more aggregate inelastic cross section than that of ENDF/B-V and a differetlt shape
above 3 MeV,

O 5.2 Continuum Inelastic Scattering Processes

Continuum cross sections start at 3 MeV. Their magnitudes were determined
from the difference between the non-.elastic cross sections and the sum 1)1'the other

pa.rtitd (:ross sections. Individual spectra were calculated using the computer codes
ALICEr and CADE, s

6. Evaluated Radiative Cal:)ture Cross Sections

Neutron capture in '_)Co rel_ults in either 10.5 minute activity of the 2.-t-state or 5,3

year activity of the ground state (5-t). !J The latter activity determines the capture

cross section essentlaJly. The long half lift' rnakes activity measurements tedious, so

they don't exist. Direct 7-ray detection metho(ls give knowledge of the capture cross

section. The works of Refs. l0 and li sl)an the significant energy range, and there are

results of direct detectioll measurements (Refs. 12 and 13) near 14 MeV, The present

evaluation relies on calculations using the dipole model of the code ABAREX .) and

the ol)tical l)oter_l, ia,I of R,ef. 3. A small direct capture (:ompo)l .... t was added at

high energies. Above I MeV the ENI)F/I_-V values are considerably larger than the

present work, and larger tharl any experir_enta,1 result,

0
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7. Evaluated (n,2n) and (n,3n) I_.eaet|ons

A wealth of d_ta exists for the (n,2n) reactlon, '.l'his dtl,ta wt_s used along with the /

specific 14 MeV evaluation ctl.rrie.d out by Evt_,tnet al, lr, 'Phe least squares evMutt,tion

code (_MA '1 wins used in the present work, EN1)I_'/B,V wtts a,cc,epted t_s _n t_ priori

input guess to OMA, lt provided a shape used to shift the exper_menta,1 da.t_ to

the selected grid point energies required by GMA, and it supplemented the available

data in regions where measured w, lues were sparse or nonexistent, ilt order to stabilize

the least squares procedures in C/MA, The magnitude of ENI)IP/B-V lles above the

genera,1 trend of the experimental da,ta, a,nd consequently was reduced everywhere

by 7%. Tills reduction factor was chosen so tha,t the adjusted ENI)ti'/13.,\ I yielded

reasonttble shape ttnd nor.ma, liza.tion t_greement with the consistent da,ta, sets _l,vMltd)le

from Pttulsen and Liskien It, and Frehu, ut et al, lr Ta.ken together, these two sets of

data span most of the energy span of the evMuation. The present evalun, tion results

fall noticettbly below ENI)F/B.V (e,g, by _ 8% a,round 16 Me,V) over the entire

energy r_nge, The uncertttlnties ra,age from as much as 60% nea, r threshold to ns

little as 2% in the vicinity of 1.4 MeV, The results of thls evalua.tion agree very well
with ttmt of Evain el, M. lr,

The threshold of the (n,3n) reaction is lu,ooo MeV ']'here have been no experl-

menta.l results reported below 21 MeV, and at tha.t, energy the cross section is very

small, 21 '.-J: 11 mb. ju In view of the very high threshold energy u,nd the small cross

sections the (n,3n) precess was not considered in the present evMua, tion,

O
8. Evaluated (n,c_) It.eactions

The '_'J_ :xlsts nn extensive da,ttt" v_,o(n¢_) rea, orlon is negligiMe below 4 MeV, There ( '

bttse for this refection. _ The ENDF/B-V wdues are b_tsed on au outmoded 197(1 eval-

uation by Bresesti et a.1,1,_ The details of the eva,luation c,f this reaction lla.s been

reported by D. Smitlt ]n ANI,/NI)M-77, The ENI)F/B-V eva,lua.tion was used as an

a. priori data set in a.n adjustment procedure which incorpora_,.etl ditferential cross set:-
tions obtained at ANl,, TM a detailed evaluation from 13 MeV to 115MeV, _1 and the
results of recent 14 MeV measurements tdso Hlade a,t ANl,, _ "" eJ n • present evaluation

is in better agreement with fission spectrum averaged da,ta. _:_'_I tlla, n is ]i3NI)Ii'/B-.V.

,i

9. Evaluated (n,p) Ileaetions

lt became evident that, the present eva.luat, lon could not 1)e based upon the eXl.'r-

imenta,l data, In particular in the 10 to la MeV region where the (_,2n)and (n,p)

i>rocesses COml._ele there is n,o ext)erime_ta] inl'c,rmat, i_n. 'l'he (:ode (3MA _' was e_n-

pl_,yed to _nerge the. exl)eri_e_ltal (.la.l:a and tlte sul_ject..ive _n_del it_f,._r_t_a,tio_. Below

2.5 MeV (JADE was used 1,ocalculate a shape w}_i(:]l wa,s norn_alized t,_, Ii;NI)Ii'/I._-V at i
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3 MeV where the eva,luatlon represents tile da,ta of ,.qmli,h and Mea, dows weil, Al)ore
13 MeV ctdculatlons were tn_tde with ALICE7 normalized to the measured va,lues

O ''i
in the vlc.ll)ty of 1.4 MeV, where the experimental da,ttL are both definitive a,nd in

reasona, ble tLgreement, l)ata, between 10 a.11ct13 MeV were taken from a smooth curve

joining t,he lower (<. 10 MeV) and higher (> 13 MeV) region,, The fina.l eva, lutglon
is reasonably consistent with the shape predicted by WilliaJ_ls ct, al. _r, 'l'he evn, luated /

results of Evia,n et al. in difrer significantly from the present va,lues in the vicinity of

1.4 MeV. The evaluation oi Evian carried a large error due to the wide scatter of the

experilnentrd results ttvtdlable in :1984.

Q t (I 0 [1_10, Other Charged Partlch_' Emitting R.eaction

The reactions considered al)pear in 'fable I. _(_ The available experimenta,l data

is sparce so the evaluations a,re he vile dependent upon nuclear model calcula, tlons
"q " p 8 ' "_ 'C,ADI_ which employs the Welsskopf-Ewlng a,ssumptic)ll, 2r and AI,ICE, r a statis-

tical code which iucludes pre-compound contributions were used extensively.

Table 1

Q-values and Reaction Products for r'!'Oo(n,x) Processes

O
.......-t=i_eact-i(;1;........Q:va]-tie(_lev} ........:i3rocluctl_-i]-cieiis- -i-iaJf-]_ife .....]i_)ecay.M(;de

(n,np-t-.pn) ---'i'.364 nal;'e Sta, ble

(n,nd-t-dn) --15.183 '_'VFe Stable

(p.,nt-.t- tri) --16,573 '_'(;l;'e Stable

(n,na-).. _n) ---6.942 "r'M n St,able

(n,2p) --12.9(14 '<'aMn (15,3 s f3.

(n,pa-4-rxp) 8.764 nn(lr 3.497 m

(n,2('x) ....7.566 '_eV 3.75 ,n ft

(n ,d ) .-5.139 r,sFe Stabh:

( n ,t ) ....8.927 ._7]rc S tal)le

......... .........................!ib600................... ......... !,!..... .............

10.1 (n,na) + (,,,<_n)Reacti,,u

'l'his reat:tion leads t_) the l)r¢)ductio_l of sl,al)le :':'M)I; t_()wever, tt_c cros,q section

can be deduced experimentally by comparinN the t,ot.al ))leas_red crproduction with

the productio_ of r'"M_) via tl_e (_,¢.,) rea.ct, i()_, si_)ct_,_)(, ¢,tl_cr ¢_-l)r()_l_tcti())) rea,ctions

O arc ()f a_,,, importnnt:e 1)el,w 20 MeV. S,'vcral ('o_)ll.)arablc ()l,a.x) ('r(,ss scctit,))s have
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been reported2 and reviewed by Kneff et al, 28 Kneff employed mass spectromet-
ric methods to measure helium gas accumulations irl pure cobalt samples irradiated

with 14.8 MeV neutrons. They measured 40 -4- 3 mb for the total a-production cross
section. Subtracting 30 mb for the (n,a) cross section yields (10 =t=3) mb. The

CADE calculation gave 6.4 mb at 1.4.8 MeV in fair agreement. The present evalua-

tion was generated by renormalizing the CADE results to the experimental value at

14.8 MeV, as indicated above. The comparable ENDF/B-V cross sections are con-

siderably smaller throughout the energy range, and do not show the broad maximum

of the present evaluation near 17 MeV.

10.2 (n,np) + (n,pn) Reaction

This reaction is of significant concern because both experimental and theoretical
studies indicate that this process provides a significant fraction of the total proton

emission yield at energies of interest for fusion applications.

Most available data has been deduced by the detection of emitted protons at 14.1

MeV. Interpretation of the data is difficult. Derived cros_ sections appear to be in

the range 11 to 60 mb. The CADE and ALICE codes were used in combination to

obtain the energy dependent cross sections to 20 MeV. An uncertainty of more than

a factor of two is very possible.

10.3 Balance of Charged Particle Emitting Reactions

Q
One data set has been reported for the (n,d) reaction, namely the results of Colli

et al. 2:_,a0 at 14 MeV. Calculated results were in agreement with this measurement

and were accepted without alteration.

The (n,t) reaction is of interest because it is the principal tritium producing reac-

tion irl cobalt. The present evaluation employs the results of CADE renormalized to

agree with the recent relatively precise data of Qaim et al. :_':_

The remaining reaction evaluations were ali based entirely on ni'clear model cal-

culations. There are no comparable files in ENDF/B-V.

11. Evaluated Photon production Reactions

The spectrum of photons from neutron capture was taken from Orphan et al. :_:_The

same spectrum was used at 20 MeV with the multiplicity adjusted to conserve en-

ergy_ CASCADE:_t was used to determine the energy dependent cross sections for

: photons resulting from de-excitation of levels excited by inelastic scattering. For ali

other reactions the R-parameter formalism of Perkins et al. :_'_'was used,

O
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DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATIONS FOR 58'6°'61'62'64 Ni

PERFORMED FOR ENDF/B-VI*

O D.C. La,rson, C. M. Perey, D. M. Hetrick, and C. Y. Fu
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6356

ABSTRACT

Isotopic evaluations for es's°'sl'62'S4Ni performed for ENDF/B-VI are briefly reviewed.
The evaluations are based on :malysis of experimental data, and results of model calcula-
tions which reproduce the experimental data. Evaluated data are given for neutron induced
rea,ction cross sections, angular and energy distributions, and for gamma-ray production
cross sections associated with the reactions. File 6 formats are used to represent energy-
angle correlated data and recoil spectra. Uncertainty files are included for all File 3 cross
sections.

1. INTRODUCTION

Separate evaluations have been done for each of the stable isotopes of nickel. In this
report, we briefly review the structure of the evMuations, describe how the evaluations were
done, and note the major pieces of data considered in the evaluation process. Experimen-
tal data references were obtained primarily from CINDA; the data them.selves were mostly
obtained from the National Nuclear Data Center at Brookhaven Na.tional Laboratory and,
occasionMly, from the literature and reports. The R-Matrix code SAMMY (LA89) was

O used for the resonance region analysis. The TNG nuclear model code (FU88, SH86), a mul-tistep Hauser-Feshbach code which includes precompound and compound contributions to
(:ross sections and angular and energy distributions in a self-consistent manner, calculates
gamma-ray production, and conserves angular momentum in all steps, was the primary
code used for these evaluations. Extensive model calculations were performed with the
goal of simultaneously reproducing experimental data. for all reaction channels with one
set of parameters. This ensures internal consistency and energy conservation within the
evaluation. In the case of reactions for which sut-Iicient data were available, a Bayesian
analysis using the GLUCS code (gES0) w_usfrequently done, using ENDF/B-V (DI79) or
the TNG results as the prior. In cases where insufficient data were available for a GLUCS
analysis, and the available data were deemed to be accurate, but in disagreement with the
TNG results, a smoothed curve representation ttlrough the data was used for tlm evalua.-
tion. A similar met,hod was also used for cross sections where resonant structure was felt
to be important, but resonance parameters were not included. The final eva,hlation is thus
a combination of TNG results (used where extrapolation and interpolation was required
and where data sets were badly discrepant), GLUCS results (used where sufficient data
existed to do an analysis), and smoothed curves.

In Section 2 the resonance parameters are discussed; Section 3 contains a description
of the major cross sections included in tim evaluation; Section 4 is devoted to anguhu"
distributions; and Section 5 to energy-angle correlated distributions. Section 6 describes
the uncertainty fles.

* Besea,rch sponsored by the Office of Energy Research, Division of Nuclear Pllysics,
U.S. Department of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-S4OR21400 with Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc. L
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The TNG calculations for '_s'6°Ni are documented and extensively compared with data
in (HE87). File 1 for ca,eh eva.lua.tion should be referred to for additiona.1 details.

2. RESONANCE PARAMETERS

1-tesona,nce parameters for 5SNi fr(ma 10-5 eV to 810 keV were ta,ken from a, recent
SAMMY ana,lysis (PESS) of ORELA transmission, sca t.tering, and ca.pture da.ta, Sixty-.
two (_= 0 and 410 C > 0 resonances were identified and are included, using the Reich'Moore
formats. Resonance parameters for 6°Ni cover the energy range from 10 -s eV to 450 keV
and were also taken from a SAMM'Y analysis of ORELA transmission and capture data.
(PE83). Tliirty (.'= 0 a,nd 227 ( > 0 resonances were identified and included iii the 6°Ni
eva.luation. For the 61'a2,64Ni evaluations, the resonance pa,rarneters were taken from the
compila.tion of Muglmbghab (MU81).

In each case SAMMY was used to adjust negative energy dummy resonances to give
the correct thermal cross sections. As noted in File 1 comments given in the evaluations,
no File 3 background cross sections are used from tliermal to the end of the resonance
region; tile cross sections a.re given directly by the resonance pa,rameters.

3. CROSS SECTIONS I

Iii t,his section we briefly describe the contents of the files containing cross sections
for the more important reactions. The total cross section for 5SNi above the resonance
region was taken fl'om a high-resolution measurement (PE88) up to 20 MeV. For 6°Ni the
total (:ross section above the resonance region was also taken ft'Ohi isotopic data. For tlie
minor isotopes the total cross section a.t3ove the resonance region was taken fr(ma a high-
resolution measurement of natural nickel by Larson (LA83). The nonelastic cross _ectiori
is derived by summing the individual reaction cross sections, while the elastic cross section
is derived by subtracting the nonelastic from the total. Capture cross sections are given
by the resonmice parameters, and renormalized TNG results are used fl'om the end of the
resonance region tc) 20 MeV.

Cross sections for inelastic sca.ttering to discrete levels in 5s'_°Ni were taken from tlle
model calculations (HE87). Direct intera, ction contributions were included for many of the
levels. Agreement with experimental data is generally faw)ral:,le; however, the experimental
uncerta,inties are often rather large. Figures 1 and 2 show a. comparison of the evahia, ted
results with experimental data for tile total inelastic scat.tering cross section fl:)r _s'_°Ni,
respectively. For al'62'64Ni the cross sections for the lowest few levels were included from
the calculations, and a continuum was used to represent the remainder of the inelastic,
scattering (:ross section.

Almndant data are a,vailalfle to define the 5s'6°Ni(n., p) rea.orion cross sectioris. Figure 3
shows a comparison of the ava,ilable data, and the ENDF/B-V and ENDF/B-VI results
for the r'SNi(,_.,p) cross section. The evaluated 5SNi(,1.,t)) cross sectiori wa.s partially taken
ft'ore a, Bayes' simultaneous analysis of several correlated cross sections (FU82), and other
experimental data (see File 1 of the 5SNi evahlation for de,tails). Tlle 6°'GINi(,_,,p) cross
sections were eva.hia._,edft'ore di.ta and TNG results. Tlle _i2'_4Ni(n,,1._)cross sections were
taken from tlie TNG (:nlcula,t,ions. Da,t':,.for tlie (,_.,a,)reactions a.re spa,rse, and the evahi-
at.ions are ma.inly based (,I.lca,lcula,ted (occasiorially renorma!ized) reslJt, s, whicti cornpare
with awfilable experimental di.ta,. Total prot, on and alpha emissiolj cross s(:_ctions were

a.lso taken from tlie TNG and GLUCS ca.lc_llations and fl)r '_s'_°Ni a.gr('(,(t well witli the /
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ltegra.ted data a.t 14MEV of Grimes et al. (Gtt.79) a,nd I(neff et al. (I(N86), and with
it,bcl data of Qaim et al. (QA84) a.t lower energies.

O There is abundant cross section data for the 58Ni(_,, 27_,) reaction, but no data for the(7_,2'n,) cross section on any of the other isotopes. Results of the TNG model calculations
were in good agreement with the available (77,,27_,)data, as well as the neutron emission
spectra, for natural Ni; thus results of the model calculations were used for the (n, 27"1,)cross

sections for all of the isotopes except 5SNi(7_,,2rr,), for which the evaluation by Pavlik and
Winkler (PA83) was adopted. It should be noted tha.t the (r_,,2n) cross section:; are large
for the minor isotopes 6_,6_'_4Ni.

Cross sections for all other significant tertiary reactions are given ibr each isotopic
evaluation. In particular, '_SNi(7_.,_.p + _,, pT_.)has a large cross section, and the evaluation
is based on a renormalized TNG calculation. There is very little data for this reaction

on the other isotopes. See the detailed descriptions in Ref. (HE87) for _s'a°Ni, and File 1
comments in each evaluation.

4. ANGULAR, DISTRIBUTIONS

Elastic-scattering angul_ distributions from ENDF/B-V (DI79) were reviewed and
found to be in good agreement with experimental data. and are retained for ENDF/B-VI
as Legendre coefficients in File 4/2.

Disagreements in experimental angular distribution data sets for inelastic scattering
to discrete levels are often outside rather large uncertainties. Model calculations includ-
ing direct interaction and compound reaction contributions were compared with available
data, and used for the evaluations. These data are also entered as Legendre coefficients in

O File 6/51-90 in the _s'6°Ni evaluations for as many levels as discrete information is avail-able. Only the few lowest levels were used for the minor isotopes, and isotropic angular
distributions were assumed.

5. ENERGY-ANGLE CORRELATED DISTRIBUTIONS (FILE 6)

Often neutron, proton, alpha, and gamma-ray emission spectral da,ta are measured as
a function of outgoing particle angle, and this correlation of outgoing a,ngle with measured
spectra can now be represented in File 6. However, generally these distributions have only
been measured at one or at most a few incident energies, thus we rely upon the TNG model
calculations to rel)roduce the availaMe data as a function of outgoing energy and angle, and
then extrapolate to other incident neutron energies. Figure 4 illustrates the components
of the neutron emission calculated with TNG which sum to give the tota.l emission spectra

for S_Ni. Figure 5 shows a compai_i:_on of the experimental da, ta with the calcula,ted results
for the natural Ni(n, zr_,) cross section, and Figure 6 (HES_) shows a comparison of the
measured and calculated angular distributions for three outgoing neutron energy bins.
These calculated energy-angle distributions have been taken ft'ore the TNG calculations

and entered in File 6 for tlm 5s'6°Ni evaluations fi:)r a nmnt)er of incident energies between
1 and 20 MeV. Isotropic energy-angle distributions are assumed fl:_r the minor isotope
e,_aluations, also contained in File 6. Cross sect, ions associated with these distributions are
given in. File 3.

Figures 7 and 8 show comparisons of ENDF/B-VI with experimental data for the

r_SNi(n,:r.p) and (_°Ni(rt,,zc_)reactions near 14 MeV, respectively. These energy distribu-
tions, with isotropic angular distributions assumed, have been entered in File 6. Recoil

.@
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spectra for the heavy residual nuclei have also been included in File 6, Since the angular
distributions are given as isotropic, File 5 could have been used for all charged particle
spectra with the exception of the recoil spectra, but for ease of energy balance and BiERMA _b,
ca,lculations, a consistent File 6 usage is desirable. Cross sections associated with these W
distributions are given in File 3.

Prior to incorporation in File 6, the neutron and charged particle energy distributions
ft'ore TNG are input to the RECOIL code (FUS5), which converts the energy distributions
ft'ore the center of mass to the laboratory frame, and calculates tile energy spectrum of
the heavy recoil nucleus. These tabulated energy distributions in the la,b frame are given
in File 6, with the neutrons usuMly having anisotropic angular distributions, and isotropic
angula.r distributions for.:the charged particles (including the recoil nucleus).

File 6 was also &osen to represent the gamma-ray production energy distril)utions,
for consistency with the neutron and charged particle distribut, ions. Isotropic a,ngulm'
distributions were used for the gamma rays. Figure 9 (HES7) shows a comparison of
measured gamma-ray spectra around 14 MeV with the TNG calculation at 14.5 MeV,
Note that without use of the calculated results, a significant, amount of cross section below
a,bout 1-MEV gamma-ray energy would be missing. Calculated distributions are given in
File 6 for several incident neutron energies from 1 to 20 MeV. Cross sections associated
with these distributions are given in File 3.

Capture gamma-ray cross sections and spectra are obtained from information given in
Files 3 (cross section), 12 (multiplicities), and 15 (spectral shapes), and are based on a
combination of experimental data and calculation.

As an example of the usage of File 6, consider the _SNi(n, na) reaction. In Section
6/22, constant yields are given for the outgoing neutron, alpha and 54Fe residual, and an
energy dependent yield is used for the gamma rays associated with the (n, na) reaction.
Normalized energy distributions at several incident energies a,re given for each outgoing
product, but only the outgoing neutron has a non-isotropie angular distribution. The cross l_
section to be used for normalization is taken from Section 3/22. With the information given
in Files 3 and 6, direct computation of heating, KERMA, etc. is now possible.

Energy balance ((E, + Q) must equal sum of ali outgoing particle and gamma-ray
energies) has been che&ed for all reactions, energies and isotopes, and is achieved within
19_).

6. UNCEItTAINTY INFORMATION

Uncertainty flies are given only for tile cross sections in File 3 and not, for the resonance
parameters, energy distributions or angular distributions. Fra,ctionM and a.bsoh_lte compo-
nents, correlated only within a given energy interval, are based on scatter in experimenta,1
da,t_ and estimates of uncertainties associated with the. model calcula.tions. Details of this
w(,rk can be found in (HE91).

7. DATA NEEDS AND EVALUAT;ON IMPROVEMENTS

The resonance region for ss'6°Ni is in good shape, but high-resolution transmission data
for 61,(_2,64Niwould improve evaluations for these materials. The capture cross-section data
uncertainties may be as nmch as 25% for materials in this mass region, as shown for the
1.15-keV resonance in 56Fe by an International Task Force. Thus, new high-resolution
capture data are needed in the resonance region for at least 5s'6°Ni, and preferaMy for all
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isotopes. Capture spectra at selected energies from thermal through the resonmlce region
would be useful to improve the evalua.tions. The 5SNi(n, 7_.p)reaction has a, large cross

O section with existing data mainly around 14 MeV but discrepaat, New data. are needed atenergies from 10 to 14 MeV and up to 20 MeV. The 6°Ni(n, _,p) reaction a,lso has a large
(:ross section; however, no data. are available to verify the model calculations. The (n, 2n)
cross sections are large for 60,61,62,64Ni' but few data. are avmla,ble except for one discrepant
point at 14.8 MeV for 6°Ni, and two points for 64Ni, Further experimental guidance is
necessary to verify the model calculations. Neutron emission cross-section data are needed
at incident energies other than around 14 MeV to benchmark the model Calcula,tions.
Uncertainties should be given for important resonance pm'ameters, and angular and energy
distributions.
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Fig, 4. Neutron emission spectra for 58Ni from ENDF/B-VI at 14.5 MeV, Contributions
from the various neutron-produclng components are shown (they sum to the totall. I.l,,.(',,,'ves
lal,¢,led (_, hp) and (n, nc_) include the (n,pn) and (n,a,n) components, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Neutron emission spectra from ENDF/B-V (line) and ENDF/B-VI (histogram)
compared with experimental data. The data of Clayeux and Voigllicr (C,L72) and Mat.licit _,1. ;_1
(M,,\69) were taken at 90 ° , tlm data of Talctdmslli et al. (TA83) were taken a(, 80 ° , and the oi,hor mcasurc_l
(l_t,a. set, s sllown (IIE75, VOS0, and SA72) are a,ngle integrated. ']?he data a,re for nal, urad nick_,l, al_<l 111_,

-,-, .)isol,opic evaluations ]lave been combined t,o give tlm |!_N1. I.'/B-VI result.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of ENDF/B-VI with experimental neutron production cross sections
as a function of angle for several outgoing neutron energy bins. This informal, ion was not

: previously available in [!',NI)F/B,
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Fig, 7. Comparison of ENDF/B-VI proton production spectra for SSNi with experimental

data. 'l'}_e nwasurements were taken at incident energies of 14.8 and 14,1 MeV; ENDF/B-VI tMc(m froia the
TNG calculation was for En = 14,5 Me\,'. The data of Grimes et al. (GR79, IIA77) are angle integrated;
the data of' Oolli et al. (CO62) were taken at, 150 . This information was riot previotlsly availal_le in
I']N1)F'/B,
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Fig. _. Comparison of ENDF/B-VI and experimental alpha production spectra for'toNi.
Til(-!lll_.)_t._tll'ell|()llt.swere l.akel] al; illcident, energies of 14,8 and 1,1.1 MeV and a.re angle into.t;rato_l; t,lm
'I'N(; calcuhttion wits for En = 14.5 Me\ z, ']'his illformttUon was not previously _Lvailtd._lein ENI)I,'/B,
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Ob Reference: No Primary Reference
Evaluator: F.M. Mann

Evaluated: January 1983
Material: 2828
Content: Activation

File Comments

This file colatains activation cross sections for '_:_Ni,and includes smooth MF=3
cross sections for capture MT=102, proton production MT=103, and a production
MT=107.

The evaluation uses a line shape based upon the resonance parameters from the
compilation of S. F. Mughabghab up to 10 keV. I The smooth cross sections are also

based on Hauser-Feshbach calculations which agree with 'S¢_Fe(c_,n(_)measurements
by R. W. Kavanagh (Cal Tech). 2

O References:

1. S.F. Mughabghab, M. Divadeenam and N. E. Holden, "Neutron Cross Sec-
tions," Vol. lA, Academic Press, New York (1981).

2. R.W. Kavanagh, California Institute of Technology, Private Communication
(1982).
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DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATIONS FOR. 63'65Cu

PERFORMED FOR. ENDF/B-VI*

C. Y, Fll a,nd D, C. La,rson /D. M. Hef,rick,
Oak Ridge Na.tional La,boratory

: Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6356

ABSTRACT

Isotopic evaluations for 63'65Cu performed for ENDF/B-VI are briefly reviewed. The
evaluations are based on analysis of experimental data and results of model calculations
whicta reproduce the experimental data. Evaluated dm,ta, are given for neutron-induced
rea.ction cross sections, a.ngular and energy distributions, and for gamma-ras, production
cross sections assoeia.ted with the reactions, File 6 formats are used to represent energy-
angle correlated data and recoil spectra.. Uncertainty files are included for all File 3 cross
sections.

1, INTRODUCTION

Separate eva,luations ha.ve been done for the two stable isotopes of copper. In this re-
port we briefly review the structure of the evaluations, describe how the evaluations were
done, and note the naajor pieces of data considered in the evah.:ation process. Experlmen-
ta.1 data references were obtained primarily from CINDA; the data themselves were most, ly
obtained from the National Nuclear Data Center at, Brookhaven National Laboratory and,
occasionally, from the literature and reports. The TNG nuclear model code (FU88, SH86),
a multistep Hauser-Feshbach code whicla includes precompound a,nd compound cont,'i'ibu-
tions to cross sections and angular and energy distributions in a self-consistent ma.nner, I_
calculates gamma-ray production, and conserves angular momentum in all steps, was the
primary ('ode used for these evaluations. Extensive model calculations were performed wit,h
the goal of sinmltaneously reproducing experimental data fl._r all rea,orion cha,nnels with
one set, of parameters. This ensures internal consistency and energy conserva,tion within
the evalua,tion. In the case of reactions for which sufl:Ment data were ava,ilable, a Bayesia, n

a,na.lysis using the GLUCS code (HES0) was frequently done, using ENDF/B-V or theTNG results a.s the prior. In cases where insuffici(:.nt da.ta were available for a GLUCS
analysis and the availaMe data were deemed to be accurate, but in disagreement with the
TNG results, a smoothed curve representa.tion through the d_:m._was used for the eva.lua.-
tion. A similar method was a.lso _lsed for cross sections where resona.nt structure was felt
to be important, but resona,nc.e parameters were not, included. The final eva,hmtion iv thus

• a. combination of TNG results (used where ext,rapolation and interpolation was required
and where dat,a sets were badly discrepant), GLUCS results (used where sufficient data,
existed to do a statistical analysis), and smoothed curves.

In Section 2 the resona,ncc parameters are discussed; Section 3 conta,ins a. descriptiorl
_)f the major cross sections included in the evahm,tion; Section 4 is devoted to angular
distrilmtions; and Section 5 to energy-angle corrcla,ted distributions. Section 6 describes
the m_certainty files. Further details of each evaluation are given in tlm File 1 comment
s_,ctions.

* Ilesearctl sponsored by the Office of Energy Res(-'a.rcll, Division of Nuclear Pllysics,
U.S. Dcpa.rtment of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-S4OR21400 with Ma,rtin Ma.ri(':t.ta,
Energy Systems, Inc.
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The TNG ca,lcula,tions performed for this work a,re documented and extensively com-
pa.red with experimental data iii (HB84),

O 2, RESONANCE PARAMETERS

Resonance pa,ra nleters for _a'a_Cu are taken from the compila.tion of Mugha]:)glial._
(MU81), They descril)e the energy range from 10 .5 eV to 153 kev for _:_Cu a,nd 10-5
eV to 149 kev for _Cu, however the fit. to the data above 100 keV is rather poor, so the
resonance region st,ops at 99.5 keV for botll isotopes, Average capf,ure widf,hs a,re used for
neut.ron energies above about 50 keV, A smooth background cross section is included to
provide the correct, thermal cross sections. The resonance parameters should be processed
with ttie Reich-Moore formalisnl. These evaluat, ions would benefit from a better analysis
of the resonance region data,

3. CROSS sEcTIONS

This section contains a brief discussion of the cross-section files in the evaluations for
6a'6_Cu. The total cross section above the resonance region to 1.].2 MeV was taken from
the isotopic experimental data of Pandey (PA77). From 1,12 to 20 MeV, natura,1 ch.._taof

.. Perey (PE77) and Larson (LA80) was used m the absence of isotopic dat,a, The nonelastic
cross section was derived by summing the individual reaction cross sections, Tlle elastic
cross section was derived a.s the difference between the total a,nd elastic cross sections,

Cross sections for inelastic scattering to discrete levels are taken from the model calcula-
tions, which included a direct interaction component and generally are in good agreement

O with the available experimental data. A continuum was used to represent the inela,sticscattering cross section for excit,ation energies above the discrete levels, Comparisons with
experimental data. are shown in (HE84).

The _aCu(r_,,p) reaction has very little data, but the calculated result, agrees witli the
data of Qaim a,nd Molla (QA77) and Allan (AL61). The available data for this reaction
is confl_sing, and the situation is discussed in (FU82a). The ¢_aCu(77,,a,) reaction has much
data and is a common dosimetry cross section. Tlie evahlated cross section for this re-
act,ion is taken from the results of a generalized least-squares (GLUCS) analysis (FU82)
of twelve dosimetry reactions, which included ra.rio data and covaria,nce information. The
__SCu(r_.,p)cross section tias abunda.nt data and is adequately compromised by the TNG
calculations, which are used for tlle evaluation, The 6_Cu(r_.,a') cross section is sma,ll, and

: the experimental data are inconsistent. The calculated results are used for the evaluation,

Tlie _;a'65Cu(7_,2'r_.)cross sections are well defined by experimelital data, a,nd the results
of a GLUC, S analysis were u.s(:d_• for the evaluation. Otlier t,eI-tia.ry r(_acti()n cross sectiolis
with data are reproduced by the TNG calcula.tions and are included in ca.eli ew_hla.tion,
_aCu(r_,rlt)) is the only tertiary reaction with a cross section larger than 80 nib,

The capture cross sections for _a,aSCu are defined by the resoIiaiice pai'a.met_rs and a.
smootl-i background below 100 keV, and by experimental da.ta, alx_w:, the resonance region.
Guided by experimental data and the TNG calculations, a, smootli line was drawn tlir(_llgh
the data from 100 keV to 20 MeV a.nd used t'_r die evaluations,2
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4, ANGULAR, DISTIqIBUTIONS

* ' ' S ' AElastic scattering a,ngular distributions were obtained ft'ore a,n Optical potential derived
by fitting experimenta,1 a.ngular distribut, ion data for _a'_'""tCu with GENOA (PE67), A
compom:d elastic term was included for neutron energies beh:_w 5 .MEV. Since w.,ry llt{le
difference was observed between the experime.ntal data for _aCu and _'_Cu, one pot,ent,ial
was derived and used for both evaluations, Figures 1 and 2 show a conu_a.rison of t;he,
ca,lcult:.ted and experimenta.1 data for E,, = 8,05 and 14,5 MeV. A description of the data.
sets used, the optical model ana,lysis and final pa,rameters, a,nd comparisons wil;h experi-
mental data are given in (HE84), The angular distributions are represented a.s Legendre
coefficients and given in File 4/2, In the resona,nce region, the a.ngula.r distributions ca.n be,
derived from the tt.eicli-Moore resonance parameters. Angular distributions for inela.stic
scat,',ering to excited levels a.nd the continuum a,re given as Legendre coefficients in File 6,
They are taken ft'ore tlle 'rNG a.nd DWUCK analyses, a.nd compa,risons with :lat,a are
shown in (HE84).

5. ENEl'IGY-ANGLE COFIHELATED DISTrt,IBUTIONS (F1LE 6)

Neutron emission spectra, as a function of outgoing energy a,nd angle, are given in
File 6, For copper, the measureme:lts of Morgan ct al, (MO79) give tl:(; outgoing :leut:'on
spectra at one angle for several incident neutron energies between 1 a.nd 20 MeV, while the
n:easuren:ents of Hermsdorf et: al, (HE75), Vona.ch et al, (VO80), Sahaikov et al, (SA75),
and Ta.kahashi et al, (TA83) giw_ the outgoing spectra at several angles but only near
14.5-MEV incidentenergy,Such c.oml_lementarymeasurementsallowa.good det,ern:ina-
tionofthernodelpa,rametersforthecaleula,tionsa,nd,thereby,reliableinterpolatio::a,nd
extrapolat, ion to energies where there are: no data, For these rea,sons, a.s well as ensuring
energy conservation, reslllts from the model codes, expressed in File 6 forma, ts, were used
for the evaluations, The angular distributions were expressed in terms of Legendre coeffi- tP'
cients, while the energy distrilmtions were expressed as tabulate(l proba,bility distril:)::tions,
Figure 3 illustrates the con:ponents of the neutron emission calculated wit,h TNG which

sum to give the total emission spectra for GaCu. Figure 4 shows the neutron emission data
of Morgan et al. (MO _9) con:pared with ENDF/B-V and ENDF/B-\:I fl_r the incident
neutron-energy bin from 9 to 10 MeV. Figure 5 shows several sets of neutron emission (la,t_
a,rom:d 14.5 MeV, compared with ENDF/B-V and ENDF/B-VI. The data of Taka.hashi
et al. (TA83) became available aft,er the evMuation was done but are found to be in good
a,greement v,,ith the evaluation,

Prot, on and alpha emission spectra for both isotopes are availa.t_le (GI179) at, an incident
energy of 14,8 M<:'V.The calculations are in excellent a,greement with the measured spectra,
including reproducing the observed sub-coulomb em:s,.lon of protons Figure 6 shows
a. COmlmrison of the n:easured data for proton emission ft'ore _iaCu with ENDF/B-VI,
However, the observed sub-coulomb emission of alphas is not a,s well reproduced by the,
TNG calculations. Figure 7 shows a comparisol?, of the measured data for _:_Cu alpha
en lissio1:, compared with the ENDF/B-VI results,

, Prior t,o incorl:_orat,ion in File 6, the neutron and charged particle, energy distrib_ltions
' :' 'lifrom TNG are inlmt, t.:_t,he 12t%C) L c<_de(FU85), wllich converts t.he.energy distributi(ms

f'r<m: t,l:(:,center of mass t,o th_:, labora.tor.v t'ra,n:e, l_::d ca,lcula.tes the. energy spectru:n of
t.hehea.vyrecoilm:cle:_s,Ih(_s(:tabulate(:[energydistributionsinthelabfra:nearegiven
inFile6,withtheneut.rons,,s::allvl:a.vinga::isotr(_picangular(list.rib::tions,and isotropic
ang::la:'distrilmti<msI'<_rt,l:<_cha@?d l_articles(incl::dingtherecoilnucleus).
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Gamnm-ray production spectra, were a,lso ca,Ionia.ted a,s lmrt (?f the TNG (ml(mla,tiorls,
a,nd compm'ed with da,ta, sets of Rogers eK a,1, (RO77), Morgm: (MO79), Dick(.u:s el; a,1,

O (DI73), and Chapma,n (CH76) (se_ Ref, HE84), Figure 8 shows a eompa,rison of themeasured d_._t_tof Di,:kens ct ttl, w:th the TNG results ar{mnd i4-MeV incident en(.'rgy,
Note tlm,t without the use of the ca,lcula.ted :esults, a slgmficant amount of cr()ss sectmn

below 700-kev gamnla,.ray (_nli:,rgywotdd not be ttccounted for due to gamma, rays fromthe (n_ 2n) re_tction, Since ca,l(ula,ted results are genera,lly used for the dwdua, tion, energy
('onserv_-ttion is ensured, SeL'.tions of File 6 were used to represent the gm-nm_t-ray en fission
spectra for the in(tividu_l reactions, a,nd isotropic a,ngular distributi(:ms were a,ssumed, Tlm
cross sections for the ga.mma.-ray production a.re given in corresponding sections of File 3,

As an example of the usa,ge of File6, consider the 6_Cu('n.,'rza,)re_ction, In Section
6/22, constant yields are given for tlae outgoing neutron, all?ha and _11Co residual, and a.n
energy dependent yield is used for the ga,reina rays a,ssocia.ted with the (r_,,_?<.,,)rea,c.tion,
Normalized energy distribuLions are giw, n for ea.c,h outgoing product, but only the out,-
going neutron has a, non-isotropic angular distribuLion, The cross section to be used fin'
no:m,diza.tu, n is ta.ken from Section 3/99

Capture gamma,-ray cross sections and spectra, are obtained from Files 3, 12 and 15,
and are based on a _:onfl:nna,tmn'' of experimenta,1 data, a,nd ca,lculation

Enmgy ha.lance ((En + Q) nmst eq:ml sum of all outgoing pa,rtMe a,nd gmnma-.ray
ene:"gies) has been checked for a,ll reactions, energies and isotopes, a,nd iN a,chieved within
1c_,,

6. UNCERTAINTY INFORMATION

Uncertainty files are given for ali cross sections in File 3, but not for the resonance

O pa,ra,meters, energy distril:mtions or angular distributions, _'a,ct,!,mal and a,bsolute compo-nents, correlated _,it.hin a.given energy intervM, are based on sca,tter in exl:_erimental da.ta,
and estimates of unc erta,inties associa.ted with the model ca.h:ulations (ItE91),

7. DATA NEEDS AND EVALUATION IMPROVEMENTS

i High-resolution transmission measurements for both isoLopes a,re nee.ded from 100 eV
i tc) 20 MeV to a,llow a d:.tmh.de"' ' resonance pa,ranleter a,nalysis, Presently available_ data do

"{" ' , Cu(n,p) re_(:t,ion ha,s only one r(:,.lla.bleda.ta, l:)oint,not ha,re adequa.te : :.s()h.:tu.)n The 63
at 14,8 MeV, and woul(t l)enefit from da.ta, a,t lower energies, The 6_SOu(rl,,1)) reaction has
more da,ta,, bl:t the data sets are discrepa.nt and the data ba,se woldd benefit frc,m further,

car(:,ful mea,surement, s, Tlx., _aC_:(r_,,'hp) cross sec{,ion is large mid has only dis('reI:)a:lt (la ta,
available.C,apture(la,ta,sho:ddl)echeckedfin'resl)onsefunc.ti(ml)rol)h,ms simila,r(,othose
forthe1,15-k<-;Vre:.:o]:anccin'_Fe;new datamay be neededift,hehardnessoftl:ecapture,
sl_e(:tt'aissigrlificantlydifferentfrom :::::::::::::::::::::to resonance,Uncertaintiessh(mM l)e
provided for important resonance parameters as well a,s angular a.nd ::::(-':'ga'distributions,
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OuLgoing Neutron Energy { MeV )

Fig. 3. Neutron emission spectra for 63Cu from ENDF/B-VI at 14.5 MeV. Contributions
from the various neutron-producing components are shown (they sum to the total). The curves
labeled (n, hp) and n, ns)include the (n,pn) and (n, _n) components, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Neutron emission spectra from ENDF/B-V (line) and ENDF/B-VI (histogra m)
compared with the data of Morgan (MO79). Tile data are for natural copper, and the is(,t.,,l}l('
evaluations have been combined to give the ENDF/B-V| results.
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Fig. 5. Neutron emission spectra from ENDF/B-V (li,,e) and ENDF/B-VI (h!stogram)
compared with experimental data. The data of Morgan (MO79) and Takah,_hi et al. (_IA83) were
taken at, 130°, while the other data sets shown (HE75, VO80, SA72) are angle integrated. The data are
for natural copper, and the isotopic evaluations have been combined to give the ENDF/B-VI result.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of ENDF/B-VI proton production spectra for 6aCu with experi-

lnental data. The measurenmnt was taken aL ali incident energy of 1,1.8 MeV; ENDF/B-\' 1 t,ak_til from
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Fig. 7. Comparison of ENDF/B-VI with experimental alpha production spectra for
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O Reference: ANL/NDM-94
Evaluators: R, Howerton (LLNL), A. Smith and D, Smith (ANL)

Evaluated: January 1986

Material: 3925

Content: Neutron Transport, Gamma production, Covariances

1. Introduction

Elemental yttrium is monoisotopic and magic in neutron number (N = 50). It lles
at the end of a prominent fission product decay chain with cha,in yields va.rying from

approximately 6% for '_:_2Thfission to 1..2% for _l(_Pu fission, As such, its neutronic
properties are a consideration in the optimization of FBt_ and similar nuclea,r energy
systems. The primary reference for this eva]uatlon is ANL/NDM-94, by A. B. Smith,
D. L. Smith, P. Rousset, R. D. Lawson, and R. J. Howerton (1986).

2. Evaluated Resolved Resonance Range

This file employs the resonance parameter representation up to 150 keV. The res-

O onance pa,rameters were taken from S, F. Mughabghab et al. The resona.nce
I bound

of this compilation was deleted, and background cross sections were introduced in a
manner as to ensure the correct thermal cross section values as given in Ref. ],

3. Evaluated Total Cross Sections

The evaluated total (:ross sections were deduced from experimental values. The
data, base was assembled from the literature as referenced in CINDA a,nd t.he files

of the National Nuclear Data Center. At low energies (less than 600 keV) there are
large fluctuations reflecting partially resolved underlying resonance structure. Where

possible self shielding corrections were made. The cross sections were derived fr()rn
the data base using the rigorous statlsti(:a,1 rno(lel of l:),,eTlit,z. _ Flu('tuati()lls were
smoothed by fitting the ewluated data set with a simple opti('a,1 model ca,lculatlon,
Below 600 keV several mea,surements, such as in ]_x':fs,3 arid d, show the large a,nd

partially resolved resonance structure, These were incorporated in the eva,luatlon by
normalizing the fluctuating values to the energy a,veraged ewdua,tiot_. The present

total (:ross sections are qualitatively very different from ENDF/l-3-V values. The rela-
tive shape of the ENDF/B-V evaluation seems in(:oi_sist,ent with any known physical
interpretation.
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4. Evaluated Elastic Scattering Cross Sections

From one to ten MeV the evaluated cross sections are based upon tile experlmen- /
taI values of Ref, 5 through 8, Below 1 MeV the elastic scattering cross sections are
essentially equivalent to the total cross sections with only a small difference due to
radiative capture, Above 10 MeV the cross sections were extrapolated to 20 MeV

using the model of Ref. 5,

5. Evaluated Inelastic Scattering Cross Sections

5.1 Discrete Inelastic Processes

The discrete inelastic scattering cross sections extend up to 3.2 MeV, assure-

ing the energies, spins, and parities given in Refs. 6 and 7. The cross sections were
largely based upon tile experimental results of Refs. 6, 7, and 8, The experimental
results were interpolated using the statistical model and optical potential of Refs. ,5
and 7. The agreement between measured and calculated values was very good, a,nd
thus the calculations were used for the evaluation. The uncertainties associated with

the evaluated quantities vary from approximately 5%, for the prominent excitations,
,, to 20+% for levels which are weakly excited.

5.2 Contimuum Inelastic Scattering Processes

The continuum inelastic cross sections extend from 3,2 MeV to 20 MeV, Neutron

emission was assumed isotropic, For the present evahlation the continuum inelastic
cross section is the difference between the evaluated non-elastic cross section and the

sum of the other partial cross sections,

6. Evaluated Radiative Capture Cross Sections

The experimental data base is not particularly definitive, The evaluation primar-
ily relies upon the recent prompt detection data of Refs. 9 - 11. The evaluation is
an interpolation of the measured quantities using the code ABAREX, '_ ABAREX
adjusts the s-wave strength function to achieve a best fit to the data, A small direct
capture component was calculated at high energies consistent with Ref. 13. The
ENDF/B-V evaluation is approximately a factor of two larger than this evaluation,
and is inconsistent with all recent experimental results.

7. Evaluated (n_2n)and (n,3n) Reactions

The threshold for the (n,3n) reaction is above 20 MeV n.nd l.hlts the process is

ignored, The threshold for tile (n,2n) rea ct,i(,Ii is 11,469 MeV, 'File majority of tile
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measured values were obtained using activation techniques, No comparison can be
made wlth ENDF/B-V as the latter file does not contain the reaction, The present

evaluation is consistent with the data of Philis, t l

8. Evaluated Charged Particle Emitting Reactions

8.1 (n,p) and (n,np) Reactions

Primarily, the experimental data of Bayhurst and Prestwood tn a,nd the total hy-
drogen production at 15 MeV reported by Haight et al, in Ref, 10 was used, The

energy dependence has been estimated by E. Arthur using multiple step Hauser-
Feshbach theory. Iv That prediction is consistent with the available experimental

evidence and with other calculatlonal estimates, Therefore, the (n,p) cross section
given by Arthur was taken ibr the evaluation without renormalization. The present
evaluation assumes that the experimental total hydrogen production results reported
by Haight, and the relative energy dependence predicted by Arthur are representative

of the (n,np) process. With this assumption the predictions of Arthur were multi-
plied by 1.47 to obtain the present evaluation. ENDF/B-V has no comparative cross
sections.

8.2 (n,a)and (n,nc_) Reactions

The experimental data base is very limited and confined to the (n,c_) reaction.
The total helium production cross sections of Haight I_ are a rea,sonable check of
the (n,c_) cross section. The present evaluation relies on the calcula, ted values of
Arthur lr to obtain the energy dependent shapes and the relative intensities of the

(n,c_) and (n,nc_)cross sections. The calculations were normMized (Ul,wards of 30%)
to bring them into bood agreement with Halght. I_ There is no comparable ENDF/B-
V file,

8.3 Minor (n,x) Reactions

The remaining (n,x) reactions are generally sma.ll and have relatively high thresh-.
olds They are included for completeness, though they will have very little effect upon
most neutronic applications. "

The experimental knowledge of the (n,d) reaction is confined to the single 15
MeV direct particle detection result of Haight. _t_ The present evaluation uses cMcu-
latlons iu to guide the energy dependent shape and normalizes the ca,lculated result

to the measured value of Haight. The (n,nd) threshold is at approximately 16 MeV,
anti has been ignored.

There have been a. few mea.surements oi' the (n,t) reaction near 14 MeV, a.ll in the

micro-barn ra,nge. The (n,t) reaction ha,s been qualitatively included in the evaluation,
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while the (n,nt) reaction is ignored n,s the threshold is r.._18 MeV,

Several other minor (n,x) processes are qualitatively included for completeness, 0
9. Evaluated Phot;on Product;ion Reactions

For capture the spectral mea,surements of V, Orphan et al, II_ were used, Photon
production and spectra were obtained through a multi-step proc,ess, The resultillg
incident neutron energy dependent available photon energies for each reaction and
the reaction cross sections were combined nsing the lLpa, ra,met,er method t)f Ref, 20
to obtain 7 ra,y spectra, and production cross sections,

10, Summary Comments

In a number of sensitive areas the present file is very different from tha,t of

ENDF/B-V, The differences may have a. strong imi)ac_ on sorne applications, The
present file is reasonably supported by the newer and more accurate experimental
information,
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Reference: ANL/NDM.88, ANL/NDM-117 D

Evaluators: A, Smith, D, Smith, L, Gerald(:), and R, Howerton

(LLNL),

Evaluated: February ].985 (March i990, Dosimetry)
Material: 4125

Content: Neutron Transport)Gamma production) Covariances

1. Introduction

The evaluated nuclear data file for niobium extending over the energy range from
10-II MeV to 20 MeV is suitable for cornprehensive neutronic calculations, lt is par-

ticularly suited for calculations dealing with fusion energy systems. The evaluation is
referenced in ANL/NDM-88, by A, B. Smith, D. L. Smith (ANL), and R,. J. Howerton
(LLNL) (1985), The file, converted to ENI)F/B-VI, provides dosimetry information
as referenced by D. L, Smith and L, P. Geraldo in ANL/NDM-117 (1990).

2. Evaluated Resolved Resonance Range /

The file employs the resonance parameter representation to 8 keV, The resonance
parameters were taken from S. F. Mughabghab et al. I Small background contribu-
tions were added to the file 3 total, elastic, and capture cross sections to be consistent
with Ref. 1, and to provide a reasonably smooth interface with the energy averaged
cross sections at 8 keV.

3. Evaluated Total Cross Sections

This portion of the evaluation extends from 8 keV to 20 MeV. The experimental
data base was assembled from files at the National Nuclear Data. Center, and from
the literature referenced in CINDA. The evaluai, ed result fluctuated depending upon
the dei,ails of the input data, These fluctuations were smoothed by X_ fitting a con-
ventional optical model to the evaluated cross sections. At t_igh energies above 15
MeV the present evaluation is slightly lower than ENDF/B-V. That is a. region where
recent data, has a relatively large effect.

)
)

4. Evaluate(l Elastic Scattering Cross Secti()ns
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From 1 to 10 MeV the elastic scattering evaluation explicitly relies upon tile ex-

perimental results of A. Smith et al. 2,a 'lbgether with tlm total cross section and

O other explicitly measured partial sections define the poorly-
(:ross they experimentally

known inelastic continuum cross sections over a wide energy range. Tile model given

in ANL/NDM.70 3 was used to extrapolate tlle measurements to lower energies, Tile

extrapolation is consistent with the measured values of D, Reltma, nn et al, 'l Above 10

MeV the evaluation is based on Ref, 5 and the experlrnental results of Ref, 3, Over

the range from one to ten MeV where the evaluation is based on careful measurements

the elastic uncerta.lnty is 3%. Elastic scattering distributions are explicitly derived

from the experimental values over the 1 -. 10 MeV range.

' 0

5, Evaluated Inelastic Scattemng Cross Sections

5.1 Discrete Inelastic Processes

The evaluation uses 23 excited levels extending to 2.0 MeV taken from Ref. 6, The

calculated cross sections were compared with tile experimental (n,n _) values, grouped

to comparable resolutions Where necessary_ and normalized to the experimental values
to obtain the evaluated cross sections, This method was successful to excitations of

approximately 1.5 MeV, but for higher energy excitations the normalizations became

unreasonably large. Above excitations of 1,9 MeV the evaluation is based entirely

O upon experimental observation,

5.2 Continuum Inelastic Scattering Processes

The evaluation is consistent with the fragmentary experimental information below

the (n,2n) threshold as given in Refs. 7, 8, and 9. The compound nucleus contri-

bution is largely absorbed in the (n,2n) process above 10 MeV and the cross section

at higher energies is largely due to pre-compound processes. Fluctuation structure,

observed experimentally, is not included in the present evaluation.

t t6. Evaluated Radiative Capture Cross Sections

The experimental data base was assembled from flies at the National Nuclear l)ata

Center, and from the literature. The reported experimental data were renormalized

to ENDF/B-V standards. The curve is in good agreement with the recent high reso-

lutlon measurements of R, Macklin et al. I(_ The evaluation is also in good agreement

with ENDF/B-V.

/ 7. Evaluated (n,2n)and (n,3n) Reactions
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The ' ' . .expenmenta, data is based prlma.rily on L. Veeser et al ,I and J Frehaut et

al. Iu The most comprehensive measurements were made using tile tank technique.

Below 12 MeV the experimental results are well represented by the evaluation of
Philis and Young. 1:_ Above 14 MeV there are the recent and comprehensive results

of Ref. 11. Tile present evaluation is generally 1() to 15% larger than ENDF/B-V.

The neutron emission spectrum was represented by a simple Maxwellian of the form

v'_ × exp-E/T. The "temperature" T was adjusted to give a good representation

I of the measured and calculated 14 MeV emission spectrum.

The (n,3n) reaction has a high threshold (_ 16.9 MeV)and a small cross section.

There appears to be only one experimental data set, (Ref. 11) and the evaluation is a

subjectively construc'_ed curve through these few experimental values. The estimated

uncertainties are large, 15 - 20% near 20 MeV, and they increase as the energy de-

creases. The present eva[ ,,,_tion is considerably different from ENDF/B.-V.

8. Evaluated Charged Particle Emitting Reactions

More than 35 of these processes are energetically available in the t)ombardment of

niobium with neutrons of less than 20 MeV. Most are Of no consequence for neutronic

analysis for which this file is intended. For special purposes the user is encouraged to

consult an activation file, such as that maintained at LLNL. j_ The present evaluation

considers the reactions shown in table 1. The Q values have been taken from Ref. 14.

Q
Table 1

-_ Q-values for Charged Particle Emitting Reactions

Reaction Q-value (MEV)(n,p) -_-0.690
__

_- (n,np) -6.042

(n,c_) +4.918

(n,nc_) -1.938

= (n,d) -3.817

(n,nd) - 12.452
_ (n,t) -6.195 '

2 (n,nt) -13.395

= :_He) -7 720( II _ ,

2i8
'"_'_l_ ' ' rl "'' ..... ,1' " "'11"'



8.1 (n,p) and (n,np) + (n,pn) Reactions

O The residual products do not lend themselves to activity measurements. Thetotal proton production at 15 MeV has been measured by Grimes et al. I._ to be
51 4- 8 mb. Pre-compound processes have been shown by P. Young to be signif-
icant, t¢_ Calculated results were normalized by a factor of 1.23 to give agreement
with the observed total hydrogen production cross section given by Grimes at 15

MeV. The (n,p) cross section is qualitatively consistent with ENDF/B-V values.

8.2 (n,a)and (n,na) + (,,,an) Reactions

The (n,a) cross section is reasonably defined by experiments to 20 MeV. See
Refs. 17 through 20. Production of helium at 15 MeV has been reported by Grim es
et al. I,_ and Haight. 21 The lower energy cross sections follow the calculations of
Strohmaier. 22 The (n,a) cross section and the measured total helium production
imply a (n,na) cross section of approximately 5.5 mb at 15 MeV in agreement with
the calculated results of Ref. 16. Therefore the calculations of Ref. 16 were used for

the present (n,na) evaluation.

8.3 (n,d) and (n,nd)+ (n,dn) Reactions

The evaluation employs a simple barrier penetration calculation and a normal-
ization to the measured gas production value, i._ These reactions are not given in

ENDF/B-V.

8.4 (n,t)and (n,nt) -4- (n,tn) Reactions

The evaluation is based on calculations of M. Blann 2:_anti a measured experi-
mental data base. 2,'1,25 There are no comparable ENDF/B-V flies.

9. Evaluated Photon Production Reactions

The spectrum of neutrons from the capture reaction was taken from Orphan. 2(_A
multiple step process was used to derive photon production cross sections and spec-

" tra. The resulting total photon energy and the cross sections for the reactions were
combined using the R-parameter method of Perkins el, a,l._7

10. Activation of !):_'"Nb Dosimetry

The production of the isomer _):_'"Nbby tile (n,nt) process is routinely emt)loyed
for neutron dosimetry applications. This rea.ction is the first, excited sta,te of :_:_Nbat

0
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30.82 keV. The half life of '_3mNb is 16.1 years and the decay is by isomeric transition
with almost 100% internal conversion.

Apparently the only formally published direct experimental result is that of Ryves Q
and Kolkowski at 14.68 MeV. 2s Strohmaier et al. _2'2:_ generated an evaluation based

on model calculations. The calculated cross section of 34.3 mb for the 13.92 - 14.93

MeV range agrees well with the experimental value of 36.5 =t=3.0mb reported in Ref.

28. Strohmeier's results were used above 700 keV. Model calculations were performed

for the evaluation below 700 keV. In this region the cross section is based entirely

upon neutron excitation of the first excited level (the isomeric level) of Nb, in com-

petition with radiative capture. Tile two independent evaluations were joined at

approximately 700 keV.
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lOSpd46

Reference: No Primary Reference O

Evaluators: _,. Q. Wright, R. E. Schenter, ()thers
Evaluated: October 1.989

q

Material: 4634

Content: t ]sslon product

File Comments

ORNL Eval-Oct89 R. Q. Wright
HEDL Eval-.Feb80 R. E. Sd,enter and F. Sch rnittroth

HEDL Eval-Feb80 F ,M. Mann, Ii), L. ,lohnson, C. Neely
RCN Eval-Feb80 tt, (Jruppelaar

Summary of Changes

The _("_Pdevaluation was modified for ENDF/B-VI by R. Q. Wright in October
1.989. The resolved resonan(:e range was revised and extended to l KeV, The MLBW
formalism was used for this re-evaluation. The highest energy resonance included is
1.084,3 eV. The resonance parameters are. taken from ]-{,ef. 1. The thermal capture

cross section for this evaluation is 20,0 barns, which is 43% higher tha,n the ENDF/B-
V value, The capture resonance integral is 111.7 ba,rns, which is 13,5% higher than
the ENDF/B-V value.

The evaluation was also revised between 1 keV aTl¢l] MeV. Tota,1 and elastic cross

sections have been increased below 50 keV. The capture cross section has been re-
duced by about 3 to 10 percent between I kev and I MeV. The e]a,stic cross section

was increased by a very smal] amount in the range 50 keV to ] Mev, in order to offset
the reduction in the ca,pture cross section. The total cross section is unchanged above
50 keV relative to the ENDF/B-V evaluation.

'].'he revised capture cross section follows the eye guide shown on page 381 of Ref.
2. The capture cross section at 30 keV is 1220 mb which is in good agreement with
the value given in ReS. 1, 1190 mb.
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Tile 2200 rn/s capture cross section, barns.

O (from resonance parameters) = 20.0

computed capture resonance integral
0,5- 1000 eV ---- !.(}1..3

above 1000 eV = 10.4

Total = 111.7

References:

1. S.P. Mughabghab, M. Divadeenam, aad N. E. tIolden, "Neutron Cross

Sections," Vol lA, Aca, demic Press, New York (1.981).

2. V. McLane, C. L. Dunford, and P. F. Rose, "Neutron Cross Sections," Vol.

2, Academic Press, New York (1988).

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

: _ MF=2 MT=151 Resona,nce parameters from. new 13NL-325 Ref.(3).

MF=3 MT= 1 Total cross section calculated using Moldauer Potentia,1

from Ref. (4) for E > E_,,,

MF=3 MT= 2 Elastic (:ross section from _rt .....oy, ....tri,, for E > Er, i.

MP=3 MT= 4, 51,52,.,.,91 Inelastic (:ross sections calculated using

COMNUC-3. Refs.(5, 6).

MF=3 MT=102 Neutron capture evaluated using methods (N(?AP code)

in Refs. (1, 2) for E > Eh;. A l/v component was added

to give the 2200 m/s cross section of R,ef. (3) for E

< Eh,. The energy region above resonance region was

updated by combining available integral and differen-

tial data using the generalized lea,st squares adjustment

: code FER, R,ET (HEI)I,-TME 77-5:1)
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Summary of ENDF/B-V (Continued)

MF=4 MT=2 Angular distributions were cMculated from the O
Moldauer potential.

i *[ jl _ ,MF=4 Non-elastic a.nguln,r disl, rl )uuons assumed lsot, roplc,

MF=5 MT= 91 The evaporation spectrum (bF=9) parameters were ob-

talned using the NCAP code Ref, (2),

References

1. F, Schmlttroth _nd R. E. Schenter, HEDL TME 73-63 (Aug ]973),

2. F. Schmlttroth, HEDL TME 73-79 (Nov ]973),

3, S. F, Mugha, bghab a,nd D. I, Garber, BNL 325, 3ed,, Vol 1 (,lune 1973).

4. P, A. Molda, uer, Nuc. Phys. 4__.(1963) 65,

5. C.L. Dunford, AI-AEC,-.1293] (July 1970).

6, C, L, Dunford, (Private Communication),
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10rp d

O Reference: No Primary ll,eference

Evaluators: R.Q. Wright, R, E, S(',he:nter_ ()(tiers

Evaluated' l)ecember 1989

Material: 4.0,I(),

Content: Fisttio.u produc, t

File Comments

ORNL F..,vtd-l)ec89 }L Q, Wright
4_ , .HEDL Eva,l-Feb80 lR,. E, Schenter and ]!i, Sc,hmltt, rot, h

HEDL Eval-Feb80 F, M, Mttnn, D,L, Johnson, G, Neely

It.CN Evil-Feb80 H, Oruppela,ar

Summary of Changes

O The resolved resonance r_nge is revised trod extended to 1 keV. The MLI3W for-realism is use(t for this re-evaluatlon. The highest energy resona, n(:e included is 1()82

eV, The resolved resona, nce pa,rameters are taken from Macklin (R,ef, 1), .I._ is t,a,ken

tobe constttntat(},125eV (from Singh cta,l,,Re-F,2),The thermal (:..l)ture(:rossse(:-

tion for this evalutttlon is 2.07 ha.ms, which is 80% lower than t,he ENI)I/l-V va.lue.

No measurement of the therma,l ('api, ure cross se(:i,i(m htl,s t_een rep(_rte(l. In this eva,l-

ua,tlon, the t,herm_d ca,pture is computed from the p(_sit,ivc resona.n(:es; a, bound level

is not included. The capture resona.nce int,egru,I, 110.8 t)a,rIIs, is in ex(:ellent agreement

with 'the wdue given by Ma,(:klin (Ref, 1), whiclt is 108.1 :_: 4.3 barns. The revised

ca,pture resonance int,egra, l is 4[i% hig}ler than the EN I)F/B-V vn,lue.

The cross sections are _,lso revised f¢,r energies al,()ve I keV, The t,ot,tfl n,nd ela,stic

(:ross sections have been increa,sed below 100 keV a,nd in the ra,nge from I to 1.(1MeV.

The ine.ltLstic cross sections (M'r=4 _nd M']:=91) ase revlse(I between 2 _md 7 MeV.

The revised capture cross section follows the (iu.ta, of Ma,cklin (Ref, 1) between 3

n,nd 600 keV. Ma.cklin's data, is n.ls(_ shown in Ref. 3 (see pa,ge a81). Compa, red to

ENDF/B-V, the revised eva,lua, tion is higher below 4(10 ke.V a.ntl lower a.bove 400 keV,

The. ct_pture cross section a,t, 30 keV is 1400 ml). From I to 10 MeV, the cu,pture cross

section has a.bout, the same shape a,s t,}le EN1)F/I]-.V ewduat, i(,n but, the magp!t, ude
is 20-50% lower.
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The 2200 m/see capture cross sect, lon, barns

(from resona, ncc pa,ranlcl, ers) =.... 2.07 O
v

c,tmlp uLe,d re,son a,nc,c in t,e,gra]
(},SeV-I kev := 99,4

al)ore 1 keV .... 11,4

T()t_l,1 =" 110,8

References:

71. R, !,. Mn,c:klin,"Neutrotl (_n.l)Lure Mea,,,turetvlenl, sorl t;'issi¢,n t-'r¢)du¢:t Pct-107,"

Nucl, Sci, and Eng, 8_I).,79-86 (1988).

2, U. N, Singtl, l-l,, (_, Block, _md Y, Nu.kag¢)me, Nucl, SoL, a,nd Eng, _(JT.,54

(1978)

3. V, McLa,ne, C}, L, Dunford, a,nd P, lP. Rose, " Neutron (}ross Sections," Vol.

2, Academic, Press, New York (1988).

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation /

MF=2 MT=IS1 No resonance parametersglw:n except for AP,

MF=3 M'I'= 1 Tota, l cross sect, ion ca,lcula, l,ett using MoMa, uer PotentiM

from ReL (4) r,,,' E- I!'l,,,

Mli':=3 MT.--. 2 Elastic cross section ft'(,))) crI rr,-. rr,,, for F, .'>El, i, a,nd

from 47ra:e for E <: El,i,

Mli'=3 M'I'::: 4, 51,52,.,.,91 l ilela,stic cross sections cMcula, ted using
't

C()MNU(,-3 l_efs. (5, 6).

MF=3 MT=102 Neutron captureewdual, edllsingmethods(NCAPcode)

in Refs, (1, 2) for E :- El,,. A 1/v ¢:oml)()nent wa,s a,dded

to give the 2200 m/s (:ross section of Ref.(3) R)r E .-_

Eh,. The energy region al)ove l,he resona, nce region was

updated by combining avMlable ir|tegral and differen-

tim da,ta using the getlera.lized lea.st, squa, res a.djustment

c()de lPEI{.I{I_T (IIEI)L-TME 77-51).

0
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Summary of ENDF/B-V (Continued)

O MF=4 MT 2 Angul_l,,,cli_tributi(),l c.alculated fl'()m the M()l(l_mer F'o-
, :22: I

tellt, in,1,

MF:=4 N(m-el_st,ic n11glJln.T'(:llstril)lltlo_ls n,ss_lme(li_otropic,

MF=5 MT= 91 l_wlI)()ratlon sl)c('trum (1,F=:9) pnra, lneters were ot)-
t,ailled usitlg t,hc NCAP c_)de t_,ef, (2),
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natIn49

Reference: ANL/NI)M-II5 O

Evaluators' A, Smtt, h, S, Chiba, l), Smith, ,l, Meadows, P, Guenther,

l't,, Lawson (ANl.,), a,,d tt,, t lowerton (I,i,NI_)

Evaluated: February 1.990

Material: 490o
Content: Ne,,trou tra, nsport, (lamina, produc, ti_,n, Covaria,_ces

1, Introdueth)n

Indium has been used in nuclear applicati()ns (prim_trily a,s a, dosimeter) for a half

century; it iv employed in superconductors, appea, rs as a, fission product, and has a

large (n,2n) cross section making it a good multiplier, The element consists of two

isotopes _':'In (4,3%) and t_nI,_ (95.7%). Owing to ENI)Ir format (:onsi,tera, tions tile

evaluation of the I'nln(n,n')'tn'"ln reaction was not included in this general purpose

file for elemental indium, ((nsequently_, it has been pla,ced in a. special II_In file in-

tended for dosimetry purposes (Mat = 493]).

2. Evaluated Resolved Resonance Range O

Resonance parameters appropriate to the two isotopes are used to describe the

neutron interactions with indium up to 2 keV, The parameters arc taken from Mug hab-

ghab I with small changes in the scattering radius to agree with experiment,

3. Evaluated Total Cross Sections

The evaluation is based upon 23 citations obtained from the NNDC. _ The average

age of the data is about 25 yea, rs, with only 4 citations in the last decade. Some of the

data were clearly inconsistent with the body of information, and were not used. The

accepted data sets were averaged over 100 keV intervals to ] MeV, 200 keV intervals

from 1 - 2 MeV, and larger intervals above 2 MeV, Sub,ie('.tiv(,estimates were made

for noted systematic differences, The energy avera,ged (ta.ta base was evMuated using

the statistical procedures of the GMA co(le, a The two combined is(,topic evaluations

of ENDF/B-.V differ by av 10% or so with the present evaluation.
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4, Evaluated Elastic Scattering Cross Sections

_i_ Theenergyaveragedneutrouelasticscatterlngcrosssec, tlonsexter, dfrom2keV
to 20 MeV, Up to 15 MeV they are based on the detailed study of differential elastic
scattering described by A, B, Smith et al. in R,efs, 4 &, 5, Above 15 MeV the model
described in Ref, 5 was used to extrapolate the cross sections to 20 MeV, There a.re
large dtfL'erences (factors of 2 at 20 MeV) from ENDF/B-V, These differences also
imply large differences in the non-elastic cross sections of the two flies,

5, Evaluated Inelastic Scattering Cross Sections

5,1 Discrete Inelastic Processes

Primary attention was given to the excitation of discrete levels in I Inis, These

have been carefully studied in a cooperative experimenta, l program, I The low energy
model reasonably matches the higher energy model of Ref, 5 at an energy of several
MeV. Sixteen levels of 11'_IIiwere considered up to excitations of _ 1,5 MeV, with
excitation energies and J" values taken from Ref. 4. The cross scctlons were calcu-
lated using the optical statistical model _ witll results essentially identical with those
given in Ref, 4 and supported by experimental results. For completeness the same
method was used to determine the discrete inelastic scattering cross sections of the

_ min°r":'lnis°t°t)e' Inthlscasel2excltedlcvel"bel°w l"5MeVwereusedwiththeexcitations and j,r values from Ref, 6.

5.2 Continuum Inelastic Scattering Processes

Above 11.5keV the continuum inelastic scattering cross secti()n rises raI)idly to
large values exceeding 2 b_Lrns. The evaluation determines the continuum inelastic
scattering cross section from the difrerenc, e between the non-elastic cross section and
the other partial cross sections. Below 10 MeV the major contribution is from the

discrete inelastic scattering cross secti()n, a,lld a.b()ve the (n,2n) cr()ss section rises
Srapidly with a complimentary sharI) (lecre_s(: in the c(,ntlnuunl inela,stic,cattertng

which falls to zz 200 ml) at 20 MeV, Above l(i MeV the (n,3n) cross section becomes
a factor as weil. 'FlJe inelastic scattering cross sections of the present eva,luation are
grossly different from those given in ENI)F/B-V. Below l0 Me.\! the two evaluations

differ by _ 20%. At higher energies the differences are even larger, amounting to
500% at 20 MeV.

The continuum neutron spectra emitted as a result of the inelastic scattering
process were estimated t'r()m experirnenta.1 rnen.sure.ment,s below 8 MeV. r Above 8
MeV the illdividual sl)ectra were calculatc(l using the co)ni)uter code AI.,I(3Ea and

CAI L . The parameters (:,f ALI(,E were adjusted s()that the ratios (n,n')/(n,2n)

t/ and (n,,'.3n)/(n,2n)agreed with the values obtained i_J the ew.duation; then the spectr,_
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artsoclated with each component of the individual reactions were ca,lc,ulat,ed using the
methods described in Ref, 10,

Q
6, iEvalltated Radiative Capture Cross Sections

The da,ta base consisted of Inca,st/red values a.vailtrble a,t the Na.ti(,/lal Nuclear Data

Center, These data, were primarily obtained using proTrlpt dct,ect,t(_n techniques with
some activation results, '.l'hc data soil,iter is large, the majority of mea,sureillents are

below 100 keV, a,nd the cross section is relatively large (l,e,, 20(} TTIb)up to rnore
than an MeV, The eva,lua.tloll is based oil a single giant dipoh; resoIla,llce calculatlon
employing the model of Ref, 1.1 with the S,, strength fullction adjusted to obtain
what was subjectively judged to be a "best" descriptioil of the rlietrsured values, The
estimated uncerta.lntles a,re quite large; _ ii0 - 1_5%tip to ]00 keV arid 15 ....25% from

100 keV to 2 MeV, ']'lie ENDF/]7-V values arc generally much smaller, Only one
data set supports the t3NDF/B-V evalua,tlon, and then only over a lirnited range,

7' ]_valuated (,l,2n) and (n,3n) I_.ea(:Lions

Experimental knowledge of the (n,2n) cross section is based on activation mea-
surements, For both indium isotopes the primary activity is duc to the decay of

a metastable state The evaltlation i dlh, s primarily based upon the experimental data

supported by statistical model calculations using (_AIJE, _}The isomer activation ra-
tlo m/g is _ 4,5(:-1:1.5%) at 14 MeV, lt was a.ssumed t,h_t this ratio was constant
throughout the energy range, The evaluated II_'ln(n,2n) cross sections we-re con-

"t

strutted from the I I'_ln(n,2n)tl I'"In evaluated cross sections, The evaluation assumes
that the I_ntn(n,2n) cross sections are equivalent to those of the element with a slightly
lower (--0,8 MeV)threshold than the ":'In(,,,2n)react, los,

Only one measurement of the In (n,3n) ha,s been reported, I_ lt involves only the
2,8 day activity from the JJ:l(n_3n)ll)/n rea,ction, Area, sonable extrapolation of that
data gives an It:_In cross section of_'_ 120 mb a,t 20 MeV. The It_ln (n,3n) threshold
is _ 0,81 MeV lower than that of the II:*In (n,3n) reaction, and due to fihe rapid
increase of the cross section with energy it is reasonable to expect the II'_in(n,3n)
(:ross section to be 400 to 500 mb a,t 20 MeV. Calculations using ALICP3 and CADE'
predict somewhat lower cross sections, .Tile evalua.ted (n,3n) cross sections are based

' (i upon the (hfferen:e between the experimentally based (n,2n) cross section and the
general energy dependent trend of the reaction cross section. Ih(,y are somewhat
larger than suggested by the above experimental evidence, but less than the predlc-
tion of calculations, lt is irnposslble to compare the present evaluation with the two
ENDF/B-V isotopic files as the latter do not contain tllese reactions,
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' Emttting Reaetmns8 Evaluated Charged Partu:le ' '

O In the present ewlua, t,ion the intera, ctions with the prominent isotope itr;lh are
considered. See tM)le 1, bclow, The respective Q va.lucs were ta, ken from R,ef, 13,

Table 1.

Q-values for Charged Particle Emitting Reactions

Reaction Q-wdue (MEV)

(n,l,) 0,666
(n,np) --6,81 1

(n,d) -4,587
(It,hd) --13,627

(n,t) -7,37(}

(,,,ht) ....13.9.14

(n,alle) --9,362
,8o3(n,n:'Ite) ....1.7 r,,

(n,<._) t 2,726

.........(!!.,!1(_)............. .-3.74 0

O .............................

All the energetically allowed processes were calculated using CA I)E with the addi-

tion of a pre-compound component determined using the code AI, ICII_, '].'he calcula, ted

results were compared with arn,liable exl)erlmenta.1 informa, tion and adjusted where

* t , Sjudged a,pproi_r{ate , to oi)ta.lh evaluated qua.nt, ltle,. 'l'he experlmenta,1 data, base is
very weak, however much of the evaluati()n 1, based solely on stattst_cal cal('ulations

8.1 (n,p)and (n,nl,) R,eact, ions

The experimental da,ta ba,se is limited t,() nine measllrements ali near 14 MeV,

The cross section reslllting in the actlvat, ion of the gr()lln(l state ha.s I)een mea,sure(t

6 times with various results, Ignoring two e.x(:el)tioutd vn.lues the cross section seems

to be between 4 and 5 mb at 14 MeV. A single measurement of the cross section for

the excitation of the _lletasta, blest, a,te a,t 1.4,8 MeV give, s 7.7 :::t-1.2 mb, Thus the

fragmenta, ry experimenta, l evidence suggests a,n (n,p) cross section of l0 ....15 mb at,

14 .... 15 MeV, The calcula,tlons indicate that the cross section is largely (-111eto pre-

compound processes, _tnd near 14 MeV the AI,ICI_ result, wa.s .._ 14 mb in reasonable

agreement with the experi)nentM evi(t('.nc(_. I h(. Ali(:(:,.rcsllll, s have 1)ecn used without

renormaliz,,tion for the (n,p) and (n,,,l,) r,,actio,,s,

0
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8.2 (n,c_) and (n,na) Reactions

The tt'_In(n,a) process results in 112Ag which has a 3.14 hour activity and can
be reasonably measured. The results are closely grouped between 2.5 to 3.0 mb at

14 MeV, with an average of 2.7 mb at 14.25 MeV. Tile CADE and ALICE results

were much smaller than the experimental values in the 14 MeV region, possibly due

to not including pre-compound processes. The data was renormalized to the exper-
imental values near 14 MeV and the same normalization factor was used to obtain

the (n,nc_) evaluation from the calculations.

9. Evaluated Photon Production Reactions

The spectrum of photons from tile neutron capture reaction was taken from the

work of Orphan ct al. 1.1at thermal energy. The same spectrum was used at 20 MeV

with the multiplicity adjusted to conserve energy.

For photons associated with the inelastic scattering to specific levels Warren's

code CASCADE In which incorporates the method used in Reffo's BRANCH code 16
was used.

For all other reactions the photon production cross sections and spectra were cal-

culated using the R-parameter formalism of Perkins et al. 17 Since the ENDF/B-VI

formats and procedures allow for secondary charged particle distributions in File 5 i_
only if there is a single secondary particle, the file was translated to the ENDL format

where energy distributions for all secondaries can be represented. The R(U) values

were taken from the "global" values of Ref. 17.
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"),-production from discrete level inelastic scattering, Lawrence Livermore

N:'clear Data, Group Internal Report, PD-134 (1986), unpublished.

16. G. Reffo, IDA - A modular system of nuclear model codes for the calculation

of cross sections for nuclear reactors, Centro Ricerche Energia, Bologna,

unpublished (1.980).
=

17. S.T. Perkins, R. C,. Haight, and R. J. Howerton, Nucl. Sci. and Eng. 5__7_71

(1975).
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Reference: ANL/NDM-115 O

Evaluators" R.E. Schenter and F. Schmittroth, Activation

S. Chiba, and D.L. Smith, Dosimetry

Evaluated: March 1990

Material: 4931

Content: Activation, Dosimetry

File Comments

ANL Eval-Jan90 S. Chiba and D. L. Srnith

HEDL Eval-Feb84 R. E. Schenter and F. Schmittroth

The I"_In file was updated at ANL by S. Chiba, D. L. Smith, and A. B. Smith ill

January 1990. The dosimetry reaction II_In(n,n')ll'_'"In was revised extensively.

A

Summary of Changes

The production of the isomer 1_'_'"In t)y tile (n,n') process is routinely employed for

neutron dosimetry applications. This isomer is the first-excited sta,te of the isotope

ll'_In (336 keV excitation energy). The reaction threshold energy is 339 keV. The

isotopic abundance of II'_In in natural indium is 95.7%. The hMf life of It_'"In is 4.486

hours. The decay modes are -- /3- (5 percent)and Isomeric Transition (9,5.0%). The

number of Decay 336-keV 7-ra,ys emitted per disintegration of II'_'"In is 0.459.

The documentation for the II'_In(n,n;)llr'"'In dosimetry reaction is provided by

A. B. Smith et al. Report ANL/NI)M-II5, Argonne National La,b()ratory (199q). i

The available differential data was assembled from the literature as determined

from CINDA and CSISRS, A total of 32 experimental data sets (1147 data points)

were included in the present evaluation. Nuclear model calcula, tions were performed

with the code ABAREX _ to determine the theoretical (:ross section shape close to

threshold. The evaluation itself was carried out with ttle least squares adjustment

code GMA as described by W. Poenitz in 19811:_ and later revised by M. Sugimoto

(1987) andS. Chibain11990.1 The earlier evaluation ofl).l_.SmithinANL/N1)M-26

was used to establish an a priori cross section shape.

The present evaluation tends to be a few percent larger than EN[)F/B-V. Ma,nn-

hart has evaluated the available experimental integral data (averaged over a z_2(,f O
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spontaneous fission spectrum) and obtained 197.6 mb (=k 1..4%). n Using Ma,nnhart's

spectral data the present evMua, tion gives 189,6 mb (3z 2,2%), This lea,ds to a C/E =

0.96. In this respect the present evaluation represents a, significant ilnproven_ent overthe earlier evMuation.

References

1. A.B. Smith, S. Chiba, D. L. Smith, J. W. Meadows, P. T. Guenther,

R. D. Lawson, and R. J. Howerton, ANL/NDM-115, Argonne National

Laboratory (1990).

2. ABAREX, "A Spherical Optical Model Code", P. Moldauer, Private Com-

munication (1983), and as revised by R. D. Lawson (1986).

3. W.P. Poenitz, Brookhaven National Laboratory Report, BNL-NCS-51363

Vol. I 249 (1981); as modified by M. Sugimoto (1987).

4. S. Chiba, P. T. Guenther, R. I). Lawson, and A. B. Smith, ANL/NDM-116,

Argonne National Laboratory (:1990)

5. W. Mannhart, "Reactor Dosimetry: Methods, Applications, and Standard-

ization." H. Farrar IV and E. Lippincott, Eds., American Society for Testing

O Materials, ASTM STP-1001, Phil_delphla., p. 340 (1989).

Summary of Previous Evaluation

MF=I MT=451 Atomic Mass from Ref (1).

MF=2 MT=151 Evaluation of Resolved Resonance Parameters is based

on new BNL-325, Ref (2).

MF=3 MT=51 The evaluation of the 4.486 hour isomer is based entirely

on reported experlmenta, lda, ta. The documenta.tion is

available as ANL/NDM-26 by D. I,. Smith. References

10 through 25, listed below, were used in this evaluation.

O
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Summary of Previous Evaluation (Continued)

MF=3 MT=102 Verslon-V unresolved region contains adjusted data. See O
ANL documentation. The radiative neutron ca,pture to

the ll°"'In (54 min.) state was evaluated. For E > El, i,

the evaluation is based on experimental data., Ref.(3- 7)
and theoretical calculations, Ref.(8, 9). For E < Ehi, a

l/v component was added to give the correct 2200 m/s

(:ross section to the 54 rain. state (the 2.2 sec. state cross

section was included). The radiative capture to the 2.2

sec. state of Ill;In was included as part of the capture

to the 54 min. state for both thermal and fast energies.

The results were divided by 0.79 to give the total capture
cross section in File 3. In 1984 R. Schenter added File

9 with multiplicity 0.79, and modified the total capture

width in File 2 to be 17', =: P',,'/0.79. File 9 combined
with ]Pile 3 is required to produce the capture for the 54
rain. isomeric state.

T,t!e 2200 m/sec capture cross section (to the 54 rain. state) comt)uted from the

resonance parameters is 166.4 barns. The computed resonance integral is 2587.3

barns. O

References

1. A.H. Wapstra and N. B. Oove, _Nucle._r Dat__T_l_!es, Vol. 9, Part 1(1.971).

2. S.F. Mugllabghab and D. I. G'arber, BN1,-325, 3rd ed., Vol.l (1973).

3. H.A. Grench and H. O. Menlove, Phys. lq,ev. !.65_, 1298 (1968).

4. H.O. Menlove, et al., Phys. Rev. !_63 11299 (1967).

5. S.A. Cox, Phys. Rev. La_'d,B378 (196d).

6. A.E. Johnsrud et al., Phys, Rev. !.1__66,927(1959).

7. G. Peto et al., J. Nucl. En. 21,797 (1967)..

8. F. Schmittroth, tlEI)L-TME 71-106 (August 1971).

9. F.Schmittroth, HtBI)I,-'I'MI_ 73-79, ENi)IP-195 (Novernber 1973).

10. I). L. Smith et.a.l., ANL/NI)M-I,I, (1975). Q
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11. D. O, Santry and J, P. Butler, Oa,n, ,I, Phys. 5_4, 757 (1975),

O 12, K, Koba,yashiet.a,l.,J. Nuc, En, 2_7,741 (1973).
13, A, Paszit and J. Csikai, Soy. J, Nuc, Phys, 1_5, 232 (1972).

14, J, K. Temperly a,ld D. E, Barnes, I3RL-1491 (1970).

15, P, Decowski et a,l,, INR-1197 Poland (1970).

16, I. Kimura et al.,,1. Nuc, Sci, Tech, ,l_pan (]_ 485 (]969),

JT, R. C. Barrall et _l., AFWL-TR-68-134, (1969).

18. H, Roetzer, Nucl, Phys, A109, 694 (1968).

Jg. B. Minetti a,nd A. Paquarett, i, Z. Phys. '2J_7.,83 (1968).

20, H.A. Grench and H, O. Menlove, Phys. Rev. LfJS, ]298 (]968).

21, H, O. Menlove et _tl,, Phys. }],ev, 163, 11.308(J967).

22, W. Nagel a,nd A. H. W. Aten Jr,, Physica 3!, 1091 (]965).

23, A.A. Abel and C. Goodma,l, Phys. Rev, 9_'_,197 (1954).

24. H.C. Martin and B. C. Diven, Phys. Rev..0_'4, J99 (1954).

O 25. S.G. Cohen, Nature _1_6_]_.,475 (]948),

O
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Reference: N(, l)rin_ary 1:{,off'rene.t:

Evaluators: R, Q, Wright, t1., E, Schenter, anti F, Schmitt, roth
Evaluated: 1)ecenlber:1988
Material: 5528
Content: Fission product

File Comments

HEDL EvaI-Apr74 t(, E ,_chenter a,nd lP, Schmittroth
ORNL Eval-I)ec88 R, Q, Wright

Summary of Changes

The ENDF/B-V ':'lCs evaluation, MAT 9663, has been revised below 180 ev. The
revised evalua,tion has been assigned MA']? 5528 in order to differentiate it from the

origina,i evaluation. In the revised evaluation, resolved resonance para,meters are used
to define the tota,1, ela,stic, and capture cross sections below 180 ev. Above 180 ev IP
the evaluation is unchanged from ENDF/B-V.

The resolved resonance parameters _re taken from Ref. (1.), lt should be noted
that the 42,13 eV level given in Rer. (1) must be assigned to _:_Cs (See Ref, 2). The
MLBW (I,R,F=2) representation was used with the smooth ba,ckground cross sections
set to zero in the resonance region. The largest contribution to the thermM cat)ture
cross section (almost 1()0%) is from the bound level at, .14 eV.

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(from resonance parameters) =: 139.64

computed resonance integraJ
o3.27(from resona, nce pa,ra,meters) = r:,

above 180 ev .... 24.79
Total ...... 78.06

O
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II,egeren(:es:

1, S, F, Mughabgha, b_ M, l)iw_deenam, u,nd N, E, Ilolden, "Neutron Cross

Sections," Vol lA, Aca, demlc Press, New Yol'lt (11.981l),

' "Low Energy Neutron (_r(.)ss Section Measurements of2, H, G, Pr.tesmeyer,

t_,a,dioa,ct,ive Fission Product Nuclides," l"roc, S])eci_dists Mrg, on Neutron

Cross Sect, ions ot' Fission Product Nuclei, Bologna,, li,n,ly, Dec, 12-14, 1979,

NlgANDC(D)-209, l, i)77 (1980).

*****************************************************************

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

Comment c.a,rds t'or a,re ['or i,he ENDF/B-IV eva.lua.t,i(m which was t,ra,nsla,t,ed into

.... (:}lelit,(-:r([:I a,llu , n,SENDF/13-V formetts by ti` M, M_tnn and .[_, E ,q El)b) in ,l a,ry 11.980
MAT 9663,

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barus

(:from resonance pa.rh,meters) :::. 0,0

l/v :: 14o.o¢

.l.ot,a,I : 140.0

computed resotla, n(',c integral ::: 212,9

MF:,2 MT=.--15] No resonance pa.ranlct,ersglven eXCel)i, for Al ).

M.V::=3 M'I'= :1 'l'ottd cross section calcula, ted using Mo ldal_(:r l%t,er_t,in,l

from Ref. (4) for Ig ::,lb'/,i,

MF=3 MT=. 2 El_tstic cross section fr(,rn crt - ct,, rr,,, for E > E/,,, a.nd

from 4rra." for E ,7 l_/,,.

MF=3 MT---: 4, 51,52,,,.,91 ln('la.stic ("ross s(;(:tiot_s (:a,lcula,ted using

' ' ' 6)COMNU(,-3 I,/,ef's.(5, .

/



Summary of ENDF/B-V (Continued)

MF=3 MT=l()2 Neutron (:_q_t,ure evalua,t, ed usi.g methods (NCAI' code) /

in Refs, (J, 2) for E :. El,,. A ]/v component wa,s a,dded
V

t,o give the 2200 m/s cross sec:t,i()n ()f Rc[', (3) for E <:

El,, ]_!, low energy ('_q)ture w.,s _dso _l,dju. te.d to give

_ resonance integral (to withi_, :lcr)of ]_,ef, (7).

MF=4 MT=2 Augul_r ctistributiou a.ssumedtsotropic,

MP=4 Non-ela,stlc. a ngula, r ctistrit)utio.s a,s_umed isotropic.

MF=5 MT-.-: 91 Evaporation spectrum (LF:-=:9)parameters were ob-

tained using the NCAP code Ref, (2),

References

.l: F. Schmit(,roth and R. E, Schelrter, HEDL ']'ME 73-6'_ (Aug 1973),

2, F, SchmiLtroLh, ItEDL ']:DE 7:_-'79 (Nov 1973),

3. S, F, Mugha, bglJab a,n(l D, I. (lather, ]!3NL 325, 3e(:l, Vol. I (June 1973),

4, 4. P, A. Moldnuer, Nucl. Phys, _4_7(.1963) 65,

5. C, ]_, Dunford, AI-AEC 1293] (July ]97()).

6. C. L, I)unford (Priva, t,e Communication).

7, P. Ribon and J, Krebs, Bologna Panel Report (April 1974),

e
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134Ba56

O Reference: No Prima,ry l_,et'erenc,e
Evaluators: R, Q. Wright, R, E. Schcnter, Other,

Evaluated: Decenlber 1988
Material: 5637

Content: Fission product

File Comments

ENDF/B-VI MAT 5637 Evaluated by R, Q, Wright (ORNL)
ENDF/B-V MAT 9684 Evaluated by It,, E, Schenter and F, Schmtti, roth (HEI)L)

File converted to ENDF-6 Forma, t by t;he NN1)C

Summary of Changes

. ' tThe la"'Ba eva,luation, MAT 9684, wa,s revised by R, Q Wngh,, June 1988, The

O .,.n_, resolved resonance pt_rameters for
new evaluation is assigned MAT No, 5637, "'
MAT 5636 are from Ref. 1 (Ej,, = 2071.8 eV), The bound level at - 104 eV ha,s F,,
-- 0.347 eV and P, --- 0.11,1 eV; this choice gives the desired value of 1..98 b for the
thermal capture cross section, Values of F, not given in Ref. 1 are set to 0.120 eV.
The value for the scattering radius is 0.61.725 fm (unchanged). The highest energy
resonance included is ]892.0 eV.

In File 3 tota,1, elastic, and (:apture cross sections are set to zero in the resolved

resonance ra,nge (10 'q to 2071.8 eV.)

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(fr(ml resonance pa,rameters) - 1,98

(from 1/v comp()nent) ...... 0.00
t,otn,l :- ] .98

computed resona,nce integral 24,1.1

O
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Referellees:

"Neutron Cro,s Scc,(,ion_" Vol, ], NeltLron l{es(nance,, I1, S. F, Mughabghn, b,

Pa, rameLers and 'l?herma,I Cron_ Se('.t,t(_ns_l'..rl,A: Z_::::I-6(I, Ac,n,demle Pres_

(1.981),

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

MF--2 MT=I51 tl,eson_ul('.e pu,rameLers fron_ 13NI,-325, Ref, (3),

MF=3 MT= 1 'I'ot,a,1cross secti()n c_d(:ula.ted using Molda, uer PotentlM

fr()m t{ef, (4) for E > Et,,,

MF=3 MT= 2 Elastic cross section from rrr " rr,, rr,,, for E ;> Eh,

MF=3 MT= 4, 51,52,.,.,91 Illel_tst, i(: (:ross sec:t,ions c_dculated using

COMNUC-3 Refs,(5, 6),

MF--3 MT=102 Neutron c',al)t;ure eva,luate(1 11sing .lethods (NCAP (:ode) O
in FLefs, (1,2) for E > IP,hi, A I/v (:omponent wa,s added

to give t,he 2200 m/s cross section of l{ef. (3) f(,r Iii .::i

Eh,, 'I'he cMculat, ed resona, n(:e i11tegra,I agrees (t,() within

Irr) with the wflue given in l:i,et', (3),

MF-::4 M'I':=2 Angula.r distribution assumed isotr()pic,

MF=4 Non-elastlc angul_r distributions a,ssllmed is(,tropi(:,

MF=5 MT=: 91 Eva, pora,tion spectrum (LF:-:9) pa.ramet, ers (,bta.lned us-

ing NCAP code Ref,(2).

O
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The 22(}(} m/s capture cross seetlon, barns

O (From resona, nce I>a,ra,meters) :=- 0,485(from l/v (:o_11p()nent,) :- :1,673
Total ::: 2,.1.58

computed reso,ta,nce integral --- 23,897

References

1, F Schmittroth a,nd R, E, Schenter, III.,I.)1, TME 73-63 (Aug 1973),

2, F, Schmittroth, HEDL TME 73-79 (Nov 1973),

3, S, F, Mughabgha, b a,nd D, I, Garbcr, BNl,-325, 3cd, Vol, ii (June 1973),

, 4, P. Moldauer, Nucl, I:'hys, 4_7.(1963) 65,

5, C, L, Dunford, AI-AEC-12931 (July 1970),
i

I 6 C, L Dunford (Prlva, tc Communication)
|
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Yr Lab Author Reference Po int_ Range Standard

1,31Ba5a Gn,_

78 ORL Musgrove+ 78HARWELL, 448 15 3,500keV to 0,175MEV OLI a., i
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135'_
56 _.,a

Reference: No Primary Reference

Evaluators: R.Q. Wright, R. E, Schenter, Others
Evaluated: December 11988
Material: 5640
Content: Fissionproduct

File Comments

ENDF/B-VI MAT 5640 Evaluated by R, Q, Wright (OIl, NI,)
ENDF/B-V MAT 9685 Evaluated by R, E, Schenter and F, Schnlittroth (HEDL)

File converted to ENDF-6 Format by the NNDC

Summary of Changes

The la_Ba evaluation, MAT 9685 was revised by R, Q, Wright, June 1988, The new

evaluation is assigned MAT No, 5640, The resolved resonance pt_rameters are fromR,ef, 1 (Ehi=l.650,0 ev), The bound level at--51 eV has P,, = 0,1824 eV and P._ =
0,140 eV; this choice gives the desired value of 5,81 b for the thermal capture (:ross sec-

tion. Values of ['_ not given in Ref, 1 are set to (}.15(}eV, The vMue for the scattering
radius is 0,61880 fm (unchanged), The highest energy resonance included is 1621.,0 ev,

In File 3 total, elastic, and capture are set; to zero in the resolved resonance range

(10 -s to 1650 eV).

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(from resonance parameters) :_: 5.81
(from 1Iv cornponent) =:= 0,00

total := 5.81

computed resonance integral :-:-- 99.34

@
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References:

O
1. S.F. Mughabghab, "Neutron cross sections" Vol. 1, Neutron Resonance

Parameters and Thermal Cross Sections, Part A: Z=l-60, Academic Press

(1981).

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

MF=2 MT=151 Resonance parameters from BNL-325, Ref. (3).

MF=3 MT= 1 Total cross section calculated using Moldauer Potential
from Ref. (4) for E > Eh;.

MF=3 MT= 2 Elastic cross section from ct, - ct,:- ct,:,,for E > Eh;.

MF=3 MT= 4, 51,52,.,.,91 Inelastic cross sections calculated using

COMNUC-3 Refs. (5, 6).

A

MF=3 MT=102 Neutron capture evaluated using methods (NCAP code)
in refs. (1, 2) for E > Eh,. A 1/v component was added

to give the 2200 m/s cross section of Ref. (3) for E <
En,. The calculated resonance integral agrees (to within
1ct) wit}, the value given in Ref.(3).

. MF=4 MT=2 Angular distributions assumed isotropic.

MF=4 Non-elastic angular distributions assumed isotropic.

MF=5 MT= 91 Evaporation spectrum (LF=9) parameters obtained us-
ing N CAP code Ref. (2).
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The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

O (from resona_nce p_ra.meters) -= 2.133
(from 1/v component) = 3.681

Total - 5.814

computed resonance integral = 100.555

References

1. F. Schmittroth and R. E.Schenter, ttEDL TME 73-63 (Aug 1973).

2. F. Shmittroth, HEDL TME 73-79 (Nov ]973).

3. S.F. Mugha, bghab and D. I. Ga_rber, BNL 325, 3ed, Vol. 1 (,lune 1973).

4. P.A. Moldauer, Nucl. Phys. 4_7(1963) 65.

5. C.L. Dunford, AI-AEC-12931 (July 1970).

6. C.L. Dunford (Private Communication).

O
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Yr [,ab Author Reference Points Range Standard

135Ba56 Gn,_

74 ORL Musgrove+ AAEC/E-3_7 15 3.500kev to 0.175MEV aLi an, t



1361:1=
56_-'=

O Reference: No Primary I_eference
Evaluators: R.Q. Wright, R. E. Schenter, Others

Evaluated: December 1988
Material: 5643

Content: Fission product

File Comments

ENDF/B-V1 MAT 5643 Evaluated by It. Q. Wright (ORNL)
ENDF/B-V MAT 9687 Evaluated by R. E. Schenter and F. Schmittroth (HEDL)

File converted to ENDF-6 Format by the NNDC

Summary of Changes

The I:mBa evaluation, MAT 9687 was revised by R. Q. Wright, ,l_lne 1988. The new

evaluation is assigned MAT No. a64o. The resolved resonalice parameters are from

Ref. 1 (Ehi=3177.2 eV) . The bound level at-250 eV has F,, = 0.759 eV and F_ =
0.125 eV; this choice gives the desired value of 0.41 b for the thermal capture cross
section. Values of P_ not given in Ref. 1 are set to 0.125 eV. The value for the
scattering radius is 0.62032 fin (unchanged). The highest energy resonance included
is 1.644.0 eV.

In File 3 total, elastic_ and capture cross sections are set to zero in the resolved

resonance range (10 -'_ to 31.77.2 eV).

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(from resonance parameters) -- 0.4.1
(from l./v component) -- 0.00

: tota,l =: 0.41

computed resonallce integral - 1.72

O
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n,e fe re ii ('_e

0
1. S.F. Mughabgha, l), "Neutron cross sections" Vol, 1, Neutron Resonance

Parameters n,nd 'I!herm_l Cross Sections, Part A: Z-=1-60, Academic Press

(:t981).

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

MF=2 MT=IS1 Resonance para, meters from BNL-325 Kel. (3).

MF=3 MT= I Total cross section calculated using Molda, uer Potentitd

from Ref. (4) for E ::.--El,/.

MF=3 MT--= 2 Elastic cross section from err .....ct,. ......tri,, for E > Ehi.

MF=3 MT--4, 51,52,,,.,91 Inelastic (:ross sections ca.lculated using

COMNUC-3 Refs. (5, 6).

MF=3 MT=102 Neutron ct_pture eva,luated using methods (NCAP code) /

in Refs. (1,2)for E 7, Ehi. A l/v component was added

to give the 2200 m/s cross section of I(.ef. (3) for E <

Ej,i.

MF=4 MT=2 Angular distributions a,ssumed isotrol)iC.

MF=4 Non-el_zstic _ngular distril)utions assumed isotropic.

MF=5 MT= 91 Ewpora, tion spectrum ([,F-=:9)pa, rameters obtained us-

ing NCAP code Ref. (2).

O
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The 2200 m/s Cal_tUl'e cross sectlon_ barns

O (from rcsont_nce pa,ra,hinters) -:= 0,020(from l/v conlponent,) ::=:: 0,390
Total ..... 0.41 ()

..... .9,8(:omput,ed resona,t_ce int,egra.l I 5

References

:1, F. Schmittroth and R. l_5,Schenter, HEI)L TME 73-63 (Aug 1973).

2. F Schmittroth, I]LDL TME 73-79 (Nov 1973),

3. S.F. Mughabgha, b a.nd D. I, G'a.rber, BNI_ 325, 3ed, Vol. I (June 1973).

4. P, A. Molda, uer, Nucl, Phys. 4_7(1963) 65.

5. O, L. Dunford, AI-AEC-12931 (July 1970),

6. O.L. Dunford (Priva, te Oomrnunication).
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lO, ''''I .... : .... :' I ' I'I'I ....... I .... I .... : .... : .... I' : ' :':'I ..... ' '
3,0 5,0 10. 50, 100, gO0,

En(keV)

L

Yr Lab Author Reference Pointa Range Standard

13OBa5o £rn,-v

78 ORL Mu_grove+ 78HARWELL, 449 15 3,500keV to O,175MoV eLi amt

71 AUA Stroud+ AAEC/PR-34P, 9 1 90,00mb at 30,00keV 197Au _n,,

e
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1371V-1
56_a

O Reference: No Primary P_eference

Evaluators: rr. Q, Wright, R. E, Schenter, Others

Evaluated: December 1988

Material: 5646

Content: Fission product
l

File Comments

ENDF/B-VI MAT 5646 Evaluated by R, Q. Wright (ORNL)

ENDF/B-V MArl? 9689 Evaluated by R. E, Schenter and F. Schmittroth (HEDL)
File converted to ENDF-6 Forma, t by the NNDC

Summary of Changes

The laTBa evaluation, MAT 9689 was revised by It. Q. Wright, June 1988. The new

O evaluation is assigned MAT No. 5646, The resolved resonance parameters are fromRef. 1 (Ehi = 1.947.5 eV). The bound level at -. 26 eV has P,, =: 0.081 eV and I_ =

0.083 eV; this choice gives the desired value of 5.1.0 b for the thermal capture cross

section. Values of I',, not given in Ref. 1 are set to 0.080 eV. The value for the

scattering radius is 0.621.84 fm (unchanged). The highest energy resonance included

is 1737.0 eV.

In File 3 total, elastic, and capture cross sections are set to zero in the resolved

resonance range (10 -'_ to ].947.5 eV).

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(from resonance parameters) = 5.1.0

. (from l/v component) -= 0.00
Total = 5.10

: computed resonance integral = 3.92

O
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Reference

/
1, S, ti ,̀ Mughabghab, "Nelltron cross sections" Vol, 1, Neutron l_,esona, nce

Parameters and Thermal Cross Sections, Pa,rr A: Z=]-60, Aca,ttelnic Press

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

MF=2 MT=151 Resona, nce para, meters from BNb-325 Ref, (3),

ME=3 MT= I Total cross section ca,lculated using Molda,uer Potentia,1

from Ref, (4) for E :> El,,,

MF=3 MT= 2 Elastic cross section from crI ..- _,, -- ct,.,, for E > Ehi,

MF=3 MT= 4, 51,52,.,.,91 Inelastic cross sections calculated using

COMNUC-3 Refs. (5, 6).

MP=3 MT= 102 Neutron capture evaluated usingrnethods(NCAPcode) /

in Refs, (1,2) for E > El,;. A 1/v component was added

to give the 2200 m/s cross section of Ref. (3) for _3<
Eh/, The calculated resona, nce integral agrees (to within

lcr) with the value given in Ref. (3).

MF=4 MT=2 Angular distributions assumed isotropic.

MF=4 Non-elastic angular distributions assumed isotropic,

MF=5 MT-- 91, Evaporation spectrum (LF=9) parameters obtained us-

ing N CA P code Ref. (2),

O
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The 2200 m/s capt, ure cross sect, ion, barns

(h'om resonance pa,ra,meters) =-=: 0,071
(from l./v component) :-_ 5,030

t 1

.lol,al = 5,1.0.1.

computed reso.ua,rtce i.tegra, i :: 4.9q9

References

1, F, Schmittroth and R, E, Scheuter, IIEDL TME 73-63 (Aug :1973).

2, F, Schmittroth, HEDL TME 73-79 (Nov 1973),

3, S.F. Mughtrbgha, b and D, l, Ga,rber, BNl:, 325, 3ed Vol 1 (June 1973),

4, P.A. Moldauer, Nucl. Phys, .4._(:1963) 65,

5, C, L, Dunford, AI-AEC-12931 (July 1970).

6, C. L, Dunford (Private Communica,tion).
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147Nd60

Reference: No Primary R,eference Q

Evaluators: R, Q, Wrlght, H., E, Schenter, and Ii', Scllmittroth

Evaluated: December 1.988
Material: (1040
Content: Fission product

File Comments

HEDL Eval-Apr74 R. E, S('.henter and Ii', Schnlit, trot]l

ORNL Eval-Dec88 R, Q, Wright

******************************************************************

Summary of Changes

The ENDF/B-V ISTNdevaluation, MAT 9768, has been revised below 35 eV, The
revised evaluation has been assigned MA']' No. 6{}40in order to differentiate it from

the original evaluation. In the revised evaluation, resolved resonance parameters are
' 30 eV Above 35used to define the total, elastic, ttnd capture cross sections below ' r. ,

eV the evaluation is unchanged from EN] F/B-V. The resolved resonance parameters

are taken from Ref. (1). The MLBW (LR.F:-2) representation was used with the
smooth background set to zero in the resonance region, The largest contribution to
the thermal capture cross section (about 98%)is from the bound level at ....5 eV. The

thermal capture cross section is higher than the ENDF/B-V value by about a factor
of 9. The capture resonance integral is slightly lower,

The2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(from resonance parameters) - 4.39,6

computed resonance integral
(from resonance parameters) - 431.3

above 35 ev .= 1<14.0
Total -- o7,).3

Reference

I

1. S. F, Mughabghab, M, Divadeenanl, a,nd N. E. Hol(teI_, "Neutron Cross
' ' " Vol lA Academic Press, New York (1981)

Sections, ' ' ' /
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lib ...... fll

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

MF=2 MT.--_151 No resonttnce para, meters given excels(, AIL

MF=3 MT= 1 Totn, l cross section ca,lt',ul_ted using Mold_mer Poten(,i)d

Don't Ref, (4)for E > El,,,

MF=3 MT= 2 Elastic cross section from rrt-- ct,, ...._r;,, for E > Eh,,, ft'ore

47ra2 for E < El,,,

MF-3 MT---. 4, 51,52,.,,,91 Ineh._stic cross sections ca.lcuhtted using

_, , _),COMNU6-3 Refs (5,

MF:=3 MT=102 Neutron captureevMuated using methods (NCAP code)

in I{efs,(1, 2) for E > El, i, A 1/v component was added

to give the 2200 m/s cross section of Ref,(3) for E <

E/,,, The low energy cN)Lure wa,s a,lso a,djusted to give

th . (t,,witi,i,, ora .f. (7).

O
MF--:-4 MT=2 Angular distributions assumed isotropic,

MF=4 Non-ela, stic a,ngular distributions a,ssumed isotropic,

) ¢MF=5 MT= 91 Evap(ratlon spectrum (LF:::9) parameters were ob-

tained using the NCAP code ref, (2),

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(from resorla, nce I)aramcters) .... 0.0

(from ]/v corni)onent ) =: 49.0
'l?ot,a,l :: 49.0

computed resona,nce integra, l :::: 647,8

This file was tra,nslated into ENI)F-5 forma, t l)y F, M, Ma,nn and 1_.. E, Schenter

(ItLI)L) in January 1980

®
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References

:1, lr, Schmittroth _1,,1(tI_,, til, ,qchc,,ter, I IEI)I, 'I'ME 73-63 (Aug 1973), O

2, F Schmittroth, ItI!_DI, TME 73-79 (Nov 1,)7,3),

3, E, Clayton, AAI,C/IM 61.9 (Sept 1972),

, , ( 1(.4 1:), A Molda.uer, Nucl, Phys,4Z (1,)63) 65,

5 C, b 1)unft)r(t, AI-A n'r" 12931 (July 1970)

6, C, b, Dun ford (Private Communication),

7, P, Ribon and J, Krebs, Bolog_la I_ailel tl,eport (April :1974).
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1471_
61_m

Reference: No Primary Reference B

A

Evaluators: R.Q. Wright, R. E. Schenter, Others

Evaluated: April 1989

Material: 6149

Content: Neutron transport, Fission product

File Comments

ORNL Eval-Apr89 R. Q. Wright
HEDL Eval-Feb80 R. E. Schenter and F. Schmittroth

HEDL Eval-Feb80 F. M. Mann, D. L. Johnson, G. Neely

RCN Eval-Feb80 H. Gruppelaar
BNL Eval-Oct74 A. Prince

******************************************************************

, The Pm-147 evai:'_.!"i,ion, Mat 9783, was revised by R. Q. Wright in April 1989.

The new evaluation is assigned Mat. No. 6149. I tTPm is an isotope of considerable

importance to reactor neutron economy. This is due to its effect on tile growth, during

reactor operation, of I1:_Sm, which iB a very serious reactor poison. For this reason

it is important to have accurate values of the l'7Pm thermal capture cross section

and capture resonance integral. I IrPm has a half-life of 2.62 years and decays to I IrSm.

Summary of Changes

The resolved resonance parameters were taken from Ref. 1 (Eh; = 300.0 eV). Two

bound levels at -22.1 and -8.88 eV are used in this evaluation. The contribution from

the bound levels to the thermal capture cross section is 83.5 b. The other resonance

contribution is 84.9 b. Thus, the thermal capture cross section is 168.4 barns, which is

about 8 % lower than the ENDF/B-V evaluation. In addition, the total cross section

" is 190.5 b, which is about 5 % below some old experimental values. Values of F_ not

given in Ref. 1 are set to 0.067 eV. The value for the scattering radius is 0.83E-12

cre. The upper limit of the resolved resonance range is increased from 58.078 to 300.0

= eV, and the highest energy resonance included is 31.6.5 eV.

Unresolved resonance parameters were', added to the file. ']'he unresolved range is

300 eV to 20 keV. The unresolved parameters are based on D,_ - 3.6 eV and S,, = 3.1.
Jb,
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Total, elastic, and capture cross sections were set to zero in the resolved and

unresolved resonance ranges (1.0E-05 eV to 20 keV).

O
The 2200 m/s capture cross sectlon, barns.

(From resonance parameters) -= 168.4

(From 1/v component) = 0.0
Total ---= 168.4

Computed resonance integral = 2197

References:

1. S.F. Mughabghab, "Neutron cross sections: Vol. 1, Neutron Resonance Pa-

rameters and Thermal Cross Sections, Part B: Z=61-100," Academic Press

(:1984).

O Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

MF=2 MT=151 Resonance parameters from new BNL-325 Ref. (3).

MF=3 MT= 1 Total cross section calculated with a deformed potential

from Ref. (4) for E > E_,i.

MF=3 MT= 2 Elastic cross section from err -ct,.- _ri, for E > Ehi.

MF=3 MT= 4, 51,52,.,.,91 Inelastic cross sections calculated using

COMNUC-3 Refs. (5,6). The level scheme data is from

the Nuclear Data Tables and S. Igarasi(Japan) private
communication.

: MF=3 MT= 16(n,2n), 17(n,3n), 22(n,nd), 28(n,np), 103(n,p), 104(n,d),

: 105(n,t), 106(n,aHc), 107(n,'Ite) calculated using the

THRESH code Ref. (7).
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Summary of ENDF/B-V (Continued)

O., = COMF=3 MT 102 The neutron capture wa,s evaluated using MNUC-3
and NCAP in Refs. (1.,2) for E > Eh,. A 1/v component

was added to give the 2200 m/s cross section of Ref. (3)

for E > Eh;. The energy region above the resonance re-

gion was updated by combining available integral and

differential data using the generalized least squares ad-

justment code FERRET (HEDL-TME 77-51).

MF=4 MT=2 The angular distribution was calculated from the

Moldauer potential.

MF=4 Non-elastic energy distributions assumed isotropic.

MF=5 MT=16, 17,22,28,91 Energy distributions of secondary neu-

trons given as a histogram using calculation_ of nuclear

temperature from reference (11 ).

References

1. T. Taml_.ra, Computer program JUPITOR I for coupled-channel calcula-

tions, ORNL-4152 (1967).

2. F. Schmittroth, HEDL TME 73-79(Nov 1973).

3. S, F. Mughabghab and D. I. Garber, BNL 325, 3ed., Vol. 1 (June 1973).

" 4. P.A. Moldauer, Nucl. Phys. 47(1963) 65.

5. C.L. Dunford, AI-AEC-12931 (July 1970).

6. C.L. Dunford (private communication).

7. S. Pearlstein, Jour. Nucl. Energy 27, 81 (1973).

8. H. Baba and S. Baba, JAERi 1183 (1969).

9. G. Lautenbach, RCN-191 (1973).

10. S. M. Zakharova, et al., INDC (CCP)-27/1.

11. A. Gilbert and A. G. W. Cameron, Can. J. Phys. 43, 1446 (1965).
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147Sm62

O Reference: No Primary Reference
Evaluators: R.Q. Wright, R. E. Schentcr, F. M. Mann, A. Prince,

Others

Evaluated: April 1989

Material: 6234
Content: Neutron transport, Fission product

File Contents

ORNL Eval-Apr89 R. Q. Wright

HEDL Eval-FebS0 R. E. Schenter and F. Schmittroth

HEDL Eval-FebS0 F. M. Mann, D. L. Johnson, G. Neely

RCN Eval-Feb80 H. Gruppelaar

BNL Eval-Oct74 A. Prince

The "lVSm evaluation, MAT 9806, was revised by R. Q. Wright in February 1989.

O Tile new evaluation is assigned MAT No. 6234. 117Sm is a naturally occurring iso-
tope, with an abundance of 15 %. Actually 117Sm is radioactive with a half-life of

about 1.06 x ].0 II years and decays by alpha, decay to t'l:_Nd. 1'lTSm is also produced

by the radioactive decay of 117Prn, hence it is also a fission product.

Summary of Changes

The resolved resonance parameters were taken from Ref. 1 (Eh; = 1000.0 eV).

The contribution from the bound level to the 0.0253 eV capture cross section is 35.5

barns. Other resonances contribute 21.5 barns. Thus, the thermal capture cross sec-

tion is 57.0 barns. Values of F, not given in l%ef. 1 are set to 0.069 eV. The value for

the scattering radius is 0.83. The upper limit of the resolved resonance range is in-

creased from 401.88 to 1000.0 eV. The highest energy resonance included is ].050.0 eV.

Unresolved resonance parameters were added to the file. The unresolved range

extends from 1 keV to 30 keV. The unresolved parameters are based on I)0 = 5.7 eV

: and SO = 4.8, see Ref. 1.

O
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Tile capture cross section for the MAq:;6234 evaluation is lower than ENDF/B-
V (MAT 9806) and also lower than the data of Mizumoto (1981), but higher than

the data. of Macklin (i986) by about 1 to 5 percent, See Ref, 2, p. 514 for a plot of
the capture data of Mizumoto and Macklln. The MAT 6234 capture cross section is
compared with the data, of Macklin in Table 1.

Table 1. 147Sm Capture Cross Section (barns)

E (keV) Maeklin MAT 6234 pcd

3- 4 4.35 4.40 1.1
4- 6 3.12 3.28 5.1
6- 8 2.37 2.48 4.6
8-10 1.94 2.02 4.1
10-15 1.52 1..58 3.9
15-20 1.19 1.23 3.4

20-30 0.962 0.968 0.62
30-40 0.777 0.780 0.39
40-60 0.645 0.648 0.47

60-80 0.546 0.548 0,37
80-100 0.484 0.490 1..24
100-150 0.425 0.426 0.24

150-200 0.3545 0.3556 0.31
200-300 0.3059 0.3056 -0.10
300-400 0.2623 0.2636 0.50
4(}0-500 0.2459 0.2473 0.57
500-600 0.2454 0.2445 -0.37
600-700 0.2403 0.2401 -0.08

pod = percent difference (MAT 6234- Macklin)/Macklin

_tIn t de 3 theelastic und capture cross sections are set to zero in tile resolved

and unresolved rttnge (10 --'_eV to 30 keV). The 30-700 keV capture is based oil the
data of Macklin (]986). From 700 keV to 2 MeV, the capture cross section is reduced
to match tile data of Macklin at 700 keV. The MAr]̀ 6234 ca,l)ture is a.bou(, 30 'percent
h>wer than ENDF/B-V between 50 keV and 1 Me.V. Above 2 MeV the MAT 6234

.p • ..capture is unchanged from the LNI)F/B V evalua,tion.

@
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The total cross section above 70 keV is unchanged from the ENDF/B-V eval-

uation, and the elastic cross section above 30 keV was increased slightly to offset the

O reduction in the capture cross section up to 2 MeV.

Tile (n,c,) cross section has been revised below 230 eV. The cross section is based

on the alpha widths given in Ref. 1. The thermal cross section is 0.623 mb, which is

in good agreement with the Ref. 1 value (0.58 =k 0,06 mt!_. The (n,c_) cross section
/

,/
is unchanged above 230 ev. /

/

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(from resonance parameters) = 57.0

(from 1/v component) = 0.0
Total = 57.0

computed resonance integral -= 790.0

References:

1. S.M. Mughabgha.b, "Neutron cross sections" Vol. 1, Neutron Resonance

Parameters and Thermal Cross Sections, Part B: Z=61-100, Academic Press

O (1984).

2. V, McLane, C. L. Dunford, and P. F. Rose, "Neutron Cross Sections," Vol.

2, Academic Press, New York (1988).

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

MF=2 MT=151 l:{esonance parameters from BNL-325 Ref.(3).

" MF=3 MT= 1 Tota,1 cross section ca,lcula.ted with a, deformed potentia,l

from R,ef. (4) for E > Eh,. (

MF=3 MT= 2 Elastic (:ross section from rr1 ....rr,.--rr,,, for IB > Et,,.

=__

MF=3 MT---: 4, 51,52,.,.,91 Inelastic cross sections calculated using

' °. 6).C()MNU(,-3 Rers (5,

-0
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Summary of ENDF/B-V (Continued)

MF=3 MT=4, 51,52,.,.,91 Continued. The level schenm d_ta is from
the nuclear data tables and S. lgarasi (Japan), Private
Communication.

MF-=3 MW= 16(n,2n), 17(n.,3n), 22(n,nd), 28(n,np), 103(n,p), 104(n,d),
105(n,t), 106(n,aHe), 107(n,"'He) calculated using the
THRESH code R,ef, (7).

MF=3 MT=102 Neutron ca,pture was eva,lua,ted using COMNUC-3 a,nd

NCAP in Refs. (1, 2) for E > Ehi. A 1/v component
was added to give the 2200 m/s cross section of R,ef.(3)
for E < Ehi. The energy region above the resonance

region was updated by combining the available integral
and differential data using the generalized least squa,res
adjustment code FERR,ET (HI_DL-TME 7%51). The
low energy capture a,lso also adjusted to give a reso-
nance integral (to within l_r) of gel.(3),

MF=4 MT=2 Angular distributions assumed isotropic.

MF=4 Non-elastic a.ngular distributions assumed isotropic. /

MF=5 MT=16, 17,22,28,91 The energy dis(,ributions of secondary neu-
trons are given as a histogram using calculations of nu-
clear temperature from Ref. (11).

References

1. T. Tamura, Computer Program JUPITOR I for Coupled-Channel Calcula-
tions, ORNL-4152 (1967).

2. F. SchmitLroth, HEDL TME 73-79 (Nov 1973).

3. S.F. Mughabghab and D. I. Garber, BNL-325, 3ed, Vol. 1 (June 1973).

4. P, A. Moldauer, Nucl. Phys.47_ (1963) 65.

• , _ ] .5. C L. Dunford AI-AI,C-1293 (July 11.970)

6. C.L. Dunford (Private Communication).

7. S. Pe_rlstein, Jour. Nucl. Energy 2_;_,81 (1973). Q
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8 H, Ba,b_ and S Ba,b_, JALRI J.183 (11969),

O 9. G. Lautenba, ch, RCN-191 (1973).
10. S.M. Za,kha,rova, et a,l,, INDC ((_CP)-27/1,

11. A. Gilbert and A. G. W. Cameron, Ca,n. ,l, Phys. 4_'d,1446 (1965).
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l]Sm

Reference: No Primary Reference,

Nvaluators: R, Q, Wright, R. E. Sdlenter, Others

Evaluated: March 11.989

Material: (1246
Colltent: Neutron transport, Fission product

File Contents

ORNL Evab.Mar89 R. Q, Wright
HEDL EvM-Feb80 R. E. Sctlenter and F, Schmlttroth

:HEDL Eval-Feb80 F. M, Mann, D, L, Johnson, G. Neely

RCN Eval..Feb80 H. Gruppelaar
BNL Ewl-Oct74 A. Prince

The I_'Sm evaluation, MAT 9810, was revised by R, Q. Wright in August 1988.

The new evaluation is MAT=6246. I'_lSm has a half-life of 90 yr., a,nd it is a slgnifl-

ca,nt reactor poison, qp

Summary of Changes

The resolved resonance parameters were taken from Ref. 1 (Ehi ::: 300.0 eV). The
contribution from the bound level to the 0.0253 eV capture cross section is 14976 b.

Other resonances contribute 224 barns. Thus, the thermal capture cross section is

15200 barns. Values of F., not given in Ref. .l are set to 0.092 eV. The value for

the scattering radius is 0.83 fm. The upper limit of the resolved resonance range has

been increased from 6.941 to 300.0 eV, and the highest energy resonance included is

at 295.7 eV. The resolved resonance range has been significantly improved in the new

evaluation with 121 resolved resonance parameter sets, including one bound level, as

against ENDF/B-V with only 8 resonances.

In File 3 the total, elastic, and capture cross sections are set to zero in the resolved
_' ( ,resonance range (1(}-:i to 300. ) eV)

0
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The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

O (from resonance pa.rameters) _- 15200
(from 1/v component) = 0.0

Tota,l = 15200

computed resonance integral = 3435

Reference:

1, S, F. Mugha, bghab, "Neutron Cross Sections" Vol. 1, Neutron Resonance
Pa,rameters and Thermal Cross Sections, Part B: Z = 61-100, Academic

Press (1984).

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

MF=2 MT=IS1 t_esonance parameters from BNL-325 Ref, (3),

MF=3 MT--:- 1 Total cross section calculated with a.deformed potential

O from Ref, (4) for E > El,,,

MF=3 MT--=-2 The elastic cross section was obtained from ct1.- ct,.- tr;,
for E > Ehi.

MF=3 MT= 4, 51,52,.,.,91 Inela,stic cross sections were calculated us-

ing COMNUC-3, Refs. (5, 6). The level scheme data
was taken from the Nuclear Data, Tables and S. Igarasi

(Japan) Private Communication,

MF=3 MT= 16(n,2n), 17(n,3n), 22(n,nd), 28(n,np), 103(n,p), 104(n,d),

THRESH code Ref (7),

r

MF=3 MT=102 Neutron capture wasevalua, ted using COMNU(,-3 and

NCAP in Refs. (1, 2) for E > E_,,, A 1/v component
was a,dded to give the 22{)(/m/s cross section of Ref. (3)
for E < El,,.

O
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Summary of ENDF/B-V (Continued)

MP=3 MT 102 ' ' ' /. .= (Jontlnued, The energy region above the resona,nce
region wtts updated by coml)ining a,va,il_fl)lei11t,egra.l _nd

t#¢p jt ,1

(nneren_ d_ttt using the genertdlzed lea,st squares _d-

! LRI_,E1 (HEI L- 1MI'_77-5]), ']'he lowjustmen/, code _ _'' "' '_) " "
energy capture wa,s a,lso adjusted to give _ resona,nce

integra, l (to within 1_) of Ref. (3),

MP==4 MT=2 Angular distributions assumed ]sotroplc,

MF=4 Non-elastlc angular distributions a.ssumed isotrol)i¢',,

MF=5 MT=16, 17,22,28,91 Energy dlstrlbutlons of secondary neu-
trons are given a,s a histogram using calculations of nu-
c]ea,r temperature from Ref, (1]),

References

1. T. T_tmura,, Computer Program JUPITOI( I for Coupled-(Jhannel Calcula..
tions, ORNL-4152 (1967).

2. F, Schmittroth, HEDL TME 73-79 (Nov 1973). /

3, S.F.Mughabghab and D, I. Ga,rber, BNL-325, 3ed, Vol 1 (June 1973),

4. P, A. Moldauer, Nucl. Phys, 4__.7_(1.963) 65.

5. C. L, Dunford, AI-AEC-12931 (Jt_t, 1970).

6, C. L, Dunford (Private Commu,lica, tion).

7. S. Pearlstein, Jour. Nucl. Energy 2_7_,81 (11973).

8. H, Baba and S. Bat)a, JAERI 1183 (1969),

9. G. bautenba,ch, RCN- 191 (1973).

10. S. M, Zakharova et al., INDC (CCP)-27/I.

11, A. Gilbert and A, G. W, Ca,meron, C_n. J, Phys, 4_3,1446 (1965).
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SUMMARY DOCUMENTATION FOR 151Eu
ENDF/B.VI, MAT = 6325

O P, G, Young
Theoretical Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

I, SUMMARY

The ENDF/B-VI evaluation for 151Eu combines results from a new theoretical
analysis 1 above the resonance region with the previous ENDF/B-V resonance parameter
ewfluation, Tile theoretical analysis utilizes a deformed optical model to calculate neutron
transmission coefficients and cross sections, a giant-dipole-resonance model to determine
g_unma-ray transmission coefficients, and Hauser-Feshbach statistical theory to calculate
partial reaction cross sections,

II, NUCLEAR MODEL CALCULATIONS

The Hauser-Feshbach statistical-theory calculations were performed with the COMNUC and
GNASH reaction theory codes, using neutron transmission coefficients from the coupled-channel
optical model analysis, 2 The total neutron cross section for natural europium that resulted from the
deformed optical model calculations is compared to experimental data in Fig, 1, The COMNUC
c_flculations iaclude width-fluctuation corrections, which are important at lower energies, and the
GNASH calculations incorporate preequilitn-ium effects, which become significant at higher energies,
COMNUC was used to calculate ali cross sections below En = 8 MeV, whereas GNASH was used

O for calculations above 8 MeV and for all continuous spectral calculations, Both codes utilize theGilbert and Cameron level density formulation and the Cook tabulation of level density par,'maeters.2
A maximum amount of experimental, information concerning discrete energy levels was incorporated
into the calculations, and the constant temperature part of the Gilbert and Cameron level density was
matched to the discrete level data for each residual nucleus in the the analysis.

III. EVALUATION RESULTS

Resolved resonance parameters from ENDF/B-V are used to represent the cross
sections from 10-5 eV to 98.81 eV, with some adjustment made to the background cross
sections to improve agreement with thermal and resonance integral data. From 98.81 eV to
1 keV, average resonance parameters from Version V are used to specify the cross
sections. Above 1 keV, the smooth cross sections were calculated from the theoretic_d
analysis described above,as were the secondary, angular and energy distributions,
Exceptions to this are the (n,p), (n,d), (n,t), (n,3He), and (n,_) cross sections, which were
taken directly from ENDF/B-V, See the attached ENDF File 1 comment section for
additional details and for references,

The 151Eu(n,7) cross section frora ENDF/B-VI is compared to the ENDF/B-V
evaluation and to a selection of experimental data in Fig. 2. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the
(n,'),)cross section calculated using a second level density option in the Hauser-Feshbach
statistical theory calculations.

1 R. L Macklinand P, G, Young,"NeutronCaptureCrossSectionsof 151Eu and 153Eu from 3 to 2200
keV," Nucl, Sci, Eng. 95, 189 (1987),
2 Seethe ENDF/BFile 1commentsection(attached)forreferences.
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0.0 5.0 10,0 15,0 20.0

NEUTRON ENERGY (MEV)

Figure 1, Comparison of experimentalvalues of the neutron total cross section of natEu
with coupled-channel optical model calculations, The solid curve represents
the optical model resalts, which closely approximates the ENDF/B-VI
evaluation, and the points are experinaentaldata.
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O
,.._ Eu(n,'7)

Figure 2, Comparison of evaluated and experimental values of the 151Eu(n,7) cross
section, The solid curve is the ENDF/B.VI evaluation, which utilizes a
Gilbert-Cameron temperature/Fermi gas level density in the calculations, The
dashed curve represents calculations using a back-shifted Fermi gas level
density model,
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151Eu63

Reference: No Primary Reference @

Evaluators: P.G. Young and E. D. Arthur

Evaluated: April 1986

Material: 6325
Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production

File 2 Resonance parameters

The resolved resonance parameters recommended in BNL-325,Vol I(I)

third edition are adopted. Where shin valves are not determined,

assignments are made randomly in order to satisfy the (2J+1)

level spacinglaw and the J-independence of strength function.

The resolved positive energy resonances contribute 1430.Sb to

the thermal capture cross section. Parameters of a bound level

are derived to fit a measured capture cross-section of 9200-+100

b (Ref 1).

The thermal cross sections are

capture = 920.0 b

scattering = 6.3 b
total = 920.6 b

Unresolved resonance parameters (from ENDF/B-V with upper energy

lowered from 10 to I kev).

The unresolved resonance region, 98.81 eV te I keV is described

by average resonance parameters obtained fmom Ref.1. Tire average

radiative width for s-wave resonances was increased from 91.17

mv co 98 mv in order to fit measurements in the energy region of

100 eV to 10 keV.

References

(I) S.F.Mughabghab and D.I.Garber, Brookhaven National Laboratory

report BNL-325, Vol 1, 3rd. cd. 1973.

*****************************************************************

Energy range above the resonance region.

***************************************************************** @
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The evaluation above 10 keV is based on a detailed theoretical

analys_ utilizing the available experimental data. Coupledchannel optical model calculations with the ECIS code (RaTO)

were used to provide the total, elastic, and inelastic cross

sections to the first 3 members of the ground state rotational

band, as well as neutron elastic and inelastic angular distri-

butions to the rotatiohal levels. The ECIS code was also

used to calculate neutron transmission coefficients. Hauser-

Feshbach statistical theory calculations were carried out with

the GNASH (At88, Yo77) and COMNUC (DuTO) code systems, including

preequilibrium contributions. Systemat4.cs were used to obtain

parameters for the exciton preequilibrium model, with small

adjustments made to improve agreement with available exp. data.

The Gilbert-Cameron level density model was used to supplement

available experimental information on low-lying levels (Gi65).

The Brink-Axel model (BrHS,Ax62) was used to calculate gamma-ray

transmission coefficients, using gamma-ray strength function

results compiled by Mughabghab (Mu84).

A description of the calculations is given in Mc87.

•_*,**.**MF=3 Smooth Cross Sections*,_*******_*********_.=_****,

MT=I Neutron Total Cross Section. 0.01 to 20 MeV, based on

coupled-channel optical calculations, which were
optimized to the available experimental data (Mc88).

MT=2 1.E-11 to 20 MeV, based on subtraction of MT=4,16,17,102,

103,104,105,106,107 from MT=I. This corresponds closely

to using the results of the coupled-channel optical

and Hauser-Feshbach model calculated elastic x/s.

MT=4 Sum of MT=51-91

MT=f6 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=lT GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=_I-56,58-64,66-67 Thres.to 8.0 MeV, Compound nucleus fraction

theory calculations using the COMNUC code (Du70) and

including width fluctuation corrections. Transmission

coefficients from cc optical model calculations used.

MT=57,65 Thres. to 20 MeV_ Coupled-channel optical model

calculations plus compound-nucleus contributions.

MT=91 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=lO2 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=lO3 (n,p) cross section retained from ENDF/B-V.

MT=lO4 (n,d) cross section retained from ENDF/B-V.

MT=lO5 (n_t) cross section retained from ENDF/B-V.

MT=lO6 (n,He3) cross section retained from ENDF/B-V.

MT=lO7 (n,He4) cross section retained from ENDF/B-V.
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*****_****MF=4 Neutron Angular Distributions****************_***

MT=2 Elastic scattering angular distribution based on ECIS

coupled-channel calculations, with a compound elastic

component from COMNUC included below 8 MeV.

MT=t6 (n,2n) distributions assumed isotropic in the laboratory

system.

MT=lT (n,3n) distributions assumed isotropic in the laboratory

system.

MT=51-56,58-64,66-67 Thres.to 8.0 MeV, Compound nucleus reaction

theory calculations using the COMNUC code (DuTO) and

including width fluctuation cnrrections. Transmission

coefficients from cc optical model calculations used.

MT=57,68 Thres. to 20 MeV, Coupled-channel optical model

calculations plus compound-nucleus contributions.

MT=91 (n,n'continuum) distributions assumed isotropic in the

laboratory system.

*******_****MF=5 Neutron Energy Distributions******_*********_**

MT=f6 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

Tabulated laboratory distributions given.

MT=lT GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

Tabulated laboratory distributions given.

MT=91 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

Tabulated laboratory distributions given.

*********=,_MF=12 Photon Multiplicities**************_*****_****

MT=lO2 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

Note that photons from (n,gn') reactions are included

in MF=12,MT=102 but not in MF=3,MT=I02, which causes

the multiplicities at higher energies to become

somewhat large.

*_**********MF=I3 Photon Production Cross Sections******_***_*_*

MT=4 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=16 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=lT GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequili_,rium calc.

=********_*_MF=14 Photon Angular Distributions****_=****_******

MT=4 Isotropy assumed.

MT=16 Isotropy assumed.

MT=t7 Isotropy assumed.

MT=lO2 Isotropy assumed.
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*,*******_**MF=15 Photon Energy Distributions*******************

MT=4 GNASHHauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.MT=16 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=lT GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=lO2 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

At88 E.D.Arthur, LA-UR-88-382 (1988).

Ax62 P.Axel, Phys.Rev.126, r671 (1962).

BrS8 D.M.Brink, D.Ph. Thesis, Oxford (1955).

DuTO C.L.Dunford, AI-AEC-12931 (1970).

Mc87 R.Macklin and P.G.Young, Nuc.Sci.Eng.95, 189(1987).

Mc88 V.McLane et al., Neutron Cross Sections V2 (Acad.Pr.1988).

Mu84 S.F.Mughabghab, Neutron Cross Sections Vl (Acad.Pr.1986),

RaTO J.Raynal,IAEA SMR-9/8 (1970).

Yo77 P.G.Young & E.D.Arthur, LA-6947 (1977).
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152Eu63

Reference: No Primary Reference O

Evaluators: R.Q. Wright, H. Takahashi

Evaluated: December 1988

Ma'terial: 6328

Content: Neutron transport, Fission product

File Comments

,.

ORNL Eval-Dec88 R. Q. Wright
BNL Eval-Dec73 It. Takahashi

The ENDF/B,V 1n2Eu evaluation, MAT 1292, has been revised below 90.0 keV.

The revised evaluation has been assigned MAT No 6328 in order to differentiate it

from the original evaluation.
J

Summary of Changes O

The 1'_2Euevaluation, MAT 1292, was originally done for ENDF/B-IV in Decem-

ber 1973. No experimental data were available (other than the thermal capture cross

section, 2300 ± 1000 barns). Resolved resonance parameters (fictitious) were gener-

ated using the procedure described in the MAT 1292 file 1 comments. The resolved

resonance range extended from 0.93470 to 61.5 eV.

For this revision, resolved resonance parameters (based on experimental data) are

taken from Ref. (1) and are used to define the total, elastic, and capture cross sec-

tions for energies between 0.00001 and 10.8 eV. The original resonance parameters in

the energy range 10.8 to 61.5 ev are modified as [bllows, (relative to the ENDF/B-V

parameters):

E,, Same as MAT 1292 (ENDF/B-V)

r,, r,, : r,,/(20×g)
F v I'_ = 0.160 eV

I_t Fr = P,, + I'_
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The average reduced neutron width is 4.19048 ×10 -l, the average gamma width

is 1.59821 ×10 -I , and the strength function is 2.83842 ×10 --'1. The MLBW formalism

'i is used. Tlm largest contribution to tile thermal capture cross section (about 98%) is

from the bound level at -0.1 eV. The thermal capture cross section is higher than the

ENDF/B-V value by a factor of about 5.5. The capture resonance integral is lower

than the ENDF/B-V value by about 37%.

In the unresolved resonance range: (upper limit is 3 keV) the unresolved resonance

parameters are based on the data given in Ref. l:

Average F m, 0.160 eV
d_ 0.25 eV

s(_ (lower than Ref. 1) 2.8200 x l0 -1

Tile File 3 changes are as follows: elastic and capture backgrounds ( MF=3 )

are zero below 3 keV, and the capture cross section at 30 keV is 5196 mb. Capture

is lower below about 5 keV and is unchanged above 15 keV. The elastic cross section

is lower than ENDF/B-V below 90 keV. The total cross section was revised to agree

with. the sum of the partial cross sections.

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

O (from resonance parameters) = 12819

computed resonance integral
0.5 - 10.8 eV = 1.660

10.8 - 61.5 eV ..... 387

Above 61.5 eV == 279

Total = 2326

Reference:

1. S.F. Mughabghab, "Neutron Cross Sections," Voi. 1, Pa.rt B: Z:-61-100,

Academic Press, New York (1984).

*****************************************************************

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

This material contains the evaluated results for "_2Eu. No experimenta! data,

except for a :few reactions, data are ava,ilable for the isotopes of Eu, so that the eval-

uations were mostly carried out using nuclear model calculations.
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The resolved resonance parameters were made by taking into account their statis-

tical properties for level spacing and reduced neutron width fluctuation. The method

used in this calculation was similar to the procedure used by Cook. I However, in-
stead of using a Monte Carlo calculation, the level spacing and the reduced neutron

width fluctuations were determined by using the statistical properties of l'_tEu. The

average values of these quantities were determined in a similar way to the procedure

used by Barr et al. 2 That is, the ratios of the average values for odd-even nuclei to

those for odd-odd nuclei were estimated from their neighboring nuclei. These ratios

were multiplied by the values of I'_lEu to obtain the ones for 1'_2Eu. The gamma ray
widths were taken as constant values for all resonances. The 108 resonances were as-

signed between 0.01 eV and 61.704 eV. The therr-lal neutron capture cross section has

been measured by Hayden et al. 3 and Walker 1. The preliminary draft of BNL-325

recommends a value 2300 4- 1000 barns for the 1_2Eu ground state. The parameters

of the lowest resonances were adjusted so that the calculated thermal neutron capture

cross sections agreed with the values recommended in BNL-325. '_

Unresolved resonance parameters were given in the energy region from 61.5 eV to

10 keV. As mentioned above, Barr and Devaney 2 evaluated the unresolved resonance

parameters by studying the change of these parameters from odd-odd nuclei to odd-

even nuclei in Jr'_Lu, sT_Lu, lS_Ta and, ISITa. The unresolved resonance parameters
were estimated from the BNL-325 values.

A

Between 10000 eV and 2.5 MeV, the total cross sections were calculated using

the optical model ABACUS-2 code. (_ The optical parameters used in the calculation

were taken from the study of I'_JEu and l'_3Eu. T Above 2.5 MeV, the total cross

sections were assumed to be the same as the experimental values of natural europium

measured by Foster. _

The elastic scattering cross sections in the energy range above the unresolved res-

onance region were obtained by subtracting the non elastic cross section from the
evaluated total cross section.

The nonelastic scattering cross section was calculated by summing up all cross

sections except the elastic scattering cross section.

The inelastic scattering cross sections were given as total (MT ---::4), discrete level

excitation cross sections (MT = 51... ) for the first 5 levels, and a continuum level

excitation cross section (MT :: 91). The level scheme is taken from Refs. (9, 10, 11,

12, and 13). Since no experimental data. are availa, ble for the individual level exclta-

tion cross sections, they were calculated using the (_OMNI]C-3 code I I'l'_ for energies

up to 3 MeV. Above 3 MeV in neutron energy, the inelastic scattering is mostly the
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excitation of the continuum of levels, so that the inelastic scattering cross section for

discrete level excitation above this energy was neglected, and the inelastic scattering

O cross section for continuum level excitation was calculated using the cascade calcula-tion from the GROGI-3 code. I¢_The level density parameters for the continuum of
levels were taken from Cook's data is for deformednuclei using the Gilbert-Cameron
formula, t:_

For the (n,p) and (n,np)cross section (MT = 103, 28), no experimental values were
available, so they were calculated using nuclear model codes. For the (n,p) reaction,
the semi-empirical statistical model code THRESH 21 was used, but the evaluation
of I'_lEu and l'53Eu7 indicated that the cross sections around 14 MeV calculated by
this code were small compared to the experimental values. Thus, the calculated cross
sections were normalized by the factors obtained for I'_tEu. The (n,np) cross sections
were calculated using the GROG[ ?. code.

The (n,a) and (n,nd) cross sections (MT : 107, 22) were obtained in a similar
manner to the (n,p) and (n,np) reactions.

The (n,2n), and (n,3n) cross sections (MT = 16, 17) were calculated using the
GROGI-3 code. The optical model parameters mentioned previously were used.

/ The (n,d), (n,t), and (n,:_He) reaction cross sections (MT=104, 105, and 107) were
II/_' adapted from calculations using THRESH.

The radiative capture cross sections (MT =. 1.02) at low energies were calculated
from resonance parameters as previously discussed, and are presented ns smooth cross
sections. The cross sections between 100 eV and 10 kev were obtained from the un-

resolved resonance parameters. For energies higher than 10 keV, the cross sections
were evaluated from the COMNUC-3 calculations. These calculation were similar to

the ones for "_'Eu and "_:_Eu.7 That is, we assumed Moldauer's Q va.lue to be zero,
and the correlation correction factor due to the degrees of freedom associated with
the open channel was taken into account in the calculation. From 3 MeV to 20 MeV,
the capture cross section was obtained from GROGI-3 for compound processes, by
Cvelbar's formula 2_ based on Lane and Lynn2:', and Brown's 21 formula for direct
and semi-direct reactions.

The elastic scattering (MT = 2) and the angular distribution of secondary neu-
trons in File 4 were calculated using ABACUS-2 (NABAK, a PDP-10 computer ver-
sion), c_ Legendre coefficients were calculated using CHAD (NUCHAD, on the PDP-
10). 2._Since the elastic scattering due to the nuclear compound process is small inthe
energy range above 3 MeV, the angular distributions of elastic scattering neutrons

0
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were calculated by taking only the shape elastic scattering into account aboye 3 MeV.

Inelastically scattered neutrons, for the (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,np), and (n,na) reac- O
tions (MT = 51, ..., 91, MT=16, 17, 22, 23) were assumed to be isotropic in the
center of mass system.

The energy distribution of secondary neutrons from the (n,2n), (n,3n), and con-
tinuum (n,n') reactions, (MT = 16, 19, and 91) were assumed Maxwellian with an
effective temperature obtained from tile Weiskopf formula, 2_

The file was translated into tile ENDF-5 format by F. M. Mann and R. E'. Schen-
ter (HEDL) in January 1979.

.
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SUMMARY DOCUMENTATION FOR 153Eu

ENDF/B.VI, MAT = 6331

O P.G. Young '

Theoretical Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

I. SUMMARY

The ENDF/B-VI evaluation for 153Eucombines results from a new theoretical
analysis 1 above the resonance region with theprevious ENDF/B-V resonance parameter
evaluation, The theoretical analysis utilizes a deformed optical model to calculate neutron
transmission coefficients and cross sections, a giant-dipole-resonance model to determine
gamma-ray transmission coefficients, and Hauser-Feshbach statistical theory to calculate
partial reaction cross sections,

II. NUCLEAR MODEL CALCULATIONS

The Hauser-Feshbach statistical-theory calculations were performed with the COMNUC and
GNASH reaction theory codes, using neutron transmission coefficients from the coupled-channel
optical model analysis, z The total neutron cross section tbr natural europium that resulted from the
deformed optical model calculations is illustrated in the previous section on 151Eu. The COMNUC
calculations include width-fluctuation corrections, which are important at lower energies, and the
GNASH calculations incorporate preequilibrium effects, which become sigrfificant at higher energies,
COMNUC was used to calculate ali cross sections below En = 8 MeV, whereas GNASH was used

O for calculations above 8 MeV and for all continuous spectral calculations. Both codes utilize theGilbert and Cameron level density formulation and the Cook tabulation of level density parameters. 2
A maximum amount of experimental information concerning discrete energy levels was incorporated
into the calculations, and the constant temperature part of the Gilbert and Cameron level density was
matched to the discrete level data for each residual nucleus in the the analysis.

I

III. EVALUATION RESULTS

Resolved resonance parameters from ENDF/B-V are used to represent the cross
sections from 10-5 eV to 97.22 eV, with some adjustment made to the background cross
sections to improve agreement with the_rnal and resonance integral data. From 97.22 eV to
1 keV, average resonance parameters from Version V are used to specify the cross
sections. Above 1 keV, the smooth cross sections were calculated from the theoretical
analysis described above, as were the secondary., angular and energy distributions.
Exceptions to this are the (n,p), (n,d), (n,t), (n,3He), and (n,tx) cross sections, which were
taken directly from ENDF/B-V. See the attached ENDF File 1 comment section for
additional details and for references.

The 153Eu(n,7) cross section from ENDF/B-VI is compared to the Version V
evaluation and to a selection of experimental data in Fig. 1. Also shown in Fig. 1 is the
(n,7) cross section calculated with a second level density option in the Hauser-Feshbach
statistical theory calculations.

1 R. L Macklinand P. G. Young, "NeutronCaptureCrossSectionsof 15ÂEuand 153Eufrom3 to 2200
keV," Nucl. Sci. Eng. 95, 189 (i987).
2 Seethe ENDF/BFile 1commentsection(attached)forreferences.
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Figure 1. Comparison of evaluated and experimental values of the 153Eu(n,7)cross
section. The solid curve is the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, which utilizes a
Gilbert-Cameron temperature/Fermigas level density in the calculations. The
dashed curve represents calculations using a back-shifted Fermi gas level
density model.
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153]_.,
63 _.,u

@ Reference: No Primary Reference
Evaluators: P.G. Young and E. D. Arthur

Evaluated: April 1986
Material: 6331
Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production

File 2 resonance parameters.

Resonance parameters recommended in BNL-325(1973) (Ref.l) were

adopted in this evaluation. Spin assignment of one resonance at

2.487 eV is determined. For the other resonances, spin

assignments were made randomly in order to satisfy spin independ-

ence of strength fu_,ction and the 2J+1 law of level density.

Recent data on the measurement of the thermal cross section of Eu

-183 brought out the problems with the accurate determination of

this closs section.(Ref2-6). These problems are related to the

lack of very accurate knowledge of Eu-151 content in Eu-153samples and previous inaccurate value of half life of Eu-154.

(16years). The half life of Eu-154 is presently known as 8.2-+0.3

years. After correcting tns data for Eu-151 impurity and half

life of Eu-154, a weighted average value 300b is derived

for the thermal cross section of Eu-153.

The positive energy resonances contribute 58b to the thermal

cross-section. The difference is accounted for by a negative

energy resonance.with a spin of J=2 as derived from thermal

spectra measurement (Ref.[).
The thermal cross sections are

capture = 312.0 b

scattering = 9.0 b

•total = 321.0 b

Unresolved resonance parameters (from ENDF/B-V with upper energy

lowered from i0 to I kev).

The unresolve e_ergy region from 97.22 eV to I keV is represented

by average resonance parameters as recommended in Ref.1

S(0) =2.50 E-04

Gamma width=95.8 my

Average spacing=1.37 ev
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s(1) =6.o E-OS
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*****************************************************************

Energy range above the resonance region.
*****************************************************************

The evaluation above 10 keV is based on a detailed theoretical

analysis utilizing the available experimental data. Coupled

channel optical model calculations with the ECIS code (RaTO)

were used to provide the total, elastic, and inelastic cross

sections to the first 3 members of the ground state rotational

band, as well as neutron elastic and inelastic angular distri- i
butions to the rotstional levels. The ECIS code was also

used to calculate neutron transmission coefficients. Hauser-

Feshbach statistical theory calculations were carried out with

the GNASH (Ar88, Yo77) and COMNUC (Du70) code systems, including

preequilibrium contributions. Systematics were used to obtain

parameters for the exciton preequilibrium model, with small

adjustments made to improve agreement with available exp. data.

The Gilbert-Cameron level density model was used to supplement

available experimental information on low-lying levels (Gi65).

The Brink-Ax61 model (Br55,Ax62) was used to calculate gmnma-ray

transmission coefficients, using gamma-ray strength function

results compiled by Mughabghab (Mu84).

A description of the calculations is given in Mc87.

**__MF=3 Smooth Cross Sections**_*_*_*____

MT=I Neutron Total Cross Section. 0.01 to 20 MeV, based on

coupled-channel optical calculations, which were

optimized to the available experimental data (Mc88).

MT=2 1.E-II to 20 MeV, based on subtraction of MT=4,16,17,102,

103,I04,105,106,107 from MT=I. This corresponds closely i
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to using the results of the coupled-channel optical

and Hauser-Feshbach model calculated elastic x/s.

MT=4 Sum of MT=81-91

L

MT=16 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=lT GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=51,56 Thres. to 20 MeV, Coupled-channel optical model

calculation_ plus compound-nucleus contributions.

MT=52-BS,87-60 Threshold to 8.0 MeV, Compound nucleus reaction

theory calculations using the COMNUC code (DuTO) and

including width fluctuation corrections. Transmission

coefficients from cc optical model calculations used.

MT=91 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=lO2 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=lO3 (n,p) cross section retained from ENDF/B-V.

MT=lO4 (n,d) cross section retained from ENDF/B-V.

MT=lOB (n,t) cross section retained from ENDF/B-V.

MT=lO6 (n,He3) cross section retained from ENDF/B-V.

MT=lO7 (n,He4) cross section retained from ENDF/B-V.

__MF=4 Neutron Angular Distributions____

MT=2 Elastic scattering angu].ar distribution based on ECIS

coupled-channel calculations, with a compound elastic

component from COMNUC included below 8 MeV.

MT=f6 (n,2n) distributions assumed isotropic in the laboratorysystem.

MT=lT (n,3n) distributions assumed isotropic in the laboratory

system.

MT=BI,B6 Thres. to 20 MeV, Coupled-channel optical model

calculations plus compound-nucleus contributions.

MT=52-55,57-60 Threshold to 8.0 MeV, Compound nucleus reaction

theory calculations using the COMNUC code (Du70) and

including width fluctua_ion corrections. Transmission

coefficients from cc optical model calculations used.

MT=91 (n,n'continuum) distributions assumed isotropic in the

laboratory system.

•*_*_*_*_MF=5 Neutron Energy Distributions*_*_*___

MT=t6 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

Tabulated laboratory distributions given.

MT=17 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

Tabulated laboratory distributions given.

MT=91 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

Tabulated laboratory distributions given.

•___MF=I2 Photon Multiplicities_*_*__,_,__
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MT=lO2 GNASH Hauser-Feshbachstatistical/preequilibrium calc.

Note that photons from (n,gn') reactions are included

in MF=I2,MT=I02 but not in MF=S,MT=I02, Which causez

the multiplicities at higher energies _o become

somewhat large.

•__*_MF=I3 Photon Production Cross Sections__*_*_

MT=4 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=la GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=lT GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

•*_*_*_*_MF=14 Photon Angular Distributions,_***_**_.__

MT=4 Isotropy assumed.

MT=la Isotropy assumed.

MT=lT Isotropy assumed.

MT=lO2 Isotropy assumed.

•*_**_*_MF=I5 Photon Energy Distributions_**_*_*_._

MT=4 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=16 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium talc.

MT=lT GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=IO_ GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc. A

Ar88 E D.Arthur, LA-UR-88-382 (1988).

Ax62 P Axel, Phys.Rev.126, 671 (1962).

Br55 D M.Brink, D.Ph. Thesis, Oxford (1955).

DuTO C L.Dunford, AI-AEC-12931 (1970).

Mc87 R Macklin and P.G.Young, Nuc.Sci.Eng.95, 189(1987).

Mc88 V McLane et al., Neutron Cross Sections V2 (Acad.Pr.1988).

Mu84 S F.Mughabghab, Neutron Cross Sections Vl (Acad. Pr.1986).

RaTO J Raynal,IAEA SMR-9/8 (1970).

Yo77 P G.Young & E.D.Arthur, LA-6947 (1977).
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15410. ,
63 "_,_

O Reference: No Primary Reference
Evaluators: . R. Q. Wright, t_. Takahashl

Evaluated: May 1989
Material: 6334

Content: Neutron transport, Fission product

File Comments

ORNL Eval-May89 R. Q. Wright
BNL Eval-Dec73 It. Takahashi

The ENDF/B-V I'_lEu evaluation, MAT 1293, has been revised below 10 keV.
The revised evaluation has been assigned MAT No. 6334 in order to differentiate it
from the original evaluation.

O Summary of Changes

The '_Eu evaluation, MAT 1293, was originally done for ENDF/B-IV in Decem-

ber 1973. No experimental data were available (other than the thermal capture cross
section, 1500 _ 400 barns). Resolved resonance parameters (fictitious) were gener-
a.ted using the procedure described in the MAT 1293 File 1 comments. The resolved
resonance range extended from 0.88962 to 60.0 eV.

For this revision, resolved resonance parameters (based on experimental data) are
taken from Ref. (1) and are used to define the total, elastic, and capture cross sec-
tions for energies between 0.00001 and 27.8 eV. The original resonance parameters in
the energy range 27.8 to 63.0 eV are modified a.s follows, (relative to the ENDF/B-V
parameters):

E,, Same as MAT 1293 (ENDF/B-V)
v. lP,,= lP,,/(2.0 ×g) (to keep same value of 2g × lP,,)
P., lp_ = lp_ × 1.31.25 (to get a:,erage width= 0.126)
lpr lP1:--:lp,; q lP_,

0
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The average reduced neutron width is 4.44540 × ]0 -l, the average gamma width

is 1.25926 x l0 -1,and the strength function is 2.19309 ×10 ....I The MLBW (LRF =

2) formalism is used, and Ehi = 63.0 eV. O

The upper limit of tile unresolved resonance range is 10 keV. The unresolved res-

onance parameters are based on the data given in Ref. 1:

Average F, 0,1260 eV

DO (Ref. 1 has 0.92 eV) 0.9752 eV

SO (Not given in Ref. 1) 2.5709 ×10 ....I

The File 3 changes are as follows: elastic and capture backgrounds (MF=3)
are zero below 10 keV, and the elastic cross section a,t l0 kev was reduced to 1.3.8

barns. The capture cross section at 30 keV is 2920 mb (unchanged). The total cross

section was revised by small amounts at 21 points between 8.7 and 11.8 MeV to agree

with the sum of the partial cross sections,

The thermal capture cross section is lower than the ENDF/B-V value by about

10%. The capture resonance integral is lower than the ENDF/B-V value by about
47%.

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(from resonance parameters) .... 1352

computed resonance integral
0.5 - 27.8 eV ...... 984

27.8 - 63.0 eV -- 145

Above 63.0 ev = 216

Total = 1345

Reference:

1. S.F. Mughabghab, "Neutron Cross Sections," Vol. 1, Part B: Z=61-100,

Academic Press, New York (1984).

*****************************************************************

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

This material contains the evaluated results for the neutron cross se.ctions of I'_Eu.

No experimental data, except for a, few reactions, are ava,ilable for the isotopes of Eu, /
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so that the evaluations were mostly carried out using nuclear model calculations.

The resolved resonance parameters were by taking account
made into their statis-

tical properties for level spacing and reduced neutron width fluctuations. The method

used in this calculation was similar to the procedure used by Cook. t However, in-

stead of using a Monte Carlo calculation, tile level spacing anti the reduced neutron

width fluctuation are determined by using the statistical properties of l_3Eu. The

average values of these quantities are determined in a similar way to the procedure

used by Barr et al. 2 that is, the ratios of the average val_,es for odd-even nuclei to

those for odd-odd nuclei were estimated from their neighboring nuclei. These ratios

were multiplied to the values of t_3Eu to obtain the ones for tZlEu. The gamma ray'
widths were taken as constant values for all resonances.

The 96 resonances were assigned between 0.01 eV and 59.732 eV. The _hermal

neutron capture cross section has been measured by Hayden et a,1.3 and Walker.

The preliminary draft of BNL-325 recommends those values as 1500 _ 400 barns for

l'_tEu (T1/2 = 8 years). The parameters of the lowest resonances were adjusted so

that the calculated thermal neutron capture cross sections agreed with the values
recommended in BNL-325. '_

The unresolved resonance parameters were given iri the energy region from 60.0

O eV to 10 keV. As mentioned above, Barr and Devaney _ evaluated the unresolvedresonance parameters by studying the change of these parameters from odd-odd nu-

clei to odd-even nuclei in 17'qLu, 17¢;Lu, laC_Ta, and ISITa. The unresolved resonance

parameters were estimated by using the BNL-325 values.

Between 1.0000 eV and 2.5 MeV, the total cross sections were calculated using the

ABACUS-2 code (_ The optical parameters used in the calculation were taken from

the study of I'qtEu and 15:_Eu. 7 Above 2.5 MeV, the total cross sections were assumed

to be the same as the experimental values of natural europium measured by Foster. S

The elastic scattering cross sections in the energy above the unresolved resonance

energy range were obtained by subtracting the non-elastic cross section from the eva,1-
uated total cross section.

The nonelastic scattering cross section wa.s ' calculated by summing up ali cross

sections except the elastic scattering (:ross section.

The inelastic scattering cross sections were given as total (MT ---::4), discrete level

excitation cross sections (MT =:=51... )for the first 5 levels, and a continuum level

O excit, ation cross section (MT .... 91), The level scheme tor these discrete level is taken
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from Refs. (9, 10, 11, 12, and 13). Since no experimental data are available for tile
individual level excitation cross sections, they were calculated using the COMNUC-3

code 11,1_ for energies up to 3 MeV. Above 3 MeV, the inelastic scattering is mostly /
the excitation of the continuum of levels, so that the inelastic sca,ttering cross section
for discrete level excitation above this energy was neglected and the inelastic scat-
tering cross section for continuum level excitation was calculated using the cascade
calculation of GROGI-3.1_! The level density parameters for the continuum of levels
were taken from Cook's data, l_ for deformed nuclei using the Gilbert-Oameron for-
mula. I9

For the (n,p) and (n,np) cross section (MT = 103, 28)no experimenta.1 values
were available, so that they were calculated using nuclear model codes. For the (n,p)
reaction, the semi- empirical statistical model code TItREStt 2w was used, but the
evaluation of '_lEu and l_:_Eu7 indicated that the cross sections around 14 MeV cal-

culated using this code were too small compared to the experimental values. Thus,
the calculated cross sections were normalized by the factors obtained for 'r'lEu. The
(n,np) cross sections were calculated using GROGI-3

The (n,a) and (n,nd)cross sections (MT = 107, 22) were obtained in a sinilar
manner tothe (n,p)and (n,,p)reactions.

The (n,2n) and (n,3n) cross section (MT = 16, 17) were calculated using the AlL
GROGI-3 code. The optical model parameters mentioned previously were used.

The (n,d), (n,t),and (n,:'He)reaction cross sections (MT=104, 105,and 107) were
calculated using THRESH.

The radiative capture cross sections at low energy (MT = 102) were calculated
from the resonance parameters discussed above, and are presented as the smooth
cross sections. The cross sections between 100 eV and 10 keY were obtained from the

unresolved resonance parameters. For energies higher than 10 keV, the cross sections
were evaluated using COMNUC-3. The calculation was done similarly to the ones
for l'_lEu and I'_:_Eu.7 That is, Moldauer's Q value was assumed to be zero, and
the correlation correction factor due to the degrees of freedom associated with an

open channel was taken into account in the calculation. From 3 MeV to 20 MeV,
the capture cross section was obtained using GROGI-3 for compound processes, by
Cvelbar's formula2_ based on Lane and Lynn _:_ and Brown's _j formula for direct
and semi-direct reactions.

The elastic scattering (MT ::-_2) and the angular distribution of secondary neu-

trons in File 4 were calculated using ABACUS-2 (NABAK, the PDP-10 version) (_and

0
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the legendre coefficients were calculated using CHAD (NUCHAD, the PDP-10 ver-

sion) 2,_were give n. Since tlle elastic scattering dite to the nuclear compound process

O is small in the energy range above 3 MeV, tile angular distribution of elastic scatter-
ing neutrons was calculated by taking only the shape elastic scattering into account
above 3 MeV.

Inelastically scattered neutrons, for the (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,np), and (n,n_)reac-

tions (MT=51, ...,91, MT=16, 17, 22,and 23) were assumed to be isotropic in the

center of mass system.

The energy distribution of secondary neutrons from the (n,2n), (n,an), and (n,n')

continuum reactions (MT=16, 1.7,and 91) were 9ssume(t as maxwellian with an effec-

tive temperature obtained using the Welskopf forrnula. _"

The file was translated into the ENDF-5 format by F. M. Mann and R. E. Schen-

ter (HEDL) in December 1978.

References

1. J.L. Cook, AAEC/TM-549 (1969).
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Yr Lab Author Reference Points Range Standard

t54 Eu
63 O'n,tot

76 lJl RazbudeJ+ YFI-_2, 19 1 ! ,530kb at thermal
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l SEu63

Reference: No Primary Reference /
Evaluators: R. Q, Wright, A, Prince, and 1{,,E, Schenter
Evaluated: December 1988
Material: 6337

Content: Neutron transport, Fission product

File Comments

ORNL Eval-Dec88 R, Q. Wright
INEL Eval-Dec79 A. Prince, R, E, Schenter
BNL_HEDL Eval-Oct74 A. Prince a:nd R, E. Schenter

****************************************************************

The ENDF/B-V t_Eu evaluation, MAT 9832, has been revised below 35 eV, The
revised evaluation has been assigned MAT No, 6327 in order to differentiate it from
tile original evaluation,

Summary of Changes ab,

In the revised evahlat_on, resolved resonance parameters a.re used to define the
total, elastic, and capture cross sections below 35 eV. Above 35 ev the evaluation is
unchanged from ENDF/B-V. The resolved resonance parameters are taken from Ref.

(1), The MLBW (LRF=2) representation was used with the smooth background set
to zero in the resonance region,

The largest contribution to the therma, l capture cross section and to the capture
resonance integral is from the first resonance at 0,603 eV which has a peak capture
cross section (at 300 ° K) of about 1{)2,000 ba,rns. The therma,1 capture cross section
is slightly lower than ENDF/B-V, but the capture resonance integral is higher than
the ENDF/B-V value by about a factor of 1.2,

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(from resonance parameters) =. 3941

computed resonance _ntegral
(fr(_In resonance l)a,rarneters) -_,: 99o')7z..,....

Ahove ' _'3,) eV ..... 272

'I'ota,l 23199 /
v
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ReferenceI

O "Neutron Cross Sections," Vol 1, Part B: Z=61-100,
1, 1. S, F, Mughabghab,

Academic Press, New York (1984).

******************************************************************

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

The '_Eu file was transla, ted into ENI)F-5 format by lP, M, Mann and R. E. Schen-

ter (HEDL)in January 1980.

MP=2 MT=151 No resonance parameters given except AP,

MF=3 MT= 1 Total cross section ca,lculated with a deformed potential
from Ref. (4) for E > Eh,.

MF=3 MT= 2 Elastic cross section from cb--. ct,,--ct,:,,for E > Eh;, from
47ra_ for E < Ehi.

MF=3 MT= 4, 51,52,.,.,91 Inelastic cross sections calculated using
COMNUC-3 Refs. (5, 6). The level scheme data was

O taken from the Nuclear Data Tables and S. Igarasl(Japan), Private Communication.

MF=3 MW= 16(n,2n), 17(n,3n), 22(n,nd), 28(n,np), 103(n,p), 104(n,d),
105(n,t), 106(n,atle), 107(n,'He)cMculated using the
THRESH code Ref (7).

MF-3 MT=102 Neutron capture evaluated using COMNUC-3 and
NCAP in Refs. (1, 2) for E > Ej,;. A l/v component
was added to give the 2200 m/s cross section of Ref. (3)
for E < Eh,.

MF=4 MT=2 Angular distributions calcula,ted from the Moldauer po-
tential.

MF=4 , Non-elastic angular distributions assumed isotropic.

MF=5 MT=I6, 17, 22, 28, 91 Energy distributions of secondary neu-
trons given as a histogram using calculations of nuclear

temperature from Ref. (11).

O
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The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(from resonance parameters) - 0
' (from 1/v component) = 4040

,, ' Total = 4040
,

computed resonance integral = 1856

References

1. T.Tamura, Computer Program JUPITOR I for Coupled-Channel Calcula-

tions, ORNL-4152 (1967).

2. F. Schmittroth, HEDL TME 73-79 (Nov 1973).

3' S.F. Mughabghab and D I. Garber, BNL-325, 3ed, Vol 1 (June 1973).

4 P.A. Moldauer, Nucl. Phys. 47 (1963) 65.

5 C.L. Dun ford, AI.-AEC-12931( ,July 1970).

6 C.L. Dunford (.Private Communication).

7 S. Pearlstein, Jour. Nucl. Energy 2__7_,81 (1973).

8 H. Baba and S. Baba, JAERI 1183 (1969).

9 G. Lautenbach, RCN-191 (1973).

10. S. M. Zakharova et al., INDC (CCP)-27/1.

ll. A. Gilbert and A. G. W. Cameron, Can. J. Phys. 433,1446 (1965).
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SUMMARY DOCUMENTATION FOR 165Ho
ENDF/B.VI, MAT = 6325

P, G, Young and E. D, Arthur 0

Theoretical Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

I. SUMMARY

The ENDF/B-VI evaluation for 165Ho is based on a new theoretical analysis 1above
the resonance region, which was combined with the previous ENDF/B-V resonance
parameter evaluation. The theoretical analysis utilizes a deformed optical model to calculate
neutron transmission coefficients and cross sections, a giant-dipole-res0nance model to
determine gamma-ray transmission coefficients, and Hauser-Feshbach statistical theory to
calculate partial reaction cross sections.

II. NUCLEAR MODEL CALCULATIONS

The Hauser-Feshbach statistical-theory calculations were performed with the COMNUC and
GNASH reaction theory codes. 2 The COMNUC calculations include width-fluctuation correction
which are important at lower energies, and the GNASH calculations incorporate preequilibrium
effects, which become significant at bigher energies. COMNUC was used to calculate ali cross
sections below En = 8 MeV, whereas GNASH was used for calculations above 8 MeV and for all
continuous spectral calculations. Both codes utilize the Gilbert and Cameron level density
formulation and the Cook tabulation of level density parameters. 2 A maximum amount of i_h
experimental information concerning discrete energy levels was incorporated into the calculations,
and the constant temperature part of the Gilbert and Cameron level density was matched to the
discrete level data for each residual nucleus in the the analysis°

III. EVALUATION RESULTS

Resolved resonance parameters from ENDF/B-V are used to represent the cross
sections from 10-5 eV to 151.92 eV, with some adjustment made to the background cross
sections to improve agreement with thermal and resonance integral data. Above 152 eV,
the cross sections are joined smoothly to results from the theoretical analysis described
above. Above 10 keV, ali cross sections were obtained from the theoretical calculations, as
were the secondary angular and energy distributions. See the attached ENDF File 1
comment section for additional details and for references.

The evaluated 165Ho total neutron cross section is compared to experimental data and
to ENDF/B-V in Fig. 1. Similarly, the evaluated 165Ho(n,y) cross section is compared to
the Version V evaluation and to a selection of experimental data in Fig. 2. Finally,
evaluated total y-ray emission spectra that come from the above theoretical analysis are
compared to experimental data at En = 4 and 420 keV in Fig. 3. The spectra are dominated
obviously by radiative capture at both energies.

1 p. G. Young, "ReactionTheoryCalculationsof n + 165HoReactions,"in AppliedNuclear Science
Researchand DevelopmentProgressReport,June 1,1985- Nov.30, 1985(Cp.E. D. ArthurandA. D.
Mutschlecner,1986)LA-10689-PR,p. 53.

2 Seethe ENDF/BFile 1 commentsection(attached)forreferences.
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n + t65HoTotal Cross Section
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Figure 1. Comparison of evaluated and experimental values of the neutron total cross
section of 165Ho. The solid curve represents the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, the
dashed curve is ENDF/B-V, and the points are experimental data as
indicated.
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Figure 2, Comparison of evaluated and experimental values of the 165Ho(n,7)cross
section. See caption of Fig. 1 for details of curves and symbols.
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n + t6_Ho Photon Emission Spectra
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Figure 3. Total gamma-ray emission spectra from n + 165Ho reactions obtained from
the ENDF/B-VI evaluation compared with experimental data for En = 4 and

: 420 keV.
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165Ho67

Reference: No Primary Reference

Evaluators: P. G, Young and E. D. Arthur

Evaluated: April 1988
Material: 6725

Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production

*****************************************************************

Resolved Resonance Range 1.0E-5 to 181.92 eV.

******************************************************************

MF=2 MT=IS1 Resonance par_neters from old BNL-325 Ref.(1).

from ENDF/B-V Schenter and Schmittroth evaluation,

References

1. S.F. Mughabghab and D.I. Gather, BNL-325,3ed,Vol 1(June 1973).

2200m/s capture cross section, barns.

(from resonance parameters) = 20.7446 b

(from 1/v component) = 43.9854 b

total = 64.700 b

***************************************************************** O
Energy range above the resonance region,
*****************************************************************

The evaluation above i0 keV is based on a detailed theoretical

analysis utilizing the available experimental data. Coupled

channel optical model calculations with the ECIS code (RaTO)

were used to provide the total, elastic, and inelastic cross

sections to _he first 3 members of the ground state rotational

band, as well as neutron elastic and inelastic angular distri-

butions to the rotational levels. The ECIS code was also

used to calculate neutron transmission coefficients. Hauser-

Feshbach statistical theory calculations were carried out with

the GNASH (hr88, Yo77) and COMNUC (DuTO) code systems, including

preequilibrium contributions. Systematics were used to obtain

parameters for th_ exciton preequilibrium model, with small

adjustments made to improve agreement with available exp. data.

The Gilbert-Cameron level density model was used to supplement

available experimental information on low-lying levels (Gi65).

The Brink-hxel model (Br55,hx62) was used to calculate gamma-ray

transmission coefficients, using gamma-ray strength function

results compiled by Mughabghab (Mu84), h description of the

calculations is given in Yo86. /
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__MF=3 Smooth Cross Sections______

MT=I Neutron Total Cross Section. 0.01 to 30 MeV, based on

. coupled-channel optical calculations, which were

optimized to the available experimental data (Mc88),

MT=2 0.030 to 30 MeV, based on subtraction of MT=4,16,17,37,

and 102 from MT=I. Note that this corresponds exactly

to using the results of the coupled-channel optical

and Hauser-Feshbach model results.

MT=4 Sum of MT=51-91

MT=I6 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/pr_equilibriL_ talc.

MT=lT GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=37 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=51,52 Three. to 30 MeV, Coupled-channel 6ptical model

calculations plus compound-nucleus contributions.

MT=53-63 Threshold to 8.0 MeV, Compound nucleus reaction

theory calculations using the COMNUC code (DuTO) and

including width fluctuation corrections, Transmission

coefficients from cc optical model calculations used,

MT=gl GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

MT=lO2 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

__MF=4 Neutron Angular Distributions____

MT=2 Elastic distribution based on ECIS
scattering angular

coupled-channel calculations, with a compound elastic

component from COMNUC included below 8 MeV.

MT=I_ (n,_n) distributions assumed isotropic in the laboratory

system.

MT=lT (n,3n) distributions assumed isotropic in the laboratory

system.

MT=37 (n,4n) distributions assumed isotropic in the laboratory

system.

MT=51,5_ Three. to 30 MeV, Coupled-channel optical model

calculations plus compound-nucleus contributions.

MT=53-_3 Threshold to 8.0 MeV, Compound nucleus reaction

theory calculations using the COMNUC code (DuTO) and

includin_ width fluctuation corrections. Transmission

coefficients from cc optical model calculations used.

MT=91 (n,n'continuum) distributions assumed isotropic in the

laboratory system.

_,__MF=5 Neutron Energy Distribu%ions____

MT=I_ GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium talc.

Tabulated laboratory distributions _iven.

MT=lT GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.
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Tabulated laboratory distributions given.

MT=S7 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

Tabulated laboratory distributions given,

MT=91 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

Tabulated laboratory distributions given.

*********_**MF=i2 Photon Multiplicities***********************_*

MT=lO2 GNASHHauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

Note that photons from (n,gn') reactions are included

in MF=I2,MT=I02 but not in MF=3,MT=I02, which causes

the multiplicities at higher energies to become

somewhat large,

************MF=I3 Photon Production Cross Sections**************

MT=4 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

MT=f6 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

MT=f7 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

MT=S7 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

************MF=14 Photon Angular Distributions******************

MT=4 Isotropy assumed.

MT=t6 Isotropy assumed,

MT=lT Isotropy assumed. W
MT=37 Isotropy assumed,

MT=lO2 Isotropy assumed,

************MF=I5 Photon Energy Distributions*******************

MT=4 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

MT=f6 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

MT=lT GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

MT=37 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

MT=lO2 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

At88 E D.Arthur, LA-UR-88-382 (1988).

Ax62 P Axel, Phys.Rev.126, 671 (1962),

Br55 D M,Brink, D,Ph. Thesis, Oxford (1955),

DuTO C L.Dunford, AI-AEC-12931 (1970).

Mc88 V McLane et al,, Neutron Cross Sections V2 (Acad,Pr.1988),

Mu84 S F,Mughabghab, Neutron Cross Sections Vl (Acad.Pr.1986).

RaT0 J Raynal,IAEA SMR-9/8 (1970).

Yo77 P G,Young & E.D,Arthur, LA-6947 (1977),

Yo86 P G.Young, LA-IO689-PR (1986) p.53. i
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1G Er68

O Reference: No Primary l_eference

Evaluators: R,, Q, Wright, R, E, Schcnter, a,nd F, Schmtttroth

Evaluated: December 1988
Material: 6837
Content: Flssionproduct

File Comments

HEDL Lva-AFr74 R. E, Schenter and Ii'. Schmittroth
ORNL Eval-Dec88 R, Q, Wright

The I_"_Erevaluation, MA']' 9875, was revised by R,. Q, Wright in March 1989,
The new evaluation is assigned MAT No. 6837.

Summary of Changes

The resolved resonance parameters for MAT 6837 are taken frorn R,ef. 1 (EI,i =
2007.9 eV), The bound level at - 40,4 eV has P,, = 0,4887 eV and 1-'_= 0,092 eV.
This choice gives the desired va,lue for the thermal captttre cross section, 1.9,60 b,
Values of ]?, not given in Ref, I are set to {),092 eV, The value for the scattering
radius is 0,81 (from Ref, 1), and the highest energy resonance included is at 211.28,9eV.

In File 3 the total, elastic, and capture cross sections are set to zero in the resolved

resonance range (1,0 z l0 -'_ to 2007,9 eV). The elastic, cross section at 2007,9 eV is
reduced to 17.2 b, a,nd has been genera, lly reduced for energies up to 100 keV,

The elastic: cros,_ section at 2 keV is l_ased ()n the data of Vertebnyi ct al, (see
Ref, 2, page 564). The (:aI_ture (:ross section is revised in the energy range 3 - 200
keV, The capture cross section is based on the data, of Konouov et al. and is 40 to

50% higher than ENI)F/B-V in the energy range 10 100 keV, See Ref. 2_ page
561 for a plot of the Kononov data ( A 78 F I!3IKo), The new evaluation is slightly
higher than the "eye guide" for the range 15 to 5{)keV; the capture (:ross section is 600
mb at 30 keV, The capture cross section is unc:ha,aged from EN I)F/13-V at)ore 200 kev,

0
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The 2200 m/s capture cross se(:tion_ barns

(from reson_mce l)art_me(,er_) = 1_9,60 ,
(from l/v component) ::: 0,()0 lP'

'I'o(,n,I -.:-- If),(10

computed resontm(:e in(,egra,l .-=. 99,20

References:

l, S, F. Mughabghn, b, "Neu(,ron ct'osmsections," Vol. 1, Nett(,ron Resonance
Parameters and Thermal Cross Sections, Part B'. Z := 61-100_ Academic

P ress (1984),

2, V. Mclane, C, I,. Dunford, n,nd 1:),F, Rose, "Neutron Cross Seel,ions)" Vol,
2, Academic Press, New York (1988).

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

MF=2 MT=151 Resonance parameters from BNL.325 Ref, (3),

MF=3 MT= 1 TotM cross section (:Mculated using the M(,ldauer po- /
tentlal from H,ef, (4) for E > E/,i,

MF=3 MT- 2 The elastic cross section was ot)(,ained from at ....ct,.-tri,,
for E > E/,,.

MF=3 MT= 4, 51,52,.,.,91 Ineh_stic cross sec_,ions calculated using

COMNUC.3 Refs. (5, 6).

MF=3 MT=102 Neutron capture evaluated using methods (NCAP code)
in Refs. (1,2) for E > Ej,i. A 1/v eornponent was added
tc, give the 2200 m/s cross section of Ref. (3) for E <
Ehi.

MF=4 MT=2 Angular distributions assl)med isotropic.

MF:-=4 Non-elastic angular distribution.s a,ssurned isotropic.

MF:=5 Mq'=; 91 Igvrq)oration spe(:l,rum (I,F = 9) l)ar_tmel,ers obta, lned

using N(}AP (:¢)(leRef, (2), /
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Tile 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(from resontmcc pa,rllm'etcrs = 1,67(from 1/v component,) ---: 33,33
/ '1I otu,I -- '- al,00

C,Olllpllt, ed resollfl, llr, e illt, egrfil :-:.: 141,12

References

1, tP, Schmtt, tiroth lind R,, E, ScheIiter, tlEI)I, TME 73-63 (Aug 1973),

2, F, Schmittroth, HEDl, TME 73-79 (Nov 1973),

3, S, F, Mughal)gha, b a,nd D, I, Ga,rbcr, BNIL,-325, 3cd, Vol I (,Iune 1973),

4, P, A, Moldauer, Nucl, Phys, .4_7.(1963) 65,

5, C, L, Dun ford, AI-AEC-12931 (July 1970),

6, C, L, Dunford (Private (}olrnmunictl, tioIl),
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167_.T,
68 _-_

O Reference: No Primary Reference

Evaluators: li,, Q, Wright, li,, E, Schenter, Others

Evaluated: December 1.988
Material: 6840

Content: Fission product

File Comments

HEDL Eval-Apr74 R, E, Schentcr _nd F, Schmittroth
ORNL Eva,l-Dec88 R, Q, Wright

*****************************************************************

THE I_rEr evMuatlon, MAT 9876, wa,s revised by li,, Q, Wright 111March 1989,

The new evttluation is assigned MAT No, 6840,

O Summary of Changes

The resolved resonance parameters were taken from Ref, I (EI,i := 500.0 eV). In
all, 113 resonances arc included, up to Eli = 518,!} eV, Thirty-one resonances did not
have wlues given for "J", 1.2 arc assigned to J = 3 and the remaining 1.9 to J = 4.
Values of P, not given in Ref, 1 are set to (},089 eV, The wlue for the scattering
ra,dlus is (},79 frn (from Ref. 1), and the highest energy resonance included is 51.8.90
eV,

In the unresolved resonance range unresolved para,meters originally from Ref. 2
were modified a,s follows:

Unresolved reson_mce ra.nge 500,(I to 1(}000 eV

Scattering radius 0,79 (same as resolved range)
P._ 0,089 eV (same as resolved ra,nge)

Average reduced neutron widths Ali increa,sed by 20%

The lint)act, of this clla,nge wa,s t,(7in(:rea,se (:a,l)ture I)y a,l)out, 10% at, all chef-.
gies, ']"he cia,st,it cross section wa,s increa,sed by al)out 2(}% a,t,500 eV a,nd l)y a,l)0ut,

O 1(}%at 10(}00eV, _]'he resulting va,lue for ca,l_t,ure at, 10000 eV a,s (:_mll_ul,ed from t,he
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unresolved parameters is 2'70 b, which agrees well with the value from File 3 (2.724 b).

In file 3 the total, elastic, and capture cross sections are set to zero in the resolved O
and unresolved resonance ranges (1.0 x 10--'_ to 10000 eV). The elastic cross section

at 10000 eV is reduced to 14.6 b; and other reductions were made in the elastic cross

section up to 100 keV.

In 1989 the capture cross section was revised in tile energy range 10 - 370 keV.

The capture is based on the data. of Shorin et al. and is 25 to 30% higher than

ENDF/B-V in the energy range 10 - 100 keV. See Ref. 3, page 562 for a plot of the

Shorin data (A 74 FEI Sh). The capture cross section is 1500 mb at 30 keV. The

total and elastic cross sections were also changed to insure that the total is the sum

of the partials (10- 370 keV).

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

(from resonance parameters) =- 657.8

(from 1/v component) = 0.0
Total - 657.8

computed resonance integral = 2991

References: O

1. S.F. Mughabghab, "Neutron Cross Sections," Vol. l, Neutron Resonance

Parameters and Thermal Cross Sections, Part B: Z = 61 -. 100, Academic

Press (1984).

2. J. Hardy, Jr., Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory, "ENDF/B Data Sets for

lelaEr and u_;TEr," Personal communication to Lester Petrie, ORNL, April

11, 1988.

3. V. McLane, C. L. Dunford. and P. F. Rose, "Neutron Cross Sections," Vol.

2, Academic Press, New York (1988).

Summary of ENDF/B-V Evaluation

MF=2 MT--=IS1 Resonance parameters from BNL-325 Ref. (3).

MF=3 MT= 1 Total cross section calculated usingMoldauer potential

from Ref. (4) for E >-.El,,.

0
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Summary of ENDF/B-V, Continued

O MF=3 MT= 2 Elastic sectior from - - for E > Ehi.
cross O"I (Tc O'in

MF--3 mt= 4, 51,52,.,.,91 Inelastic cross sections calculated using

COMNUC-3 refs. (5, 6).

MF=3 MT=102 Neutron captureeva.luated using methods (NCAP code)

in Refs. (1, 2) for E > Eh,. A 1/v component was added

to give the 2200 m/s cross section of Ref. (3)for E <

Eh_.

MF=4 MT=2 Angular distributions assumed isotropic.

MF=4 Non-elastic angular distributions assumed isotropic.

MF=5 MT= 91 Evaporatio, spectrum (LF- 9) parameters obtained

using NCAP code Ref. (2).

The 2200 m/s capture cross section, barns

O (from resonance parameters) -- 655.71(from 1/v component) .....- 14.29
Total = 670.00

computed resonance integral - 2977.00

References

1. F. Schmittroth and R. E. Schenter, HEDL TME 73-63 (Aug 1973).

2. F. Schmittroth, HEDL TME 73-79 (Nov 1973).

3. S.F. Mughabghab and D. I. Gather, BNL-325, 3ed, Vol 1 June 1973).

4. P.A. Moldauer, Nucl. Phys. _4_7(1963) 65.

5. C.L. Dunford, AI-AEC-12931 (July 1970).

6. C.L. Dunford (Private Communication).

i.
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1851::_ a
75 _'_'_

O Reference: No Primary Reference

Evaluators: L.W. Weston, P. G. Young, Others

Evaluated: March 1990

Material: 7525

Content: Neutron transport, Covariances

File Comments

ORNL Eval-Mar90 L. W. Weston

LANL Eval-Mar90 P. G. Young

GE-NMPO Eval-Jan68 W. B. Henderson, J. W. Zwick

The previous version of this file was evaluated by W.B. ttenderson and J. W. Zwlck

at GE-NMPO, in January 1968. For the ENDF/B-VI evaluation Files 2, 3 and 33

were extensively revised.

MF=I MT=453 Radioactive Decay Data. Decay constants were derived

O from tile half lives of the stateground (1). Daughters

are from Ref (1) except for w_;Os which was made a

daughter of I_C;Re, lacking a branching ratio specifica-

tion, since 95 % of the decays go that way (2).

MF=2 MT=151 Resonance parameters. The resolved resonance pa-

rameters were taken directly from the evaluation of

Mughabghab, Ref (3). The resolved resonance region
extends from 10-'_ to 2000 eV. Values calculated at

0.0253 eV:

Total Cross Section = 121..0 barns

Capture Cross Section - 112.2 barns

See the note in MI_'--=:3regarding the sca,ttering radius.

The unresolved resonance parameters were derived pri-

marily from the resolved resonance parameters (Ref. 3)

with some input from the fit to the MF=3 smooth cross

sections. Unresolved resonance parameters are to be

used only for calculating self shielding factors. The un-

resolved re,sonance para_neters extend from 2 to 35 keV.

@
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MF=3 Smooth Cross Sections. The smooth cross sections from

2 to 125 keV were derived from a. fit to the data of

R. L. Macklin and P. G. Young, Ref (4), on natural /
rhenium using the code FH'ACS by F. H. Froehner,

Ref (5). The, isotopic separation was done with average

resonance parameters derived from previous resolved

and unresolved data. Capture from this fit extends to
400 keV. Above 125 keV the model code calculations of

P. G. Young, Ref (4), were used for the smooth (:ross

sections. A lower scattering radius (7.9 fin) and p-wave

strength function (.40) than evaluated in Ref. 3 was

necessary to fit the data above 2 keV. See Ref. 4 for

comparison with experimental da, ta.,

MF=4 MT=2 Elastic Secondary Angular Distributions. The transfer

ma.trix and legendre coefficients were computed using

the code CHAD (6).

MF=5 MT::4, 16 and 17 Secondary energy distributions. Discrete

level and (:ontinuum (n,n/,3,) cross sections to 1.5 MeV
were obtained from ABACUS-NEARREX calculations

(Ref. 7-9). Above 1.5 Mev a contimuum treatment was
used. Each continuum cross section was treated a,s a

Maxwellian with T = v--'/E/a and a ....(25 MeV )-,.

References

1. D. Goldman and J. Roesser, Cha.rt of the Nuclides, 9rh Ed., Knolls Atomic

Power Laboratory l 1/66.

2. "Nuclear data," Section B, Vol.l, No. 2, Academic Press, June 1966.

3. S.F. Mughabghab, "Neutron Cross Sections," Vol. 1, Neutron Resonance

Parameters and Thermal Cross Sections, Part B, Brookhaven National Lab-

oratory, National Nuclear l)ata. Center 1984.

4. R.L. Macklin and P. G. Young, Nucl. Sci.& Eng. _0_7,239, 1987.

5. F.H. Froehner, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Private Communication,
1986.

6. R. Berland, NAA-SR-II231, I)ec. 31, 1965. BNWI_ Version, Modified by
GE-NMPO.
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7, ABACUS-NEARREX, Undocumented Optical Model Code System, Version

of 2/5/66, Brookhaven NationM La,bora,tory.

O 8. E.H. Auerb_ch, ABACUS-II, BNL InformM Report BNL-6562 (1962).

9. P.A. Moldauer et al., "NEARREX, A Compater Code for Nuclear :t_eaction

Calculations," Argonne National Laboratory, ANL-6978 (1984), See also
P. A. Moldauer, Rev. Mod. Phys. 36_,1.079 (1964).
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lSTRe75

O Reference: No Primttry Reference ,

Evaluators: L, W, West(m, P, G, Young, Others

Evaluated: March 1990

Material: 7531
Content: Neutron traalsport, Covn,riances

File Comments

ORNL lgva,l-Ma,r90 L, W, Weston

LANL F_,va,l-Ma,r90 P, G, Young

GE-NMPO Igva,l-Jan68 W, B, Henderson, 3, W, Zwlck

The previous version of thls file was eva.luated by W, B, Ilenderson a,nd J, W, Zwick

a,t GE-NMPO in January 1.968, For tile ENDF/B-VI evalua,tlon Files 2, 3 and 33

were extensively revised,

MF=I MT=453 R,ea,ction Branching R,atlos, l)eca.y constants were de-

O rived from the ha,lr lives of the ground state (1), l)augh-ters ase from Ref (l) except I_()s which was made a

daughter of lu_;l{e_ l_cklng a, bra, nchlng ratio specifiva-

tlon, since 95 % of the decays go th_l.t wa,y (2),

MT=457 t{adioactive ])eca,y l)a.ta, lt,adioa.ctive decay eta,ta.

were prepa, red for the evaluation in ,January 1974 by

C, W. Reich (ANC). Q-values were from the 1.973 revi-

sion of the Wa,pstra,.-(_ow', mass tn,bles. }la,If-lives were

from N. li',. Holden, Chart of the Nuclides and Private

Communication ,lanua,ry (1974). Also see W. I!]. Ew-

bank, Nuclear l),'tta B!, No. 2, 23 (190¢}). Note: A

first-forbidden, unique sh_tpe correction wa,s considered

in deriving g/_ for ground-sth,tc lint,a. tra, nsitions.

MF=2 MT-:1.51 t{,esonance P_trameters, Resolved resonance pa, ramet, ers

are directly from the eva,lua, tion of S, lP, Mllghn, t_ghn,b,

Ref (3), The resolved energy rn,nge spans 1() '' to 20{10
eV. Va.lues ca,lcllla, ted at 0,0253 ev:

Total cross section :-- 8fl.6 bn,rns

Capture crr_ss section .... 76.7 ba,rns

0
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MF=2 M'r=:lS1 Contintted, See no(,c tn MF::=3 concerning Lhe s(:_Ll,er-
ing ra,dius, The unresolved resolla,nce ptrra,tneters were

derived l)rimt_rily from t,he rct)olve(! reso, nnce l)a,ra,me- /
I, =3ters (R,ef, 3) with some input from (,he fit t,o the M _ '

smooth cross sections, Unresolved resona,,ce i)arttlne-

t,ers are to be used only For ca,lculn,tlng sell' shielding
ft),('tors, 'l'he unresolved l.)a,rn,met;ers exLend from 2 Lo
35 keV,

M F-:3 Sm()otll Cross Sections, 'l'he smooth cross sections ft'ore

2 to 12fi keV were (lerlve(I fronl a, fit to ca,t)t,ure (la,La,on
nn,(,ura,l rhenium by Ii,, L, Macklln trod P, G, Young,

tt,ef (4), using (,he code PI'rA(JS, by F, I1, Froehner,
R,ef (5), The is()(,ol)ic sepa,ra,tion wa,s done with a,ver-
_ge resona, nce l)a,ra.meters dei,('.rmined fl'()m previous re-
solved a,nd unresolved (la,ta. Above 125 keV I,he model

('()(tc ca,l(:ula,i,ions of 1_, G, Young, Ref (4), were used for
smooth cross sections. A h)wer sca,ttering ra,diua ('7.9
f))l) and t)-w_ve strength fu,cl, i()n (.28) thn,n eva,iun,l,ed
in lt,el, 3 wa,s ne,cessa,ry t<) tit, (ta,ta, n,1)ove 2 keV, See
tt,ef, 4 for COml)a.ris()nwil,h experimcnta,l (la,ta,,

MP=4 MT=2 Eltl,stic Seconda, ry Angula,r l)i,_(;ril)ui,ions, The tra,nsfer
ma,i,rlx a,nd legelldre c()effi(:ienI,s were compul, e(l using
(,he OI:IAI) code (6).

MF=:5 M'.I.'=::4, 16 and 17 Secon(la,ry energy distril)utions, l)is-
cre(,c h:vcl a,nd continuum(n,n',7) (',r()ss se(:(,ions to :1,5
MeV were col.)ta,jaeri Fronl AI]AO1JS-NEAI/,It, EX cn,1-

cula,i,ions. (II,cf, 7-!)) At)ore 1,5 MeV everything wa,s
i,rea,ted a,s n, co)_tinu_n_, F,n,ch contl)_uun-_ cross section

W _1 _ " ]'{'(:i ['_'(1 'li _ M '11_ W'] li '1[11 W_(' ]1 ' [ I ] .... V/_] 1/{,,- -- ---- " I ] ( l '1' :_::

(25 MEV)-'.
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SUMMARY DOCUMENTATION FOR i97Au
ENDF/B.VI, MAT = 7925

O P,G, Young and E, D, Arthur
Theoretical Dtvtston

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

I, SUMMARY

The ENDF/B-VI evaluation for 197Aucombines results from a new theoretical
analysis 1 above the resonance region with the ENDF/B-V resonance parameter evaluation
and with tile ENDF/B-VI standard cross section analysis, The analysis involves use of a
deformed optical model to calculate neutron transmission coefficients, a giant-dipole-
resonance model and experimental data to determine gamma-ray transmission coefficients,
and Hauser-Feshbach statistical theory to calculate partial reaction cross sections,
Particul_tremphasis wasgiven to obtaining gamma-ray strength functions that are
consistent with spectral measurements of gamma-ray emission between En = 0,2 and 20

MeV by Morgan and Newman, 2 while at the same time requiring agreement with (n,5') and
(n,xn) cross section data,

II, 'IT-tEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The deformed optical model parametertzation by Delaroche 2 was utilized in the
analysis, The coupled-channel code ECIS was used with the lowest three states of the

O 197Auground-state rotational band coupled in tile calculations (Jn = 3/2+, 5/2+, 7/2 + atEx = 0, 279,548 keV, respectively), Neutron transmission coefficients were calculated to
2()MeV with ECIS and were collapsed to a form dependent only on incident neutron
energy and orbital angular momentum for use in the Hauser-Feshbach calculations,

The Hauser-Feshbach statistical-theory calculations were performed with the
COMNUC and GNASH reaction theory codes_2 The COMNUC calculations include
width-fluctuation corrections, which are important at lower energies, and the GNASH
c_dculations incorporate preequilibrium effects, which become signific_mt at higher
energies, COMNUC was used to calculate ali cross sections below En = 3 MeV, whereas
GNASH was used for calculations above 3 MeV and for ali continuous spectral
calculations, Both codes utilize the Gilbert and Cameron level density formulation and the
Cook tabulation of level density parameters, 2 A maximum amount of experimental
information concerning discrete energy levels was incorporated into the calculations, and
the constant temperature part of the Gilbert and Cameron level density was matched to the
discrete level data for each residual nucleus in the the analysis, Gamma-ray transmission
coefficients were calculated from E1 and M1 strength functions, Tile shapes of the E1
strength functions were determined for F.q< 8 MeV by matching trial and error calculations

of garnma..ray spectra from 197Au(n,7) reactions with the data of Morgan and Newman, 2

Above F.q,= 8 MeV, the empirically determined E 1 strength functions were joined to a

I p. G. YoungandE. D. Arthur,"Analysisof n + 197AuCross SectionsforEn = 0,01 - 20 MEV,"Proc,
Int,Sym,on CaptureGamma-RaySpectroscopyandRelat_ Topics,"Knoxville,Tenn,, Sept. 10.14, 1984
(Ed,S. Raman, 1985),AIPConf, Proc,No, 125,p, 530,
2 Seereferencesin ENDF/BFile 1comments(atlached),
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giant-dipole resonance shape, A giant dipole resonance shape was also utilized for tile M1
strength functions,

Ili, EVALUATION RESULTS O

Resolved resonance parameters from ENDF/B-V are used to represent the cross
sections from 10-5 eV to 5 keV, From 5 keV to 2,5 MeV, the radiative capture cross
section from the ENDF/B-VI simultaneous standards analysis is utilized in the evaluation,
Except for the neutron total cross section, ali other smooth cross sections were calculated
fi'om the theoretical analysis described above, as were the secondary angular and energy
distributions, 'l"heevaluated total cross section was obtained from a cowtriance analysis Of
the available experimental data using the GLUI2S analysis code, See the attached ENDF
File 1 comment section for additional details and references,

The evaluated 197Autotal neutron cross section is compared to experimental data and

to ENDF/B-V in Fig, 1, Similarly, the evaluated 197Au(n,y) cross section is compared to
the Version V evaluation and to a selection of experimental data in Fig, 2, and comparisons
of 197Au(n,xn) calculated and measured cross sections are given in Fig, 3, Finally,

evaluated total y-ray emission spectra that come from the above theoretical analysis are
compared to experimental data at En =0,8 and 11,0 MeV in Fig, 4, Note that the spectrum

at 0,8 MeV is dominated by the 197Au(n,y) reaction, whereas both (n,n'y) and (n,2ny)
reactions are important in the 11-MeV spectrum,

O
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n + t97A.u Total Cross Section
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Figure 1. Comparison of evaluated and experimental values of the neutron total cross
section of 197Au. The solid curve represents the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, the
dashed curve is ENDF/B-V, and the points are experimental data as
indicated.
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t97Au(n,v)tg.Au Cross Section
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Figure 2. Comparison of evaluated and experimental values of the 197Au(n,y) cross
section. See caption of Fig. 1 for details of curves and symbols.
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Au(n,3n)195Au Cross Section
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Figure 3. Comparison of the evaluated 197Au(n,2n)196Au and 197Au(n,3n)195Au cross
sections with experimental data and with ENDF/B-V. See caption of Fig. 1
for details of curves and symbols.
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n + _97Au Photon Emission Spectra
_-'_. E = 11.010 MeV
flj
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Figure 4. Total gamma-ray emission spectra obtained from the ENDF/B-VI evaluation
compared with experimental data for En = 0.8 and 11 MeV.
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197A,
79 _=_u

Reference: LA-10069-PR
Evaluator: P.O. Young

Evaluated: January 1.984

Material: 7925

Content: Standard, Neutron transport, (_a,mma, production, Co-
variances

*************** SUMMARY ******************************************

h new evaluation of ali neutron and gamma-ray data above the

resonance region is joined with the ENDF/B-.V resolved resonance

region evaluation and with the Version VI standard cross section

for the (n,gamma) reaction below a neutron energy of 2.5 MeV.

*************** GENERAL DESCRIPTION ******************************

P.G.Young and E.D.Arthur

The new evaluation for Files 3,4,5,12,13,14,15 is based on

statistical theory, Hauser-Feshbach, preequilibrium calculations

with the COMNUC and GNASH codes (Ref 1,2). Deformed optical poten-tial of DeLaroche and ECIS coupled-channel code were used to cal-

culate neutron transmission coefficients and total and elastic

elastic cross sections (Ref 3,4). Gamma-ray strength functions

were obtained by fitting Morgan n,xg data (Ref 5) at 0.4 and 6.5

MeV. Calculated results were used for all major reactions except

total cross section. For total, the theoretical cross section

was used as a prior in covariance analysis of experimental data

using GLUCS code (Ref 6). More details on experimental data used

are given below and in the main reference for the

evaluation (Ref 7).

*************** MF=2 RESONANCE PARAMETERS ************************

MT=ISI Resolved resonance parameters given from I.OE-O5 eV

to 2 keV based on Ref 8 and references therein

and a bound level. Some of the resonance spin assignments

from Ref 9. From 2 to 4.827 keV the parameters are based

on Macklin et al and Hoffman et al normalized data.

See Refs I0 and II.

Thermal cross sections are as follows:

capture = 98.71 b

scattering = 6.84 b



total = 106.66 b

The absorption resonance integral is 1669 b.

*************** MF=3 SMOOTH NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS ***************

MT= 1 Total cross section Based on GLUCS covariance analysis

using deformed optical model calculation as the prior and

experimental data from Refs 12-22, 29 for fitting,

MT= 2 Elastic cross section. Difference of MT=I and stun of

ali nonelastic cross sections. Closely approximates theore-

tical results.

MT= 4 Inelastic cross section. Sum of MT=BI-63, 91.

MT= 16 (n,2n) cross section. Theoretical calculation used.

In good agreement with expl below 23 MeV. See Refs 23-25.

MT= 17 (n,3n) cross section. Theoretical calculation used.

In good agreement with exp. at all energies (Refs 24,25).

MT = 37 (n,4n) cross section. Theoretical calculation used,

In reasonable agreement with data of Ref 25.

MT=51-63 (n,nprime) cross sections to levels. Except for MT=53

and 56, all are from compound-nucleus calculations with the

COMNUC code. MT=53 and 56 also include direct reaction com-

ponents from ECIS calculations (MT53 and 56 are the 5/2+

and 7/2+ members of the ground state rotational band) and

extend to 30 MeV. MT=51,52,54,55,57-63 are zeroed above 6 MeV.

MT= 91 Inelastic continuum cross sections from GNASH theoreti-

cal calculations. Includes (n,gn) component from 0.1 to i

2.0 MeV. Conventional (n,ng) continuum starts at 1.2236

MeV. Q-value has no significance except corresponds to three.

MT=lO2 (n,gamma) cross section. Below 2.5 MeV, adopted the

ENDF/B-VI standard cross section (Ref.30,31) down to the

resonance region. At higher energies, the theoretical cal-

culations were adjusted to agree with experimental data. A

semi-direct component normalized to an average of experimental

data at 14 MeV was included above En = 6 MeV.

At higher energies, used theoretical calculations, which agree

reasonably with available exp. data. Above 5 MeV, calculation

includes semi-direct component normalized to average of
14 MeV data.

MT=lO3 (n,p) cross section. Adopted ENDF/B-V with smooth

extrapolation to 30 MeV. Based on exp data of Ref 26.

MT=lO7 (n,alpha) cross section. Adopted ENDF/B-V with smooth

extrapolation to 30 MeV. Based on data of Ref 26.

*************** MF=4 NEUTRON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS ***************

MT = 2 Elastic scattering. Legendre coefficients obtained by

combining ECIS direct reaction calculations with COMNUC com-

pound nucleus results, i
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MT= 16 (n,2n) angular distribution, Used Kalbach-Mann (Ref 27).

Semi-empirical shape averaged over the emitted neutron

spectrum at each incident neutron energy,MT= 17 (n,Sn) angular distribution. Same comment as MT=I6,

MT = 37 (n.4n) angular distribution, Same comment as MT=iS,

MT=51-63 (n,nprime) level angular distributions, Legendre coef

-ficients obtained from COMNUC compound nucleus calculations.

For MT=53 and 56, ECIS direct reaction results were combined

with the compound nucleus calculations,

MT = 91 (n,nprime) continuum. Same comment as for MT=I6.

****_******_*** MF=5 NEUTRON ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS ***_****_*******

MT= 16 (n,2n) _abulated distribution from GNASH calculations,

MT= i7 (n,3n) tabulated distribution from GNASH calculations,

MT= 37 (n,4n) tabulated distribution from GNASH calculations,

MT= 91 (n,nprime) continuum tabulated distribution obtained from

GNASH calculations.

*******_****_** MF=8 RADIOACTIVE DECAY DATA **_**************_****

MT= 16 Decay data for the I0 hour metastable sixth excited state

in Au-196. ENDF/B-V data adopted without change.

**_************ MF=IO RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDE CROSS SECTIONS _****_***

MT= 16 Production cross section for the lO-hour metastable sixth

excited state of Au-196 through (n,2n) reactions. ENDF/B-V

data adopted, with smooth extrapolation to 30 MeV.

**_************ MF=I2 PHOTON MULTIPLICITIES ***_******************

'MT=lO2 (n,gamma) yield at low energies obtained by requiring

energy conservation with MF=15, MT=lO2 results. Beginning

near 10 keV, GNASH results used.

_*********_*** MF=I3 PHOTON CROSS SECTIONS *_*****_***_**_****_**

MT= 4 Gamma-ray production cross sections obtained from GNASH

calculations for continua regions and from COMNUC for

discrete levels. ECIS was used to calculate direct react-

tion contributions for 3rd and 6rh levels of Au-_97.

MT= 16 Gamma-ray production cross sections obtained from GNASH

calculations at all incident neutron energies.

MT= 17 gamma-ray production cross sections obtained from GNASH

calculations at all incident neutron energies.

MT= 37 gamma-ray production cross sections obtained from GNASH

calculations at ali incident neutron energies.



****_********** MF=I4 PHOTON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS **_***_*_***_

MT= 4 Photons from inelastic scattering assumed isotropic,

MT = 18 Photons from (n,2n) reactions assumed isotropic,

MT = 17 Photons from (n,3n) reactions assumed isotropic,

MT= 37 Photons from (n,4n) reactions assumed isotropic,

MT=lO2 Photons from (n,gamma) reactions assumed isotropic,

i

___ MF=15 PHOTON ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS *_*_*_*__

MT = 4 Inelastic scattering photon tabulated distributions

obtained from GNASH calculations for continua regions and

from COMNUC for discrete levels, Direct contributions for

MT=B3 and MT=58 obtained from ECIS calculations,

MT= 16 (n,2n) photon tabulated distributions obtained from

GNASH calculations.

MT= 17 (n,3n) photon tabulated distributions obtained from

GNASH calculations.

MT= 37 (n,4n) photon tabulated distributions obtained from

GNASH calculations.

MT=lO2 (n,gamma) tabulated thermal distribution obtained from

experimental data of Ref 28. Thermal spectrum linearly inter-

polated to GNASH calculation at I0 keV. GNASH results used

at higher energies.

_*_**_*__ MF=33 NEUTRON CROSS SECTION COVARIANCES **_*_*_

MT= 1 Total cross section covariance from GLUCS analysis.
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DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATIONS FOR. _(l(J,2°_,_°UPb

PER.FORMED FOR ENDF/B-VI' t

C, Y, Fu, D, C, L_:trs(m, and N, M, La,rson
Oa,k Ridge Na,t,lonal Labora,l;ory

Oak tl.id_e, %mnessee 37831-6356, U, S, A,

ABSTRACT
i

An ew:duat,ion of d_,ta for neutron induced reactions on _(l(t,_°7'u°uPb was t)erfornled
for ENDF/B-VI and is briefly described, Tlle evahmtion is based ()ii eXl:)eriment_fl (:la,t;a
guid('d by model caicuh_tions, Evaluated da,t,l:_are given for neutron induced reaction cross
sect,ions, mlgulm' and energy distributions of the secondary rmutrons, recoil spectra,, and
gmnma-rt_y l)roduction cross s('ct,ions and spectra, File 6 formt_ts are used to represent
energy-migle correlat, ed d_:_t,;_,for the outgoing neutrons, Uncertainty flies are inch.lded for
_:dlFile 3 cross sect,ions, New data are available for (n,2n) cross sect,ions a.nd energy-angle
corre.la,ted neutron emission sl)ect,ra, Resonance parameters, absent ft'ore t,lm previous
evaluat, iolm, hu,w; beerl ad(Ied, Serious energy imb_dance problems in ENDF/B-V h_ve
been compl(:tely rcmov(:'(l by using isot,opic evahmtions, by using calcula, ted g_m-mla.-ra,y
product;ion sl)ect,ra, instead of adopt, ing experimental data directly, and by using the File

6 fl):'rna,ts, O

1. INTRODUCTION

The previous major ewfluation for natural lead was done in 1970-1971 for ENDF/B-III
a,nd documented in detail (FU75), The gamma-ray production cross sect;ions and spectra,
were mainly based on model calculations 1)eemlse few data, were aw.tila,1)le at the time.
Later, _:trnajor nlea,sureInent; for the gamma.-rw production (:ross sect,ions and sI)ectra f()r
i,mi(lent neut, ron energies from 0.13to 20 MeV became available (CH75), It; was believed
t,hese data, were more reliable t;han t,he ca,lculn,ted result, s and were adopted for ENDF/B-IV,
The a,dol)tion of measured gamnm,-ray i)roducl;ion Sl)ect,ra in t;he evaluation, witllollt; first
che(:ldng for its consist, en(.'.ywith tlm l)artich:; emission spe('l;ra,, could haa,e caused a,n elmrgy
imbala,nce, ttowever, rh(-',seriousness of this energy imbMance w_:mnot; fully understood
unt;il ENDF/B-V was released and checked by MaeFarlmm (MA84), .Tllerefore, a, rnaj(_r
gon,l of ENDF/B-VI was t;() solve this proMe.m by nlaking sure the evalua, ted neul;ron
(_lnissi(m st)ect,rum m,d gmmnw.ra.y production si)ect;rum f()r each inel(lent; neut_ron energy,

II'(.ese_:Lrchsponsored by the Office of Energy 12.esetwch, Nuclear Physics, U,S,Del)arl;Inent..

()f Energy, under contra,ct DE-AC05-84OI:121400 wit,h Martin Mari(.'t,ta Energy Syst,enm,
In c,
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e_._chre_-u:tion, and es.eh isotope are consistent, The sum of tlm average energies of a.ll
ren.c.tion products, inchiding the heavy recoils, now agrees within 1% of the incident nmltr(m

O energy l_lus the Q-va.lues of the re,ration,The hnprovements to neutron emission spectrtt, (n,2n) mid (n,3n) cross sect;h_msrc-.
sulted from the a,vail_dJility of new dt_t,a (TASa,FRS0) and from improw-,ment, s to the
model code TNG (FU88, SH86) used for the earlier evaluation, The new compila.tlon of
resonance pa,rmneters by Mugha.bghab (MU81) a,nd the advances in the R-M_trlx code
SAMMY (LA89) greatly fa.cili_a.ted the evaluation of resona.nce parmneters,

In Section 2 the resona,nc:e pa,rmneters are discussed; Section 3 contains a description
of the major cross sections included "m the evaluation; Section 4 is devoted to a.ngulm' ,
distributions; Sect,ion 5 to energy-angle correlated dist,ributions; Section 6 to gmnma..ra,y
ln'oductiori cross sections m_d spectrtt; Section 7 clescribes tlie uncert_dlity flies; and Section
8 describes important da,ta, needs trod possible ways to improve the evaluatioa,

Part of this infl:,rmation is abstracted from FU75 a,nd FU82,

2.RESONANCE PARAMETERS

Point cross sections were used in ali previous ENDF/B evaluations fl._rn_:ttur_d lead
in the resonance energy region, For ENDF/B-VI resona,nce partuneters were added for
_°_'2°7'2°sPb trod were mostly based on those compiled by Mughabghab (MU81) m_d re-
fitted using SAMMY (LA89) to high-resolution isotopic data. of Horen et al. for _°_Pb
(HO81), 2°TP'b (HO78), trod _°sPb (HO86), Other data shown in (MU81), including the

O Iii,errand vMues, were Mso considered in tlm fit,slFor _°_'_°TPb, the total cross section was fitted so well that no background was needed
in File 3; there are negative entIJes for the elastic cross section in the resonance retie11
because u°aPb(n,n') trod _°_Pb(n,a,) llt_ve contributions in this region, The total and elastic
sca,ttering cross sections in tlm resonance region for _°sPb required _-_negative background,

3, CROSS SECTIONS

The total cross sections from the upper resomm.ce energy to 20 MeV were taken from
(t'tO81) for 2°aPl.) a.nd (HO78) for _°_Pb, For 2°_Pb, (HO86) was used only up to 2 MeV
and from 2 to 20 MeV, the m_tural lead data evalutLted before (FU75)were judged to 1.)e
more reli_ble rold were used, This is an m'e_ that requires improvement; see S(.'ct,lon 8 :t'or
deta, ils.

The cross section vah.ms for tlm (n,rF) cent, iridium, (n,2n), and (n,3n) reactions were
c;.dcuh_ted by T.NG but the (n,2n) cross sections were a,djusted to agree with the stmI._eof
the a.wdlable (n,2n) da.ta, (FR80), Figures 1 to 3 comps, re the isotopic d_:_ta,for the three
isotopes (FR80), respectively, with the calculated and t,l_e t_djusted wflues for ENDF/B-
VI, Tlm na,furs,1 let._dresults, summed ft'ore tlm isotopic evaluations fl)r ENDF/B-VI, axe
cor_pared wi_h _l_eavails.hie data, (Frt80, IW86, TA86) in Fig, 4. It, should be not;cd t;l_t_t,
tl_o.data, of (FIt.75) shown in (FU82) are different ft'ore the da.t_:_,of (FIt,80) shown h(_re il_.

F"I ' t " '

O Fig, 4, the la,tte.r beirlg small _t _II_(_(n,2n) results of Itd(a,lm,,dn ct al, arc likely too lm'ge,
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N)proa,dfing t;l:e evMua,_od nonela,st,ic. cross section a.t, 14,1 MeV, Older (:1,21:)d_:_t,a,nem' 14
MeV axe represent:cd by the ENDF/B-V wl,l_m, 11(:I1(:(-!not, shown,

The ehn,rged part, icle emi,:_sioixcross sections (n,p), (in,t;)_:t,l(:l (n,cr)ha,re l_een inr,r(.
duced for a.(:t,ivat;ion plu'l:)OSeS,These c:'oss secl;iolX_._m'e v(.,,rysmn,ll ro.td w:;t'e ,::(_sbly I_aH(;d
Oll TNG cMc.ula.tions,

The discrete {nelustfic cross sections were based Oll t;he new TNG (_',a,h'ulal;ionsusing tile
...... • ," ' . t,hcl(,fl t(, c,hangedsl-t,llte 1)lll'a,lriet;ers i.l:nd direct; llit, ert.l, Cl;lori Colit, rlblltlons t_Sb(:iote (Pt175), ,",_ ,

1.iri;h-:,

The c.a,i.,-"tur...e,('.ross scot,ions',..... above t,he resonance region were b_:ts(.,don t;he new (.:a,lculn.-
rien a,nd agree wit,h a few cl_t,a pMnts (MC88), The new c,Mculttt;ion for t;he c._:_ptiurecross
sec.l_ionsha.s a,direct/semi-direct, component, result, ing in a peak for t;he c.ross section ne_:_r
14 MeV,

4, ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

Angular distributions for t,he elast, ie and discrete inelast;ic cross sections were not,
changed (FU75), the la,t,t,er having been sept_rttt,ed 't'or ea,ch isotopic file, The angular
dish'ibut, ions for t;he (n,n') continuum, (n,2n), and (n,3n) reactions are correh:_t,ed wit,h t,he
energy dist, ribut;ions and are described below,

5, ENERGY-ANGLE COR,RELATED DISTRIBUTIONS (FILE 6)

Since lead is a likely neutrorl multiplier in fusion reactors, the energy and a,rlgulaa' Q
dish'ibut, ions for secondary neutrons must be carefully considered, For ENDF/B.-V, rh(,
angular dist;ribution of neutrons emitted fro,n the cont;immm was assumed to be isotropic,
Howew_r, experimental neutron emission data (KA72, HE75, TAS3)shown in Fig, 5 exhiMt_
sl;rorig anisotrol_ic sca,tt,ering arid it iu clea,r that the a.ngulm' distribut, i(m is a function of
t,he outigoirlg neutrori energy, _i'he nmjor upgra,de of the. lead evaluation for version VI is
t,o iilcorpora.te realistic energy-magic correlat, ed distributions for neutrons emit;t,ed froni the
n,n') cont,inmun, (n,2n), a.nd (n,3n)reactions,

Figure 6 compa.res the angle-integ,'_._ted lmu_ron emission da,ta of Taka,haslfi el; al,

TA83)with the TNO result; for E,, = 14,1 MeV, The dater show a,c()mpoulld comp(ment, a.t
low outgoing energies wit,h ml abrupt change t,o a 1ma,fly ria.l;conlp()nent n(,.a,r t,he (_ut;going
(.ul(_rgyof O MeV, This flat coml)onent in the neutron spectra is believed t,o be due t,o
a. direct, rea,c.t;ion t,ha,t, involves nmny high-lying discrete levels _md is ra,t;her difficult, to

model. Reproduction of tl-fis effect wa,s achieved by incorpora, ting _ con,'"st,ant" • level (tensit;y
in TNG whose exc,it,a,tion is tied to the lowest exciton (,omponent in the pre,'xm.ll)ound
st,_ge, This technique gave a good fit to t,he angle integr_._ted spectrum (see Figure 6) a.s
well as m_gular disl;ributions for the emit, ted neutrons in good agreement wit,h mea,surcd
data, (see Figure 5), However, this method of simulating t,he c.ontinuum d,irec._ re_u'.t,ion
has not, been tested for otlmr incident, neutron energies, It, might; be expected to work
t'(_r incident neut, ron ermrgies lower t,lmn 14 MeV because the preconq_ound compo_enl;
(.[(:.ct(.._,s(.,with decreasing incident; neutro.u energy aud this direct; eOlnl)onent; sh(,uld get;

• "_ _ ' "_ ' :_S .. /
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less inlport_ant, Anywa,y_ it was used for the entire incident; energy rmlge where colltinuurn
ll(_,l.ltl'OllS |l,re emitted, Further gheorectlcal work is irt progress to provide better modeling
of thil_ prol_l(-un in 'rN C4,

C',c,rrela,t,edenergy-angle distributions Nr the out,going neut,rons ft'ore the (n,n') c,on-
_inutml, (n,2n), mid (n,3n) rea,ctions m'e giwnl in File 6, tdong with the cx)rresponding recoil
spect, ra, mid gl.tlllllla-rl:l,yproduction spectra,, The h:_tter tu'e described below,

6, CAMMA-RAh. r PI'/,ODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS .AND SPECTRA

t

For tdl previous ENDF/B ewduations for n_tural lea,d, gamma,-.ra,y produc'tion cross
sections mid spectra were given for the nonehtsti(; rea.orion, which is t,he sum of _:_11reaction
cross sections, This pra.ctice prevented a precise check of energy conservation, As in all
otl-ler TNG-bttsed evalut_tions for ENDF/B-VI (_°'_,_a,_4Cr_ _4,_",_7,SSFe, _a,_°,(_,_u,(_'lNi,
and (Ja'a"_Cu), gamma-ray production cross sections and spectra, are given for each iso-
t,opc._and en,eh reaction after checking against experimental du,ta for tlm natural element,
The new approadl ensured energy conservation for each reaction, _._llowtngadjustment of
t;he ca,leulated cross sections to experimental dat, a without upsetting the energy balance,
C,alcula.ted ganmla.-ray production spectra are compared in Figs, 7-9 with the data of
C,hapman and Morgan (CH75) for three incident neutron energies, respectively,

Capture gamma-ray spectra were obtained from the calculation, Tl,e new TNG ('.ode
makes use of experimenta,1 s-wave branclling ratios in the eapt,ure gamma..r_y cascades, thus
assuring a good fit to the capture spectra for thermal neutrons. The calculated results m'e

O represent, ed in File 12 for tim nmltiplieities and File 15 for the energy distril)utions, File6 is not used becmlse recoil energy ft'ore capture gamma-rays is very small and there is no
known application in the case of lead, Even without the recoil spectra, energy conservation
in the capture event is mltomatically guaranteed,

7, UNCERTAINTY INFORMATION

Uncertainty flies arc given only for cross sections in File 3, and not for the resonance
paramet, ers, energy distributions or angular distributions. N'actional a,nd _.d:,solutecompo-
nents, correlated only within a given energy interwd, are based Orl scatter in experimental
dat_.Land estimates of uncertainties associated with the model calculations,

8, DATA NEEDS AND EVALUATION IMPROVEMENTS

Double differential neutron emission cross sections for each isotope are needed at
incident energies lower than 14 MeV to benchmark the model calculations, Isotopic data
_:treneeded because the (n,2n) thresholds of t,he three major isotopes are significantly
different, The method for approximt_ting the continuum direct component currently used
in the TNG code (see Section 5) needs %rl;her development and testing. Note that this
component is particularly lm'ge for the lead isotopes,
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The totM cross _metions for _°SPb ft'ore 2 to 20 MeV were taken ft'ore the ENDF/B-V
eva,llt_:_l:hmfor ria.tufa,1 lead beta,use the 2°aPb dat, a (HO86) in t,his energy range wm'c found

to be, poo:v, Upon refle.c.t,ion, these ct(.'' ,ss' se,c.tions should l:t._vel:me,,-:t,akvn as t,l:<:,difr¢.:cllcc,,,• , :,
between tl.u:;ntrhu'M h-mAdt_t,_._and t,he SU.III (:Ii' gll(_ 2°_Pb mid 2oYPh data, t,(_a,void (.loubh:_

counting of some of the resona, nc.es, However, lleW higtl resoluf, ion ¢lat;a f()r u°sPb arc, now
n.vailn,l_l .., obl,Mned :,_s(' pa, l't; Of a,Il e_fOI't; t,O llloa, stlI'e the poltl,rizM)ility of t,llc, IlO,lit, rOll, These
new data should be mlMyzed and incorporatm, d in the, 2°t_Pb ewdutdfion,

An (:.'vn,lu}_t,ion for :a°4Pb should be ma,de, Even though t,his isotoi_(-, has a n_tt;ura,1
almndtmc(_,, of abottt, 1%, tlm c.apt,urc resonances in this isot,ope bet,ween 10 mM 30 law
(:ottld contribut, e as rrmch as 30% to the rlatura.1 lead cross sect,ion in this (.,nergy rm_ge,
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Fig. 5. Comparison of experimental Pb(n,xn) spectrum at 14.1 MeV as a function of angle

for several secondary energy ranges (TA83, HE75, I(A72) with results of the TNG

calculation used for ENDF/B-VI.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of angle-integrated neutron emission spectrum of Takahashi et al. (TA83)

at 14.1 MeV {or natural lead with ENDF/B-V and results of the TNG calculation used

for ENDF/B-VI.
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Fig. 7, Comparison of experimental gamma-ray production spectrum at En = 4,25 MeV for
nat:ural lead (CH75) with the TNG calculation used for ENDF/B-VI.
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2O9Bi83

O Reference: ANI,/NI)M-109

Evaluators: A, Smith, D, Smith, I', Guenther, J, Me_ulows, R, lm,wson

(ANL), R, Howert, on (l,I, Nb), a,nd M, Suglmot,, (,IAEIH)

Evaluated: August 1989

Material: 8"125
Content: Neutron t,ra,nsport_ (_a,mma, pr()duction, (](wa, ria,nces

1. Introduction

'£he primary objective of this evaluation is a, practical file for neutronic applica,- _.,

tlons, The evalua,tiou rea,sona, bly summarizes t,he contemporary pltyslcal knowledge,

2. Evaluated Resolved Resonance R,ange

The resolved resonance region was described by reson_tn(:e parameters taken from

, LNI)F/B-V evaluation for t)ismuth has no reso-Mughabghab I up to 0.1 MeV The '_

nance parameters fo'r comparison.

0
3. Evaluated Tot, al Cross Sections

Above 0.1 MeV the presevt evaluation uses a pointwise representation with de-

tailed resonance fluctua, tions to 2 MeV. The energy averaged data, base was evaluated

using the statistical procedures of the code GMA. v Into the several MeV region, de-

tailed partially resolved resonance structure has been reported, particularly in Refs.

3 and 4. Below 2 MeV the [)est resolution data al)pear to be from reference 3. The

evaluation is qualitatively consistent with E NDF/B-V. The present work has far more

detail at lowcr energies due to the introduction ()f new experimenta,l information.

4, Evaluated Elastic Seat, t,ering Cross Sect, ions

Below 0.1. MeV the eva,luated cross sections follow from the resona, nce parameters.

Above 0.1 MeV the evaluation1 is explicitly ba,sed upom Refs. 5 and 6, The present

elastic scattering eva,Ian,(ion is in good agreement witll ENI)F/t3-V,

®
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5. Evaluated Inelastic Scaf, f,ering Cross Sections

5.1 Discrete Inelastic Processes @

The experimental data bn,mefor discrete inelastic scattering was a,ssembled from
the files of the NNDC, The evaluation used the potential of R,ef. 5, nineteen excited

levels (Kel. 7), and the optica, l statistical model,, Above 8,1 MeV the ca,lculathm
assumed a corltinuum of levels given by a modified Gilbert attd Cameron s statistical
representation as defined in Ref. 5, At energies higher than 4 MeV the measurements
of Ref, 9 were used and were significantly la,rger than those calculated, There was
reasonable agreement between calculated and measured (n,nT)cross sections near

thresholds, The present evaluation has far more detail than ENI)F/B-V and contains
13 more excited states,

5,2 Continuum Inelastic St'steering Processes

The magnitude of the continuum inelastic scattering cross section was defined
by the difference between the total cross section and the other partial cross sections,
It is similar to that given in ENDF/B-V, The neutron spectra emit, ted as a result of
continuum inelastic scattering was calculated using the methods given in ANL/NDM.,

105 (1988) ltj and verified against the direct mea,surements of Ref, 11,

,til
6. Evaluated Radiative Capture Cross Seer, ions W

Radiative capture measurements for bismuth are sparce, Moreover tluctuaLions

lead to large variations in the experimental results below 200 keV. With the uncertain
data, base, calculations were relied upon, A simple dipole model given by Molda,uer 12

normalized to the S_,strength function given by Mughabghab I was used. The present
evaluation is generally la,rger than that of ENDF/B-V by 25-50%,

7. Evaluated (n,2n) and ta,an) Reactions

The experimenta,] data base consists of individual mea,surements at 14 MeV anti
two (:omprehensive data sets. la''' J. Frehaut II gives _ good coverage from threshold
to 14 MeV and I,. Veeser la above 14 MeV. The data base was supplemented with

statistical calculations using the code CAI)E. I:_'ii'he eva,luation is consistent with the
more precise of the isolated 14 MeV experimental results, The evaluated (n,2n) cross

/B- .sections are similar to LNI)F V

There are only 2 (ta,ta, sets relevant to the (n,3n) cross sections, a, single wdue near
t,hreshold I_;, and five vallles from I,. Vcescr I)(',twecll 16 a,li(I 20 MeV, (,'AI)E results

are somewhat lower in t,he 16-18 MeV region. ']'hc l_rescnt, ewdua, ti()n is a, (:()mpromisc

between ext_crimcntal values of l{,ef, 13 and the (.IA.I)I!',(:a.lcula.ted results, /
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8. Evaluated Charged Partlele Emltting React, ion.

O A nu,nber of retw,tlons are energetically possit_le, See table 1. Ali the reactions are
greatly inhibited by the coulomb l)_rrler_ and n,s a. consequenc, e the cross sections n,re
small. Experimental informa, tton ts sparce, to nou-exista, nt, ,,hd the eva,lua,t,hm relies
on model calculations using CADE.

Table 1

Q-values for Charged Particle Emltti,lg R,eaetlons

Reaction Q-value (MEV)

(n,p) -t-0,138
(n,np) -3,798
(n,d) -1,57a

(n,nd) .-.8.941
(n,t)

, (n,nt) -9,424
(,,,:'He) -4,087

(n,n :'He) -10,931.
(n,cx) -t-9,648

...._(_n-.............:!:_a:).4_4................

8.1 (n,p)and (n,np) Reactions

CADE results were normalized to three consistent experimental sections. The
cross sections of the present evaluati(.m are approxima, tely a factor of two smaller than

ENDF/B-V near 14 MeV. No experimental information is available for the (n,np) re-
action, thus the evalutttion is based entirely upon the CAI)E cah:ulatlo,ls normalized

by the same f_ctor used for the (n,p) eva,luation.

8.2 (n,d)and (n,nd) Reactions

The evaluations rely entirely upon the CA I)E calculations. The cross setion be-
havior is consistent with experimental evidence by S. Qualm el, al. lr t,,t _ 22 Mev

which suggests that the sum of the (n,d) and (n,,,d)cross sections are less than I ml)
t)eh)w 20 MeV. There are no coral)arable ENI)F'/I_-.V fih-:s.



s,a (u,f,) and (n,nt,) Reactions

There ts experimental evidence for a. total tritium cross section at 22 MeV of
less than a few mb, lr This in c,onslst, ent, witll t,hc (JA I)E resltlt, s wllich were used for

Lhc present evaluat, it,n,

8,4 (n,c_) and (n,n:._) Reactions

There t_re a few cxpertmenL_l results near l_.l Mev with cross sectlons w_rylng
from 0,5 to 1,2 mb, "" '.i nest, are re,latlvely consist, ehi, with t,he (]Al)If, result, s, ]he cal

('ula, t,ed results were slightly rerlormallzed to improve t,he agreement with t,hese (',rosa

sections, There may be sotne pre-.compound ctmtrlbutions whtch were not taken into

accounL. The results a,re qua, lita,tively slmlhu' t,(, ENI)F/I3-V.

9, Ewduated Photon Production R,eaetions

']'he spectrum of neutrons from the c,api, ure reaction was taken from Orphan,la For

photons associa, Led with inelastic scattering t(_ specific levels the code CASCAI)E I_

was used, [;'or all other rea.ctions the photon production cross sections a,I:d spectra

were calculated using the R-paramett:r formalism of Perkit, s et al, _''

Referent:es O

N.e__u__t_rg_a____..oss____e,_(;tA__tl.sVol. l, Pa, rt I3, Academic Pressl. S, F, M ughal)gllab, _ '

Inc, New York, (198,1); also S. Mughabghab and C. I)unford, private com-

1382),muIlication ( t '

2, W, P, Poenitz, Brookhaven Nation_d Ln,t,orat()ry R,eport, I3NI.NCS-513(13

Vol. 1.249 (19811); _s modified by M. Sugimoto (11987),

' Dc'3, ,l, I-larvey, priw, t,e communication, data a,t NN

4, S, Cierj_cks el, al,, Kernforsc.hungszent, rurn-Ka, rlsruhe report, KFK-1000 (:1968),

5, A. Smith, P, (_uenther, and R, l_awson, Argonne National Laboratory R,e-

port ANL/NDM-100 (1987),

6. t1,. I), Lawson, P, T, (]uenther, and A. I3, Smith, Phys. R,ev, C36_' 1.298

(1987).

7. C, 1,ederer and V, Shirley, eds,, :l'__}l)l!Lt,fIS0t(,!)CS, 7It' Edition, ,l(,hn Wiley
aud Sons lhc, New York (1978).

, , , I , .. ( _V, /

8 A (lill,ert a n(l A (,artler(,n, Can.,l l)hys. ,13 1446 (136,)).
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235U92

Reference: No Primary Reference /

Evaluators: L.W. Weston, P. G. Young, W. P. Poenitz, Others

Evaluated: April 1989

Material: 9228

Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production, Covariances

' File Comments

1. Principal Evaluators

Thermal parameters:
Standards Committee of CSEWG,

Resolved Resonance Region" (0-2250 eV)
U.TENN - L. C.Leal and R. B. Perez

ORNL - G. deSaussure, N. M. Larson, and R. Q. Wright
LANL- M. S. Moore

Unresolved Resonance Region and File 3 below 10G keV.

Capture C:'_"._._sSections above I00 keV:
ANL- W. P. Poenitz

i

ORNL - L. W. Weston lib
Fission Cross Section Above 100 keV:

Standards Committee of CSEWG.

ANL - W. P. Poenitz

Model Calculations and Fits above 100 keV:

LANL - P. G. Young, R. E. MacFarlane, and E. D. Arthur
Covarianee Files:

ORNL- R. W. Peelle

2. Neutron Yields and Nubar

MF=I MT=452 Total Nubar- sum of MT--:455 and 456.

MT=:455 Delayed Neutron Yields. England (En89).

MT=456 Prompt Neutron Yields. At neutron energies below 1

keV, taken from the evaluation of Frehaut (renorma!-

ized to match the the e_[l thermal standard), which

iv.dicates a constant value. Above 1 kev, a new co-

variance analysis of ali available experimental data was

performed.
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MF=I MT=456 Continued. This analysis was performed using the

GLUCS analysis code (HeS0). The data were ob-

O rained from tile NNDC and were renormalized usingtile ENDF/B-VI standards. A smooth curve was drawn

through the results of tile covariance analysis.

3. Analysis of tile Resonance Region.

3.1 Introduction

The _asl.l neutron cross sections are described with Reich-Moore type resolved res-

onance parameters up to 2250 eV (20). The resolved range is divided into 10 regions,

each described by its own set of resonance parameters as shown in the table below.

Subdivisions of the Resolved Resonance Region.

Energy region (eV) Number of resonances

0- 110 236

110- 300 384

300-500 272

O 500- 750 361750-1,000 303

: 1000-1250 368

1250-1500 334

1500-1750 302

1750-2000 280

2000-2250 502

Tile resonance parameters were obtained by fitting experimental data with the

resonance analysis code SAMMY (1). The partial cross section measurements were

_- ali renormalized to the 2200 rn/s values of the ENDF/B-VI standards committee (2).

The energy scale of ali the data sets were aligned on the energy scale of the 80 meter

flight path trai_smission measurement of Harvey et al. (3). The length of that flight

path has been measured with great accuracy (4).

3.2 Thermal Region

In the thermal region,, the following lnea.surement, s were given most weight: the

transmission measurement of R. R. Spencer ct al. (5); the recent fission cross sec-

di tion measurements of [_. (::,,,it, et al. (6), of Sol, ra ck (7) a,,d Wage,hans et, al. (8);
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the ENDF/B-V capture cross section below 0,5 eV renormMized a,t 2200 m/s to the

value proposed by tile ENDF/B-VI standards committee (2). A value of 9.938 fm

was obtained for tile effective scattering radius from the consistent tit of these data.
In the following table, the 2200 m/s values of the cross section computed with tile

parameters of this evalua, tion, using the Leal-Hwang method (9), are compared to the

values proposed by the ENDF/B-VI standards committee:

2200 m/s Values of the Cross Sections (b).

** this evaluation ** ENDF/B-VI
Cross section At 0 K At 300 K Standards

total 698.42 698.22 , 698,67 ._4.:1.71

scattering 15.48 15,52 1.5.46 _51.06

absorption 682.94 682,70 683.22 .-k1,34
fission 584.18 583.98 584.25 _ 1.11

capture 98.76 98.72 98.96 _ 0.'74

3.3 The Energy Region 0-110 eV

In the resonance region up to 110 eV, the following measurements were given most

weight: the transmission n'l,':._,',nrernents of Harvey et al. (3); the fission measurements

of Gwin et a.1. (6), of Schrack (7), of Wagemans and I)eruytter (10) and of Weston
and Todd (11); the spin-separated fission (.:ross section data of Moore et al. (12) from

the analysis of the polarized neutron polarized target measurement of Keyworth et

al. (13). The following tables provide a comparison of the fission and capture cross

sections integrated over several energy intervals a,s obtained from different data sets
and from. this evaluation:

Comparison of Fission Integrals (b ev).

This Schrack (:lwin + Wagemans -4-- Weston +

......I_nte___r.va!.__(eV).............E.v_a_!}}.at! 0.n ..........!.70.................(.6.)..................._(...:!.0)............................(1:1)_.....

0.0206-0.06239 19.16 1.9.18 19.26 19.26 :t: 0.08

7.8-11.0 246.02 239.41 247.4 246. :.t:2.5

"90.5- 10.0 404. 3.7. ,106. 406

10.0- 50.0 1805. 1796. 1838.5 1838.

50.0-100.0 1o82. 1586. 1032. 1647.5 1601.9

100.0-110.0 187. 186. 183. 19(1.6 1188.

............................................................................................................................. O
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Comparison of Capture Integrals (b eV).

'rhi,, et (1,t) (1.5)

0.5-- 10.0 224.9 231.6 inot measured)
10.0- 50.0 1162 1178 1252

50.0-100.0 685 721 747

100.0-110.0 152 158 176

3.4 Tile Energy Region 110-2250 eV

Above 110 eV, the resonances ca,nnot be fully resolved. The resona, nce para, meters

provided in this evaluation represent well the high resolution thick sample transmis-

sion measurements of t:[a.rvey et 81. (3) and the fission mea.surement of Weston and

Todd (11, 18). The assignment of spins to the resonance structures is also roughly

consistent with the spin-separated fission data. of Moore et a,l. (12). In the following

table, the fission cross sections a,veraged over decimn, l interva,ls between 100 and 2250

eV from this evaluation iv compared with values from IBNDF/B-V (16) and with val-

ues proposed by the ENDF/B-VI stan&rds committee (2).

O of Evaluated Fission Cross Sections (b).
Comparison Average

Energy This Proposed

Interval Eva,1. ENDF/B-V Sta, ndar{l Schrack (7) Weston +

(ev)

100- 200 20.64 20.71 21.14 :L0.09 20.91 20.48

200- 300 20.04 20.21 20.67 -_]:0.10 20.05 20.:15

300- 400 12.80 12,90 13.14 =t=0.07 1.3.21 12.86

. 13. o3400- 500 13 43 13.46 13.79 :_ 0.07 13.83 , v,

500- 600 14.95 1.4.86 1.5.19 _- 0.08 1.4.63 14.77

600- 700 11.49 11.35 11.47 ± 0.06 11.46 11.27

700- 800 10.88 10.90 11.1.4 :k 0.06 10.79 10.79

800- 900 8.32 8.02 8.25 :[- 0.04 7.82 7.95

900-1000 7.22 7.34 7.53 _ 0,04 7.18 7.30

1000-2000 7.1.2 7.20 7.35 =[::0.04 7.04



II1 the following table the fission and capture resonance integrals obtained from
this evaluation are compared to the values obtained for ENDF/B-V and to tile val-
ues evaluated from integral measurement (19). The few percent contributions above
2250 eV for this evaluation were estimated to be equal to the values obtained from IP'

ENDF/B-V,

The ratio of the capture resonance integral to the fission resonance integral, 0.477,

is lower than the value 0.513 :t: 0.015 obtained from direct measurements (17).

Comparison of Fission and Capture Resonance Integrals (b).

****** Fission ****** ****** Capture ******
E (eV) This eval. ENDF/B-V This eval, ENDF/B-V

0.5- 5 85,06 85.27 25.50 24.66
5- 50 109,09 111.68 74.67 78.49

50- 110 25.36 25,74 11.36 1.1.87
li0- 300 20,81 20.93 8.46 1.0.67

300- 500 6.70 6.73 2.50 2.95
500- 750 5.23 5.29 1.83 1.98
75(}- 1000 2.46 2.37 1.18 1.,27

1000- 1250 1.94 1.83 0.94 0.85
1250- 1500 1..32 1,33 0.52 0.49
1500- 1750 0.95 0.99 0.53 0.37
1750-2000 0.89 0.91 0.34 0.39
2000-2250 0.60 0.65 0.37 0.30

2250- 20 MeV (18.20) 18.20 (4.68) 4.68

0.5 -20 MeV 278.61 281.92 132.88 1.38.97

From reference 19, 275 -_k5 144 ± 6

3.5 References for Resolved Resonance Region

1. N.M. Larson, ORNL/TM-9719/t(1, (1985); also N. M. Larson and F. G. Perey,
"Resonance Parameter Analysis with SAMMY," Int. Conf. Nuclear Data
for Science and Tech., Ma.,,,30 June 3, 1988, Mito, Ja,pan.

2. A. Carlson ct al., "Results of the ENI)F/B-.VI Standards Evaluation," Pri-
vate C,ornmunication 31 Aug 1!t87.

Q
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3. J.A. Harvey eL al., "High-resolution Netttron Transmission Measurements oil

2:_U, 2:_sU, and 2:_!}Pu," Inter, Conf, Nucl. Data for Science and Technology,

O May 30 - June 3, 1988, Mito, Japan.

4. D.C. Larson and N. M. Larson, ORNL/TM-9097 (1985).

5. R.R. Spencer et al. Nucl. Sci Eng !/ft, 318 (1987).

' _ 19846. R. Gwin et al,....Nucl. Sol. Er_?.'.__,_,',_7_,,:,. ( ),

. "'_ _ , U (n,f) Reaction from Therma,1 to7. R. C Schrack, wleaourement oi/the _':_

1 keV," Inter. Conf. Nuclear Data for Science and Technology, May 30 -

June 3, Mito, Japan.

8. C. Wagemans et M., "SubthermM Fission Cross section Mc .surements for

233U 2:_'_U and 2a:}Pu," Inter. Conf. Nuclear Da, ta for Science and Technol-

ogy, May 30- June 3, ]988, Mito, Japan.

9. L.C. LeaJ and R. N. Hwang, Trans. American Nuclear Society t55_,1-341

(1.987).

10. C. Wagemans and A_ J. Deruytter, p499 in Proc. of Nuclea.r Data for Basic

and Applied Science, Santa Fe, New Mexico, May 13- 17, 1985 Vol. 1

(1986).

O 1. L.W. Westo, and J. H. Todd, Nucl. Sci. Eng.88,567 (1984).

12. M.S. Moore et a,l., Phys. Rev. C18, 1.328 (1978).

13. G. A. Keyworth et al., Phys. R,ev. Letters 3_!, 1.077 (1973).

14. G. deSaussure el, al., ORNL/TM-18()4 (1967). '

15. R. B. Perez et al., Nucl. Sci. Eng. _53, 46 (1973)

• . } _ - .-3 t-16 M R. Bhat BlqI_-NCS-51184 (LNI)I,-248)(1980).

17. J. tIardy Jr., "'_:_8UResonance Fission Integral and Alpha Based on Integral

Measurements," ENDF-300, Section B.1 (1979).

18. L. W. Weston and J. II. Todd, Private Communication (1988). These' mea-
surements done on a flight path of 80 m. ha,ve a, much better resolutiori tha, n
those of ref. li and have been used above 110 eV.

C_ "1 , }}

19. _). F. Mughabgha, b, "Neutron (]ross Sections, Vol. 1, Part B (1984).

20. L. C, Lea], "](esonance Analysis and Evalllation of the _:_'_lJNeutron Induced

Cross Sections," OI_NL/TM-115,17 (.1990).
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3.6 Unresolved Resonance Region Analysis

resonance region was derived by a FITACS (code developed by /The unresolved

Fritz Froehner) fit by L. W. Weston to tile standards committee recornnmndation

for tile fission cross section and new capture evaluation based on newer alph_ mea-

surernents (see ANL-83-4 supplenlent). These results were then fit with UII, ES (code

developed by Ed Pennington) so ENDF would reproduce the cross sections, The

unresolved resonance region extends from 2.25 to 25 kev and is to be used only for

self shielding calcula, tions. Dilute cross sections a,re taken from File 3 which shows

experimentally observed structure carried over from ENDF/B-V up to 100 keV.

4.0 Remaining File Evaluations

4.1 Smooth Cross Sections MF=3

P. G. Young, R. E. MaeFarlane and E. D. Arthur (LANL) performed model cal-

culations in support of ENDF/B-VI. The evaluation above 100 keV is based on a

detailed theoretical analysis utilizing the available experimental data. Coupled chan-

nel optical model calculations with the ECIS (:ode (RAT0) were used to provide the

total, elastic, and inelastic cross sections to the first 3 members of the ground state

rotational band, as well as neutron elastic and inelastic angular distributions to the

rotational levels. The ECIS code was also used to calculate neutron transmission

coefficients. Hauser-Feshbach statistical theory calculations were carried out with the

GNASH (Ar88, Yo77)and COMNUC (Du70)(:ode systems, including preequilibrium

and fission. DWBA calculations were performed with the DWUCK code (Ku70) for

several vibrational levels, using B(Eg) values inferred from (d, d') data on ua"U, 'z:_nU,

2:_sU, as well as coulomb excitation measurements. A weak coupling model (Pe69) was

used to apply the 2:_JU and 2asU results to states in 2:_'_U.A preliminary description

of the analysis was given at the Mito conference _Yo88).

MT=I Sum of partial cross sections from 2.25 to 100 keV. In the range

0.10 to 20 MeV, obtained from a covariance analysis of available

experimental data, using an initial or prior (:ross section from the

eoupled..channel optical model analysis. Experimental data used in-

elude FoT1, VeS0, Bo71, PoS1, G.'r73, Sc74, Po83, Pe60, Wh65, Ca73,

Ga60, and Br58. The GLUCS code was used for analysis (HeS0).

MT=2 Unchanged from version 5 fronl 2.25 to 100 keV. From 0,1.2 to 20

MeV, based on subtraction of MT-:-4, 16, 17, 18, 37, and 102 from
MT= 1.
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MT=4 Sum of MT =51,,. 91,

O MT=16 GNASH Ita,user-Peshbach statistical/preequilibrium calculation,

MT=]7 GNASH Itauser-Peshbach statistical/preequilibrium calcula,tion.

MT=18 2.2 to 120 keV average values from simultaneous evaluation of
W, P, Poenitz with structure carried over from version 5, The renor-

malizaion was over 3 ranges per decade, From 0,10 to 20 MeV the
standards evaluation by the CSEWG standards committee was used.

MT=19 (n,f) first-chance fission (:ross section. Ratio of flrst-chance to to(ai
fission obtained from GNASH calculations.

MT=20 (n,nf) second-chance fission cross section. Ratio of second-chance to
tota,l fission obtained from GNASH ca,lculations,

MT-.-=-21 (n,2nf) third-clmnce fission cross section, Ratio of third-chance to
total fission obtained from GNASH ca,lculations,

MT=37 GNASH Ha,user-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calculation.

O MT=38 (n,3nf) fourth-chance fission cross section,

MT=51, 52,54,55,57,58,60-62,64-72,74-76 Threshold to 6.0 MeV, compound-
nucleus reaction theory calcula.tions with width fluctua,tion correc-
tions using the COMNUC code.

MT=53, 56,59,63 Threshold to 2(I MeV, coupled-channel optical model

calculations (9/2-, 11/2-, 13/2-, 15/2- members of the ground-state
rotational band), plus compound-nucleus contributions from COM-
NUC calculations.

MT=73, 77-84 Threshold to 20 MeV, distorted wave born approximation
calculations with the DWUCK code. These levels are composites of
g=2 and _=3 vibrational states. The g=2 states are MT=78-80, 82
and the g=3 states are MT::73, 77, 81, 83 and 84.

MT=91 GNASH Ha,user-Feshbach statistica,I/preequilibrium ca,lculation.
Note that the MT--77-84 vibrational states lie in the MT=91 con-

tinuum region.

O
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MT=102 2,25 to 1000 keV capture is based oil newer alpha measurements

(see ANL-83-4 supplement) and fission from standards cornrnittee

recomendatlons, Most of tile structure below 100 keV is from fis.. /
slon. Between one and 20 MeV it is based on a renormallzed COM-

NUC/GNASH calculation, with a semi-direct component added
above tt few MeV,

4.2 Neutron Angular Distributions MF=4

MT=2 Ela,stlc scattering angular distributions, are based on EOIS coupled-

channel calculations, with a compound elastic component from
COMNUC included below 6 MeV,

, r. _, ,57,58,(}0-62,64-72,74-76 Threshold to 6.0 MeV, compound-MT=51 ,)2,o4_55

nucleu.q reaction theory calculations with width fluctuation correc-

tlons using the COMNUC code.

MT=53, 56,59,63 Threshold to 20 MeV, coupled-channel optical model cal-

culations (9/2-, 11/2-, 13/2-, 15/2- members of the ground-state

rotational band), plus coInpound-nucleus contributions from COM-
NUC calculations,

MT=73, 77-84 Threshold to 20 MeV, distorted wave Born ,_pproximation _IL
calculations using the DWUCK code. tlp

4.3 Neutron Energy Distributions MF--5

MT=.18 Composite neutron energy distributions from fission. Based on cal-

culations by D. Madland (Ma88) using the Madland-Nix formalism.

The calculations include the first-, second-, and third-chance fission

neutron components..The cMcul_tlons end mt 15 MeV; the 20-MEV

spectrum is simply a duplication of the 15-MEV spectrum. A tabu-

lated distribution law (LF=I)is used.

MT=455 From a, studyby T. England (En89),

4.4 Correlated Energy-Angle Distributions MF=6

MT=16 GNASH [tauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calculation.

Neutron distributions only.

MT=-:17 (:,NA,.tt llauscr..Fesht)ach sta.tist, lcal/preequilibriuni cah:ulation,

Neutron distril:)ut;ions only.

O
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MT=37 GNASH ttauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilil)rium calculation.
Neutron distributions only,

O MT=91 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calculation,
Neutron distributions only.

4.4 References

At88 E, D. Arthur, LA-UR-88-382 (1988).

Bo72 K, Boeckhofr et al., 3. Nucl, En. 26, 91 (1972).

Br58 A. Bratenahl et al., Phys. Rev, 11_0,927 (1958).

Ca73 3. Cabe et al., CEA-R-4524 (1973).

Du70 C. L. Dunford, AI-AEC-12931 (1970),

En89 T. R, England eL al., LA-11151-MS(88), LA-l1534-T(89); LAURA-88-4118,
and M. C, Br_dy & T. R. England, Nucl, Sol. & Eng. 1_01t,129 (1.989),

FoT1 D. Foster & D, Glasgow, Phys, Rev. _C3.,576 (1971),

Ku70 P. D. Kunz DWUOK: A Distorted-Wa, ve Born _ppr ×lma_mn Program,

O Unpublished Report.
1%86 J. Frehaut, NEANDC(E)-2a8/1 (1986),

Gr73 L. Green et al., USNDC-9 (1973) p.170.

, , tj3He80 D netrick & C Y. Fu, ORNL/. M..7341 (1980).

Pe60 J, Peterson et al., Phys. R,ev..120_, 521 (1.960).

Pe69 R. J. Peterson, Ann. Phys. _5_4,40 (1069).

Po81 W. Poenitz et al., Nucl. Sol. Eng. _7.8._,333 (1.981),

Po83 W. Poenitz et al,, ANL-NDM-80, 1983.

Ra70 J. Raynal, IAEA SMR-9/8 (1970).

Sc74 R. Schwartz et al., Nucl. Sol e r:'. Eng. 54, 322 (1974).

Ut66 C. Uttley el, al., Paris Conf. (1.966) V-l, t)165.

Ve80 V. Vertebny.} et ai,, YF1 i!:(t,8 (1973).

O Wh65 W. Wha,lcn ct, +d,, ANI,-71 1(}(1965)p.[5.
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Yo77 P, G. Young & E, I), Arthur, I.,A-6947 (:1977),

Yo88 P, G. Young & E, D. Arthur, Nucl, l)a,ta for Science aIl(:l 'I'echnology, Mito
Conference (1988) p,603,
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236 U92

Reference: No Primary Reference 0
Evaluators: F.M. Mann and R. E. Schenter
Evaluated: October 1989
Material: 9231

Content: Neutron transport

File Comments

WHC Eval-Oct89 F. M. Mann & R. E, Schenter (File 2 +)
BNL Eval-Ju178 M. Divadeenam (u)
HEDL Eval-Ap_:78 F. M. Mann & R. E. Schenter (Fast (n,f))

********************************************************

MF= 1 General Information.

MT=452 Conde . Holmberg's u-bar. Data was renormalized to
_'5_Cfwith u = 3.75.

MT=455 M.C. Brady & T. R. England, Nucl. Sci. & Eng. 103,

129 (1989). Also MF=5.

MT=458 Energy from fission based on Sher (Ref. 1).

MF=2 Resonance parameters.

MT=I51 Resolved parameters. The resolved resonance region
(10 'n eV to 1.5 keV) has been reevaluated using the

new data of Macklin and Alexander (Ref. 2). As their
data begin a,t 20 eV, the first resonances from the eval-

uation of Mugbabghab (Ref. 3) (-9.7 and 5.4.5 eV)
were used. At higher energies, the values of gF,, F,,/Ft
from Macklin and Alexander were combined with reso-

nance parameters evaluated by Mughabghab. For _:_¢IU,
Mughabghab's evaluation is based on tile measurements

9f Carra.ro and Brusegan (Ref. 4), Mewissen et al. (Ref.
5) and Carlson et al. (Ref. 6). The procedure used for
each resonance was to use the gF,, from Mughabghab
to infer a 17, using Macklin's area data and to infer a

gF,, if a F,, was prescnt in Mughabghat_'s eva,luation.

O
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MF=2 MT=151 Continued. The resonance energies and fission widths

(which are quite small) were taken from Mughabghab's

O evaluation, In those cases where Macklin could di-rectly infer gF,, or F,,, these values were used. The

resonance parameters inferred from Macklin's data were

then weighted with Mughabghab's values to achieve the

final set. Average parameters are given in table 1. Be-

cause of missing s-wave resonances, the resolved reso-

nance region was stopped at 1.5 keV. Values of g for

each resonance were obtained by using a Bayesian anal-

ysis. Very few p-wave resonances were seen. The ther-

mal capture and fission cross sections as calculated from

these parameters are 5.13 and 0.047 barns as compared

to Mughabghab's evaluation of 5.11 -t- 0.21 and 0.07

barns. The corresponding resonance integrals are 338

and 7.77 barns, compared to 360 ± 15 and 7.8 ± 1.6
barns.

MT=151 Unresolved parameters. The unresolved resonance re-

gion (1.5 keV to 100.0 keV) is described by average res-

onance parameters (s-wave) obtained from the resolved

resonance region evaluation and from adjustments to fit

(p and d waves) of recent absorption and capture mea-

O surements (Ref. 2, 7-9). The fitting procedure used theFERRET data analysis code (Ref. 10). A competitive
width was included which was taken to have the same

energy dependence as 2asU in ENDF/B-V. Table 2 gives

the final set of unresolved parameters.

MF=3 Smooth cross sections (100 keV- 20.0 MeV)

MT=I The total cross section was obtained from Klepatskij et

al. (Ref. 20).

MT=2 The elastic cross section was obtained by subtracting

inelastic, capture, etc. cross sections from the total.

MT=4 Inelastic from 2asU from version V, R,ef. 13.

MT=16 The (n,2n)is from Ref. 11 and 12, and the Q-.value,
Ref. 14.

MT=lT The (n,3n) is from Ref. 11 and 12, and the Q-value,
Ref. 15.

MT= 18 Fission. Above 100 keV the data of Behrens et al.

(Ref.16 and 17) was used, norma.lized to.'_:'r'U (n,f)of

ENDF/B-VI.

MT-.=19 Same a,s MT=18 below (n,nf) threshold, thereafter con-

O stant.
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Table 1, Average Resolved Resonance Parameters for 2:mU

@
Description 82 s Wave Resonances 35 p Wave Resonances

Average total width 0.070 eV 0,022 eV

Average reduced neutron width 0.001967 eV 0,0130 eV

Average gamma width 0.0191 eV 0.0202 eV

Average fission width 0,00034 eV 0.00035 eV

Average level spacing 18.36 eV 42.09 eV

Strength function 0.0001085 0.0001,063

Table 2. Unresolved Resonance Parameters for _:mU

g J u..,, u,, v q u,t D 17.,, P._ P/

0 .5 2.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 18,36 .1992-2 .191-1 ,34-3

1 ,5 1,0 1.0 0.0 1.0 18.36 .4957-2 .240-1 .34-3

1 1,5 2.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 9.18 .2479-2 .240-1 .34-3
2 1,5 1,0 1.0 0,0 1,0 9.18 ,1.836-2 .190-1 .34-3

2 2,5 2,0 1.0 0.0 1.0 6.12 .1224-2 ,190-1 .34-3

Table 2a P.,, Parameters Versus Energy

(Ali g and a Values)

Energy eV x

1500-- 45000 0.0

50000 (}.203-4

60000 0,333-3

70000 0.120-2

80000 0.276-2

90000 0.512-2

1.00000 0.837-2

@
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MF :3 MT=20 MT=20 is the difference of MT=18 and MT=19 untili

/ the (n,2nf) threshold, thereafter a constant.

O MT=21 MT=21 is tile difference of MT=i8 and MT=19 and
20.

MT=51, 52... 91 From _:_sU version V (Ref. 13).

MT=102 Neutron capture. Above the unresolved energy re-

gion (100 keV to 20 MeV) multigroup capture cross

section values were obtained by subtracting the pre-

vious ENDF/B-V fission cross section from the total

absorption cross section of Macklin and Alexander. A

smooth cross section curve was obtained by com blnlng
tile Macklin and Alexander results with recent Russian

date, (Ref, 7, 8, and 8a) and the older Barry (Ref. 9a)

measurements. Tlm combination was made using the

FERRET code, The s,hape of the capture curve above

1.0 MeV was assumed to be nearly the same as 23sU

MiF=4 Angular distributions.i

MT=2 The differential elastic cross section is the same as for

2:_2Th, (Ref. 18).

_ MF=5 Energy distributions.MT=16 The (n,2n) energy distribution is described by a
Maxwellian.

MT=lT The (n,3n) energy distribution is described by a
Maxwellian.

MT=18, 19, 20 For these MT's the neutron energy distribution

is given by a simple fission spectrum plus a Maxwellian.

MT=91 An evaporation temperat, ure was taken from Gilbert

and Ca_neron (Ref. Jg).
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238IT
92"-'

Reference: No Primary Reference O

Evaluators: L. W. Weston, P. G. Young, R. E. MacFarlane,

W. Poenitz, Others

Evaluated: November 1989

Material: 9237

Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production, Covariances

1. Summary of ENDF/B-VI Evaluatior,

1.1 Principal Evaluators

Resolved Resonance Region: (1.0 ×10 -_ to 10_000 eV)

ORNL - G. DeSaussure, D .K. Olsen, R. Macklin

HARWELL- M. C. Moxon, M. G. Sowerby

Unresolved Resonance Region: (10 TO 149 keV)
KFK- F. H. Froehner

ANL- W. P. Poenitz

Reactions Above 149 keV:

Model Code Calculations'. (LANL)- P. (3. Young and R. E. MacFarlane

Fission: (ANL)-- W. P. Poenitz

Nu-bar Delayed and Delayed Neutron Spectra:

Kaiser and Carpenter (Ka78)
Gamma Production Files:

LLNL- R. ,]. Howerton

Uncertainty Files:
ORNL- L. W. Weston

1.2 Evaluation Above the Unresolved Resonance Region

Above the unresolved resonance region, new evaluations were performed of the

neutron total, (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,4n), (n,f), (n,ni), (n,2nf), (n,3nf), and (n,3,) cross

sections as well as prompt nubar. The elastic and inelastic data from ENDF/B-V
were carried over for Version VI.

To provide the new data, coupled channel optical model calculations were per-

formed with the ECIS code (R,a,70) for the lowest 3 members of the _:_slflground state

rotational band. ']'hese calculations were used t,_ provide init, iM (prior) values for a

covariance analysis of the total cross section and to provide _,eutron transmission co-

efflcients for nuclear rea, ction theory calculations with the GNASH (Ar88, Yo77) and i/
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COMNUC (DH70) Hauser-Feshbach statistical/fission/preequilibrium codes. These
theory calculations were used to provide the MF=6 neutron distributions from the

(n,2n), (n,3n), and (n,4n) reactions as well as prior values for covariance analyses of
the cross sections for those reactions. Additionally, the above analyses plus DWBA
calculations were used to check the ENDF/B-V evaluation of elastic and inelastic
scattering. While some differenc¢s were found, the earlier work was generally found
to be reliable, and it was decided to carry over the ENDF/B-V data because of the
effort taken to match experimental data, both at lower energies and at 14 MeV.

1..3 File Entries

MF=I Descriptive and Nubar Information
MT=452 Total Nubar. Sum of MT=455 and 456.

MT=455 Delaye,J Neutron Yields. Kaiser and Carpenter (Ka78).

MT=456 Prompt Neutron Yields. Taken from Frehaut (Fr86).

MF=2 Resonance Region

MT=lbl The resolved resonance region determines the thermal
cross sections, The thermal capture is that adopted by
the Standards Committee of CSEWG (2.7081 with an
uncertainty of 0.0095 barns). The thermal (2200 m/s)

O constants are:Total Cross Section: 12,068 barns

Capture Cross Section: 2,709 barns i
The resolved resonance region has been extended to 10
keV. The evaluation was from the work of D. K. Olsen

(ORNL), G. deSaussure (ORNL), Roger Macklin
(ORNL), M. C. Moxon (Harwell), and M. G. Sowerby
(Harwell). In particular see Gd78 and O186.

The unresolved resonance region extends from 10 to 149

keV and was evaluated by F. H. Froehner (KFK) with
his code FITACS which does simultaneous fits to the

experimental data (Fr89). The unresolved resonance
region is to be used only for self shielding calculations
and File 3 should be used to determine the dilute cross
sections.

MF=3 Smooth Cross Sections.
MT=I Neutron Total Cross Sections. From 10 to 1.49 keV the

- evaluation is based on a FITACS t3t,to the experimental

data made by F. H. Froehner (KIRK).

O
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MF=3 MT=I Smooth Cross Sections, Continued. From 0.25 to 20

MeV, the evaluation is based on a covariance analy-

sis of the available experimental data, especially Fo71,
Sc74, Po81, Po83, Ha73, Br58, Ca73, Pe60, WhT1,

Ba65, Ut66, Sh79, and Li79. Similar data exclusions as

used in the covariance analysis by Smith et al. (Sm82)

were incorporated but additional data were included.

A prior cross section for the analysis was taken from

tile coupled-channel analysis, described above. The

GLUCS code system was used for the covarlance anal-

ysis (HeS0).

MT=16 Tile (n,2n) Cross Section. From threshold to 20 MeV

the (n,2n) cross section is based on a covariance analysis

of the available data. (Ba66, FrS0a_ KoS0, Yo78, M_.69,

Ma72, Ka79, La73, Ro57, Ph56, Pe61, Ve78,' An58, and

RyS0), similar to MT=I. The prior cross section was

obtained from a GNASH analysis, with approximately

20% uncertainty.

MT=17 The (n,3n) gross Section. From threshold to 20 MeV,

the (n,3n) cross section is based on a covariance analysis

similar to MT=16. Experimental data used in tile anal

ysis were Fr80b, Wh62, Ro57, Ma69, Al61, and Ve78.

MT=18 Fission Cross Section (total). In the energy range 0.01 /
TO 0.3 MeV the evaluation was taken from DiS0 and

S177 by L. W. Weston, and from 0.3 to 20 MeV, the eval-

uation was taken directly from the simultaneous stan-

dards analysis (Ca85, Po89).

MT=19 First-Chance Fission (n,f) Cross Section. From 0.3 '_0
20 MeV, the evaluation is based on the ratio of the first-

chance to the total fission from ENDF/B-V using the

present MT=18 sigma.

MT=20 Second-Chance Fission (n,nf) Cross Section. From 5.0

to 20 MeV, the eva.luation is based on the ratio of

second-chance to total fission from ENDF/B-V using

the present MT=]8 sigma.

MT=21 Third-Chance Fission (n,2nf) Cross Section. From 12

to 20 MeV, the evaluation is based on the ratio of

third-chance to total fission from ENDF/B-V using the

present. MT=18 sigma.

MT=-:37 The (n,4n) Cross Section. From threshold to 2(} MeV

the evalua, tion is taken directly from the GNASH a,nal-

ysis described a,bove. t_
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MF=3 MT=38 Fourth-Chance Fission (n,3nf) Cross Section. From
1.8 to 20 MeV the evaluation ls based on the ratio of

O fourth-chance to total fission from ENDF/B-V using
the present MT=18 sigma,.

MT=102 P_adlatlve Capture Cross Section, From 10 to 149 kev

the evaluation by F. H. Froehner (KFK) was used, The

evalua, tion is based on a FITACS fit to tile experimental
data, From 0.15 to 20 MeV the evaluation is taken di-

rectly from the simultaneous standards analysis (Ca85,

Po89).

MF=6 Correlated Energy-angle Distributions.

MT=16 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium

calculations, Neutron distributions only,

MT=17 GNASH Hauser-Feshba, ch statistical/preequilibrlum

calculations. Neutron distributions only.

MT=37 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium

calculations. Neutron distributions only.
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He80 D. Hetrick & C, Y, Fu, ORNL/TM-7341 (1980).
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Sm82 A, Smith et al., ANL/NDM-74 (1982).

O Ut66 C, Uttley et al., Paris Conf. (1.966) Vol 1, p165.
Ve78 L. Veeser _ E. Arthur, Harwell Nuclear Data, Conference (1978) p1054.

Wh62 P, White et al., J. Nucl, En, A/B 16_, 261 (1962).
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2. Description of Carryover from ENDF/B-V

2.1 ENDF/B-V Evaluators

Principal Evaluators:

ANL - E. M. Pennington, A. B. Smith, W. P. Poenitz
Gamma Production Files:

LLNL- R, J, Howerton

Nu-bar Delayed and Delayed Neutron Spectra:

ANL-West- R. Kaiser and S. Carpenter
I

@
2.2 Carryover File Description

MF=3 Smooth Cross Sections. The cross sections al)ove 45

kev were evaluated by A. Smith. More details are pro-

vided under each reaction type below. Most of tile eval-

uatlon above 45 kev is describe(l in ANL/NDM-32.

MT=2 Elastic Scattering Cross Section. Elastic scattering

cross sections and angular distributions were evalu-

ated using data referenced in ANL/NDM-32. Coupled-

channel optical model calculations assisted in the anal-.

ysis (Ref. 9). Below about 1 MeV, the elastic cross

section was determined for consistency with the total

and partial non-elastics. Above 1 MeV, the total and

elastic cross sections determine the non-elastic. The an-

gular distributions are entirely experimental below 1.8

MeV, and calculated at higher energies, At most ener-

gies the IgNDF/B-V elasi, i(: (:ross seci, i()n is smaller than

IgNI)F/B-IV.

O
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MF=3 MT=4, 51,,. 77, a,nd91, Total inelastic, Inelastic to 27 levels,
and Continuum Inelastic Cross Sections, The evalu-

ation is a correlation of theory (Ref. 9) and experl-t

merit. ExperimentM data, referenced in ANL/NDM-32

are considered, Levels a,t higher energies a,re compos-
ites of actual levels. The tota,1 inelastic cross section

is genera, lly much hlgtler tha, n in ENI)F/B-IV, except

near threshold and over a region below 1 MeV. The in-

dividual levels have tails extending to much higher en-

ergies than in ENDF/B-IV, resulting in a much smaller

continuum cross section, Thus inelastic scattering at

high incident energies leads to higher average final en-

ergies in ENDF/B-V than in ENDF/B-IV, This tends

to countera,ct the effect on the flux spectrum of having

higher total inelastic in ENDF/B-V than in ENDF/B-

IV, In performing the inelastic evaluation, one revision

was made in the first draft (Ref, 10) to give improved

agreement with calcula, tions for ZPR-6-7. However, no

changes outside the estimated uncertainties were made,

MF:=4 Angular Distributions.

MT=2 Elastic, The elastic angular distributions are expressed

as _'(t) coefl3cients in the center of mass system at 31 i_h
energies. They were obtained using data referenced in ,qp,

ANL,/NDM-32 above 45 keV. Coupled channel optical

model calculations assisted in the analysis. Below 45

kev ENDF/B-IV was used. The 20 MeV Y(t) were

modified in order to avoid negative excursions ca,used

by the restriction to NI,=20.

MT= 18, 19,,.. 21, 38, and 91. Angular distributions were taken

as isotropic in lab system.

MT=51, 52... 77. Inelastic Levels. The angular distributions

for the inelastic levels are given as probabilities in the

C.-of- M. system. They were calculated with the model

described in Ref. 9. Compa, risons with experiment are

given in ANL/NDM-32. In ENDF/B-IV all but the four

highest pseudo levels were assumed isotropic.

M F=:5 Secondary Energy Distributions.

MT--18 Total Fission, The total fission spectrum is an energy-

dependent watt spectrum (],F-:II) with parameters

c}losen t,o give the sa.tne a.vcr'age energy as the com-

bination of h/IT :- 19,2(1,21,38,

O
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MF=5 MT=19 First Chance Fission, An energy-dependent Watt spec..
trum was determhted using methods slmil,:,,r to those of

O Ref,15, A Watt spectrum ha,s more neutrons at inter-
' mediate energies, and fewer at low a.nd high energies

tht_n a, Maxwellian of the same average energy.

MT=20, 21, 38, Second, 3td, and 4t,h Canoe Fission, A com-
bination of a Watt spectrum and 1,2, or 3 LF=9 laws
for MT=20, 21., and 38, respectively, was used.

MT=91 Inelastic Continuum. LF-'-:I by A. Smith,

MT=455 Delayed Neutron Spectra,, See R,ef.1,

MF=12 Photon Production Multiplicities,

MT=18 Fission, and MT=I02 (n,7) multiplicities are given,

MF=13 Photon Production Cross Sections.

MT=3 Non-elastlc, Photon production cross sections are given
above the ine!a.stlc threshold.

MF=14 Photon Angular Distributions.

MT=3, 18, 102, Photon angular distributions are isotropic.

O MF=15 Photon Energy Spectra.MT=3, 18,102. Continuous photon energy spectra are present.
Description of the evaluation of MF=12-15 is included
in ANL/NDM-32.
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SUMMARY DOCUMENTATION FOR 237Np
ENDF/B-VI, MAT = 9346

O P.G. Young
Theoretical Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

I. SUMMARY

In 1984, a theoretical analysis and interim evaluation of n+237Np reactions up to 5 MeV
was performed at Los Alamos. 1 The evaluation was comprised roughly of the resonance and
low-energy region data of Derrien, 2 the Los Alamos analysis from 10 keV to 5 MeV,I and
ENDF/B-V from 5 to 20 MeV. 3 For ENDF/B-VI, the theoretical analysis was extended to 20
MeV and a revised evaluation was performed covering the energy range 10.5 eV to 20 MeV.

Essentials of the new evaluation are given in the sections that follow. Some general
features are:

1. The resonance parameters and low-energy data (En< 8 keV) are taken from a
revision 4 by Derfien of his 1980 evaluation 2 but are essentially identical to the earlier
work.

2. Our previous theoretical analysis was extended to 20 MeV. Results from the new
analysis are used to replace ali the ENDF/B-V data that was incorporated in our 1984
revision, that is, the (n,n'continuum), (n,2n), and (n,3n) cro.,s sections and energy

O distributions. The new evaluation includes correlated energy-angle distributionsthrough use of Kalbach 5 systematics and the new ENDF/B File 6 formats. 6
Additionally, distorted-wave Born approximation calculations for vibrational levels
are included in the (n,n') data, which resu!ts in a more realistic neutron emission
spectrum. Adjustments were made in our calculation of the (n,2n) cross section near
threshold for experimental data.

3. The ENDF/B-V evaluation of (n,f) cross sections above En=l MeV have been
replaced by our evaluation of new measurements 7,8as well as tile existing data base.
The new evaluation was also used as an input for our theoretical analysis at higher
energies.

4. The _rompt nubar evaluation was revised slightly to better agree with experimentaldata,- ,10after renormalization of the latter for new ENDF/B-VI standards. The
delayed nubar values were updated with the best estimates now available, 11which
will also be used for ENDF/B-VI.

II. 'I'HEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The primary purpose for perfomaing the theoretical analysis was to provide data on the
reactions and energy ranges where little or no experimental data exist. In the case of
n+237Np, there were no experimental total cross section data available above En=14 keV when
the analysis began, virtually no elastic or inelastic scattering data, only fragmentary
information on (n,2n) reactions, and no experimental data on (n,3n) reactions or secondary
neutron energy distributions. The situation for radiative capture was somewhat better as

0
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_everal measurements exist below En= 2 MeV, although there are significant discrepancies
among some of the measurements. The reaction that is best described experimentally is
fission, as new fission ratio measurements have recently been completed at WNR 7 and
Argonne, 8 and prompt nubar measurements have been made over much of the energy range
of interest here. Therefore, the main function of the theoretical analysis was to provide the
total, elastic, inelastic, (n,2n), and (n,3n) cross sections, as well as the angular and energy
distributions of secondary neutrons.

To summarize the analysis briefly, coupled-channel deformed optical model calculations
were performed with the ECIS code 12over the incident neutron energy range from 0.001 to
20 MeV. As described earlier, 1 an optical model potential based on the work of I:agrange 13
was chosen for our calculations, with some modification for the present analysis to improve
the calculations above 10 MeV and to make the potential consistent with those used in analyses
of 235,238U and 239pu experimental data for ENDF/B-VI.14 The coupled-channel calculations
are used in the present analysis to obtain total, elastic, and (n,n') cross sections to the first and
third excited levels of 237Np, which are members of the ground state rotational band, and to
provide neutron transmission coefficients for Hauser, Feshbach statistical theory calculations.

The Hauser-Feshbach statistical calculations were performed with the COMNUC 15and
GNASH 16codes. Both codes include a double-humped fission barrier model, using
uncoupled oscillators for the barrier representation in GNASH and coupled or uncoupled
oscillators in COMNUC. The COMNUC calculations include width-fluctuation corrections,
which are needed at lower energies, whereas GNASH provides the preequilibrium corrections
that are required at higher energies. Accordingly, COMNUC was used in the calculations
below the threshold for second chance fission (approximately 5 MEV), utilizing fairly strongly
damped coupled oscillators. The GNASH code was employed at higher energies, using
uncoupled oscillators for second and higher chance fission. Fission transition state spectra
were assumed identical within each compound system and were constructed by taking known
(or calculated) energy levels and compressing their spacing by a factor of 2. As usual, Gilbert
and Cameron 17phenomenologicai level density functions were used to represent continuum
levels at ground-state deformations, appropriately matched to available experimental level data.
Multiplicative factors were applied to the level density functions to account for enhancements
in the fission transition-state densities at barriers due to increased asymmetry conditions.

Distorted-wave Bom approximation calculations were performed with the DWUCK
code 18to estimate the energy dependence of direct (n,n') reactions to vibratiorz.al states in
237Np. Because of the paucity of data on 237Np, the deformation parameters needed for
normalizing the DWUCK calculations were estimated from systematics. In particular, the
required B(E2) and B(E3) values were assumed to be similar to those determined in analyses
for 235,238U and 239pu. 14 All the I_=2 and _=3 vibrational strength was placed into two
fictitious states near Ex = 1 MeV.

III. DESCRIPTION OF EVAI,UATED DATA BASE

A. Total Cross Section

The total cross section below 8 keV is taken from the evaluation of Derrien, 2 which is
also being used for the JEF-2 data file.4 From 8 keV to approximately 1 MeV, the coupled-
channel deformed optical model calculations described above are used directly. Above = 1
MeV, results from a covariance analysis of new measurements from WNR 19were utilized for
the evaluation. The ENDF/B-VI evaluation of _Jtotis compared with the ENDF/B-V.23
evaluation and with the Los Alamos measurements 19 in Fig. 1.

B. Elastic Cross Section

The elastic cross section at all energies is obtained from the difference of the total and
nonelastic cross sections. Below 8 keV it comes from the Derrien evaluation, 2 and at higher
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energies it is determined mainly by the coupled-channel calculations (reaction cross section)
and by the Los Alamos total cross section data, 19 The ENDF/B-VI results are compared with
the ENDF/B-V.2 and JEF-2 evaluations in Fig. 2. Significant differences occur among the

O various evaluations, with the spread exceeding 10% at some energies.

C. Fission Cross Section

To have confidence in our predictions of (n,n') and (n,xn) cross sections, it is essential
that the theoretical analysis reasonably reproduce the measured (n,f) cross section. A
comparison is given in Fig, 3 of oltr theoretical fit (dashed curve) to a selection of recently
measured (n,f) cross sections as well as to our ENDF/B-VI evaluation (solid curve). The
theoretical curve is seen to agree to roughly +5 % or better with the recommended values at ali
energies. To obtain the best possible estimate of the other reactions, the difference between
the calculated and evaluated (n,f) cross sections was distributed proportionately among the
compound nucleus reactions occurring at a given energy. Because of the dominance of direct
and preequilibrium processes in (n,n') reactions above a few MeV, most of this difference
was distributed to the (n,2n) and (n,3n) cross sections.

The present evaluation is compared with ali of the more recent (n,f) cross section
measurements in Figs. 4 and 5, as well as the ENDF/B-V.2 and JEF,-2 evaluations.

D. Radiative Capture Cross Section

The radiative capture cross section is left unchanged from our 1984 evaluation. 1 The
values below 5 MeV are taken from Derrien's 1980 evaluation, 2 which is identical to JEF-24
at those energies. Above 5 MeV, the present evaluation is taken from ENDF/B-V.2. The
results are compared in Fig. 6 to the available experimental data and to the various data
evaluations.

O E. Inelastic Neutron Cross Sections
The total inelastic neutron cross sections from the ENDF/B-V.2, JEF-2, and ENDF/B-

VI evaluations are compared in the lower half of Fig. 7. The only evaluation that does not
include direct reaction effects is ENDF/B-V.2, which is the reason those data fall essentially to
zero at 10 MeV.

Discrete (n,n') cross sections are included for 31 excited states of 237Np. The jr: =
7/2+ and 9/2 + first- and third- excited states are members of the K = 5/2 ground-state
rotational band and include coupled-channel as well as compound nucleus contributions. The
remaining discrete-state cross sections through the 29th excited state are entirely from
compound nucleus processes and were calculated with the COMNUC code. The 30 th and
31st excited states (Ex= 0.984 and 1.013 MeV, respectively) are vibrational states representing
1=2and 1=3 transitions and were obtained from DWBA calculations, as described earlier. The
cross sections for all purely compound-nucleus states are zeroed in the evaluation for neutron
energies above 6 MeV.

F. Cross Sections for (n,xn) Reactions

The (n,2n), (n,3n), and (n,4n) cross sections result mainly from the theoretical
analysis, after adjustment for the calculated/measured fission cross section difference as
described above under item III. Near threshold, the (n,2n) cross section was adjusted to
improve agreement with experiment. The ENDF/B-VI results for the (n,2n) cross section are
compared to the ENDF/B-V.2 and JEF-2 evaluations in the upper half of Fig. 7. The
ENDF/B-V.2 values for the (n,2n) reaction are significantly lower than our present results at
most energies. The present ENDF/E-VI values are somewhat closer to Derrien's evaluation, 4
although significant differences are evident.
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In 1986, Arthur 20 obtained an estimate of the total 237Np(n,2n) cross section by
evaluating the measm'ed (n.2n) data for excitation of the 22.5-h (short-lived) metastable state
of 236Np, and then applying calculations of the long- and short-halflife components of the
reaction by M. Gardner and D. Gardner 21 of Livermore. Arthur's results, which are entirely /
independent of the present analysis, fall within +10% of the present evaluation at most
energies.

Because of the lack of knowledge about the structure of 238Np, the present analysis
only provides a good determination of the total (n,2n) cross section, that is, it does not
determine accurately the splitting of the (n,2n) cross section into the long- and short-lived
components. It is possible to estimate the individual components, however, by using the
calculations of Gardner and Gardner, which utilized detailed structure calculations, together
with our calculation of the total (n,2n) cross section.

G. Nubar

The evaluation of delayed nubar (ENDF/B MF= 1, MT=455) was updated to include
England's latest values, 11which are part of his ENDF/B-VI evaluation. Prompt nubar
(MF=I, MT=456) in our 1984 evaluation, 1 which was based entirely on calculations using the
Madl_md-Nix formalism, 22 was adjusted slightly in the present work to agree better with the
available experimental data base. The measurements were renormalized where appropriate for
consistency with ENDF/B-VI standards, 23 that is, gsf(252Cf) = 3.7676 + 0.0049. A
comparison of the ENDF/B-VI prompt nubar curve for n + 237Np with the expelimental data
and with the Madland-Nix calculation (dashed curve) is given in Fig. 8.

H. Fission Neutron Spectra

The fission neutron spectra in the revised evaluation remain unchanged from our 1984
evaluation. The distributions are based on calculations using Madland-Nix theory 22 and are
represented as tabulated distributions (ENDF/B Law 12). Only the composite distribution is
given, but it includes the individual first-, second-, and third-chance fission components.

I. Discrete Elastic and Inelastic Neutron Angular Distributions

The elastic and inelastic neutron angular distributions for discrete states are all givenasLegendre expansions. The elastic (MT=2) and inelastic distributions for the 1st and 3rd excited
states (MT=51 and 53) were obtained by summing the coupled-channel optical model (ECIS)
and the compound nucleus (COMNUC) calculations. The distributions for the 2nd and 4th
through the 29th excited states result from pure compound nucleus calculations. The angular
distributions for the 30th and 31st excited states represent 1=2 and 1=3vibrational state
conn'ibutions and were obtained from distorted-wave Born approximation calculations with
the DWUCK code.

J. Continuum Inelastic and (n,xn) Energy-Angle Distributions

Correlated energy-angle distributions are given in the new evaluation for continuum
inelastic, (n,2n), (n,3n), and (n,4n) neutrons (MT = 91, 16, 17, and 37, respectively). The
data are represented using the new ENDF/B-VI File 6 format and make use of the option for
use of Kalbach 5 systematics to specify angular distributions as functions of emitted neutron
energy. All the energy distributions and preequilibrium ratios, which are required parameters
for the Kalbach distributions, were obtained from the GNASH calculations. The RECOIL
code 24 was used to extract the neutron distributions for individual reactions from the GNASH
outputs.
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Figure 1, Measured and evaluated n + 237Np total cross section between 0,1 and 20 MeV,
The solid curve represents the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, and the dashed curve is
ENDF/B-V.
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Figure 2. Comparison of evaluated elastic scattering cross sections for n + 237Np
interactions, The solid curve represents the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, the dotted
curve is a prelirninm3_JEF-2 evaluation, and the dashed curve is ENDF/B-V.
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from 0.4 to 20 MeV. The solid curve represents the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, and
the dashed curve is from the GNASH theoretical analysis.
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Figure 4, The 237Np(n,f) cross section from 0 to 6 MeV, The solid curve represents the
ENDF/B-VI evaluation, the dotted curve is a preliminary JEF-2 evaluation, and the
dashed curve is ENDF/B-V,
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Figure 6. ' The 237Np(n,y)238Np radiative capture cross section from 0,02 to 20 MeV. The
solid curve represents the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, and the dashed curve is
ENDF/B-V,
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239Np93

O Reference: No Primary Reference

Evaluator: R.Q. Wright
Evaluated: December 1988

Material: 9352

Content: Neutron transport

File Comments

ENDF/B-VI MAT 9352 Revised by R. Q, Wright (ORNL)

Converted from JENDL - 2 Evaluation, MAT 2932 (See below)

Summary of Changes

The JENDL-2 23qNp evaluation, MAT 2932, has been revised below 4.0 eV by

R. Q. Wright (ORNL) in March 1987. In this energy range the capture cross section,

O MF = 3, MT = 102, is given by:

= 77.0×

where E is the energy in eV and E_, = 0.0253 eV.

This change was made in order for the thermal capture cross section to be in

agreement with the value given in Ref. 1. The total cross section was modified to be

in agreement with the sum of the elastic and the revised capture cross sections.

in addition, the total cross sections at 6.2533 and 7.5000 MeV were increased by

about 0.1% so that they would be in agreement with the sum of the partial cross

sections at these energies.

The fermat was changed from ENDF/B-IV to ENDF/B-V. The NNDC converted
tile file to ENDF.-6 format.
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Reference

1. S.F. Mughabghab, "Neutron (_,ross Sections" Vol 1, Neutron Resonance

Parameters and Thermal Cross Sections, Part B: Z = 61-100 Academic

Press, (1984).

*****************************************************************

Summary of JENDL Evaluations

History

76-03 The evaluation for JENDL-1 w,_s performed by

Y. Kanda (Kyushu University) and the JENDL-1 com-

pilation group. Details are given in Ref. /1/.

83-03 JENDL-1 data were adopted Ior JENDL-2 and ex-
tended to 20 MeV. MF=5 was revised.

84-01 Comment data were added.

File Information

MF=I MT=451 Descriptive data and dictionary.

MT=452 Number of neutrons per fission taken from the

ENDF/B-IV 2:_TNpdata.

MF=2 MT=151 No resonance parameters were given.

2200-m/see Cross Sections and Calculated Resonance Integrals

2200 m/see Res. Integ.
elastic 10.50 b

capture 37.00 b 445. b
fission 0.0 b 7.06 b

total 47.50 b

MF-3 Neutron cross sections below 4.0 eV.

MT=I The total cross section is sum of partial cross sections.

MT=2 The constant cross section of 10.5 barns for elastic scat-

tering was assumed from rr ----=4 7r(0.147 >: al/:_) '_.

MT=18 Fission assumed to be zero barns.

MT=102 Capture in the form of l/v was assumed. The 2200-

m/sec cross section was adopted from the experiment,,.]

data by Stoughton and Ilalperin /2/.
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MF=3 Neutron cross sections above 4.0 eV,

MT=I Total cr calculated with the optical and statistical model

O code CASTHY/3/. Optical potential parameters were
obtained by Ohta and Miyamoto /4/ using the total
cross section of _:_!_Pu.

V= 45.87-0.2E W; = 0.06 W, =: 14.1 V.,,,= 7.3 (MEV)

r = 1.27 r, = 1.27 r._ =1.302 r,_o= 1.27 (fm)

a,_ = 0.652 ai = 0.315 a,, = 0.98 a._,, = 0.652 (fm)

MT=2 Elastic scattering calculated with CASTHY/3/.

MT=4, 51.-58,91 Inelastic scattering calculated with CASTtlY

/3/. The level scheme was adopted from the Nuclear
Data Sheets Vol.6.

No. Energy (MEV) Spin-Parity

g.s. 0.0 5/2 +

1 0.03114 7/2 +

2 0.07112 9/2 +

3 0.07467 5/2 -

4 0.11766 11/2 +

5 0,]230 7/2 -

6 0.17305 9/2 -

O 7 0.2414 11/2 -8 0.320 ].3/2 -

Levels above 430 keV were a.ssumed to be overlapping.

In the calculation the capture, fission, (n,2n)and (n,3n)

cross sections were considered as competing processes.

MT-16, 17 (n,2n) and (n,3n) cross sections were calculated

using Pearlstein's method /5/.

MT=18 Fission was estimated from the 2:_TNp fission cross sec-

tion by normalization with the neutron separation en-

ergies.

MT-102 The capture cross section below 100 keV was calculated

from cr -- 435/v;E barns. Above 100 kev, the shape of

the experimental data. for 2:_TNpwa,s adopted from Nagle

et al./6/ and norma.lized to 1.4 barns a.t 100 keV.

MF=4 Distributions of secondary neutrons.

MT=2 Ca,lculated with the CASTHY (:ode/3/.

M']'=:5I, 52-58 Isotropic in the center-of-rnass system.

MT=-I6, 17,18,91 lsotr('_pic in the lal)oratory system.
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MF=5 Energy distributions of secondn,ry neutrons.

MT=-16, 17,91 _ ' 'Lva.pora,tlon Spectrum.

MT=I8 Maxwellian fission spectrurn est,lma,ted frona Z_/''l sys- qp
fema, tics /7/.
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SUMMARY DOCUMENTATION FOR 239pu
ENDF/B.VI, MAT = 9437

O P, G. Young, L, W. Weston,* and W, P. Poenitz +
Theoretical Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

I. SUMMARY

The ENDF/B-VI evaluation for 239pu i,_ based on a new evaluation of the available

experimental data above the resonance region, 1 together with a new analysis of the resolved and
unresolved resonance regions by Derrien and de Saussure 2 , The evaluation also makes use of
results from the ENDF/B-VI standards analysis at thermal energies and above the resonance
region, although minor adjustments were made to those results.

The resolved resonance data were obtained from a multi-level Reich-Moore analysis that
simultaneously fit transmission, fission, absorption, and capture data. The resolved resonances
extend to an incident neutron energy of 2 keV, and the unresolved region continues with average
parameters to an incident energy of 30 keV. Prompt v in the resonace region was obtained from
the evaluation of Fort et al. 1 after minor renormalization for consistency with ENDF/B-VI
standards.

Above the resonance region, a combination of experimental data evaluation and theoretical
calculations are used to represent the 239pu data. Covariance analyses were performed of the
complete experimental data base for the total and fission cross sections and for promptS. These
results were used directly (after minor smoothing) for the evaluated total cross section and for -_p.
Similarly, the results from the covariance analysis were used directly for On,f above En = 2 MeV.
Between 50 keV and 1.25 MeV, the fission cross section was obtained from the ENDF/B-VI

O standards analysis, after renormalization by a factor of 1.007 (about 1 standard deviation) toimprove consistency with integral data. Below 50 keV, On,f was matched smoothly with the
results of the resonance analysis, which required a decrease in the standards result by 4 % at _0
keV.

The elastic, inelastic, and (n,xn) cross sections, angular distributions, and energy spectra
above the resonance range were obtained from a theoretical analysis that was optimized to match
the total and fission cross sections. The inelastic and (n,xn) continuum data are represented in
energy-angle correlated arrays using the ENDF/B-6 File 6 format. The theoretical analysis
involved coupled-channel optical model, Hauser-Feshbach statistical theory, Moldauer width-
fluctuation, fission theory, and preequilibrium calculations over the energy range En = 0.001 - 20
MeV.

II. EVALUATION DETAILS

A selection of illustrative figures is shown on the pages that follow. Included in the figures
are comparisons of the ENDF/B-V.2 and ENDF/B-VI evaluations of the total, (n,f), (n,n'); and
(n,2n) with experimental data. Similar comarisons are given for b-n,for the ratio of the 239pu(n,f)
and 235U(n,f) cross sections, and for a small selection of elastic sca[tering angular distIibutions. A
more detailed summary of the evaluated data flies is included in the ENDF File 1 descriptive
comments, reproduced in the section following the figures.

*O',NRidgeNationalLaboratory,OakRidge,Tennessee
+ArgonneNationalLaboratory,IdahoFalls,Idaho
1 p. G. Youngand R. E. MacFarlane,"EvaluationandTestingof n + 239puData forENDF/B-VIin the keV and

MeVEnergyRegion,"submittedto Int.Conf.on Nucl. Datafor Sci.and Tech., 13-17May 1991,Jtllich.
2 Seereferencesin the ENDF/BFile 1commentsectionthat follows.
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Figure 1. Neutron total cross section of 239pu between 0.03 and 20 MeV, The solid curve is the
ENDF/B-VI evaluation, the dashed curve is ENDF/B-V, and the points represent

experimental data. @
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Pu-239/U-235 (n,f) Cross Section Ratio
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Figure 2. Ratios of the 239pu(n,f) and 235U(n,f) cross sections between 0,02 and 20 MeV. The
solid curve is the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, the dashed curve is ENDF/B-V, and the

points represent experimental data.
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Figure 3. The 239pu(n,f) cross section between 0,03 and 16 MeV, The solid curve is the
ENDF/B-VI evaluation, the dashed curve is ENDF/B-V, and the points represent
experimental data,
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Figure 4. Comparison of measured and evaluated values of prompt_ for neutron-induced
reactions with 239pu. The solid curve is the ENDF/B-VI evaltmtion, the dashed curve

O is ENDF/B-V, and the points represent experimental data.
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2 ! pu94

Reference: ./N° l:'ri.tna,ry I'Lefe,rellce O
Evaluators: 1', Yo,,,lg, i,, W(:sto,, W, l'(,(,,,ttz

Evaluated: April 1989

Material: ,q4:t7

Content: Neutron i,rmlsporl,, (_aultna l)r(,tlueti(,11_(_ovn,riauccf_

****************************************************************

SUMMARY OF ENDF/B-VI EVALUATION

P,G,Young, L,W,Weston, and W,P,Poenitz

I, Resonance region evaluation performed by H,Derrien and

G,de Saussure ORNL/TM-I0986 (January, 1989), NEW PARAMETER

SET EXTENDING fO 2 KEV SUBSTITUTED NOV, 89,

2, Prompt nubar evaluation obtained from work of E,Fort (Nuc,

Sci,Eng,99, 375 (1988),

3. Delayed nubar evaluation (En89),

4, Energy range above unresolved resonances (0,03 - 20 MeV) was

evaluated by P,Young, using results from W,Poenitz, G,Hale,

R,Peelle, and A,Carlson from the simultaneous standards

evaluation (Santa Fe Conf,(1985)p.1429), and with contri-

butions from R,MacFarlane and L,Weston, More details are

given below, and full documentation will be issued later,

$$$$*$_$$$*$$$$$$$$,$*$,$$,$$$$$$$$**_$$**$$,$$$$$_

THERMAL REGION

$$$*$$*$$$$$$*$$$$,$,$,$$_$_$$$$_$$$$$$$,,,$$_$,$$

The Reich-Moore resonance parameters have been obtained from the

analysis of several transmission,fission,absorptlon and capture

experimental data(l,4,5,7,10), This set of resonance parameters

also consldered the 1988 fission data of Weston and Todd. The

thermal region was then refitted and '_he following were obtained
for the 0,0253 cross sections,

Evaluation Proposed

293K Standard va],ues(barn)(ll)

*_**$$$$$$$,,_$$***$$,$$,$,,,$$$,$,$$$$$$$$$$$,$,_$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Fission 747,08 747,99+-1,8T

CaptUre 271,39 271,43+-2,14

Scattering 8.00 7,88+-0,97

Total 1025,79 1027,30+-5,00

@
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The experimental fission cross sections were renormalized to the

value of 748,0 barns at 0,0253 eV in agreement with the proposed

standard value and with the up-dated absolute value of Deruyter

(12), The other experimental absolute value is the I025,0+-6,0

barns obtained by Spencer(IO) for the total cross section, Fitting

the renormalized experimental fission,capture and ab.orption data

and Spencer experimental transmission over the energy range 0,02

eV to 7.0 eV one obtains, at 0,0253 eV, 270,17 barns for the capture

cross-section and 747,19 barns for the fission cross-section, in

very good agreement with the proposed standard values,

The Weston and Todd 1988 fission data, obtained on a 80 m flight

path with a resolution comparable to the Harvey transmission

resolution, were included in the SAMMY fit experimental data base,

Despite the difficulties encountered with a quite large residual

background in the new Weston data, the new set of resonance

parameters has improved compared to the previous one, Due to the

improvement of the resolution in the fission experiment more

resonances were identified in the high energy range of the data
and the fission widths are more accurate,

A Reich-Moore SAMMY fit of Harvey transmission data and Weston

1988 fission data was performed in the energy range I kev to 2

keV, Preliminary results are given in the file, A background

contribution in file 3 mus_ be added, Further analysis should be

to obtain accurate sets of in
performed more resonance parameters

i to 2 keV energy range, However, the present set of data should

'bemost useful for the calculation of the self shielding in this

energy range,

The scattering cross-section is 0,91 barn larger than the proposed

standard, It corresponds to a radius of 9,46+-0,20 fm obtained in

the analysis of the tranmission data up _o I keV, To obtain the

the proposed standard value one should use a radius of 9.11 fm.

One should also note that the 293 degrees K cross-sections calcul-

ated at 0,0253 eV depend on the way the Doppler broadening ca].cul-

ation is performed, For instance using a Gaussian broadening func-

tion will give a fission cross-section about 2,5 barns larger than
the one obtained from the accurate calculation which conserves the

I/v cross section, This difference is of the s_ne order of

magnitude as the accuracy on the proposed standard fission cross

section, The values given in the above tab].e were obtained from an

accurate calculation method (special SAMMY option for the thernlal

energy range),

The following table shows the experimental cross sections averaged

over two energy intervals and compared to the calculated values:

@
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Average cross-sections(barn)
_****_**_,_*******_*******_,_**_**************_***************

References(l-10) 0.02 to 0.06 eV 0.02 to 0.65 eV

exp calc (293K)" exp calc (293K)

GwinTl fiss 631.41 843 71

Gwin76 fiss 631 41 838 39

Gwin84 fiss(*) 631 41 631.45(+0.01_) 837 18 839.01(+0.22_)

DeruyterTO fiss 631 41 859 43

Wagemans80 fiss 631 41 862 56

GwinTl capture 243 84 242.84(-0.41Z) 524 75 518.13(-1.26Z)

Gwin76 absorpt(*) 875 90 874.29(-0.18Z) 1359 96 1357.14(-0.21Z)

Spencer84 tot(*) 883 20 882.99(-0.02Z) 1361 69 1368.8 (+0.52Z)

(*)These data had the largest _eight in the thermal fit. The va-

lues between the parentheses give the percentage deviation between

the calculated data and the experimental data.

The value of 631.4 barns for all the average experimental fission

cross-sections in the energy range 0.02 eV to 0.06 eV corresponds

to the renormalization of all the fission experiments to 748.+-I.

barns at 0.0253 eV. _RNL data are consistent within 0.8Z over the

0.3 eV resonance. Deruyter and Wagemans data ire about 2.5 Z larger
and were not included in the fit. When normalized on the standard

value at 0.0253 eV, Gwin76 absorption agrees with the absorption i

obtained from Spencer total within 0.TZ over the resonance. The

present evaluation is essentially the result of a consistent ana-

lysis of all the available ORNL data with a larger weight on Gwin

1984 fission, Gwin 1976 absorption and Spencer transmission data.

THE RESOLVED RESONANCE REGION

The Reich-Moore resonance parameters are given in the energy ran.-

ge up to 2 keV. Four negative energy resonances and six ficti-

tious r_sonances above 2 keV are used to represent the effect of

the external region resonances. A constant value of 9.41 fm could

be used for the scattering radius R' for the calculation of the

_ross-section in the entire energy rang_ analysed.

Th.....set of resonance parameters is essentially the result of a Ba-

yesian Reich-Moore analysis(SAMMY)(13) of the Harvey transmis-

sion data(9) and Gwin and Weston 1984 fission data(7,8). The Harvey

data were taken on a 80 m flight path at liquid nitrogen tempera-

ture with a resolution good enough to separate more than 80 Z of

the resonance up to 1 keV. Blons 1973 data(3), which have better

resolution than 84 Weston data, were used to identify narrow fis- i
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sion resonances in the high energy region. A preliminary correlated

fit on Harvey, Weston and Blons data, allowing the adjustment of

the normalization coefficients and of the background corrections_has shown that no such adjustment was necessary to have consis-

fancy between Harvey data and Weston data. Blons needed a large re-

adjustment of the background and of the normalisation. The final

fit was performed by using only Harvey, Gwin 1984(E < 30 eV) and

Weston 1984(E > 10 eV) as input to SAMMY.

If one compares the most recent experimental fission data, in the

resolved resonance region above I00 eV, one finds that Weston data

are the smallest and Blons data the largest. The following table

shows the proposed ENDF/B-VI standard vaiues(ll) and the values

obtained from the resonance pars_meters, averaged in the same

energy intervals:

Cross-section in barns

Energy Calcul Weston84 Blons73 Proposed

(keV) (293K) Standard

0 I-0 2 18.159 18 095(-3 It) 18.93(+I 4Z) 18.66+-0.13

0 2-0 3 17 318 17 4_1(-2 7Z) 17 79(-0 5Z) 17 88+-0 12

0 3-0 4 8 _18 8 130(-3 SZ) 8 91(+5 7Z) 8 43+-0 08

0 4-0 5 9 318 9 337(-2 5Z) 9 71(+1 SZ) 9 57+-0 07

0 5-0 6 14 944 15 170(-2 6Z) 16 51(-0 3Z) 15 56+-0 11

0 6-0 7 4 337 4 192(-6 4_) 4 63(+3 8_)
4,46+-0 04

0 7-0 8 5 340 5 386(-4 SZ) 5 94(+6 SZ) 5 63+-0 04

0 8-0 9 4 636 4 765(-4 5Z) 5 11(+2 SZ) 4 98+-0 04

0 9-I 0 8 050 8 165(-1 7Z) 8 67(+3 3Z) 8 30+-0 07

0.I-I.0 10.024 10.075(-3.1Z) I0.57(+1.7Z) 10.39

The values between parentheses are the percentage deviation from

the standard data. The calculated cross-sections agree within 0.SZ

on _verag_ , with Weston values and are about 3.5Z smaller than the

proposed _tandard values. They are only 1.8Z smaller than ENDF/B-V

over ths energy range 0.1 to 1.0 keV. The authors of the present

evaluation have the feeling that many of the experimental fission

cross-sections suffer from an underestimation of the experimental

background leadin_ to a systematic overestimate of the cross-section.

The authors of the ENDF/B-VI standard evaluation have probably not con-

sidered the background problems in this way. The very small errors

they obtained are due to a statistical processin_ o_ a large

amount of experimental data. Blons fission cross-sections are an

example of data _ _hich the underestimation of zhe, experimental

background could be very important (about 3 barns a_ 40 eV and 0.4

barn at I keV).
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Gwin 1971 and Gwin 1976 absorption data(I,4) were not included in

the R-matrix analysis of the resolved resonance region. Accurate

absorption cross-sections should be calculated by the parameters

obtained from the analysis of the transmission data. The following

table shows average calculated values of the capture,absorption

and alpha compared to Gwin 1976 data:

Cross-section in barns

Energy(eV) Calc. values (293K) Gwin 1976 data

capt absorp alpha absorp alpha

7 3- 16 0 79 08 194 99 0.68 208 O0 0.74(,)

16 O- 37 5 21 12 44 83 0 89 46 50 0 89(*)

37 5- 50 0 47 90 68 18 2 36 83 15 2 96(_)

50 0-100 0 34 56 91 59 0 61 92 84 0 63

100 0-200 0 15 78 33 94 0 87 33 66 0 87

200 0-300 0 16 01 33 33 0 92 34 69 0 94

300 0-400 0 9 83 17 94 1 21 18 31 1 16

400 0-500 0 4 07 13 39 0 44 13 56 0 44

500 0-600 0 II 12 26 06 0 74 26 54 0 72

600 0-700 0 6 51 10 84 1 50 ii 57 1 54

700 0-800 0 5 01 10 35 0 94 i0 52 0 97

800 0-900 0 3 78 8 42 0 82 9 30 0 82

900 0-999 9 5 39 13 44 0 67 13 23 0 70 i

(_) Gwin 1971 data

Below 500 eV, the calculated absorption values agree quite well

with Gwin 1976 experimental data and are on average 2.9Z lower

above 500 eV. The calculated alpha values are on average I.TZ

lower above 500 eV.

•*__*_**,_* UNRESOLVED RESONANCE REGION_************_**_,

The average resonance prameters are given in the energy range

2 keV to 30 keV for 74 energy points. They were obtainod by

using the Cadarache statistical code FISINGA to fit the gross

structure of the Saclay experimental total cross sections(17)

below 4 keV and of selected experimental fission cross sections

normalized to the ENDF/B-VI standard evaluation(ll). Above 4 keV

no high resolution total cross section data are available; aver-

ag_ total cross sections were calculated to be consistent with

_he statistical paramaters obtained in the resolved resonance re-

gion(14) and with the optical model parameters of Lagrange and

Madland(15) obtained by fitting the experimental data in the i
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high energy range. A value of 9.46 fm was used for the effective

radius. The values obtained for alpha are consistent with the

experimental data,The competitive width is not used for the inelastic scatte-

ring cross section, In each energy point of the unresolved re-

gion, the neutron width corresponds only to the elastic scatte-

ring cross section. The inelastic scattering cross section

should be found in File 3.

The cross sections obtained at OK by processing the evaluated

file by NJUY-87.1, are given in the following table,'fiss' for

the fission values and 'capt' for the capture values:

Energy(keV) Cross sections Energy(kev) Cross sections

(barn) (barn)

fiss capt fiss capt

2.050 1.879 3,137 ii 750 i 812 1.042

2.150 3 119 3.315 12 250 1 900 0 968

2.250 2 691 2.800 12 750 1 864 0 947

2.350 3 436 3.331 13 250 1 858 0 917

2 450 4 280 2.456 13 750 1 715 0 942

2 550 2 725 2 754 14 250 1 492 0 948

2 650 3 103 3 425 14.750 1 797 0 854

2 750 4 169 2 010 15 250 1 883 0 797

2 850 4 126 2 077 15 750 1 697 0 843

2 950 3 362 3 710 16 250 1 801 0 782

3 050 3 017 1 998 16 750 1 628 0 824
3 150 4 896 i 934 17 250 1 498 0 819

3 250 3 954 2 277 17 750 1 862 0 701

3 350 1 710 2 166 18 250 1 711 0 736

3 450 2 198 2 572 18 750 I 632 0 748

3 550 2 214 1 885 19 250 1 738 0 694

3 650 2 394 2 948 19 750 1 743 0 677

3 750 3 067 1 624 20 500 1 672 0 679

3 850 3 556 2 122 21 500 1 646 0 661

3 950 2 931 2 397 22 500 1 472 0 697

4 125 2 114 2 270 23 500 1 632 0 619

4 375 2 509 2 129 24 500 I 636 0 597

4 625 2 772 i 715 25 500 1 547 0 607

4 875 1 980 2 186 26 500 1 628 0 562

5 125 2 406 I 916 27 500 1 544 0 572

5 375 2 153 I 953 28 500 i 568 0 549

5 625 2 294 I 807 29 500 i 609 0 521

Average values of cross sections compared to the ENDF/B-VI

standard evaluation (11) and alpha values compared to some

experimental data are given in the following table:

@
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Energy * Cross section (barns) * _******_ alpha *_****_*

(keV) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

2- 3 3 284 3 304 2.894 3 31 0 881 1.000 i 108 i 028

3- 4 2 992 3 000 2.213 2 20 0 740 0 720 0 895 0 820

4- 5 2 394 2 383 2,073 2 07 0 866 0 870 0 821 0 837

5- 6 2 266 2 301 1.863 1 91 0 822 0 820 0 867 0 834

6- 7 2 006 2 008 1.677 [ 63 0 836 0 790 0 816 0 793

7- 8 2 134 2 054 1.409 1 34 0 660 0 640 0 630 0 605

8- 9 2 207 2 216 1,245 1 23 0 564 0 540 0 575 0 530

9-10 1 867 1 864 1.136 1 05 0 608 0 550 0 617 0 569

1-10 2,628 2.622 2.014 2,06 0,767 0,752 0,806 0.768

10-20 1.762 1.764 0.876 0,85 0.497 0.480 0.466 0,498

20-30 1,597 1,595 0.606 0,58 0,379 0,350 0,373 0,388

(i) Fission cross section , present evaluation (OK)

'(2) Fission cross section , ENDF/B-VI standard (11)

(3) Capture cross section, present evaluation (293K)

(4) Capture cross section, Gwin et ai.1976 (4)

(5) Alpha value , present evaluation (293K)

(6) Alpha value from Gwin et al. 1976 (4)

(7) Alpha value from Sowerby-Konshin evaluation 1971 (16)

(8) Average alpha value from experimental data

The fission and capture resonance integrals at OK are compared to

ENDF/B-V data in the following table:

Energy range(ev) Fission(barn) Capture(barn)
*********************************************************

ENDF/B-V present ENDF/B-V present

0.5 - 5 0 86 02 85 71 32 31 28 65

5,0 - 10 0 26 03 25 08 20 14 19 06

10.0 - 50 0 100 25 96 87 78 66 77 19

50.0 - 100 0 40 32 40 47 27 23 25 93

100.0 - 301 0 19 98 19 68 19 52 17 95

301.0 -lO00 0 i0 15 I0 05 8 54 8 35

0.5 -I000.0 282.76 277.85 186.30 177.13

By adding the ENDF/B-V value above I keV on obtain from the pre-

sent evaluation:

Ri fission 297.22 barns

Ri capture 184.93 barns i
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the corresponding values from the ENDF/B-V evaluation are:

Ri fission 302.13 barns

Ri capture 194.10 barns
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*****************************************************************

ENERGY REGION 0.03 TO 20 MEV

*****************************************************************

Principal LANL evaluators: P.G.Young, R.E.MacFarlane, E.D.Arthur

The evaluation above I0 kev is based on a detailed theoretical

analysis utilizing the available experimental data. Coupled

channel optical model calculations with the ECIS code (RaTO)

were used to provide the total, elastic, and inelastic cross

sections to the firs_ 7 members of the ground state rotational

band, as well as neutron elastic and inelastic angular distri-

butions to the rotational levels. The ECIS code was also

used to calculate neutron transmission coefficients. Hauser-

Feshbach statistical theory calculations were carried out with

the GNASH (Ar88, Yo77) and COMNUC (Du70) code systems, including

preequilibrium and fission. DWBA calculations were performed

with the DWUCK code (KuTO) for several vibrational levels, using

B(EI) values inferred from (d,d') data on Pu238 and Pu240, as

well as Coulomb excitation measurements. A weak coupling

model (Pe69) was used to apply the Pu238 and Pu240 results to
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states in Pu239.

This analysis is an extension of the calculations used for the

ENDF/B-V.2 evaluation, described in reference Ar82. i

**********MF=I Descriptive and Nubar Information*_**,_****,_*******

MT=452 Total Nubar. Sum of MT=455 and 456.

MT=455 Delayed Neutron Yields. England (En89).

MT=456 Prompt Neutron Yields. From 10-5 to 650 eV, 'based on the

evaluation of Fort (Fo88), after minor renormalization

for consistency with CSEWG standards. Fort's values

were multiplied by 1.000411 from 10-5 to I0 eV to

fall within i/2 std. deviation of Pu239 thermal nubar

value, with the factor varying linearly to 1.00282 at

500 eV for consistency with Cf252 nubar. Fort's eval.

(renomalized) was used intact below 62.3 eV but higher

energy data were thinned with a thinning criterion of

0.036Z, a factor of 5 less than the standard deviation

of the CSEWG standard value of Pu239 thermal nubar.

Above 650 eV, the evaluation is based on a covariance

analysis of all available exp. data from the CSISRS

data file at the NNDC, BNL, using the GLUCS analysis

code (He80). A smooth curve was passed through the

GLUCS results with structure removed. All the exp.

data were renormalized to ENDF/B-VI standards

prior to the covariance analysis.

_**_****_*MF=3 Smooth Cross Sections_****_***_*************_**_

MT=I Neutron Total Cross Section. 0.03 to 20 MeV, based on

coupled-channel optical calculations and the exp. data

of Po81, Sh78, Po83, Sc74, FoTl, Sm73, NAY3, Pe60, Ca73,

LigO. The exp. and theoretical results were combined

through a covariance analysis with the GLUCS code

system (He80). The covariance analysis results, which

agreed well with Derrien's (De89) unresolved resonance

analysis at 30 keV, were smoothly joined to those

results between 30 and 50 keV,

MT=2 0,030 to 20 MeV, based on subtraction of MT=4,16,17,18,37,

and 102 from MT=I,

MT=4 Sum of MT=51-91

MT=f6 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

MT=lT GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium talc.

MT=la The Pu239(n,f) cross section that resulted from the

simultaneous standards analysis for Vera.VI was

renormalized by a factor of 1.007 and used directly

from 50 keV to 1.25 MeV. Between 30 and 50 keV, the

evaluation was matched smoothly to the Derrien i
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unresolved resonance parameter analysis, requiring a

a reduction of about 4Z near 30 keV, Above i,28 MeV,

the evaluation is based on a new covariance analysisof all available ratio and absolute Pu239(n,f) data,

including new measurements (Li88,Me88) that were not

available for the simul, standards analysis, The GLUCS

code was used for the covariance analysis, and a
i

smooth curve was drawn through the analysis results,

The new covariance analysis agrees reasonably with the

simultaneous standards results (both cross section and

standard deviation) at energies below the newer exp,

results, At higher energies, the effect of the new data

on the analysis is to raise the (n,f) cross section

somewhat at higher energies, particularly near 9 MeV

(about 4Z) and above 15 MeV (few Z).

MT=f9 (n,f) first-chance fission cross section,

Katlo of first-chance to total fission obtained from

GNASH calculations.

MT=20 (n,nf) second-chance fission cross section,

Ratio of second-chance to total fission obtained from

GNASH 'calculations,

MT=21 (n,2nf) third-chance fission cross section,

Ratio of third-..chance to total fission obtained from

GNASH calculations,

MT=37 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

MT=38 (n,3nf) fourth-chance fission cross section.
Ratio of fourth-chance to total fission obtained from

GNASH calculations,

MT=51-55,57 Three. to 20 MeV, coupled-channel optical mode].

calculations (3/2+ to 13/2+ members of the }(=i/2 ground

state rotational band) using the ECIS code, Compound

nucleus contributions, obtained from COMNUC calcula-

tions, are also included.

MT=56,S8-69,71,72,74-7'7 Threshold to 6.0 MeV, Compound

nucleus reaction theory calculation with width fluctua-

tions, using the COMNUC code,

MT=70,73,78-81 Threshold to 20 MeV, distorted wave Born

approximation calculations with the DWUCK code for

1=2 and 1=3 vibrational states, The 1=2 states are

MT=78,80 and the 1=3 states are MT=70,73,79, and 81,

Compound nucleus contributions were included in

the data for MT = 70 and 73.

MT=91 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

Note that the MT=78-81 vibrational states lie in the

MT=91 continuum region,

MT=lO2 0.030-20 MeV, obtained using the values of alpha (ratio

of capture to fission cross sections) from ENDF/B-V.2,

'together with MT=t8 from the present evaluation. Between



40 and 100 MeV, structure in the cross section was

smoothed out, Below 50 keV, the results were smoothly

Joined to the unresolved res, result at 30 keV, A

requiring an increase of 0,2Z at 30 keV,

**********MF=4 Neutron Angular Distributions**********_*********

MT=2 Elastic scattu_ing angular distribution based on ECIS

coupled-channel calculations, with a compound elastic

component from (ILJMNUC included below 6 MeV,

MT=51-55,57 Three, to 20 MeV, Coupled-channel optical model

calculations plus compound-nucleus contributions,

MT=56,58-89,71,72,74-77 Threshold to 6,0 MeV, Compound

nucleus reaction theory calculation with width fluctua-

tions, using the COMNUC code,

MT=70,73,78-81 Three, to 20 MeV, Distorted wave Born approx,

imation calculations with DWUCK code, Compound-nucleus

contributions are included for MT=70 and 73,

************MF=5 Neutron Energy Distributions****_**************

MF=I8 Composite n()utron energy distributions from fission.

Based on calculations by D.Madland (At84) using Madland-

Nix formalism, The calculations include the first-,

second-, and third-chance fission neutron components,

Thes,_,data are the same as were used for Revision 2 of

ENDF/B-V, Parameters for the calculation were adjusted

to give the same average fission neutron energy at

thermal as ENDF/B-V,O. Tabulated data (LF=I) used,

MT=455 Tal England (En89),

*****_******MF=6 Correlated Energy-Angle Distributions*********_

MT=t6 GNASH Hauser--Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

Updated Kalbach-Mann systematics used for specifying

neutron distributions (Ka87). On].y neutrons given,

MT=lT GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

Updated Kalbach-Mann systematics used for specifying

neutron distributions (Ka87), Only neutrons given.

MT=37 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc.

Updated Kalbach-Mann systematics used for specifying

neutron distributions (Ka87). Only neutrons given.

MT=91 GNASH Hauser-Feshbach statistical/preequilibrium calc,

Updated Kalbach-Mann systematics used for specifying

neutron distributions (Ka87), On].y neutrons given.

************MF=12,13,14,15 Photon-Production Data***************

@
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All photon-production data were carried over from ENDF/B-V,2,

MAT=IS99, Data are given for MF=I2, MT=4,18,1021MF=I3, MT=31

MF=I4, MT=3,4,18,10_; and, MF=IS, MT=3,4,18,102,

At84 E,Arthur et al,, Nuc,Sci,Eng,88,56(1984),

Ar88 'E,D°Arthur, LA-UR-88-382 (1988),

Ca73 J,Cabe et ai,, CEA-R-4524 (1973),

Ca88 A,Carlson et al,, Nuc,Data for Basic _ Applied Science,

Santa Fe, NM (1985) p,1429,

De89 H,Derrien _ G.de Saussure, ORNL-lO986 (1989).

DuTO C,L,Dunford, AI-AEC-12931 (1970),

En89 T,R.England et al,LAlllS1-MS(1988),LA-11534-T(1989);

LAUR-88...4118to be published in NSE(1989),

FoTl D Foster _ D,Glasgow, Phys.Rev,C3,576(1971),

Fo88 E Fort et al,, Nuc,Sci,Eng,99,375(1988),

Fr88 J Frehaut, NEANDC(E) 238/L (1986),

HeSO D Hetrick _ C,Y,Fu, ORNL/TM-7341 (1980),

Ka87 C Kalbach, LA-UR-87-4139 (1987) to be pub,in Phys,Rev.Cl.

Ku70 P D,Kunz, DWUCK: A Distorted-Wave Born Approximation

Program, unpublished report,

Li88 P,Lisowski et al,, Nuc,Data for Sci.a Tech,,Mito Conf,,pg7,

LigO P,Lisowski, Pets.Communication of WNR data taken in 1985,

Me88 J,Meadows, Ann,Nucl,Energy 15, 421 (1988),

NaT3 K,Nadolny et al,, USNDC-9 (1973)p,170Pe60 J.Peterson et al., Phys,Rev.120, 521(1960).

Pe69 R J,Peterson, Ann.Phys, 53, 40 (1069),

Po81 W Poenitz et al., Nuc,Sci,Eng.78, 333(1981),

Po83 W Poenitz et al,, ANL-NDM-80, 1983.

RaT0 J Raynal,IAEA SMR-9/8 (1970),

Sc74 R Schwartz et al,, Nuc,Sci.Engr,54,322(1974),

Sh78 R Shamu et al., persona], communication, 1978.

Sm73 A Smith et al., J,Nuc.En.27,317(1973).

Yo77 P G.Young _ E.D,Arthur, LA-6947 (1977).

Yo88 P G,Young _ E.D.Arthur, Nuc.Data for Sci,_ Tech., Mito

Conference (1988) p.603.
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2Opu94

Reference: ()I{NI_/']'M.10, 86, I!3NI)F..243 (:1.987)

Evaluators: L, W, Weston, E, 13, Art,hur'_ Others

Evaluated: August 1.986
Material: 9440

Content: Neutron t,ra,n_port_ (_a,mrn_ pr()du(',t,itm, Covn,riances

i

File Comment

_"l)u revised for ,_ - ,' LNI)I_/I:3 VI by 1,, W West,on,

MF-1 MT:::452 I)cl_yed n ub_tr unchanged from ENI)F/B-IV, lR,el 1, 2,
f'l'_ | Iand 3, .tuc prompt ratios to Clare from Frehaut_ R,ef,4,

1he,s_tne,wlue a_ used in versmtl V, The nuba,r prompt
rel.,tive to Cf .,_sume,d .,s 3,741,

MT=:456 See MT:::452,

MT:=458 Energy release/fission from Sher/83 Ref, 5,

MF---2 MT---151 Resolved region 0,0, to 5,7 keV, ']'he resolved resouance

region extends to zero eIIcrgy, I he rOOlli tempern, ture
qlFcross sectious a,t 0,0253 ev n,re:

tota,l :-:' "288,()barus

s(:a,ttering::_0,96barns
flssi()rl ::= O,O(hll.)_l,rlls

captllre ::= 287,6 bartts
_ _ i'l'he resonance n,t 1,{),_6eV was ewllln, ted from l-?_ef,6,
7 _uld 8, From 211to 6(15 (:V the n¢:utrou and ra(lia,tlon

widths are weighted averages of Welgrnann ct M,, Ref
9, Moxon, t_ef 1(1, and Ho(:kenbury_ I_,ef 11, taken from
n. Weigrno.nn review, Ref 9 n,nd un(:hn,nged from version
V, 'l'he neutron widths abow: 665 (:V o.re from Ref 9 n,nd
extended to 5,7 kc,V for versiou VI, '.l'hc fissiou widths

are revised over the full energy rcglon, 'ii'hey are ta,ken
from Weston, lh'f 12, Migt_e(',(),lh',f 13, and Aucham-
l)augh_ H.cf •14, as a, weighted n.verage of va,lues, The
unresolved region exl,eu(t_ fro1YIr,o,70 to40 keV The pa-

• i' l{,('f 16ra, meters are from FI'I'A(IS, l{,ef15, n,nd II ]_.I,S,

atld fits t,(, l:l()('k,:;tll_llry, ll.(,f II, Weni,()TI,li.el 17, n,tl(l
Wlssllnk, l;Lef lR, aver_ge c at)tllre,

0
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MF=a M'I'= I 13ax',l,_ground(',r()s,sec(,io.s 2(18(I---5700 eV due i>omissed
res(')lla,ncefi, A I!'I"]'A(}S iii, Lo (Jwi)l) l:{,ef 19_ a,nd ]')oetllLz)

i H,ef 20, from 8,7 (,o 500 ke,V, Al.)ov(;800 keV from I,a,..
grll, tigt+) li,el', 2{1,

M'I',.'-=2 Difference l.)e(,weeilM'I'._IL _ '1a,ii(] filiIil (if o(,hei' crofis fie(;-
tt(iilS,

M'I'-=-,'-I) 51.... 59) 9.1 l.nd_fi(,l(',ftcil,(,(,erilig iii frOtll tilode] (,.tl,lt,,lilti,-

Ltolis of ]ja,gl, ii,lige ttlld ,]il, ry) It,of II., which were fu{a,pLed

for lift(:: iii ENI)I_/ITi t)y I!), ]), ArLiiur)I, ANI,,

M'1:'.-:::I(I, 17 (n)ln) _nd (n,au)(,a,l¢e,nfrom I,_gra,,_ge,Ref21, a,nd
('.orrected a.f(,erphitse I review by (,he (Jhillese, 1:l/S0,

M 'P., = 18 No fiinc:io(,h (ttltti¢_)li })twkground til tile, refioiia, ilc,e regloIl

tPl'Olti 40 (,o 1(i0 ke.V t'rolil _Vef.it,on)Iix-'f 12 a,ild Knt(,(,er)
It,eP22, From 100 kev (,o;I MeV li'oili ii, ril,(,to (,o :_:lllg by

I-.tehre,nfi) lt,e.f 23)a, li({ fill,Iile ll,fi vei'fiiOli Vi til ti,treeiIleIl(,

With Wefi(,on)It,el 24, a,nd Kfl,rl)It, el 25, ].from 1 to to 20
MeV tt lfi i'l, (:OllllirOllllfi¢: (lP ]{i(_,hl'e,llFi) It,ml'2'3_(Jill)oy) lt,eP
2(i) Sa,vill, lt,el 27, Wefit, oll) ll,ef 24, Kil,ri) lt,ef 25, a,i_d

Me,a,dowfi, Ref 28,

M'].':-;:I02 f]itr.kgrouild from 2(380--- 5700 eV due (,o Inlssed re,lr
(.)lltl,l'ICef.i, No tillloo(,h (',rt)fis fle(',(,iOllfi ill (,lle unreflolved

ra,ngc, 'Pile eva,lua,(,ion i_)ba,,<iedoll llockenbury)II,el iiI)

i Wes(,o).l,It,e.f 17, a,nd Wlfisha,k, Ref 18, froni 40 keV Lo
'3()0keV, ENI)Ii'/IT-1V is lille.li a,1)ov(_300 keV,

Ml.i'=4 M'.I'=2, Irl-18, 51..fl9, and 91 Angula.r (lis(,ril)ul,io.u_ are from
Lhe.ENDIi"/I:t-V evtl,lua,t,i()n (.lP_i_pu by Ma,alia,lid t_nd
Y()11li [_) .1t,(;f 20,

MF:.:5 M'I'::455 Delayed netl(,roli ,_ec()ndil.ryenergy dis(,ril)u(,ion from
M, C}, .lTrady&. '.l.',H,, Englll.n(1,Nucl, S¢',i,& Eng, ..1,0.3)

129 (1989), Sex.:ii,Iso '.I.'.I{,, l_ngitl, lid el, a,],, I.,A-11151-
MS(:1988), I,A-i 1.<_34-'1'(1,()89),,.hd I;,AIJlt,A-88-4 118,

MF=-:12 13, I<1,a,nd :15 'l'he-),-ray files were eva.lull, i,e(I 1)yllun(,er

und ,.¢gl,ewll, r(, (I.,ANI_,)iii 1972 ii,lift a,re (lescril)ed iii LA-
4901, 'I'hefie (lfl,(,a were inliil(, iii version ill a,nd ha.re

survive.d (,hrough verslon,,-I IV and V, ']'hey hftve ii(:)(,

t)(:e.n (:lia.nged f<)r version VI, Ft(;low 1,1)9MeV, how-

t;Vel,, _ftllliliti. rti.y mlllt, il)li(:it, i(:,<iwere u,_ed iii MJi'==ll l'(:)r
i ) tra,dla,(,ive (:ti,lii, ur(: ) illeliis(,i(', s(:a.t,(,oring a,li¢l /it_sl( II

ii)
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Ml?::12 Oontlnued,,, '.['hereh)rc current tml)rovenmnts in this

energy rtmge axe reflected in tile '7.,ray l)roducl, ion cros_

secLions c)d(:ulated ['()r vm'don VI, MF=12 Includes
MT ' '•--4 (:ontrtbutrlon, for dtscrete ga,mma, s front in-

elastte sctttterlng, Above 1,09 MeV_ MF=J.3 ts used

throughout, Ali 7 ru,ys n, re iI,FlSlllIled lsotrol_t(',,

Note: The uncerta.tnty flits are unchanged from Rev, 2 of ver_ton V,

Mt"'=3"2 M'['..,-.-:151 The resonance i)arn, meLer error file extends front (1,5 to
105 eV, The errors are b_,sed olt difference in measure-

rtlentt:_because the quoted errors _._renoL ccmslst, enL in

Ref 9, 10 t_tld 11, The para, meters of the 1.ev resorta, n.ce

a,re highly correla, ted,

P " MT '' ,MI =33 --:1.8 l?rom revlsmn to ENI)Ie/It-V, Dec :1982, by L, W, We-

st,on, I/,ef 30, I, I3=8 wa,s added :1.1/8!.},

MT,.:':J02 See M'P..:-:I.8, .LB-:8wa,sMded 1.1/89,
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241pu94

Reference: N(, Primary t{,eference O

Evaluators: I,. W, Wcston, Il, Q, Wright, II. 1)crri(,n, ()thcrs

Evaluated: ()ct,,l,cr 19as
Material: 9443
Content: Neutron transport, Ga,reina, protlucti()n, (.lova,ria,rlt:e,s

1. Introdllction
i

:!l'Pu wa,s revised for ENI_)F/B-VI by L, W, Weston, '.l'he cba, ages were the adop-

tion of the recommende(t values of the sta, ndards c()rnmittee for the thermal constants;

the adopti()n of the R.ci(:ll-M(mrc resona, nce pa,ra,meter eva,lual, ion of the resolved res-

onan(:e region by H. l)errieil of Cadarache, Ii'ra,nee; renorma,lization of cN)ture above

300 eV by 14 % downward a,s recommended by H. l)errlen. The totttls M)ove 100 keV

were made the sttme as _:_!Jl)u. The capture was revir_ed downwa, rda, bove 1,5 MeV.

MF=I MT=,I52 A thermal nubtu' of 2.9453 recommended by the Stan-

(lards committee. Pr()mpt ratios to Cfa, bove .47 MeV

from Freha, ut, li,el. 1. Nub_r t)r(m_pt rela,tive to Cf---

3.7676, O
MT-:455 TM)ul_tion of u dela,yed (R,ef. 2) except a.t thermM.

M'I'=:456 See MT::::452.

MT=458 SeeShcrRcf. 3.

MF=2 MT-=I51 I:_.esolved resonan(:e region to 300 eV, using a R,eich-

Moore represcntati()n.

2. Status of the Resonance Region Evaluation, H. Derrien, Mart:h 1988

2.1 Thermal Range

The cross section va,lues proposed 1)y the ENI)F/I:I-VI Stan(ta, rds E'valuatlon

group have been used as rcfcren('.e a,t 0.0253 eV. I Ali tilt: CXl)erimcnta,1 data, considered

in the present eva,lua, ti()n ha,w_.been rc11()r'nla,lizc(l t() this reference in tile energy ra,age

0.02 eV to (I.03 eV. q'hc experimental da,t,a a,na,lys_;d arc the total cross sections from

Young el, al.' a,n(I fr()tn Siml)S(J1J et al.(;, the, fission cross sections fr()m Wagerna, ns

e.t, a,l. r and fr,)m W(,st(,11 (,.t a,l.U, and tile (:a,l)tl_rc (:ross s(',(:ti()ns from Wcston ct a,l.U.

Tilt (',ross s('ctloTI va/ll(,s arc given ill rh(' f()ll()wi,g ta.1)lc:

Q
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I!]NDF/B-VI Proposed Energy Range C,alctdated 0 ° K

Staudard at 0,0253 eV 0,02 ....0,(13 eV " At (I,0253 eVl'....................... ..............'......... ..........................
Fission 1012,08 :t: 6,58 1023,9 1011,74

¢ f

Capture 361.,29 =1-4,95 366,(} ,]62,97

Scattering :12,17 =L:2,62 11,16

Total 1386,14 -2:8.64 1402,1 1.385,88

" Average cross-sections for tile renormalization of the experimental data to the pro-

posed standard values,

I, R-matrlx calculation from the evaluated data, set of resonance para.meters using

the program N JOY-87,0, The calculated values are in very good agreement with the

proposed standard at 0.0253 eV,

¢

A correlated R-matrix fit '_}was performed on Young total, Simpson total and

Wagemans fission in the energy range 0.001 to 3 eV, The renormalized Seppi tlssion

data t, were also considered as a possible reference point in the energy range 0.002

to 0.005 eV. The cross-sections integrated over the 0.27 ev resonance, in the energy

range 0,02 eV to 0.45 eV, are shown on the following table',

0
Cross Section '(.,ross Section Deviation

Expermmntal Calculated O7o

ev)

Young total 455.01 456.19 +0.3

Simpson total 458.97 459.1.2 +0.0

Wagemans fission 326.03 327.79 +0.5 I
Weston fission 334.1.8 327.80 - 1.9 JWeston capture 1.37.43 126.49 8,6

The difference between the Young and Simpson total data is nearly the same on

the experimental and on the calculated data; it is due to a different experimental
resolution function. There is a severe discrepa, ncy on the Weston capture data which

was tdready discussed by Weston et al. in the ENDF/V-V evaluation, l' The shape

of the Weston fission cross secti()n irl the energy raugc below 0.03 eV differs from

O that of Wagemans. Normalizing the Weston and Wa,gemans {la,ta in the energy range
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0,02 to 0,03 eV results tn a ¢llscrepa, ncy of about 2 % ow.,r t,he 0,26 ev resona,nce, 'l.'he

sn,me re,mn,rk a,pplies to the Wcston n,l)aorptton dh,ta, which should be norTna, llzed to

the Simpson or Young .,bsorptton ria,ta over aJi energy ra,age Inc,ludlng the 0,26 eV /
re,soll all (',£*,,

2.2 The Resolvc, d II,esonance Range

The lla, rvey..Simpson tra, nsmissl()I_ dh,ta," which were obta, incd in 11972 from

saint)le cooled down l,o nitrogen temperature were ana, lysed i_l the energy rtmge (1,3

to 300 eV along wit,h l:llons ,:l Migneco I, d Wesi,()l, s , , ,),, a,n fission da,ta,, A c(.lrela.ted

o0 or 10()eV r,mge correl_gton ma,-SAMMY R,eich-M(mre, fit w_s per formcd with r,

trlccs, Fictitious resonances (negative energy resonaJIccs a,nd resona, nccs a,bovc 300

eV) were used to take into a,cc.ount the effect o[' the cxterna, lra, nge iii such way

tha, t the cross sections in the range therma,1 to 300 eV could be reproduced by the set

of resonance parameters without the use of a ilk'. 3, A radius r_ = 9,50 fermi was used,

A comparison ot, a,ll the awdltd.)le fission data in the resolved energy ra,nge was

made by Weston et al, _ showing that la,rge discrepa, ucies exist, among the da,ta, These

discrepancies could be due to ba,ck-ground correction effects or ()thor e xperlmenta, l ef-

fects lca,ding to locaJ no,maJlzaJ, ion errors, The SAMMY fits ha,re been performed

to take into account the eventual lo(:n,I renormaJization and t)a,c,k-ground corrections,

The set of resonance t)ara, mcters obta, ined is expe, cted to represent the cross sections
with about 5% accuracy at least for the fission (:,ross-sections, Coml)arlsons between 1lr
calculated and experimental integrated fission cross-sect, lons are shown on the follow-

ing table:

Energy range Cross sections (barn-.ev)

eV Average" Weston (Ja,lculated

I .........................................................................................................!N._J.()_Y_...3!!o.?_K).....
3.0- 4.9 350 8 370.6 359.5

4,9- 8.0 876 8 891,7 836,1

8.0- 9.0 237 6 243,8 234,7

9.0- 12 0 3111I 321.4 292.0

1.2.0- .140 284 8 286.:] 279.6

ld.O- 17 4 928 0 ( r.,)o3. I 922,3

17,4- 20 0 143 8 J46,2 1.39,9
(r: ,,2().()- 30 () 7,),.) 3 866.1 R43,l

30.()- 40 0 ,152 0 4f)2,7 487.0

40,0- 50 0 39() 9 436.6 408.6

@
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Energy I_.ange Cross sections (ha,m-eV)

eV Avert_ge" We.ton Ca,lct.tlat¢,d
r 0 r

..............................................................................................!.NJ

, 50,0- 60,(} :I73,1 176,l 175,4
60,0- 70,0 559,1 59J,J 57,1,2
70,0,_ 80,0 278,3 270,4 262,6
80,0- 90,0 685,9 733,1 730,7

9(),0-100,0 279,2 278,5 285,5
100,0-200,(] 2660,0 2686,5 2626,4.

200,0-3()0,0 2780,0 2861,1 2827,2

eV Avers,ge" Weston (Jalcula, ted
3.0-30(},0 41,03 42,44 d1,36

" Average over all ava,llable fission data, See reference (8),

The cross sections calcula, ted by the vet of resonance paramaters are in good agree,,
ment with the average data ft'ore all the available experimental values, The agreement
is even perfect if one considers the average values over the entire energy range, The

O 3% difference observed in the Weston data should go away a,fter a renormaliza, tionover the 0.26 ev resonance in Wagemans dttta,

The following table shows the calcula, ted capture cross-sections and a,lpha values
compared to Westons s experimental data,:

.......................................................................................................................................E]|ergy r_i]ge (.)_ _]_1 (] u 1 at e (1 C _,1 c 111¢'31_t e (] - F._ x li e r i ._][1 _ 1_| _J_,l *..................................Ii) ev ] a,t io Ii

eV capture alphn, alpha %

:10,- 20, 74,88 0,511 0,559 9,4
20,- 3(}, 15,48 (},1.84 (},213 15,7
3(},-.4(), 9,86 {},2(}2 (},216 6,9
40,- 50, 5,38 0,1.32 (),J84 39,4
50,- 60, 2,1.5 0,123 0.198 61.,0
60,- 70, 12,94 0.225 0,279 24,0
70,- _0, 14.26 (},543 0,572 5,3

@
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_._t__riii, g_........._ Ci;ik":_d.........G iiiiiiiii.ii........gxi;_':i_ii_.ii......5_vi,_ti;ii....
eV c,ttpture a,lpht_ tdpha %

80,- 90, 23,39 0,320 0,337 5,3

9(},-1.00, 5,7(3 0,202 0,207 2,5

10(},-200, 5,81 (),221 0,2(18 21.3

200,-300, 6,60 0,233 0,264 1.3,3

...........i-6-Tiiii_ii.................................i..................(35;i_i...........................6_%..............................hT_i.......

On aver_ge the ali)ha values calculated from the resonance t)aratneters are about

14% smaller tha, n the experlmenta,1 values given by Weston, s A tentative SAMMY

fit was performed on the Weston capture in the energy range 3 eV to 20 eV only, in

correlation with the fission experimental data and the transmission data, A renor-

mMizatlon of 15% for the capture was obtained in this energy range, The absorption

experimental data were normalized by Weston to the absorption obtained from Kolar

total (:ross sections, In The present evaluation, which was mainly based on the Ilarvey

-Simpson transmission data for the determination of the neutron widths, gives widths

which are 8% on average sma, ller tha,n those obtained from the Kola, r transmission

data, Renormalizing the Weston absorption data to values calculated from the new

net of neutron widths should give more rea,listic valtles of the experimental absorption
cross sections. W

q.'he unresolved resonance parameters start at 300 eV, They are the same as

£NI)F/B-V except that the capture has be,en reduced by 14%.

3. Remainder of File

MF=3 MT=I. Totals were adjusted to compensate changes in capture,

MT=2 Unchanged from ENDF/B-IV.

MT=:18 The evaluation uses ENDF/B-V above 40.2 keV and

is based upon Behrcns, Ref.16, Kappelar, Ref, 1.7, Sz-

abo, Ref, 1.8, and ratios to 'ear'U using the ENDF/B,.V
evaluation of ua'_U,

MT=102 Renormalized downwt_rd by 14% from version V,

MF ....5 M'I'=16 Revised by R. J. ll_,werton for versi,,n V.

M'I.'=17 H,evised by l{,. ,I, l l()w(,rt_)n for version V,

$
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MF=5 MT:.-.:18 The fission n(:utron energy distribution Is given _s a,

dull)lc fission npec(,rum plus )._Ma,xwellta,n (AWl_,lB O-

O 191/(),1)
M'I."=9I H,evlsed by H,, ,l, llower(,on for version V,

MT:=:455 Delayed neutron seconda, ry energy distributions, See
ref,. 13.

MF=12 M']:=1.8 Used cla,t_ of Peele a,nd Ma,h, nsc,he,tn, Ref 19, for _ar)U
thermtd fission,

MT=102 Used _auU sI)ectrum a,djusted for multil)llclty and en-

ergy (',onserva,tlon,

MF=13 M"I)=3 Calculated by R, ,I, Howerton,

MF..-=--"15 M T. =3 Ca,lcula, ted by R, J, Howerton

MT= 1.8 C_tlcuhtted by R, ,l, H owerton, Used Peele and Ma.MI-

s('.heln da, ta,)Ref 1.9, a,nd methods described in Ref 20,

MT=l()2 (Ja,h:ulated by R, J, llowerton,

MF=33 MT=:1.8, ii02 Repla, ced by I,, Weston in December 1982, Ref.
21,
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241Am95

O Reference: No Primary Reference

Evaluators: Zhou Delin, Gu Fuhua and Others

Evaluated: February 1988

Material: 9543 :

Content: Neutron transport, Gamma production, Covariances

Summary of ENDF/B-VI Evaluation

History

The original evaluation was performed by Gu Fuhua, Yu Baosheng, Zhou Delin,

Zhuang '_%uxiang, Shi Xiang, jun, Yah Shiwei, Wang Cuilan, and Zhang Jengshang un-

der contracts with the IAEA/NDS and the IAE, 1985. t 'File file was revised by Zhou

Delin, Yu Baosheng, Liu Tong, Shi Xiangjun, and Yan Shiwei in 1988.2 The capture

cross sections and resonance parameters have been reviewed and reevaluated by Zhou
Delin et al. 1988. :_

O File Information
MF= 1 General information.

MT=451 Comments and Dictionary.

MT=452 Total number of neutrons per fission. It is the sum of

the delayed neutrons (MT = 455) and prompt neutrons

per fission (MT = 456).

MT=455 T.R. England +, LA-11151, LA-11534, and LAURA-
88-4118.

MT=456 Number of prompt neutrons per fission. Data are taken
from Y. Kikuchi et al. i

__ )MF=2 MT 151 Resonance [ arameters. The SLBW formula was used

for resolved resonance parameters in the 1.0 x l0 -s to

150 eV energy region. Resolved parameters were rec-

ommended from the analysis of several data sets.

O
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File Information, Continued

lt was lloticedthat the parameters of the firstsev-

eralwell defined resonances (0.308, ().576, t.276, ].928,

2.372, and 2.358 eV resonances for example) giver, by

Derrien et al. _ (5:ransmission), Kalebin et al. c_(Trans-
mission) as well as Weston et al. 7 (Absorption, noma-

lized tc.) a thermal capture cross section of 582 b) re-

spectively are in excellent agreement with each other.

This means that the resonance parameters for the full

resonance energy region can be combined by using ran-

dora error weight averaging without taking into account

the absorption measurement with 8% syst.ematic error. 7
The recommended values for most resonances were av-

eraged using equal weights. An exception was for the
random errors of Weston et a].'s measurements and the

errors of Kalebln et al.'s measurements which are much

larger than those of Derrien el, al. In such. cases the

average was properly made with unequal weights.

Unresolved resonance parameters were defined in the

150 eV to 30 keV energy region. Kikuch's parameters '

were used as :input data and adjusted to fit the cap-

t ure cro_.s _ections (evaluated on the bases of Weston

et al., VanI.)raet et al. '_, Wisshak et al. _), and I)errien

et al.'s measurements) and the fission cross section of

Dabbs I_, (averaged over the proi)er energy range). Rec-

ommended unresolved resonance parameters were ob-
tained.

At fh<:cmal energy a. value of 3.115 b was adopted for the

fission cross section, and a capture cross section 620 :k

13 b was adopted. A weighted averaged value of the

following data was adopted:

• Kalebin: 625 -2 20 b. ( =: 640 b -- 3.1.5 b- 11.5 b,

Transmission);

• Dovbenko et al.' 651%: 104 b. (Capture)Ii;

• Harbour et al.' 612 :{.:25 b. (Capture, deduced from

art analysis by Story, 1978. Quoted from Lynn et al.)12;

®Pomerance ' 625-.+_ 35 1). (Qu()ted fr()m Lynn et al.)I_;

• Wisshak el, al.' 625 }::35 b. (ls_)nleric rati(J, indi-

rectly) 1:_;

O
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File Information, Continued

O * Weston et al. : 582 :k 50 b. ( A relative measurement
of absorption normalized tc) a thermal c_tt)ture (:ross sec-

tion of 582 b. lt may be considered to be normalized

equivalently to Derrien's measurement of the first sev-

eralresonances. The 8% systema.tic uncertainty in the

energy region > 0.2 eV must be added to the thermal

value):'.
MF=3 Neutron Reaction Cross Sections.

MT , _ , r=1, 2 4, 16, 17, 51 65, 91 & 102 .Potal, elastic scat-

tering, inelastic sca.ttering, (n,2n), (n,3n) and capture

cross setions were calculated using optical model theory.

(The parameters have been adjusted to fit the Phillips'

data,. _l.) Hauser-Feshbach statistical theory with width

fluctuation corrections, exciton, and evaporation mod-
els were used.

MT=18 Fission cross sections in the energy region greater than

1 keV were evaluated by Gu Fuhua el; al. i and revised

by Zhou Delin considering I)abbs' new measurement,
Below 1 keV Dabbs' mea, surement has also been used

for an unresolved resonance parameter adjustment. :_

O MF=4 Angular distributions of secondary neutrons.

MT=2, 51-65 Angular distributions of elastic and inelastic

scattering were calculated using optical models and

Hauser-Feshbach theory.

MT=16, 17, 18, and 91 Angular distributions of (n,2n), (n,3n),

fission_ and inelastic sca,ttering (continuum part) reac-

tions were assumed isotropic in the Center of Mass (t'or

16, 17 & 18) and Laboratory fra.me (for 91).

MF=5 Energy distributions of secondary neutrons.

MT=16, 17, 18, and 91. Calculated with Hauser-Feshbach

and evaporation models taking preeqlfilibriurn processes
into account. For MT=:I8 a maxwellian distribution

was specified. The parameters T(E) a,re estima, ted from
Hu ,Iimin et a.1.I'_'

O
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File Information, concluded

MF=9 MT=:102 Data, for tlm isomeric ratio has been revised ba,sed ota a _h,

new 'evaluation _ and tile shape of a theoretical calcula,-
tion. I:_

MF=12 13,14, and 15 Photon data calculated by R. J, How-
erton (Personal Communication) From MF=2, 3, and
5.

MF=32 33 Covariances. File 32 and aa or ENDF/B-V, Rev.
2 have been adopted. However, the covariances of
MT=151 of File 32 and tlm covariances of MT=18 of file

33 have been modified to match the present evaluations.
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Reference: No Primary Reference

Evaluators: L.W. Weston, F. M. Mann, R. E. Schenter, R.. J. How-
erton, Others

Evaluated: October 1988
Material: 9549 '

, , / i

Content: Neutron transport,, _,,,,_,mmaproduction

J f /, , /_

File Comments

ORNL Eval-Oct88 L, W Weston

HEDL Ewl-Apr78 F. M. Ma,nn a,nd R. E. Schenter (fast)
LLNL Eval-Apr78 R. J, IIowerton (ga,reina production)

**********************************************************************

Summary of Evaluation

O MF= 1 GenerM informationMT=452 Nubar. ']:he thernlaJ value was computed from the semi-

empiricM work of Gordeeva and Smirenkin (Ref. 1) as
revised by Manero and Konshin (Ref. 2). The energy
dependence is from the work work of R. J. ttowerton

(rt f.3).
MT=455 Delayed neutron yields. Taken from M. C. Brady

(ORNL) and T. R. England, Nucl. Sci. & Eng. 103,
129 (1989).

MT ....458 Energy from fission based on Sher (Ref. 4).

MF=2 Resonance para,mete.rs (0 to 42 keV)
MT:=I51 Resolved resonances. Two hundred and nineteen re-

solved resonances plus one bound level ase included
based upon the totaJ cross section m,_asurements of

Simpson el, aJ. (Ref, 5). The thermal ca,pture is ba,sed
on Mugha,bgilab's eva.lua,tion (Ref. 6). The thernla,l fis-
si()n cr()ss secl,io)1 is l)a,sc(l ()n Wa,gema,ns mea,sureme.nt
(l_(,f,7).
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Summary of Evaluation, Continued

MF=2 MT=151 At thermal energy tile total cross section is 84 barns, /

the capture cross section is 75 barns and tile fission (:ross
section is 74 millibarns.

Resolved region ....0 to 250 eV.

The fission widths a,re based oll Knitter's measurements

(Ref. 8). The unresolved resonance parameters are

based on the evaluation of Froehner et al. (R, ef. 9)

and Weston & Todd (Ref. 10),

Unresolved region-- 250 eV to 42 keV.

MF=3 Smooth cross sections (42 kev to 20 MEV).

MT=I Total. Sum of partial cross sections.

MT=2 Elastic cross sections. The elastic cross sections are

based upon optical model calculations (Ref, 11) above

0.65 MeV, and on average resonance parameters below.

M'.F=4 Inelastic cross section. The inelastic cross section above

100 keV is based on statistical model calcula, tions to 1.7

excited levels plus the continuum (Ref. 11).

MT=16 (n,2n) based on statistical model calcula.tions (Ref. 11).

MT=lT (n,3n) based on statistical model calculations (Ref. 11). I

MT=18 Fission is based on the data of Seeger et al. (Ref. 12),

Knitter (Ref. 8), Wisshak (Ref. 1'_), and Behrens (Ref.

14).

MT-19 Same a,s MT=18 until (n,nf) threshold, after which the
cross section is constant.

MW=20 Is (MT=18) -(MW=--19).

MT---37 (n,4n) is bused on stat:stical model calculations (Ref.

11).
MT=51, 52... 67, and 91 Above 100 keV the evaluation is

based on statistical model calculations to 17 excited lev-

els plus the continuum (Ref. l 1).

MT=102 Capture based on FITACS (Ref. 15) tit, to Wisshak

(Ref. 13)and Weston (Ref. 10)for data below 200

keV. At energies above 200 kev the evaluation is based
on statistical model calculations.

MF:--,I Secondary neutron angula,r distributions.

0
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Summary of Evaluation, Concluded

O MT 2 The elastic tmgular distributions were supplied by
MF=4 =

H, Alter(Atomics lnternationa,l), They were composed
of _ mixture of measured, (la,ttr for :c_nU 2asU and 2:mPu, 5

MT=51, 52,,, 67, and 91 AssumedlsotroI)iC,

MF=5 Secondary neutron energy dlstrlbutions.

MT='.16 Ba,sed on pu,r_uneters of Gilbert and Cameron (Ref. 16),

M'r= 17 Sn,mc reference as MT:= i16,

MT=1.8 The fission spectrum has a Ma,xwellian density with the
r_ _ ,tempera, ture based on 1err.,ll s prescription (R,ef. 17),

The thermal value of u was used to determine the tem-

perature.

MT=19, 20 Same as MT-=18.
MW=37 9:1 Same reference as for MT=16,

MT=455 Brady et al., Nucl. Scf. & Eng. 1__02!,129 (1989),

MF=8 Radioactive decay data.

MT.=102 Decay data was us a from ENDF/B-V MArl! numbers
754.4 und 7554.

O MT=454 A _tlArn yield curve was used (Ref, 13 and 19),

MF=9 MT--102 Based on statistical model ca,lcula, tions (Ref. 11).

MF=12, 13, 14, a,nd 15 Photon I)roduction flies taken from the
evaluations of R. J. Howerton documented in UCRL

50400, Vol. 15, part A (methods) Sept 75 and part 13

(curves) Apr 76, The files were extended to the en-

ergy rang(: 1.0 × 10 -'_ eV to 20 MeV and merged to this

evaluation at the Brookhaven National Laboratory by

R. Kinsey of the National Nuclear Data Center.
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249Bk97

g No P)'lnl_ry Pa_,feren(',eReference:
Evaluators: Zhou Dclln a,nd Others

Evaluated: June 1986

Material: 9752
Content: Neutron tr_msport

Summary of ENDF/B-VI Evaluation
,.

History ,,

'rills eva,lua,tion w_ts performed by Zhou l)eli.n el, al, under a c(,nl, ra,ct bet, ween

the IAEA/N1)S and the CNI)C, li'or a, complete discusdon of this evalua, tlon refer to

the report "Ewlut_tlon of Neutron Nuclear i)a,l,a for u)l)Bk," I

File Information

MF= 1 General in formal, lon,

MT:=451 (_omments and l)ic(,ionary,

O M'I'=452 T(.)l,a,l number of neul, rons per fission, [I, is the sum (.)f

delayed neutrons (M'I'=455) and l)romt)t neutrons t)er

fission (M"17=456),

MT=455 Delayed nt:ul, ron data, lq'()m ca,l(:uhl,tions ma,de by
Y, l(ikuchi et al, _

M'P:=:456 Number of prompt neul, r(:)ns per fission, From calcula-

tions m)ute by Qiu xijun el, u,l, :)

- MIi'=2 MT=ISI l_.esona, nce Paralnet,ers, The MI,BW f()r))la,lisnl was

used for the r(:solved resonance parameters in the

I,(} v. 1()--r, to 61) eV energy range, lt.ecomnlended res-,

()llallce l)arattl('l,(,rs were )nainly based on i,he lllen.,qllre-

)))(:nl,s of l:._enja.)_ll)l (:(, al, ), a.)id A)1_ifri(:v ('(, n,l,"' Also
(:(,nsul(,(,(l wet(: (,h(: ('va lllul, io)is ()f Y, Kikuchi (:(,al, _ _,nd

Mllgllal)ghal), (_ ll,lresolv(,d reso)la,)l(:(: l)a.ram(;i, ers were

._elecI,('d from l)a.ra.t_l(:l,ers re(:()Itlnlend(_d by Y, Kikuctll
e(. al, '

O
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File Information, Continued

MF=3 Neutron Reaction Cross Sections. /
IP'MT=l, 2, 4, 16, 17, 51-68, 91, and 102 Total, elastic scatter-

ing, inelastic scattering, (n,2n), (n,3n) and capture cross

sections calculated using optical model theory. Hauser-

Feshbach statistical theory with width fluctuation cor-

rections, exciton, and evaporation models were used.

MT=18 Fission cross sections were evMuated on the bases of

measured data by M. Silbert7, E. Fomushkin s and
I. Vorotnikov. :)

MT=103, 107 (n,p), and (n,a) Cross Sections. The excitation

function of the (n,p) and (n,c_) reactions were ca.lcu-
lated using systematics in an evaporation model includ-

ing pre-equilibrium effects.

MF=4 Angular distributions of secondary neutrons.

MT=2, 51-68 Angular distributions of elastic and inelastic

scattering were calculated using optical models and

Hauser-Feshbach theory.

MT=16, 1.7, and 18 Assumed isotropic in the center-of-mass

system.

MT=91 Assumed isotropic in the Inborn.tory system. Q

MF=5 Energy distributions of secondary neutrons.

MT=16, 17, 18, and 91 Calculated with optical, exciton and

evaporation models; and given in tabulated distribution
form,

MT=18 Maxwellian fission spectrum. The temperatures were
estimated from [Iu Jimin et al. 1_,
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249Cf98

Reference: No Primary Reference

Evaluators: Zhou Delin, Su Zhongdi and Others

Evaluated: April 1989

Material: 9852
Content: Neutron transport

Summary of ENDF/B-VI Evaluation

History

This evaluation was performed by Su Zhongdi and Zhang Jin et al. under

contracts between tile IAEA/NDS and the CNDC. (For a complete discussion of this
evaluation refer to the report "Evaluation of Neutron Nuclear Data for _l"_Cf," t ) and

revision by Zhou Delin and Liu Tong.

File Information

MF= 1 General information, t_h

MT=451 Comments and Dictionary.

MT=452 Total number of neutrons per fission, lt is the sum of

delayed neutrons (MT=455) and prompt neutrons per

fission (MT=456).

MT=455 Delayed neutron data. T. R. England +, LA-II151,

LA-11534, and LAURA-88-4118.

MT=456 Number of prompt neutrons per fission. Taken from a

calculation from Qiu Xijun et al. :_

MF=2 MT=151 Resonance Parameters. The MLBW formalism was

used for the resolved resonance parameters in the

1.0 ×10 -'_ to 70 ev range. Recommended resonance

parameters were mainly based on the measurement of

Benjamin et al. i and Anufriev et al. _ Also consulted

were the evaluations of Mughabghab _; and Y. Kikuchi

et al. 2 Unresolved resonance parameters were obtained

on the bases of recommended resolved resonance pa-

ra,meters from the evaluation of Y. Kikuchi et a.l.'e

O
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Fine Information, Continued

MF=3 Neutron Reaction Cross Sections.MT=l, 2, 4,16, 17, 51-65, 91, andl02 Total, elastic scattering,

inelastic scattering, (n,2n), (n,3n)and capture cross sec-

tions calculated using optical , Hauser-Feshbach statis-

tical theory with width fluctuation corrections, exciton,t

and evaporation models.

MT=18 Fission cross sections were evaluated on the bases of

measured data by M. Silbertr, E. Fomushkin s and
I. Vorotnikov. :J

MT=103, 107 (n,p) and (n,a) Cro_s Sections. The excitation

function of the (n;p) and (n,a) reactions were calculated

by Zhao Zhixiang using systematics in an evaporation

rnodel including pre-equilibrium etfects, s_l

MF=4 Angular distributions of secondary neutt'ons.

MT=2, 51-65 Angular distributions of elastic and inelastic

scattering were calculated using the optical model.

MT=16, 17, 18 Assumed isotropic in the Center of Mass system.

MT=91 Assumed isotropic in the Laboratory system.

O MF=5 Energy distributions of secondary neutrons.

MT=16, 17, 18, and 91 Calculated with optical, exciton and

evaporation models, and given in tabulated distribution
form.

MT=18 Maxwellian fission spectrum temperatures estimated
from H u Jimin et al. ii
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Appendix
ENDF/B-VI Changes in Release 1

The following errors have been detected in the initial release of ENDF/B-VI and
are corrected in release 1.

MAT Error

0125 (lH) Add uncertainties from 1990 CESWG Standards

Report, to file 1 comments

0225 (:_He) Add uncertainties from 1990 CESWG Standards

Report to file 1 comments

0325 (_I,i) Add uncertainties from 1990 CESWG Standa.rds

Report to file 1 comments

0325 (_Li) MF - 3, MT - 53, LR should be 32 and Q should
be-1.4737 MeV

0525 (I('B) AdO uncertainties from 1990 CESWG Standards
Report to file 1 comments

0525 ('(_B) MF = 3, MT = 57, LR should be 0
,i

O 0525 ('('B) MF = 3, MT = 62,64,68,70,71,73,74,76,77,79,80,
81,83,84,LRshould be 35 a,nd Q shouldbe-5.934
MeV

0525 ('(_B) MF = 3, MT = 65,78,LR should be 28 a,nd Q
should be-6.585 MeV

0525 (l'JB) MF = 3, MT = 55, LR should be 22 and Q should
be-4.46 M_V

0625 ('_C) Add uncertainties from 1990 CESWG Standards

Report to file 1 comments

1125 (2:'Na) Mf = 32, MT - 151, NER should be 1, not 0

2425 (5"Ct) MF = 6, MT = 51--56, LCT should be =2

2431 ('_2Cr) Remove elastic transformation matrix

2434 (5'_Cr) MF = 6, MT = 51-63, LCT should be -2

2437 ('_lCr) MF = 6, MT = 51-54, LCT should be =2

2625 ('_'Fe) Remove elastic transformation matrix

2631 ('_Fe) Remove ela.stic transforma.tion matrix

2634 ('_Fe) MF = 6, MT - 51-55, LCT should be --2

2637 (_Fe) MF = 6, MT ---:-_51-52, LCT should be =2

2828 ("_SNi) Correct capture widths for 58.7 and 439.52 keV

resonances
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MAT Error

2831 (6°Ni) Revise resonance region and remove elastic trans-
formation matrix _J

2834 (61Ni) MF = 6, MT = 51-58, LCT should be =2

2837 (S_Ni) MF = 6, MT = 51-54, LCT should be --2

2843 (S4Ni) MF = 6, MT = 51-52, LCT should be =2

4000 (""tZr) MF = 5, MT = 91, U should = -Q = 2.821 not
2.871

4125 ('q:_Nb) All SMODS=0 in the directory should be =1.

5025 (ll_Sn) MF = 3, MT = 102, interpolation code for low

energy should be log-log (5)

5031 (11:_Sn) MF = 3, MT = 102, interpolation code for low

energy should be log-log (5)

5728 (_3"JLa) Incorrect evaluation converted to ENDF/B-VI

6040 (147Nd) MF = 2, MT = 151, fictious J-values used in

MLBW representation

6149 (J_TPm) MF = 2, MT = 151, fictious J-values used in

MLBW representation

6246 (lalSm) MF = 2, MT = 151, fictious J-values used in
MLBW representation

6337 (l'_'_Eu) MF = 2, MT = 151, fictious J-values used in
MLBW representation

v

7243 (ISUHf) MF=2, MT=151, unresolved region, L=I, second
J-value should be 1.5 not 1.0

7400 ("_tW) MF=3, MT=l,2,102, have unequal energy values
at several discontinuities

7400 ("_tW) MF=14, MT=4, NK(NI) should be 1 not 198

7925 (l'qTAu) :Add uncertainties from 1990 CESWG Standards

Report to file 1 comments

7925 (_'97Au) MF=3, MT=102, Q should be 6.51.238 MeV

8234 (2t'TPb) correction to resonance i'egion

9228 (2:_'_U) Add uncertainties from 1990 CESWG Standards

Report to file 1 comments

9228 (2:_nU) MF=2 MT=151 Revised resonance parameters to

give "drooping" 7/below .1 eV.

9228 (2:l'_U) Correct for minor glitch in file 3 cross sections at
100 keV.

_
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MAT Error

_,) 9228 (23aU) Update P covariances.
9228 (2:_aU) Covariance file MF=33 should be removed, ver-

sion V

9237 (_:_sU) Covariance flies MF=33, MT = 1,2,18,102 should
be removed

9346 (2'_TNp) Remove MF=4, MT=19,20,21,38

9440 (2'l°Pu) Covariance file MF=33, MT=18 should be re-
moved Jr'

,

9443 (241pu) Covariance file MF=33 should be removed, ver.. ,
sion V

9546 (2't_Am) The delayed fission neutron spectrum should be ,,_
removed. The spectrum is for the metastable tar-

get.

9547 (2'12mAm) The delayed fission neutron spectrum should be
added. Erroneously added to MAT 9546

9861 (_52Cf) The delayed fission neutron spectrum should be
removed. The spectrum is for sportaneous fission.

'0031 (Graphite) D. Mathews corrections missing

®
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